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OBSERVATIONS ON CUP-SHAPED AND OTHER LAPIDARIAN
SCULPTURES IN TI-IE OLD WORLD AND IN AMERICA.

BY CHARLES RAU.

INTRODUCTION.

The attention of European archreologists has been directed for several
years to that very curious and widely-distributed class of antiquities, which
are called pierres a ecuelles in French, and Schalensteine in Gern1an, and to
which the English designation "cup-stones" 1night with propriety be applied.
In a general way, they may be defined as stones and rocks upon which cu.pshaped cavities, varying in size ancl number, are executed by the hand of
1nan. But as these cup-like excavations often appea--r, more especiall:y_ in
the Old World, associated with engraved figures of a different character, it
will be necessary to eonsider them in connection with the latter.
Though the knowledge of the existence of cup-stones in Europe dates
back nwny years, it is only of late that archreologists have con1n1enced to
view them in a broader light, and to speculate on their ethnic significance.
Professor E. Desor, in particular, published not long ago a pan1phlet, entitled "Les Pierres a Ecuelles" (Geneve, 1878),* in which he describes, with
his usual clearness, their occurrence in diffe-rent countries, n1aking this distribution a basis for drawing inferences bearing on the important question of
the migration of man in long-past ages.
*Reprinted in: Materianx pour l' Histoire Primitive et N aturelle de l'Homme, 1878_, p. 259, etc.
Professor Dcsor republished tlJis essay, enriched by additional facts, in his "Melanges Scientifiques,"
Paris, Nenchatel, et Genove, 187~.
7
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It is certainly a matter of great interest that cup-stones, analogous to
those of the Eastern I-Iemisphere, ar~ found in the United States, and, as it
appears, in other parts of the Western Continent. Before entering upon
the task of describing then1 so far as my present information permits, I will
give, for the sake of comparison and direct reference, a brief account of the
cup-stones of the Old World, relying chiefly on Professor Desor's excellent
pamphlet, yet availing myself in addition of such other writings of similar
bearing as happen to be at 1ny command. In consideration of th~ scantiness of my literary sources, I cannot claim for this resume anything like
completeness; but, nevertheless, I hope it will bring out the prin~ipal features of the ·subject.

PART I.
PRIMITIVE LAPIDARIAN SCULPTURES IN EUROPE AND ASIA.
SCOTLAND, ETC.

Foretnost an1ong the works relating to the peculiar kind of sculpture
under consideration stands that entitled ''Archaic Sculptures of Cups, Circles, etc., upon Stones and Rocks in Scotland, England, and other Countries," by Professor J. Y. Simpson.* The author's descriptions chiefly relate
to the occurrence of cupped and other engraved stones in Scotland; but also
those that have been observed in England, Wales, Ireland, Brittany, Sweden,
and Denmark are n1entioned by way of comparison.
According to Professor Simpson, the cup-shaped· cavities and other
sculptured figures (presently to be described) occur in _the British Islands,
more especially in Scotland, as follows:--1 On stones connected with archaic sepulture, as1. On stones of n1egalithic circles,
2. On stones of megalithic avenues,
3. On stones of dolmens,
4. On chambered tumuli,
5. On stone cists and covers of urns,
6. On standing stones or monoliths.
*Published in: Proceedings of tho Society of ADtiquaries of Scotland, Eighty-fifth Session
(1864-6!")); Edinburgh, 1867. Tho copy at my disposal (from the Library of Congress) has no special title,

and I find that the work is quoted under different titles. I select that given by Professor Desor in his
essay on en p-stones.
It is a remarkable fact that Sir James Y. Simpson, the distinguished and much-occupied Edinburgh
physician, who first employed anrosthetics in obstetric practice, found leisure to dovoto himself to thorough
archroological investigations, and to produce a work of high merit.
9
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II. On stones connected with archaic habitations, as7. Jn weems, or underground houses,
H. In fortified buildings,
9. In and near ancient towns and can1ps,
10. On the surface of isolated rocks (in places probably once
inhabited).
III. On isolated stones.
Professor Simpson reduces the forn1s of the sculptures in question to
seven elementary types, here reproduced and comprised under Fig. 1, in
which each type is distinctly indicated. I also briefly present such extracts
fron1 the author's accompanying explanations as will serve to afford additional inforn1ation on the subject.
FIRST TYPE.- Single cups.-They are the simplest type of these ancient
stone-cuttings. Their dian1eter varies fron1 one inch to three inches and
n1ore, while they are often only half an inch deep, but rarely deeper than
an inch or an inch and a half. They comrnonly appear in different sizes on
the same stone or rock, and although they sometin1es fonn the only sculptures on a f\urface, they are more frequently associated with figures of a
different character. He observes that they are in general scattered without
order over the surface, but that oecasionally four or five or more of thmn
are placed in more or less regular groups, exhibiting a constellation-like
arrangement.
SEcoND TYPE.- Cups surrounded by a single ring.-The inctsed rings are
usually rnuch shallower than the cups, and mostl.Y surround enps of comparatively large size. The ring is either complete or broken, and in the
latter case it is often traversed by a radial groove which runs from the central cup through and even beyond the ring.
TrrrHD TYPE.-Oups surrounded by a series of concent?"ic complete rings." In this complete annular fonn," says Professor Sirnpson, "the central cup
is generally 1nore deeply cut than the surrounding rings, but not always."
The number of rings varies from two to seven, or even more.
FouRTH TYPE.-Cups surrounded by a series of concentric but incomplete
1·ings, having a straight radial groove.- This type, Professor Simpson thinks,
constitutes, perlwps, the 1nost comn1011 fonn of the circular carvings. The
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rings generally touch the radial line at both extremities, but sornetimos they
terminate on each side of it without touching it. The radial groove occasionally extends considerably beyond the outer circle, and in most cases it runs in
a ruore or less downward direction on the stone or rock. "Sometimes it runs
on and unites into a common line with other ducts or grooves coming from
other circles, till thus several series of concentric rings are conjoined into a
larger or smaller cluster united together by the extension of their radial
braneh-like grooves." This type usually exhibits from three to six rings,
the outern1ost having a diameter of from ten to sixteen inches. But the
author measured one spe~imen at Auchnabreach, Argyleshire, Scotland,
three feet in diameter and composed of eight circles.
FIFTH TYPE.-Cups surrmtnded by concentric rings and .flexed lines.-''Tho
number of indosing or concentric rings is generally fewer in this type
than in the two last preceding types, ~nd seldom exceeds two or three in
number."
SrxTH TYPE.-Concentric rings without a central cup.-In a comparatively limited number of cases the concentric rings of the types already
described appear without a central cup or depression, which is, however,
1nost frequently wanting in the c01nplete concentric circles of the third type.
SEVENTH TYPE.-Concentric circular lines of the form of a spiral or
volute.-The central beginning of the spiral line is usually, but not always·,
marked by a cup-like excavation. "The volute or spiral is, perhaps, the
rarest of the forms of circular ri~g-cuttings in Great Britain; but this type
seems cornmon on the ineised stones of Ireland and Brittany."
It often occurs that two, three, or more of these various types are found
on the same stone or rock, a fact proving, to use Professor Si1npson's language, "that they are intimately allied to each other, belong to tho same
archaic school of art, and have a community of character and origin."
In Plate II of his work Professor Simpson represents what he calls "the
chief deviations from the principal types." I reproduce here this plate as
Fig. 2 without further comment, drawing only attention to the first four
designs, which represent cups connected by grooves. This is a noticeable
and frequently occurring feature, as will be seen hereafter. In order to show
the co-existence of different types on the same stone surface, and the n1anner

•
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in which they are grouped, I give in Fig. 3 (copied. frotn Plate XXIII
of Simpson's work) views of sculptured rock-surfaces at Auchnabreaeh,
Argyleshire, Scotland. Sitnple cups, cups surrounded by one ring or by
concentric rings with radial grooves, and spirals, appear here promiscuously
n1ingled. Fig. 4, taken from Sin1pson's work (Plate XVII, 3), exhibits.
isolated as well · as connected cups, a cup surrounded by a ring, and· concentric rings with radial grooves, on a standing stone (n1enhir) belonging to
a group of seven at Ballymenach, in the parish of I(ilmichael-Glassary, in
Argy leshire, Scotland.
In the n1any exa1nples of rock-sculpture mentioned and illustrated by
designs by Professor Simpson, groups of simple cups appear not very frequently as the only 1narkings on a stone-surface; in 1nost cases, as exen1plified
by Figures 3 and 4, they are accompanied with eups surrounded by rings
or associated with other figures of a more or less complex character. But
in view of the occurrence of simple cups on stones and rocks in North
America, I will, for the present, direct n1y attention to corresponding sculptures in the Old World, and briefly enumerate the stones noticed by the
Scottish savant on which the cup-like cavities appe-a r unmixed with other
figures, excepting the before..,mentioned grooves by which they are now and
then connected. These simple carvings, it will be seen, mostly occur on
stones of n1egalithic 1nonurnents.
1.-Prop-stone of a dolmen at Lancresse, in the Island of Guernsey.
It shows eleven cups of from three to four inches dian1eter, arranged in a
row close to one of the edges of the stone and following its curvature
(Simpson, Plate VIII, :}).
2.-Cap-stone of a dohnen in the vicinity of the village of Ratho,
in Edinburghshire, Scotland. On its upper surface is sculptured a row of
twenty cups, which runs in a straight median line from one end of the stone
to the oiher. In addition, there is a cup placed on either side of the central
row. The largest cups measure about three inches in diameter, and are
half an inch deep. The cap-stone is. a block of secondary basalt, or whinstone, about twelve feet long, ten in breadth, and t'vo in thickness (Simpson, _
Plate IX, 1 ).
3.-0ap-stono of a dolmen near the village of Clynnog Fawr, in Oaer-
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narvonshire, 'Vales. Its upper surface is covered with a large number of
cups running in oblique, but almost parallel, lines. Two long grooves, forming an acute angle, connect~~ number of the cups (Simpson, Plate IX, 2).
This dolmen is represented as Fig. 3 on Plate III of Desor's '' Pierres a
·Ecuelles," but erroneously marked Dolinen de Ratlw. I reproduce Professor
Sitnpson's view of the dolnwn as Fig. 5.
4.-Large stone which formerly occupied the centre of a still complete
stone circle at 1\foncrieff, a few n1iles south of Perth, Scotland.* It has
carved upon its surface about seventeen irregularly-distributed cups of
different sizes (Simpson, Plate IV, 2).
5.-Block of a small circle surrounding a kistvaen, or stone cist, at Oatlands, in the Isle of }\;fan. The design shows in one corner of th~ block
eighteen cup-markings, which form five irregular rows (Sin1pson, Plate
VIII, 1). Fig. 6 of this publication.
6..-0ne of the roofing-stones in the chan1ber of the large elongated
tumulus, Mont Saint-Michel, at Oarnac, Brittany. It shows on the inner
side six apparently large cups, placed without special order (Simpson, Plate

XI, 6).
7.-Two stones in chambered tnn1uli at Clava, in Inverness-shire, Scotland. Upon the surface of one of then1 are seen twelve cups, apparently
of equal size; the other stone shows five of them, which are placed in the
shape of an irregular cross (Simpson, Plate X, 3 ~nd 4). Fig. 7 represents
the first-mentioned of these stones.
8 -Stone probably belonging to a charnber within a stone circle on
Cloughton Moor, near Scarborough, England. · One side shows four cups,
the other three (Simpson, Plate XI, 4).
9.-Monolith standing near Dun bar, East-Lothian, Scotland. Upon
one of its sides appear five cups, so placed that they might mark the angles .
of an irregular pentagon (Simpson, Plate IV, 3). Reproduced as Fig. 8.
10.-Conical standing stone in the bourg or village of the Forest, in
the Island of Guernsey. There are upon it three apparently large cups,
forming a row in the longitudinal direction of the st~ne, but placed far
apart (Simpson, Plate VIII, 2).
*The size of the objects figured iu Simpson's work is rarely indicated.
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11.-Sta.nding stone, nearly ton feet high, in the neighborhood of Edinburgh, where it is known as the "Caiy Stone:" Between two and three
feet from the ground is sculptured on one of its sides a horizontal row of
six cups, placed closely together (Sin1pson, Plate XVII, 1). A view of this
stone, differing fron1 Simpson's representation, is given by Professor Daniel
Wilson.*
12.-Isolated stone near Balvraid, in Inverness-shire, Scotland. It
n1easures above six feet in length, and is covered with many cups, five pai1·s
of which are joined by straight or curved grooves (Simpson, Plate XIV, :2 ).
Reproduced as Fig. 9.
13.-Stone found among the ruins of an ancient fortification at Laws,
in Forfarshire, Scotland. The stone shows sixteen cups, which form an
irregular oval group (Simpson, Plate XII, 5). Fig. 10 in this publication.
14.-Rock lying in a wood behind the church-yard of Kirk Braddan,
in the Isle of Man. On one side eight cups are distributed without order;
·on the other an equal number is recognizable, and here two pairs are con-·
joined by straight grooves (Sin1pson, Plate XXVI, 4).
15.-The Baal or Balder Stone, near Falkoping, Sweden (Simpson,
Plate XXXI, 1). It will be described and figured in my notice of Swedish
cup-stones.
'
Professor Simpson represents
in all about a hundred stones upon which
figures are sculptured, and my enumeration shows that among these only
sixteen bear exclusively cup-shaped cavities, which are in some instances
conjoined by grooves. I have to mention, however, that he also alludes in
his work to a number of sin1ple cup-cuttings which he does not figure. I .
presented the preceding summary simply for the purpose of showing that
cups unaccon1panied by other figures are not very frequently met with
on stones in Scotland, England, and the smaller islands belonging to Great
Britain.
*Wilson: 'l'ho Archreology and Prehistoric Annals of Scotland; Edinburgh, 1851, p. 96.
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ENGLAND.

An important publication relating to English rock-sculpture of the
pecul~ar kind here examined is that by Mr. George Tate, entitled "The
Ancient British Sculptured Rocks of Northun1berland and the Eastern Borders" (Alnwick, 186;) ).* While Professor Simpson chiefly treats of Scottish sculptures, yet draws also those of other countries within the sphere of
his observations, Mr. Tate's work, as its title indicates, is rnainly devoted to
a narrower district in the North of England.
The rock-sculptures of Northumberland described by Mr. Tate are
almost absolutely analogous to those hitherto considered, and appear to be
of contemporaneous origin with them. The well-developed spiral line,
however, does not occur among the English sculptures figured by Mr. Tate.
For the rest, ·we behold here the same rings with central cups and radial
grooves, etc., which form most curious and complicated groups, and are
frequently accompanied by simple cups. Yet, in none of the illustrations
published by the author do they constitute the sole sculptures of a rocksurface. The general results of Mr. '"fate's investigations in N orthumberland are SUlnmed up in the following resume on page 27 of his treatise:,
''From this survey we find that fifty-three sculptured stones have been
observed in Northumberland, and that there are inscribed on then1 about
three hundred and fifty figures. All of them are more or less connected
with ancient British remains. Four of them formed the covers of cists;
four were probably covers of cists; two are within a few yards of barrows,
beneath which are similar small sepulchral chambers; five of them are
within ancient British camps; eight of thmn are not more distant from such
can1ps than a hundred yards, most of the others are less distant than half a
mile, and none further away than a mile. Their relation, however, to the
camps, forts, and hut-circles-the dwellings of the ancient British people..
is more apparent than to their sepulchres."
To this I will add that the sculptures observed by Mr. Tate within or
""The illustrated work on incised ·markings on stone in Northumberland, etc., published in 186!) by
direction of the late Duke of Northumberland, was not within my reach.
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in the neighborhood of camps and fortifications are mostly executed on
sandstone rock in situ.
I shall have occasion to refer again to Mr. Tate's interesting monograph.
Of particular interest is a class of sn1all English ~up-stones, which
the Rev. William Greenwell found in no inconsiderable nun1ber during his
extensive exploration of English barrows. lie refers to them repeatedly,
but with special n1inuteness in his account of a barrow in the parish of
I{ilburn, in Yorkshire. This barrow, which n1easured forty-two feet in
diameter, was no longer ·in its original state, having been n1uch disturbed
in recent times for the sake of the stones which formed it. No traces of
any interment remained, a fact ascribed by Mr. Greenwell to the total disappearance of the bones by decay. According to his opinion, a burned body
had never been interred in this mound, for in that case so1ne fraginents of
calcined bones would have come to light. On the east side of the barrow
was found a stone with two grooves running crosswise, and probably produced by tho sharpening of some stone hnplement.
"A remarkable feature in this barrow," Mr. Greenwell continues, ''was
the very large nun1ber of stones (more than twenty) of various sizes, fron1
five inches to eighteen inehes square, and of different and irregular shapes,
on which pit or cup-n1arkings had been formed. These hollowd were both
circular and oval, and differed in size from one inch in diametei1 to thre.e
inches, and their depth was about two inches. The oval pits, as a rule,
were not very regular in outline. Son1e of the stones had only one pitmarking upon them, others had as many as six; on son1e they were quite
separate fron1 each other, on others they were connected by a shalhnv but
wide groove. They were all formed in a soft and very light oolitic sandstone, and the pits were in most cases as fresh as if only made yesterday,
showing most distinctly the marks of the tool, which appeared to have been
a sharp-pointed instrument, and very probably of flint. It is not easy to
attribute any special purpose to these stones or to their rnarkings. The
condition of the pits, showing no signs of wear (for had anything been
ground or rubbed in them, the rnarks of the tooling upon so soft a stone
would have been speedily effaced), seems to preclude the idea that they
were intended for any· don1estic or manufacturing process: On the whole,
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I prefer to regard them as symbolic representations, though as to what their
significancy may be, I confess myself unable to offer anything n1ore than
conjecture." He then draws attention to their resemblance "to the similarly-shaped pits which, found sometimes alone and somethnes in connection
with incon1plete circles, have been discovered so extensively in Northumberland, Yorkshire, Argyleshire, Kerry, and other parts of the United
Kingdom, occurring in n1any cases upon rocks, but very frequently upon
detached stones of greater or less size"* In general, Mr. Greenwell nwt
with such cup-stones in barrows containing burned human ren1ains. He
lays particular stress on the freshness of their cavities, and the latter circumstance-if, indeed, these cup-stones were designed for any practical
purpose-renders the solution of the question of their use extremely difficult, or perhaps impossible.

IRELAND.

Sculptures analogous to those hitherto .considered have been discovered
in Ireland, more especially, as it appears, in the southern part of the kingdom. A large stone slab, found in the County of Kerry, and figured by
Professor Simpson on Plate XXVII, shows on its surface single cups as
well as others surrounded by circles, the latter being in part traversed and
connected by grooves. Mr. Tate likewise mentions sin1ilar Irish sculptures,
and represents on Plate XI (Fig. 8) a stone found in the above-named
county underneath several feet of peat. In lieu of a description of this
stone, I present in Fig. 11 a copy of Mr. ,..rate's design of the same.
r_rhese simpler sculptures are 0ften associated in Ireland with other
devices, suQ.h as stars, rosettes, crosses, triangles, zigzags, etc., which, as
far as I know, have not been observed in Great Britain. Such an assemblage of figures is exhibited on the side-surface of a block fashioned as a
rude seat, and belonging to the stone circle which surrounds a large cairn
at Lough Crew, near Oldcastle, Leinster. This block, of more than ten
*Greenwell and Rolleston: British Barrows, etc.; Oxford, 1877, p. 341, etc. _
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tons weight, and known as "the !lag's Chair," has been described and
figured by :1\;fr. James Fergusson.* 1fany of the stones forn1ing the chamber of the ttunulus at Lough Crew are likewise ornamented ·with various
devices, as seen in the representations of two of them given by Mr. Fergusson.t I present as Fig. 12 a copy of one of his designs. The sculpture
on this stone is even n1ore characteristic than that on the flag's Chair.
Of a still more artistic character are the sculptures on the stones in the
celebrated cairns of New Grange and Dowth, in the neighborhood of
Drogheda. I-Iere are seen graceful groups of double spirals, scrolls, nlathematical devices, and even designs resembling palm or fern-like plantsin general forms evidently belonging to a later period than the cup and
ring-cuttings previously treated. Mr. Fergusson takes occasion to draw
attention to the progressive development shown in Irish sculpture.t

FRANCE.

The dolmen--stones of Brittany likewise exhibit sculptures far superior
in design to those of Scotland and England, and doubtless belonging to a
more advanced stage of primitive art. Though we behold h;re curious
concentric circles and spiral lines, which bear a distant resemblance to the
sculptures of Great Britain, we also meet with real ornaments, snake-like
designs, and representations of hafted and unhafted celts. Some of the
sculptures of Brittany are raised and not incised. A very characteristic
outlin_e of a celt in a phuned handle is seen on the roof of a doln1en called
"the l\ferchant's Table,'' near Locmariaker. It is here reproduced as Fig. 13.
The tumulus on the Island of Gavr' Inis, in the Bay of l\1orbihan, a
.,. Fergusson: Rude Stone Monuments in all Countries; London, 1872, p. 215.
t Ibid., p. 216.
+Ibid., p. 222. In addition, however, he says on the same page: "It would be an extremely dangerous line of argument to apply this law of progressive development to all countries. In India,
especially, it is very frequently reversed. The rudest art is often much more modern than the most
refined, but in Ireland this apparently never was the case. From the earliest scratchings on pillarstones down to the English conquest her art seems to have been unfalteringly progressive."
·
Illustrations of the sculptures of New Grange and Dowtb are given by Simpson and Fergusson in
their works here quoted.
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few miles east of Locmariaker, is of great interest to archreologists, on
account of the sculptured stones forming its chan1ber, upon which groups
of int.ricate concentric and spiral lines, and outlines of objects generally
considered as celts are traced. These sto~es have repeatedly been represented. Fig. 14 is a copy of one of Mr. Fergusson's illustrations. ·
Yet, the fact that cup-cuttings are not wanting in this part of France
is exe·n1plified by the roofing-stone of l\1ont Saint-1\Iichel, at Carnac, which
has ·been alluded to on a preceding page. The Rev. W. C. Lukis,
rr1oreover, communicated to Mr. E. T. Stevens that he had found in twelve
cases cup-cuttings on dolmen-stones of Brittany (mostly upon cap-stones),
and in one case on a slab near the entrance of a galleried chan1ber. He
further observed them twice on menhirs, once on a rock in situ, and again
on a loose stone block, all in the san1e region.* It is not rrwntioned
whether these. cups occur alone or, as is more probable, accon1panied by
other figures.
I am not aware that elaborate sculptures similar to those of Brittany
have been discovered in the southern parts of France. Sin1ple cup-cuttings,
on the other hand, are not wanting there, and more of thmn doubtless will
become kno.wn in the course of further investigation. Professor Desor
draws in his.. pa1nphlet attention to the report of ·Messrs. Piette and Sacaze,
who lately examined in the neighborhood of Luchon, in the Pyrenees, a
large nutnber of megalithic monuments, one of which, called Le dailhaou
des Pourics (the chicken-stone), has sculptured on its surface sixty-two cups,
fron1 five to six centimeters in dian1eter and from two to three centimeters in
depth. Four cups in the middle of the stone are conjoined· by grooves in
such a manner that they form a cross.t Elsewhere in his pa1nphlet (page
21) Professor Desor observes that thus far cup-stones have not been
noticed in the East of France, notwithstanding the abundance of erratic
blocks in that region. Shortly afterward, however, M.A. Falsan described
two cup-stones which he had discovered in the valley of the Rhone. One
of them, in the neighborhood of Belley, in the Deparj,tnent of the Ain,
deserves particular mention. It is a sandstone boulder of oval shape, a
*Stevens: Flint Chips; L ondon, 1870, p. 490.
tPiette et Sacaze: Les Monuments dela Montagne d'Espiaup (Pyrenees); Materiaux, 1878, p. 246.
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meter and a half long and sixty centin1eters in thickness, having sculptured
on ·its upper surface about sixty round cups, distributed in irregular groups,
and in son1e instances conjoined by grooves, which, to judge from the very
good accompanying illustration, here reproduced as Fig. 15, are much shallower than the cavities. The largest cup measures eight centimeters in
diameter; the others are sma.Her, and their depth varies between a few n1illimeters and three centimeters. The people of the neighborhood call this
block La Boule de Gargantua, attaching to it the legend that it was hurled
from a distance to its present place by the giant of that name, the impressions of his fingers being the very cups seen on its stuface.
M. Falsan alludes to the existence of other yet unexamined cup-stones
in that region, and a further search probably will amply reward the investigator.*
Quite recently 1\f. Louis de Malafosse has pointed out the. occurrence of
cup-cuttings on rocks in the Lozere Department, mentioning in particular a
schistose rock in situ near the rivulet Rioulong, not far from a place called
Chirac. A cornice-like projection of this rock shows about forty cups,
apparently grouped without order, and in some instances connected by
grooves, as indicated in Fig. 16, which is a copy of l\f. de Malafosse's
illustration. rrhe grooves are shallower than the cups, the latter being from
three to four centimeters in diameter and fron1 three and a half to four
centimeters deep. The cup marked A is larger than the others. These
cavities are conical in :::;hape and some terminate in a flat bottom. M. de
l\falafosse thinks that, though the rock is very hard, the cavities might have
been produced by the rotation of a flint irnplement.t
Additional discoveries of cup-stones in different parts of France may
be confidently expected.
* l•'alsan: De la Presence de quelques Pierres a Ecuelles dans la Region Moyenne du Bassin du
Rh6ne; Materiaux, 1878, p. 280.
tDo Malafosse: Les Pierres a Bassins et les Rochm·s a :Ecuelles dans 1a Lozere; Matcriaux, 1879,
p. 97.
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In this country erratic blocks bearing cup-cuttings are not rare. According to Professor Desor, about fifty ·were known so1ne years ago, twenty of
them having been found in the French cantons of the republic; and owing
to the closer search on the part of geologists and archreologists their nurnber steadily increases by new discoveries.
He figures on Plate I of his pamphlet the cup-stone observed as early as
1849 by Professor F. Troyon at the foot of the Jura., near ~Iont-la- Ville, in
the Canton of Vaud, and then and afterward described by him.* This block
consists of chlorite slate, is ten feet and a half long, and from four to five
feet in breadth. Its stuface exhibits twenty-seven irregularly-distributed
cups, of which the largest measures nine inches in diatneter and four inches
and a half in depth; the others are considerably smaller. Some of the cups
forming the central group are connected by undulating furrows of insignificant depth, and a short straight groove conjoins two cups near the upper
end of the rock. I give Professor Desor's illustration as Fig. 17.
Dr. Ferdinand l(eller has described the cup-stones of Switzerland in a
memoir which is not within 1ny reach.t In J. E . Lee's translation of Dr.
l(eller's reports on the lake-dwellings of Switzerland I find the description
and representation of a block in the Luterholz near Bienne, in the Canton of Berne, which shows twenty-one cups, arranged without apparent
order, and partly connected by grooves. The block weighs about twenty
hundred-weight, and consists of gneiss.t Professor Des or refers (on page
14) to the discovery of similar blocks in the neighborhood of Bienne, without describing then1 in detail; he also alludes to several cup-stones in the
environs of Zurich.
Cup-cuttings appear to occur In Switzerland mostly on boulders of
granite and gneiss, and, as a rule, unassociated with other sculptured figures.
* Troyon:

Habitations Lacustres des Temps Anciens et Modernes; Lausanne, 1860, p. 158, note.

t Die Zeiehen-oder Schalensteine der Schweiz, in: "Mittheilungen der Antiquarischen Gesellschaft
in Zurich," Bd. XVII.
~Keller: Tho Lake-Dwellings of Switzerlaml and other Parts of Europe; translated by J. E.
V3e; London, 1878, Vol. I., p 460; Vol. II, Plate XXXIX, 14. In tho dQscription eighteen cups are men.tionod; the figure shows twenty-one.
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Yet, according to Professor Desor (page 12), a rock exhibiting a nnn1ber of
simple cups and one cup surrounded by two circles was formerly seen near
the village of Mels, in the Canton of Saint Gall. Unfortunately, this rock
has been destroyed. This isolated case, however, is in so far of interest,
as it exemplifies the transition frotn the simpler and earlier cup-type to a
somewhat more developed form.
Dr. Keller states that smaller cupped stones have been found in the
Lake of N euchatel, at Corcelettes, at Font, above Estavayer, and at the
lake-d welling of Cortaillod, just opposite the shore, almost always in places
which are dry at low water.
"The in1plements met with in the neighborhood of these hollow stones,"
he continues, ''belong in general to the bronze age. The cups vary from
three to ten inches in diameter; they are seldom more than an inch in depth.
They are made on the surface of the stone without any kind of order, except that when they are three in nnn1ber, they fonn, as it were, the points
of an equilateral triangle."* Though he alludes on the smne page to a
relation between these stones and the large cup-bearing boulders of Switzerland, he seems to have afterward changed his view, and to regard the
former as utensils designed for so~e domestic purpose, perhaps for grinding
cereals or other substances (Desor, page 8). This was Professor Troyon's
original opinion.t

GERMANY AND AUSTRIA.

As far as I could learn, no cup-stones have yet been discovered in
Southern Germany, but it hardly admits of any doubt that they will be
found in that district, when diligent search is made for thmn. Their occurrence in North Gern1any, however, is well established. Mr. C. Jessen
describes in the '' Zeitschrift fiir Ethnologie" (Vol. IV, 1872, p. 223) a real
cup-stone discovered by him not far fro1n Eckernforde (Schleswig), and to
* Keller: Lake-Dwellings, etc., Vol. I, p. 460. Figs. ·12 and 13, on Plate XXXIX of' the same work
represent two of these cupped stones, one with three, the other with four cavities; but their size is not
indicated, either on the plate or in the text.
t "D'autres pierres portent de petits bassins, de 2 a :3 pouces de diametre sur 5 a 8 lignes de pro.
fondeur, destines sans doute a broyer des grains, mais dont l'nsage a pu etre fort varie."-T1·oyon: Habitations Laoustres, etc., p. 1G8.
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which he attributes, doubtless erroneously, the character of a stone upon
which stone axes were ground. This block, which is figured in the "Zeitschrift" (Plate XIV), consists of granite, is five feet. long, half as wide, and
exhibits upon its surface twenty-four cups of unequal size. Miss J. l\Iestorf,
the accomplished custodian of the Archreological 1\tfuseum at Kiel (Holstein), mentions, as the result of her careful examination of various records,
that sixteen cup-stones have been found in the duchies of Schleswig and
Holstein, of which five only are still known to exist, the others being either
destroyed or no longer traceable. She refers to a specirnen taken out of a
garden-wall in Schleswig, and prese:·ved in the Museum of J(iel, upon which
four of the cups are joined by grooves, thus presenting the shape of a cross.
Another specimen in the same museum, which consists of white marble
and is only 7.5 centimeters in size, shows on both sides a number of diminutive cups, resembling those seen on large stones and rocks. It was found
in a burial-urn from a cemetery pertaining to the early age of iron, near
Altona (I-Iolstein), and is considered as an amulet. There is further mentioned a cupped stone near Albersdorf (Holstein), which formed one of the
three lid-stones of a cist covered by a mound of earth, and containing only
a fractured flint lance-head. On the upper side of the stone, which has not
been removed, are sculptured more than a hundred cups and a figure like a
wheel with four spokes-a design not uncommon in Denmark and the Scandinavian countries, as will be seen in the sequel. Another stone, found in
a tumulus at Risby (Schleswig), shows a curious system of cups and connecting grooves, both rather shallow, to judge fro1n a representation by Dr.
Henry Petersen.* This relic is novv in the Museum of Copenhagen. A
stone found in a tumulus near Arrild (Schleswig) had cups sculptured on
one side, and on the other the word Fatur, in runic characters. This
remarkable piece of lapidarian sculpture was put out of sight by its last
owner, who used it in building the foundation of a barn. Five or six of
the cup-stones traced by Miss Mestorf occurred in or in connection with
burial-places.t
*In: Memoires de la Societe Royale des Antiquaires du Nord, 1877, p. 335.
t J. Mestorf: Ueber Schalenstcine. I., in: Correspondenz-B1att dcr Deutschen Anthropologischen
Gcsellschaft, 1879, S. 3:-"\Vorsaao: Die Vorgeschichte des Nonlens nach gleicbzeitigen DenkmlLlern;
in's Deutsche iibertragcn von J. Mcstorf; Hamburg, 1878, S. 41.
Since the above was w1'itten, I have been favored with a letter from Miss Mestorf, .dated April3,
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Aecording to Mr. Friedel, cup-cuttings occur on megalithic monuments
in the Island of Riigen, situated in the Baltic Sea, opposite Stralsund, Prussia, and on rocks in different parts of Silesia. l-Ie refers to a .rock called
the Bischofs-Stein (Bishop's Stone), at or near Niemegk, in the Province ?f
Brandenburg, Prussia, upon which are sculptured, on one side a Maltese
cross and the ~ate 1590, and on the other a chalice, a cross, and several
cups, while its top shows a trough-shaped cavity.* The communications
of that gentleman relative to the cup-like cavities executed on the walls of .
many churches in Germany and Sweden, and thus beating witness to the
practice of cup-cutting within comparatiYely recent times, are of great interest.t But as I shall revert to this subject in another section of this essay,
I refrain from· enlarging on it in this place.
Though of late years much has been said in Germany concerning
cupped stones, it appears that two of them, long ago briefly described and
figured by Samuel Christoph vVagener, have recently escaped the notice of
German archooologists. One of them is thus mentioned by Wagener among
the antiquities in· the neighborhood of Ober-Farrenstadt, near Querfurt, in
Prussian .Saxony: "There was also found in this district the memorial stone,
Fig. 895, with inany drill-holes" (Auchfand sick in hiesiger Gegend der Denlcstein, Fig. B95, mit vielen BohrlOchern).t The illustration, a very rude outline sketch, of ·which Fig. 18 is a fac-sin1ile, evidently represents a cup·-stone.
The size of the stone is not indicated. ':rhe other cupped stone, ·represented
in an equally rude manner by Fig. 1367 in Wagener's work, is a granite
block near Zadel, in the neighborhood of Meissen, Saxony. The people of
the neighborhood call it Riesenstein or Giant Stone. It is six feet high and
seven feet broad, and 1narked with many cup-excavations, of which the
upper ones, placed in ro·ws, are oval, three inches long, from one inch to an
inch and a half wide, and from a fourth of an inch to half an inch in depth.
1880, in which she enumerates the cup-stones which have become known in the duchies of Schleswig
and Holstein up to the year 1880. There are eighteen in all, of which the last in the list has not yet
been described. It was discovered at or near Bunsoh (Holstein), is conical in shape, sixteen centimeters
high, and shows twenty-seven cups, three of which are surrounded by single rings.
*As early as 1751 mention is made of cupped boulders in the Province of Brandenburg in a historical work on that province by J. C. Bekmann. The author calls them Niipfchensteine.
t Verh::mdlungen der Berliner Anthropologischen Gesellschaft; Sitzung vom 16. Februar 18781
s. 23.
t Wagener: Handbuch der vorziiglichsten in Deutschland entdeckten Alterthiimer aus hei<lnischer
Zeit; Weimar, Hl42, S. 479.
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The lower cups are circular, and vary fro1n two to three inches and a half
in diameter.* Fig. 19 is a copy of Wagener's sketch of this rock.
I was totally in the dark as to the occurrence of cup-stones in Austria
until my esteemed correspondent, Dr. M. Much, of Vienna, favored n1e with
a · full reply to a letter of inquiry addressed to him. Though cup-stones
have thus far been mentioned only in a transient manner in the publications
of the Anthropological Society of Vienna, they are, nevertheless, by no
means uncomrnon in Austria, more especially in Bohemia and in that part
of the empire where the three provinces, Bohemia, Moravia, and Lower
Austria border upon each other. In this district the soil is often covered
with rounded granite blocks, son1e of which are cnpped like the boulders
of Switzerland and Northern Europe. The sketches of Bohemian cupstones sent to me by Dr. Much show rather large cups, either isolated or in
groups, and frequently connected by grooves. ''These are only hasty
sketches," he says, "and, moreover, not based upon personal observation,
but cornn1unicated to mo by others. Absolute correctness cannot be clain1ed
for them. At any rate, however, they prove the existence of cup-stones in
Austria; and I arn of opinion that they are not at all rare in Bohemia, in
the northwestern part of Austria, and in Northern Upper Austria. Those
which I have seen on the Vitusberg and St_olzenberg, both in the neighborhood of Eggenburg, occurred in a region characterized by pr~historic settlements and places of sacrifice; yet I arn not prepared to state ·whether
these are to be referred to the age of polished stone or to a later period,
though the latter appears to me more probable."

DENMARK.

My statements relative to prin1itive lapidnrian sculptures in Donrnark,
called Helleristninger in that country, are almost exclusively taken from an
article by Dr. Henry Petersen, published in the "l\Iemoires" of the Royal
Society of Northern Antiquaries.t
*Wagener: "1-Iandbucb, etc.; ::;, 765.
t Petersen: Notice sur les Pierres Sculptees du Danemark, iu: M6moires do la Societe Royale des
Antiquaires du Nord; Copenbague, H:!77, p. 330-342.
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According to his account, cup-cuttings are found in most of the Danish
islands (Seeland, Laaland, Fiinen, Langeland, Bornholm) and -in Jutland.
"The stones upon which these cup-cuttings occur," he says, ''are generally
large erratic blocks lying in the midst of fields; but there is a special interest attached to them when they are sculptured on stones that have served
in ~he construction of sepulchres of the age of stone, nan1ely, covered galleries, oblong or round dolmens, or, as is often the case, on the surface of
slab~ forming the coverings of funeral chambers. Their presence on these
slabs is not in itself a decisive proof that they were made in the stone age,
for the slabs were rarely covered with earth, and the figures may have been
engraved upon them long afterward, as upon any stone found in the fields.
But the motive which led to the selection of stones of dolmens probably is
to be sought in the peculiar protection these monuments afforded, to which.
an aln1ost sacred character was attributed. A more conclusive proof, however, that these cup-cuttings reach as far back as the stone age is furnished
in the fact of their presence upon the inner walls of sepulchral chambers;
for it is evident that they could not have been engraved on these stones
after their application in the construction of the chambers" (page 332). He
cites several examples in support of his view; but he also states that cupstones have been found in Denn1ark in connection with burials of the bronze
age, n1entioning in particular a tumulus at Borreby, in the Southwest of
Seeland, which inclosed a stone of considerable size, exhibiting on its upper
convex surface from seventy-five to eighty cup-cuttings. There have been
found in Denmark several stones hearing runic inscriptions, dating from the
ninth to the eleventh century, on which cups, in all probability of earlier
origin, are sculptured. In a few instances the runic lines even traverse the
cup-shaped cavities. Fig. 20, copied fron1 Dr. Petersen's article, represents
the cupped backside of a runic stone at Ravnkilde, in Jutland.
Sorne artificial foot-tracks, set in pairs, have been observed in Denmark:
in one instance on a slab belonging to the cove.ring of a gallery in Seeland; in
another on one of the blocks surrounding an oblong tumulus in the Island
of Laaland. The first-nmned sculptures, figured by the author on page
337, are not unlike the well-known foot-sculptures so often seen on rocks
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in the United States.* Danish popular legends refer to these tracks as to
real in1pressions of human feet. Figures resetnbling ·wheels with four spokes
have repeatedly been found in Denmark on isolated blocks and on stones
of megalithic structures, and in one case in connection with cup-cuttings on
a rock in the Island of Bornholn1. Dr. Petersen's statements render it
probable, if not certain, that these wheel-shaped sculptures pertain to the
stone age as well as to that of bronze (page 33 7).
Sotnetimes they appear associated with rude designs of ships, the crew
of which is indicated by upright straight lines. A gronp of this kind is
seen on the cap-stone of a funeral chamber near Herrestrup, in the Northwest of Seeland. According to Professor Simpson (who quotes from Holnlberg), the chamber was entirely concealed within an earthen mound until
discovered by treasure-diggers, and hence there is a strong probability that
the scnlptures are coeval with the chamber. The latter contained some
urns, with tools and pieces of flint. The sculptured group consists of three
wheel-shaped figures and three very rudely executed manned ships, together
with son1e imperfect linear markings, perhaps not of artificial origin. The
figures are so slightly carved that they become very distinct only in a good
light.t I give in F1g. 21 a representation of this structure, copied frorn
Fergusson's "Rude Stone MonlUllents" (Fig. 106 on page 303). In 1875,
Dr. Petersen states (page 33K), two blocks with similar figures (a wheel,
n1anned vessels, and human figures of the most primitive character) were
discovered in the ,neighborhood of the denuded chamber. The latter has
been thought by some to have been erected during the stone age; but
Worsaaet as well as Petersen incline to the opinion that Danish sculptures among which figures of ships occur, generally belong to the age of
bronze. The last-natned gentleman takes occasion to draw special attention to analogous designs of ships and oth~r figures engraved on Danish
bronze knives (razors~), two of which he represents on page 341.§ Mr.
*Dr. Petersen's illustration bears much analogy to Fig. 222 on page 57 of my publication entitled
"The Archreological Collection of the United States National Museum." In both cases the soles of the
feet are represented as being covered.
tSimpson: Archaic Sculptures, etc., p. 72.
:j: Worsaae: The Primeval Antiquities of Denmark; translated by \V. J. Thoms; London, 1849, p. 91.
. § J<'or representations of others see Worsaae: N orcliske Oldsager i det Kongelige Museum i Kjoben·
havn, Figs. 171-175.
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Fergusson is even inclined to ascribe to the stone chamber in question a
still more recent origin.*
Sculptures on rocks in situ are not found in Denmark, because, as /Dr.
Petersen states, rock-formations suitable for their execution are, excepting
perhaps the Island of Bornholm, wanting within the present lin1its of the
l(ingdom of Denmark (page 332).

SWEDEN.

The primitive sculptures forming the subject of this essay are, so far
· as variety is concerned, perhaps better represented in the territory of
Sweden than in any other part of Europe. Simple cup-cuttings on erratic
blocks are not wanting in that country; but cups also occur there an1ong
the more elaborate figures engraved on boulders and stones of megalithic
structures as well as on natural·rock-formations.
Reference was rnade on a preceding page to the Baal or Balder Stone,
at Ranten, near Falkoping, in the Lan of Mariestad. This block was first
described by Professor Sven Nilsson, who states that it is a granite boulder
from six to seven feet in length, oval in shape, and more than three feet high.
On the upper slightly convex surface are numerous cup-cuttings of unequal
size, the largest of which occupies nearly the centre; and a projection near
the base of the block exhibits additional cup-like excavations. 11-ig. 22 is a
copy of Professor Nilsson's representation of the stone.t He is of opinion that
this block and others of the smne description served as sacrificial al~ars in
the worship of Baal or Balder, which, he thinks, was at one time prevalent
in the North of Europe; and that the cup-shaped cavities were designed for
the reception of the blood of the victims. This view will be considered in
another part of this essay. A cup-stone in the Lan of Halland is figured
in the "Materiaux" for 1818 (on page 268); another in the "Archiv fii.r
Anthropologie" (Vol. XII, page 106). The latter, which was found near
*Fergusson : Rude Stone Monuments, etc. ; p. 303.
t Nilsson: Die Uroinwobner des Scancliuaviscben Nordons; das Bronzoalter; aus dem Schwedisehen tibersetzt; Hamburg, 1866; N achtrag, S. 45.
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Gotehorg, and is now preserved in the I-Iistorical Museum of that city, is
apparently a boulder, and of small size, having one side 'entirely covered
with r.ups, while there are only three on the opposite surface. 'rhe cups are
not.. over six centimeters in diameter.. Otl~e_r cupped stones are known to
exist in various parts of Sweden, where, indeed, these remai·kable antiquities are so familiar to the people that they designate them by the nan1e
elfstenar, or elf-stones, connecting with thetn curious superstitions-either
descended from ancient times or of later origin-to which allusion will be
made hereafter.
Dr. Petersen figures on page 331 of his previously-quoted article in
the " Memoires" of the Royal Society of Northern Antiquaries two erratic
blocks found in the Province of Scania, upon which cups as well as figures
resetnbling wheels with four spokes are sculptured, and ·which appear to
be of conten1poraneous origin.
Professor Nilsson represents in his work on the bronze age a heavy
diorite slab from a tu1nulns in Scania, called Willfarahog.* This slab shows
the designs of two horses drawing a two-wheeled chariot, and of three
ships. two of them n1anned. In addition, the stone shows thirteen cupnlarldngs, two of which are inclosed by the figure of one of the ships, while
a third is traversed by its lower line, as seen in Fig. 23, which is a somewhat reduced copy of Nilsson's delineation. . Professor Simpson is certainly
right in believing that the cup-cuttings are in this case of earlier date than
the incised figures.t Nilsson, however, draws no such inference, but finds
in the presence of the cups a support for his view that the slab occupied a
horizontal position in the tu1nulus, and served as a sacrificial altar. In this
tumulus, which inclosed no stone chan1ber, were found a rotten tooth of
a horse, fragments of a clay urn, pieces of charcoal, a lance-head and an
arrow-head, both of flint, and a fine flint dagger; and, in addition, a
medallion-like piece of bronze, ornan1ented with graceful spiral lines, such
as are peculiar to the earlier bronze age. Professor NiJsson, therefore,
l1as good reason for ascribing the Willfara turrntlus to the age ~f bronze.t
He points out the analogy existing between the sculptures on the Will*Nilsson: Das Bronzealter; Nachtrag, S. 4~.
t Simpson: Archaic Sculptures, etc.; p. 78.
t Objects of flint and bronze are often associat4!d in burials of the bronze age.
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fara slab and on the chamber-stones of the well-known monurnent at Kivik,
in Christia"!lstad Lan, Scania, which, according to his view, was erected
by Baal-worshiping Phoonicians, who, he thinks, had colonies in the North
of Europe, and introduced there the use of bronze. The Kivik sculptures,
executed on seven unground granit~ slabs, four feet high and three feet
wide, exhibit a variety of figures, among them a man standing on a twowheeled chariot drawn by two horses, several unharnessed horses, ships,
groups of men (supposed to represent warriors, musicians, prisoners, and
priests), various ornan1ental (perhaps symbolical) designs, four wheel-shaped
figures, a cone or obelisk (the emblem of Baal or the sun-god, according
to Nilsson), and two handled axes, evidently representing weapons of metal
(see Fig. 24). Cup-cuttings are entirely wanting on the I(ivik slabs. The
sculptures on them, as interpreted by Nilsson, comn1ernorate a victory,
probably a naval one. and the succeeding sacrifice of prisoners of war.*
Dr. Petersen claims, as it were, the I(i vik and similar Scanian sculptures
for Denn1ark, not only because Scania formed a part of that country until the
year 16GO, but also for the reason that the Scanian monuments of the ages
of stone and bronze partake n1ore of a Danish than a Swedish character.t
Lastly, I must refer to the sculptures which are often seen on natural rock-surfaces in different parts of the Scandinavian Peninsula, but are
particularly abundant in the Lan of Bohus. They represent scenes of war
and hunting, manned and empty ships, etc., and some of these groups seem
to be executed in a quite spirited manner. There appear an1ong the figures
warriors anned with weapons resernbling the leaf-shaped swordR p'eculiar to
the bron.ze age, to which, indeed, these rock-engravings have been referred. by
several authors. Professor Nilsson, however, believes that they originated
during the age of iron, ascribing them to the Vikings of the eighth and ninth
centuries.+ A. E. Holmberg's work on the subject, entitled "Scandinaviens
Hallristningar" (Stockholrn, 1848), is not within n1y reach; but I am able
to give in Fig. 25 a specimen illustration of this kind of sculpture, which I
*The subject is treated quite in detail by Nilsson in his work on the bronze age. His illustrations
of the Kivik slabs l.Jave been copied by Simpson in his "Archaic Sculptures," where also a resume of
Nilsson's interpretatior. is given.
·
t Loc. cit., p. 330.
+Nilsson: Das Bronzealter; S. 90.
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have aken from an article by Dr. J ~ennart Aberg.* It will be seen that
cups and wheel-shaped figures accompany the more elaborate representations.

INDIA.

Professor Desor lays_ particular stress on the circumstance that cup-stones
are found in various parts of India. ''We touch here upon the n1ain point
of our thesis,"t he says in his often-quoted pan1phlet (page 33), in order to
render his appreciation of the fact more conspicuous. ~e n1entions that a
number of years ago, Colonel Meadows Taylor and Dr. Wilson have drawn
attention to the analogy between the megalithic monu1nents of I~dia t and
those of Great Britain, while receptly the similarity of the figures sculptured on then1 was pointed out by Mr. J. H. Rivett-Carnac, an officer of the .
Bengal civil service. ~ ust at the time when I was engaged in preparing
this treatise, that gentleman sent copies of his publications to the Snlithsonian Institution, and I becan1e thus enabled to draw my information fron1
the original sources.
In the district of N agpoor, tumuli surrounded by single, or, less frequently, by double stone circles are quite numerous; but the most extensive
groups of this class. of barrows ~re situated near Junapani, a hamlet lying
about five miles westward of the civil station of. N agpoor, on the highroad to Katole. rrhese mounds were explored in 186.7 by Mr. Rivett-Carnac
and two other gentlemen.
"Fro1n the people of the neighborhood," he says, ''and even frorp. the
Brahn1ans and other learned persons of Nagpoor, who speak with authority
on the ancient history of the province, no satisfactory information regarding the tribes who constructed these barrows is to be obtained. Some will
tell you the story that these mounds are the work of giants, or of the Gao* AlJ~rg : Hallristningar uti Bohuslan, in : Annaler for Nor disk Oldkyndighed; ·Copenhagen, 1839,
Plate X, p. 386.
t "Nons touchons ici au point capital' de noire these."
t Descriptions and representations of megalithic monuments in India, derived from sources hardly
attainable iu this country, are found in Fergusson's "Rude Stone Monuments" (p. 4G5, etc.), where also
interesting details concerning the recent erection of menhirs, dolmens, etc., by the Khasias in Bengal
are given.
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lees or Shepherd Kings,. regarding whose rule in Central India, at a period
prior to the Aryan invasion, a deep-rooted tradition exists. That the circles
are very old, the condition in which they are now found distinctly shows,
and the remains discovered therein leave no doubt that they were once the
burial-places of a people of whom these circles are now the only trace that
remains to us." *
r:rhe tumuli fanning these groups are all of the same type, consisting
of circular n1ounds of earth, at present not exceeding four feet in height,
and the circles surrounding thmn, from twenty to fifty-six feet in diameter,
are constructed of trap boulders, such as occur abundantly in the neighbor- .
hood. A n1ap of the locality, accompanying ~fr. Rivett-Carnac's description, shows no less than sixty-four tumuli, distributed in several groups,
the largest of which comprises fifty-four. Each circle contains a few stones
larger than the rest and con1paratively regular in shape, perhaps in consequence of artificial rnodification; and such stones are distinguished by the
peculiarity that their upper surfaces or sides exhibit cup-cuttings, differing
in size, and rnostly arranged in regular groups formed by parallel lines or
other nearly syrnmetrical dispositions, as shown on one of the plates illustrating 1\fr. Rivett-Carnac's report. Thus far ring-sculptures have not been
discovered by him on stones belonging to circles; but he thinks "they may
be yet brought to light, together with perhaps other and more striking
particulars, linking these tumuli still more closely to the remains found at
horne."t
The few of the mounds under notice which have been opened inclos~g
no cists, the objects found in them being covered, without any special pro:
tection, with the now much-hardened earth composing the mound. The
contents dug out from the centres of the barrows were fragments of urns,
accompanied by a whitish earth, probably produced by the decon1position
l)f bones, and articles of iron, thickly covered with rust and of antique
forms (celts, daggers, spear-heads, a snaffle-bit in good preservation, stir'!'ups (~), etc). Ornan1ented bangles or bracelets of copper, supposed to be
alloyed with gold or silver, but containing neither tin nor zinc, are also
* Rivett-Carnac: Prehistoric Remains in Central India; reprinted from the Journal of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal; Calcutta, 1879, p. 2.
t Ibid., pp. 3, 4, 15.
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1nentioned and figured. The author ascribes the absence of vaults in the
J unapani mounds to the want of stones suitable for their construction,
drawing attention to the circumstance that they are not wanting in the
tumuli of other parts of India where_ the proper material is within reach.
Finally he enumerates the points of resemblance between the barrows of
Europe and those of India, referring in particular to the cup-marks found
on stones surrounding tumuli in both regions.*
Somewhat later Mr. Rivett-Carnac discovered on stones and on rocks
in situ in the mountains of Kumaon not only cup-sculptures, but also such
of rings, resembling very closely those seen in Great Britain and other
countries of Europe. The results of his explorations in this region and the
deductions therefrom made by hin1 hardly can be overestimated, in view of
their bearing on a most interesting problen1 of prehistoric archreology. The
locality chiefly exarnined by Mr. Rivett-Carnac is thus described:''At a point about two miles and a half south of Dwara-Hath, and
twelve miles north of the military station of Ranikhet in J{urnaon, the bridleroad leading from the plains through N aini Tal and Ranikhet to Baijnath,
and thence on to the celebrated shrine at Bidrana~h, is carried through a
narrow gorge, at the mouth of which is a temple sacred to .Mahadeo, where
the pilgrims who follow this route generally halt for a short time, and where)
from the position of the temple in the defile, the priest. in charge can conveniently levy contributions on all passers-by.. The temple will not be
found marked on the one-inch-to-the-mile map of the Great 'Trigonometrical Survey, but it is locally known by the name of Chandeshwar."t
About two hundred yards south of the ten1ple, toward the middle of
the defile, rises a rock at an angle of forty-five degrees, presenting a surface
upon which, in a space measuring fourteen feet in height by twelve in
breadth, more than two hundred cups are sculptured. They vary from an
inch and a half to six inches in diameter, and fron1 half an inch to an inch
in depth, and are arranged in groups composed of approximately parallel
rOY{S, as seen in Fig. 26, which is a copy .of Mr. Rivett-Carnac's repre* Rivett-Carnac: Prehistoric Remains in C_entml India; p. 5, etc.
t Rivett-Carnac: Arcbreological Notes on Ancient Sculpturings on Rocks in Kumaon, India, similar to those found on Monoliths and Rocks in Europe, etc. ; 1·eprinted from the Journal of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal; Calcutta, 1879, p. 1.
3 L S
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sentation of a portion of the Ohandeshwar rock. The cups, it will be
noticed, are mostly of the simple type, and only exceptionally surrounded
by single rings or connected by grooves.
Somewhat more elaborate
combinations were seen by the explorer upon other portions of the same
rock. "From the villagers and from the old priest at the temple hard by
no inforn1ation was to be obtained of the origin of these markings, beyond .
'that they were so old that the oldest rnan in the village had no knowledge
of who had n1ade them, nor had they been made in the time of their
fathers' fathers, but they were most probably the work of the giants or the
goalas (herdsmen) in days gone by.'"*
It may not be superfluous to state in this place that "l\fahadeo"
(Mahadeva) is one of the many names given to Siva, the third in the
Trimurti or Hindoo triad. Moor characterizes him in these words : "He is
Tirne, the Sun; he is Fire, the destroyer, the generator. I-Iis consort, Bhavani, is the syn1bol of created nature, and in that character named Pracriti.
As the deity presiding over generation, his type is the Lin,qa, the origin
probably of the Phallic emblem of Egypt and Greece. As the God of Justice, which character h~ shares with Yama and other deities, he rides a bull,
the symbol of divine justice. He holds, as his commonest attribute, a
trident, called Tris~tla, in this, and in some other points, resembling our
Neptune: his consort also has a relationship to water, although Vishnu be
generally the deity presiding over humidity. - - - As mnblems of
immortality, serpents are a comrnon ornament with 1nany deities; but
Mahadeva seems most abundantly bedecked with them: bound in his hair,
round his neck, wrists, waist, arms, and legs, as well as for rings, snakes
are his constant attendants."t _
Mahadeo is worshiped by the Hindoo sect called the Saivas under
the forn1 of a phallus, sometimes represented by an upright stone pillar,
more or less modified by art, but often in the same shape, in conjunction
with the Yoni, the female organ of generation, and the special emblem of
Bhavani. These symbolic representations are seen in Hindoostan of all
sizes, from a large, rudely-executed sculpture to a diminutive object of art;
but they generally present a conventional shape, in ·which the uninitiated
,. Rivett-Carnac: A.rchreological Notes, etc.; p. 3.

t Moor: The Hindu Pantheon; London, 1810, p • .36.
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hardly would recognize what they are intended to recall; and it may be
added that no obscene conceptions are n1ingled in ~he minds of the many
thousands of Hindoos who vener.ate under this form the generative energy
of nature. The great centre of Siva-worship in India is the city of Benares.
After this digression, I insert Mr. Rivett-Carnac's description of the Chandeshwar temple:" On visiting the temple sacred to Mahadeo at the entrance to the
gorge, I could not help being struck by the peculiar construction of many
of its shrines as bearing a rnarked resemblance to these rock-markings. In
addition to the principal shrine, placed within the ten1ple :tself, a rnassive
little structure built up of large stones, many of which would appear to
have been taken from Buddhist ruins so plentiful in the neighborhood of
·n wara-Hath, I counted thirty-seven minor shrines within the walled inclosure by which the temple is surrounded. These consist mostly of a
rough pedestal formed of loose stones surmounted by a Mahadeo and Yoni.
The Yoni, in the largest of these shrines, was a solid block of stone, cut to
the well-known 'jew's-harp' shape, the upright Mahadeo being slightly
carved at the summit and base. Sorne. half a dozen others were more or
less solid and well made, according to the conventional construction of these
sytnbols. In o?e case the stone which did service for the Yoni was the
cushion-shaped finial of some Buddhist temple, the l\fahadeo being represented by a carved head with high-raised cap, broken off from sotne neighboring ruin. The fragment had been inserted, cap downward, in the square
hole by which the cushion had been fixed on to the top of the original
structure."
I interrupt here the author's account in order to direct attention to
Figures 27 and 28, the first of which, copied from Plate III of the pamphlet
~nder notice, represents the section of a large stone Mahadeo and Yoni in
the Chandeshwar temple; while Fig. 28 shows the same symbol in a more
elaborate form, as seen by the author in a temple or shrine at Benares, and
ill1strates the "jew's-harp" shape to which he alludes. In this instance,
by way of attribute, a serpent is coiled around the ernblem of Mahadeo.
The figure is taken from another pamphlet by Mr. Ri vett-Carnac, relating
to the snake symbol in India. Leaving aside the serpent, a ground-plan of
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Fig. 28 would correspond very closely to Sirnpson's fifth type (Fig. 1 of
this publication).
"The remaining shrines," he continues, "were of a n1uch poorer type.
But thiR last class was to me much the most interesting, as suggesting a
possible connection between the rock-markings and Lingam worship.
Rough sketches of these types will be found in Plate III, which accompanies this paper (here given as Figures 29, .30, and 31 ). The position and
arrangement of these symbols and the veneration paid to them, some having
been quite recently decked with small offerings of fiowerst left no doubt
that they equally with the larger and more solid shrines represented the
Mahadeo and Yoni. But whereas in the first-noticed and better class the
Mahadeo is represented by an upright stone, this other and. poorer type is
without the upright, and is apparently a conventional rendering or sketch of
these symbols roughly cut out on the stone, the inner circle representing
the Mahadeo, the outer circle the Yoni, the line or lines the gutter by which
the libations and offerings are drained off from this as well as fron1 the rnore
elaborate class of Mahadeos. In the centre of the yard is a monolith
Mahadeo of four feet . and a half in height above the ground. It has no
markings on it, but together with all its surroundings seems very old. The
priest in charge of the- temple held that most of the shrines were very old,
and accounted for their large number by saying that the yard was the
burial-place of men of great sanctity, some of whom had been brought from
great distances for interment there, and that Mahadeos of an elaborate or
poor class were placed over the tombs according to the 1neans of the
deceased's friends."*
The res~mblance of the sculptures represented by Figures 29, 30, and
31 to a class of cuttings on boulders, rocks, and megalithic monuments in
Europe cannot be denied; but this is a subject to which I shall revert in
the sequel.
In the neighborhood of Ohandeshwar the explorer noticed some temples
or enclosures consisting o:f concentric stone walls of rude construction,
open in one place, with the Mahadeos, represented by stone pillars, in the
centre. The construction of the temples, he thinks, appears of son1e inter* Rivett-Carnac: Archreological Notes, etc.; pp. 3, 4, 5.
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est when considered in connection with the rock-cuttings and, shrines at
Chandeshwar, fifteen n1iles distant.*
Mr. Rivett-Carnac refers to a letter received in 1877 from a gentleman
then in India, Mr. Campbell of Isla.y, who is much interested in the subject of Scottish rock-markings. Being at Ayodhya with a Hindoo who
spoke good English, lYfr. Campbell procured a fakir, and drew on the sand
two concentric circles with a dot in the middle, asking what the figure n1eant.
The fakir at once answered '' ~1ahadeo." He then drew a similar figure
with a radial line beginning in the centre, and received the same answer.
The n1eaning of these figures, Mr. Can1pbell says, is familiarly kno,vn
throughout India. At Delhi he learned from a friend that they are chalked
on stones in Kangra (Punjab) by people marching in 1narriage-processions.t
This fact is certainly significant, to say the least. Professor Desor, lnoreover, states, probably on the strength of private communications fro1n Mr.
Rivett-Carnac,t that Hindoo women carry, in pilgrimages, water from the
Ganges to the mountains of the Punjab, for the purpose of besprinkling
with it these signs in the temples, .where they invoke the divinity to bestow
on them the favor of rr1otherhood (page 34 ).
The £nal conclusions arrived at by Mr. Rivett-Oarnac are summed up
in the closing paragraph of his article on the snake Rymbol in India, written
:::;ubsequently to his investigations in N agpoor and Kumaon.
"I may add in conclusion," he observes, ''that no one who has been
in this country and who has noticed the monolith Mahadeos of the Western
Ghats of the Himalayas and other parts of India, can fail to be struck with
the resemblance that the menhirs of Carnac in Brittany and its neighborhood bear to the Siva emblems of India. I visited these remarkable
remains when at hon1e last year, and was quite taken aback by their resemblance to well-known Indian types. The monoliths of Scotland covered
with what I believe to be '~1ahadeo' symbols are of the same class. Added
to this, iii the recesses of the Pyrenees, the people whose language suggests
their descent fron1 the tribes who erected the tumuli and menhirs, not only
in this neighborhood, but also in other parts of Europe, still preserve tra* Rivett-Carnac: Archreological Notes, etc.; p. 5.
t Ibid., p. 15.
~Professor Desor alludes to a correspondence with Mr. Rivett-Carnac (Correspondenz-Blatt der
Deutsohen Anthropologischen Gesellschaft, 1877, S. 127').
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ditions connected with these monoliths, and have actually retained some
traces of what I will call Siva-worship.* With this evidence, added to the
points noticed in my papers on the Junapani barrows and the Kumaon
markings, the connection between the n1m·ks in India and Europe rna y then,
I hope, be considered tolerably con1plete."t
It should be mentioned that cupped boulders of gneissoid porphyry
were discovered by Dr. V erchere on the banks of the Indus, in Cashmere,
prior to Mr. Rivett-Carnac's explorations. Yet the first-named traveler,
not knowing the character of cup- cuttings, was inclined to ascribe the
artificial cavities to the action' of glaciers. "This supposition," says Professor Desor, "appears to us totally inadn1issible. The action of glaciers
doubtless tends to modify the rocks upon which they move. They polish
them and leave upon -them characteristic furrows and strire. Though we
have ourselves devoted long years to the study of glaciers, we have never
noticed that they produce cavities like basins or cups. It must therefore
be conceded that these latter are the work of man. M. V erchere doubtless
would have felt less scruple in admitting this origin, if he had been acquainted
with the frequent occurrence of cups on erratic blocks in Europe" (page 36).
At the close of his essay Professor Desor, availing himself of the
remarkable results obtained by Mr. Rivett-Carnac, sets forth the inferences
he draws from the occurren~e of cups and other archaic figures upon stones
and rocks in countries as far distant frorn each other as India and Ireland.
He ascribes the practice of executing such sculptures to people of the Aryan
stock, who, he thinks, transferred this peculiar custon1 from their Asiatic
hornes to the countries of Europe. He connects with this immigration the
*The ::mthor refers to .certain superstitious practices in connection with sacred stones, but lately or
even still in vogue among the people in the Pyrenees, as stated by Me!:isrs. Piette and Sacaze in the
article quoted in my account of cup-stones in France. Speaking of a boulder, called Le Cailhaon
d' A1Tiba-Pa1'din, they say:-"Autrefois, il y a trente ansa peine, les jeunes gens do Poubeau allaient en procession, le soir dn
mardi-gras, faire sur cette pierre un grand fen de paille pour lequel chaque chef de maison fournissait
nne botte. Ils marchaient un a un, chacun tenant par derriere celui qui le precedait, et s'avanr;,aient
dans une ~Lttitude et avec des gestes a. la fois burlesques et obscenes.''·
With reference to a menhir in the same district the following statement is made:"Encore aujourd'hui, lorsque les habitants de Bourg-d'Oueil vont de ce cote, plus d'une jeune
femme va baiser le menhir en cachette.":_Piette. et Sacaze: Les Monwrnents de la Montagne d'Espiaup (Pyrenees); Materianx, 1878, p. 257-58.
tRivett-Carnac: Rough Notes on the Snake Symbol in India, etc.; reprinted from the Journal of
the Asiatic Society of Bengal; Calcnt,ta; 1S7H, p. 14.
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erection of n1eg alithic structures in those countries,* and believes, in short,
that the neolithic period dates in Europe from the arrival of those Asiatics, ·
who supplanted there the troglodytic tribes (probably l\iongolian), of which
the Laps are the last renn1ant in Europe. The Aryan new-comers, he believes, brought with them several species of domestic animals and of cereals,
the remains of which are found abundantly in the Swiss lacustrine sett~e
ments of earliest date, and likewise the celts of jadeite and nephrite discovered in the dolmens of Brittany _and in lake-dwellings, and consisting of
n1aterials not found in Europe, but by no means rare in the East.
"It would rernain to us," he says, "to investigate by what routes
these colonists from Asia reached Europe; whether they followed the same
track or can1e in successive w·aves, as it were, advancing in different directions. This is a' vast and arduous task, which cannot be entered upon in a
rapid sketch like the present one, but which, perhaps, we shall make one
day the subject of a ~pecial treatise" (page 43).
Reserving 1ny observations on the theories advanced by Professor
Desor and other archreologists for a subsequent part of this treatise, I
close my brief account of primitive sculptures in the Old World and pass

over to a consideration of analogous lapidarian work in the Western Hemisphere.
* "It should be remembered," he says, "that, acc'Ording to the majority of arch::.eologists, the megalithic monuments of Europe belong to the age of polished stone, considering that arms and utensils
almost exclusively of stone have been found in the large dolmens of Brittany, and that among the fine
colts they have furnished, several are made of jadeite and other kinds of stone peculiar to the East.
Copper beads, it is true, have been taken from several dolmens in the South of France, and Messrs. Piette
and Sacaze, moreover, have not long ago discovered in the cromlechs of the Pyrenees bronze bracelets
with designs recalling those seen on the ornaments of the later bronze age; but hence it does not follow that the metal was introduced in Europe simultaneously with the megalithic structures. The latter
may be of anterior date, and thAir use may have been continued after the introduction of bronze, and
perhaps even longer."-Pierres a .(cuelles, p. 40.

PART II.
PRIMITIVE LAPIDARIAN SCULPTURES IN AMERICA.
NORTH AMERICA.

Before entering upon the subject indicated in the above heading, I have
to allude, for the sake of gradual demonstration, to the so-called hammerstones, a well-known class of aboriginal relics found in considerable nu1nber
throughout the United States. They are generally roundish or oval pebbles
of a somewhat compressed or flattened form, presenting in their side view
the outline of a more or less elongated ellipse. Their only artificial alteration consists in two small pits or cavities, so placed to forn1 the centres of
the opposite broader sides. In these cavities the workn1an is supposed to
have placed the thumb and middle finger of the right hand, while the forefinger pressed against the upper circumference of the stone. The material
of these i1nplements is usually quartzite, graywacke, or some other kind of
compact sandstone.
As sirnilar stones occur in Europe, speculations upon their use are not
wanting, and Professor Nilsson, in p~rticular, 4as tried to prove they had
been e1nployed in chipping tools and weapons of flint.t I will admit that
they n1ay have been used, in Europe as well as in America, for fashioning rough implen1ents and for flaking off pieces .of flint, etc., which were
eventually to be brought into definite shapes; but they are by far too
clumsy and possess too much roundness on all sides to have been the
tools for fabricating arrow-heads and other delicate articles of flint. How
would it be possible, for instance, to produce a stemmed dart with long
t Nilsson: The Primitive Inhabitants of Scandinavia; translated by Sir John Lubbock; London,
1868, p. 10, etc.
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barbs by means of such a hammer-stone~ The art of making stone arrowheads, n1oreover, is no longer a mystery, at least not in the United States,
where several methods still are employed by certain western tribes for
fashioning them. They probably were mostly chipped into their final ·shape
by pressure with tools of horn or bone, a number of which, obtained froln
still existing tribes, can be seen in the United States National Museum.
The fine neolithic flint objects of Northern Europe, such as barbed and
stetnmecl arrow and spear-heads, daggers, crescent-shaped implements, etc.,
doubtless were prouuced by sin1ilar n1ethods.
Whether the bruised pitted stones were originally designed for hamIuers, or whether, in view of the diverse purposes which implements sometimes have to serve in the hands of uncivilized man, their use as han1mers
was a secondary one, are questions upo.n which I will not enlarge in this
place.* It is certain, however, that a large number of the pitted stones,
usually called hanuner-stones in the United States, are perfectly intact at
their circumferences, and consequently cannot have served as imagined.
Of the many pitted stones in the National Museum, sixty-derived fron1
New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois, Tennessee, Kentucky, Louisiana,
and California-are now on exhibition, and of these only twelve show the
rnarks of hammering. There is a single pit either on each of the opposite
broad sides or only on one side of the stones now considered, and their
cavities, differing in size and depth, are not ground, but apparently produced, 'sometitnes quite clumsily, by means of a tool of flint or other hard
stone 1\Iay not such stones have been used by the aborigines for cracking
upon them, by means of other stones, the different kinds of hard-shelled
fruits so abundant in North A1nerica? The cavities rnostly are of sufficient
depth to hold any kind of nut in place. rrhis kind of work would chiefly
have devolved upon wotnen and children (particularly girls), and hence it
would not be difficult to account for the large .number of these stones. t And
*The real North American hammer-stones, I am now inclined to believe, are pebbles or fragments
of quartzite or flinty materials, sometimes modified by art and much battered by use. They tell their
own story, as it were. Exactly similar stones are found in Europe. Mr. Evans figures two of them on
page 22:~ of his well-known work on the stone implements, etc., of Great Britain.
t Tli.at the method here indicated was in vogue among the prehistoric people of Europe is almost
demonstrated by Sir Charles Lyell's descrjpcion of a log-cabin, discovered in 1833 by Captain Mudge, R.
N., in Drumkellin bog, in Donegal, Ireland, at a depth of fourteen feet from the surface. It was twelve
fe~t square and nine feet high; bi:)ing divided into two stbri(js, ea()h four feet high. Tho planking
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further, an intact flattish stone, used with its broad side as a hammer for
beating upon the end of a flint tool-an operation probably often per·
forn1ed in sava.ge life-would gradually receive at the point of contact the
impression of the harder flint. Hence a nun1ber of pitted stones may owe
their cavities to such a mode of application.
Fig. 32 represents a stone of the class under notice, which was found
near Franklin, Willian1son County, 'rennessee, and belong~ to the series
exhibited in the National Museum. It is a somewhat flattish pebble of oval
shape, about two inches in thickness, and showing only on one side a s1nall
cavity, worked out very carelessly, and just large enough to receive an
object of the size of a nut. The material is a clayey sandstone.
Sometimes these stones exhibit two cavities close together, as though
it had been intended to crack with o~e blow two nuts placed in these pits.
Such a stone is represented by Fig. 33. The original belongs to a seties of
pitted stones which were sent to me, many years ago, by my friend, Mr. J.
M. }1. Gernerd, of ~luncy, Lyco1ning County, Pennsylvania, and had been.
collected by hirn in that neighborhood, rnore especially near the banks of
the Susquehanna River. This specimen, a graywacke pebble not exceedin'g
au inch and one-quarter in thickness, shows on both sides two shallow contiguous cavities. When the first white settlers penetrated to that part of the
Susquehanna Valley, they found on or near the present site of Muncy a
village of the Minsi or Munsey Indians, the Wolf clan of the great LenniLenape or Delaware nation; and the name ''Muncy," indeed, perpetuates
the designation of that clan. There is still a tradition, I am informed
by Mr. Gernerd, that they were in the habit of gathering large
supplies of shell-bark hickory-nuts, which formerly grew plentifully in the
neighborhood.
It should be borne in mind that nuts played a conspicuous part in the
household of the North American Indians. The first ad venturers of the
consisted of oak, split with wedges of stone, and the roof was flat. A stone celt and a flint arrow-beau
found in tho interior of this primitive building furnish aduitional proofs of its remote antiquity. "On
the floor of the dwelling," observes Captain Mudge, "lay a slab of freestone, three feet long and fourteen inches thick, in the centre of which was a small pit, three-quarters of an inch deep, which had been
chiseled out. This is presumed to have been used for holding nuts to be cracked by means of one of
tho round shingle-stones, also found there, which had served as a hammer. Some entire hazel-nuts and a
great quantity of broken shells were strewed about the tloor."-Lyell: Antiquity of Man; London aud
Philadelphia, 1873, .p. 32.
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In Fig. 36 I give the representation of another stone of this type,
derived fro1n the neighborhood of Portsmouth, Ohio, and likewise preserved
in the National Museum. It is a pebble of fine-grained sandstone, almost
quadrilateral in shape, about an inch and a half thick, and provided on each
side with a rather shallow depression. Both cavities are covered with red
paint, which seems to have penetrated into the stone. Several other specitnens in the archreological collection of the National Museum are characterized by the same peculiarity, and henee it n1ay be assumed tQ.at the stones
under notice are cups in which the aborigines ruhbed or dissolved the colors
us'ed in face-painting and for other purposes. Indeed, paint-1nortars of
stone, not much differing from the utensils in question, are still employed
by retnote western tribes.
I Inust now proceed to consider another very remarkable class of North
American relics, nan1ely, stones of larger size, upon which several cuplike cavities are worked out. The 1naterial of these stones is almost
exclusively sandstone, and they occur mostly in the shape of flat fragments
without definite contours. The cups are either on one of the flat sides or
on both, and their number on a surface varies, as far as I have observed,
fi·orn two to ten. They are irregularly distributed, being placed close
together or Inore or less apart fron1 each other. In general they measure
an inch and a half in diameter, but son1etimes less. The cavities are produced by grinding, and usually approach a semi-spherical form; occasionally, however, they are somewhat conical or funnel-shaped. . Their inner
surfaces exhibit different degrees of smoothness, being often, in consequence of weathering, rather rough, like the remaining surface of the stone.
These cup-stones bear so1ne resen1blance to those found in certain lacustrine
stations of Switzerland; but they seem to differ in appearance and-destination from the English cupped stones described by Mr. Greenwell.
A cup-stone in the National 1\fuseum, derived from Sumn1it County,
Ohio, and weighing eleven pounds, is represented by Fig. 37. The level
surface shows nine cups, of which six are perfect, and three, placed near
the broken sides, more or less incomplete. The stone, it will be seen, is a
fragment, and n1ay originally have been provided with more than nine cavities. There are now eleven of these cup-stones in the National 1\fuseum,
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five of which have been found in Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Kentucky, and
Illinois, while the remaining six are derived from Ohio, which State, I
believe, has furnished the majority of the known specimens.
An Ohio cup-stone in the National }fuseum deserves particular mention, on account of one of its cavities being covered with red paint, which
cannot be rmnoved by moistening. It is the only case of this kind noticed
by n1e, and the use of the cavity as a paint-cup in this instance may be
accidental. I therefore will not venture to express the opinion that all
North American cup-stones of the type represented by Fig. 3 7 are to be
considered as utensils designed to hold colors. Yet the possibility of this
n1ode of application cannot be denied, considering that the Indian inhabitants of the East and of the :Mississippi Valley employed different kinds
of paints, each of which had to be n1ade ready for use in a separate receptacle. Small paint-cups of earthenware, joined together, and certainly
rmninding one by their arrangement of the cavities in the stones under
notice, are in use an1ong the Zuni Indians of New ~1exico. Several specimens were obtained by Mr. James Stevenson in 1879, during his expedition
to New ::Mexico and Arizona, undertaken under the auspices of the Bureau
of Ethnology. Fig. 38 represents one of the articles in question. It consists of four united cups of an inch and a half in diameter and about an
inch in depth.* The paints still adhering to the inner surfaces of these
cups are red, white, yellow, and blue. rrhere is but little difference between the dimensions of the cups and the cavities of the cup-stones just
described.
Mr. Stevenson obtained on the same occasion from Indians of the
Pueblo of Tesuque, New Mexico, a small mortar and pestle, both of stone,
which were used by them in the preparation of paint. This simple apparatus, represented by Fig. 39, hardly would attract particular attention, if
it were not for a cup-shaped cavity excavated on one side of the pestle,
and perfectly corresponding in shape and size with the artificial depressions
of the cnp-stones. The cavity served to receive a portion of the liquid paint
prepared in the mortar. Such at least was the account given to Mr. Stevenson by the Tesuque Indians. They probably poured into the cavity a
*The number of cupi in the specimens obtained by Mr. Stevenson varies between two and five.
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small quantity of the fluid pigment, in order to use it freed from the particles of coloring mineral substance remaining in the 1nortar.*
These two illustrations of the use of paint-cups among .I ndians of our
time certainly afford no direct evidence that the cup-stones in question were
m~~~ t() ~~1\l~ in ~ ~\m1\~t m~nnet, t\1ougb tbey certainly b.eigbten tbe
probability of such an application.
The first notice of an American cup-stone, I believe, is contained in
"The Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Valley," by Squier and Davis,
the well-known work published in 1848 as the first volu1ne of Smithsonian
Contributions to Knowledge. On page 206 (Fig. 92) a sandstone block,
said to have been found in one of the mounds of Ohio, is figured. The
block, weighing between thirty and forty pounds, exhibited on its surface
a number of cups of different sizes, resembling, as the authors state, in all
respects those in work-blocks of coppersmiths, in which plates of metal
are hamrnered to give them convexity. Hence it appeared to them probable that the block had been used in the manufacture of such concavoconvex discs of native copper as are sometimes met with in the mounds of
the Mississippi Valley. While living in New York, I had often occasion to
see a fragment of this block in the collection of Dr. E. I-I. Davis, and a
careful exa1nination of the relic made it evident to me that the cavities had
not been used as Messrs. Squier and Davis supposed. By the sale of the
Davi~ collection, which comprised the .bulk of the 1nound-relics obtained
by the two explorers, to the late Mr. William Blackmore, the fragment in
question was transferred to the Blackmore Museum, in Salisbury, England,
and Mr. E. T. Stevens has since described it as follows:-

"The oblong fragment in the Blackmore collection n1easures six inches
by eight, and has upon it three perfect detached cups, two cups which are
confluent, portions of three finished cups, one half finished, and several
which have been comn1enced. It may be well to remark that these 'cups'
are oval, there being a difference in the two diameters of about one-eighth
of an inch. They n1easure in their greater diameter about one inch and a
half, and are about seven-eighths of an inch in depth. Judging from the
*In painting pottery, etc., they apply the color with a brush stripped from the leaves of the
yucca plant.
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engraving In the 'Ancient 1\Ionuments of the Mississippi Valley,' the cups
upon the original mass were not all of the same size. One corner of the
f;agment indicates that it has been exposed to the action of fire. Squier
and Davis have suggested that these cups were used in hammering plates
of copper into the convex form needed for making bosses. The circumstances that two of the cups are confluent, that the surface of the block
has not been smoothed, and that there is no evidence of bruising fron1
hammering, all militate against the idea that this block was used, or was
even intended to be used, as an anvil."*
Of late years Colonel Charles Whittlesey has devoted special attention
to cup-stones. According to his staten1ent, they occur quite frequently in
Northern Ohio, 1nore particularly in ~he valley of the Cuyahoga River; but
he informs n1e by letter that, to his knowledge, none have been obtained
fro1n the nu1nerous mounds of Ohio. He brings the cup-stones in connection with the spinning process of the natives, supposing the cavities had
served as sockets in which spindles were made to revolve, and hence he
calls the stones "sp.indle-socket- stones."t I must confess that I cannot
share Colonel Whittlesey's opinion, in view of the absence of spindlewhorls in those parts of the United States where cup-stones thus far have
been found. If spindle-whorls had been in use among the former inhabitants of this country, it is very probable that, in conformity with their
well-known taste, they would have made them of stone or clay, and in that
case they would be as abundant in the eastern half of the United States as
they are in Europe,_ where the practice of spinning by means of this simple
contrivanee dates as far back as the neolithic period.t Adair, it is true, in
describing the n1ode of weaving in vogue a1nong the Southern Indians
(Muskokis, etc.), speaks. of an apparatus which may have been a spindle.
"Formerly," he observes, "the Indians made very handson1e carpets. They
have a wild hemp that grows about six feet high, in open, rich, level lands,
and which usually ripens in July. It is plenty on our frontier settlements.
When it is fit for use, they pull, steep, peel, and beat it; and the old women
* Stevens: Flint Chips; London, 1870, p. 486.
t Whittlesey: Ancient Earth Forts of the Cuyahoga Valley, Ohio ; Cleveland, 1871, p. 33.
tIt may be supposed that wherever spindle-whorls were employed in prehistoric times, each
woman and girl possessed at least one of these utensils.
4 L S
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spin it off the distaffs with wooden machines, having some clay on the middle
of them to hasten the motion. When the coarse thread is prepared, they
put it into a fr::une about six feet square, and instead of a shuttle they thrust
through the thread with a long cane, having a large stting through the web,
which they shift at every second course of the thread When they have
thus finished their arduous labour, they paint each side of the carpet with
such figures of various colours as their fruitful imaginations devise, particularly the ilnages of those birds and beasts they are acquainted with, and
likewise of themselves, acting in their social and n1artial stations."* II ad
the contrivances, called "machines'' by Adair, been real spindles, he probably would have recognized then1 as such, as he undoubtedly had witnessed
their use in Great Britain, which country he left during the first half of ·the
eighteenth century, and where spinning with distaff and spindle has not yet
entirely fallen into disuse in our tinw.
Certain Indian tribes in rmnote ·western districts, the Navajos and
Pueblo Indians, for instance, use at the present tin1e spindles for spinning
the cotton and sheeps' wool employed in the manufacture of blankets and
other textile articles. Their whorls are discs of wood, stone, bone, horn,
and burned clay. The archreological collection of the United States
National Museum contains no North American . object of stone or clay,
found north of 1\'Iexico, in .which I can recognize a spindle-whorl. In Mexico,
it is well known, spindles were in general use, and the whorls (malacatl)
are an1ong the comn1on objects seen in collections of Aztec antiquities.
They are represented in the National Musetun by many specimens, all
made of terra-cotta, and in some instances tastefully ornamented, like the
originals of Figures 40 and 41, which were obtained by the late Colonel
Brantz l\fayer at Tezcuco, and presented to the Smithsonian Institution in
18G2. The l\1exican n1ethod of spinning is illustrated by designs in the
Mendoza Codex, published by Lord I(ingsborough.
It doubtless will be a matter of great interest to archreologists, both in
this country and in Europe, to learn that large cupped blocks; fully resembling those of the Old World, have of late years been observed in the
* Adair: The History of t.hc American Indians; London, 1775, p. 422.-The remains of textile
fabrics b~ving been found in mounds of this country, it follows that some sort of weaving was practised here in times long past.
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United States. As yet a few only are known, but ere long, I am confident,
the existence of others will be ascertained. Whenever investigators have
their attention drawn to a new class of antiquities, they endeavor to find
them, and are usually successful in their efforts.
Fig. 42 shows the appearance of a cupped block preserved in the
building of the Society of Natural History in Cincinnati, to which association it was presented by the discoverer, Dr. H. H. Hill, a resident of that
city. His .letters and a conununication fro1n Professor J. Mickelborough,
also of ' cincinnati, enable me to give the following account:The block was found by Dr. Hill during an archreologica) excursion, in
May, 1~74, a mile and a half above Ironton, Lawrence County, Ohio, near
the bank of the Ohio. It vvas, indeed, washed by the water 9f that rivei·,
and covered with debris that had fallen from the upper portion of the bank,
from which latter circumstance Dr. Hill concluded it had also rolled from
this higher level to the lower margin of the river-bank. Having bought
the block from the owner of the land, he had it ren1oved from its position
and conveyed by steamboat to Cincinnati, where it arrived in June, 1874.
1
In the sa1ne year he presented it to the Cincinnati Society of Natural History. The block or boulder, which consists of coarse-grained dark-gray
sandstone, is three feet long, two feet and seven inches wide, and a foot
and a half high, and measures eight feet seven inches in circun1ference. It
weighs between a thousand and twelve hundred pounds. According to Dr.
I-Iill, the surface of the stone shows one hundred and sixteen cups, either
rounded or conical in shape.* Professor l\1ickelborough mentions one hundred and twenty cups, vvhich he describes as being circular in outline, and
apparently produced by attrition with son1e blunt implement. The average
dian1eter of the cups is an'inch and a half, and their depth about half an
inch; but some are five-eighths of an inch deep, and others again more
shallcrw. The inside of the cups, he says, is rather smooth, yet not as
*For photographs after which the illustration was executed, I am indebted to Dr. Hill and Judge
M. F. Force, of Cincinnati. · I had the stone drawn on wood in lead-pencil, and before handing over
the block to the wood-engraver, I sent a photograph of the drawing to Judge Force for comparison with
the original. He replied (.January 16, 1881) as follows: "I think this does very well as a representation of the cup-stone. Of course, there is an exaggerated distinctness in the cups-that is, the shadow
in the hollows is not so distinct, at least in onr sunlight, as it is in the picture.''-! hope the slightly
exaggerated distinctness of the cups, alluded to by Judge Force, will be deemed allowable, the more so
ns the boulder was exposed to the action of water, and formerly doubtless exhibited more distinct cup~
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s1nooth as the cavities of another smaller specimen in the collection of the
Society of Natural History. In one cup, he further observes, is a central
depression about one-fourth of an inch in depth and of equal diameter.
This central pit seems to have been 1nade by 1neans of some sharp-pointed
instrument. But for this peculiarity the cup resmnbles the others excavated
on the block. To judge fron1 Dr. I-Iill's description, the feature just" alluded
to is not confined to a single cup, but is likewise noticed in others.
On one side of the block, says Professor ~1ickelborough, are some
grooves four or five inches long, and likewise of artificial origin. They
have the appearance of being worn down by rubbing continuously in one
direction. The diameter of the grooves is equal to that of the cups, insomuch that a cylindrical stone applied in the direction of its longitudinal
axis would have produced the grooves, and its end, by rotation, the cupshaped cavities.
rr'he COrrespondents who have furnished 1110 with the material for this
description offer no definite opinions as to the use of this ren1arkable cupstone. Dr. I-Iill can think of no practical purpose to which the cups might
have been applied by those who excavated then1, unless they served "as
means for irnparting information to their friends." Similar views, as will
be seen, have been advanced in Europe with reference to the large cupstones in that part of the world.
Dr. Hill speaks of two n1uch larger sandstone boulders, one with
twenty-nine and the other with thirty-seven cups, which he saw near the
bank of the Ohio, a fe·w 1niles below ~Ianchester, in Adan1s County, Ohio.
No further particulars as to their appearance are given; but Dr. Hill
Ff e thinks it very difficult to remove
intends to examine then1 again.
thern.
In October, 1878, the Rev. John J. l\1cCook, of Hartford, Connecticut,
addressed to the Smithsonian Institution a letter in which he describes a
cupped granite boulder of large size, lying on the edge of the cliff not far
fron1 his cottage at Niantie, in New London County, Connecticut. A scaledrawing of the boulder, here reprodueed in half-size, and without any·
artistic embellishn1ent, as Fig. 43, accompanied his account, of which l
give the following extract aln1ost in his own words.
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When Mr. McCook became cognizant of the existence of the block, it
had been only five years in itt; present position. For several generations
it had formed part of the foundation of a wall, and 'vhen the wall was
removed, it was found almost imbedded in the soil. At that time he did
not notiee the peculiar markings upon it; but from the location of the moss
which covers all below the dotted line a b c in the sketch, and is entirely
absent upoi.1 what is now the upper surface, he concluded that the stone
was overset in the removal. Not far frorn this boulder are several others,
one of thern weighing many tons, and nicely poised upon the very edge of
the rocky cliff. Yet he searched in vain for any markt:; upon them, bearing
the slightest resemblance to those upon the subject of his sketch. His attention was first drawn to these peculiar marks five or six years ago, while
visiting the neighboring beach, the path leading there passing close by the
cupped boulder. His first theory in regard to them was, that they might
be the work of the Niantic Indians, a small tribe, extinct since 1870, to
whon1 all the land in the immediate neighborhood of Niantic once belonged. But from the beginning he wa8 at a loss to understand for what
purpose they could have made these cup-shaped cavities. He thought they
were too small to have served as mortars, and too symmetrical in their
arrangement to have been used for grinding down the ends of pestle~. In
the meantime, however, J\1r. McCook read in the "Journal de Geneve" a
review of son1e publications on cup-stones, and hence it occurred to him
that the boulder under notice "might be one of that system of marked
stones which are found all over the world, and are thought to have some
relation to the religious life of primitive man."
The cups belonging to the central group, II, III, IV, and V, are strikingly regular and smooth. Nr. I is muc~ less regular, and Nr. VI is so
shallow and irregular that Mr. {\fcCook discovered it only on close examination, and, indeed, is doubtful whether it deserves to be indicated as
belonging to the san1e class with the 1·est. '.rhe dimensions of the cups are
as follows : I. Diameter, 2~ inches.
Depth, ~ inch.
II. Diameter,
III. Diameter,

inches.

Depth,

fo

inch.

3~ inches.

Depth,

~

inch.

3~

c
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IV. Diameter, 3~ inches.

Depth, ~g inch.

V. Diameter, 2~ inches.

Depth, 1~ inch.

VI. Diameter, 1~ X 2~ inches.

•

Depth, ~ inch.

The centre of III is a trifle out of the line between the centres of II
and IV.
Of the lines or grooves upon the side of the boulder, the irregular
curved one may simply mark the boundary of erosion caused by the eleInents, and the straight ones may be nothing but common strire. The
stone is a hard granite of tolerably fine texture. Its present upper surface is
clean and smooth, ~nd entirely free from moss. rrhe portion of the side
below the dotted line in the sketch and the present under-surface, as far as
Mr. McCook could ascertain without turning the stone quite over, are covered 'vith moss. The boulder measures nearly six feet and a half in its
greatest din1ension.
So far Mr. McCook. It becomes evident by his description that the
cavities on the Niantic boulder are somewhat different from those on the
Cincinnati block, and possibly may have been designed for another purpose. Rounded stones with single cavities.not larger and deeper than thoRe
. described by Mr. McCook are not rare in the United States, and were
evidently used as mortars_; and larger cavities which have served for the
same purpose are excavated on rocks in situ in certain parts of thi~ country,
as I shall have occasion to state more in detail hereafter. ·H owever, not
having seen the Niantic boulder, I will refrain fron1 expressing with any
degree of positiveness an opinion at variance with lHr. McCook's view.
For the present my information with regard to large cupped stones or
boulders in the United States goes no further. The discovery of others is
a mere question of titne. They will be found when properly looked for .
•
As early as 1805, Captain William Dupaix, charged by the J{~ing of Spain
with an exploration of the antiquities of Mexico, saw not far from Orizaba
what. has been thought to be a cup-stone. Many years afterward a duplicate of his report and copies of the designs made by his artist, Castaneda,
were published in Lord Kingsborough's "Mexican Antiquities" (Volumes
IV, V, and VI, 1830-'31 ). A few years later, in 1834, the work entitled
"Antiquites Mexicaines" (by Alexandre Lenoir) was published at Paris.
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It embodies Captain Dupaix's original report 'vith illustrations· n1ade directly after Castaneda's drawings. Both publications give a representation
of the stone in question; but these designs are so unlike each other that it
is impossible to fonn a correct idea of its character. Fig. 44 is a copy of
Lord Kingsborough's illustration.* The figure shows fourteen well-defined
cup-shaped cavities, perfectly resembling those on the stones heretofore
described. In the later work-''Antiquites Mexicaines"-which might be
supposed to be the mor~ reliable one, the stone is figured on a larger scale,t
but bears only in outline a resmnblance to l(ingsborough's illustration.
Instead of distinct cups it merely shows a nurnber of irregular cavities,
totally different from the cups indicated on I{ingsborough's ·plate. lienee
there remains a doubt as to the real appearance of the stone, which will
not be removed before it has been examined again by some explorer. I
translate the description of the stone, as given by Dupaix in "Antiquites
Mexicaines" : "Frorn this place (Orizaba) we proceeded toward the bridge across the
river Blanco, sixteen leagues southeast of the city, in order to examine a
rock called Teololinga. It is spherical in shape, very hard, of a bluish-black
color, and emits no fire when struck with a steel. It has been skillfully
placed in the midst of an extensive savanna. It measures about twentytwo feet and a half in circun1ference and a little n1ore than six feet in dianleter. This stone, poised upon its axis by those who fonnerly fashione.d it,
· has the peculiarity that, when touched only with the little finger, it moves
and continues to vibrate for some titne; while it remains apparently motionless when a greater force is applied. On its surface are seen so.me eircular
holes (trous circulaires) of..lit.tle depth, which can hold water in seasons of
rmn. It appears to have served in olden tinies as a boundary or land-n1ark
(de borne ou de limite), for there is another one at a distance of two leagues
from it."t
*Vol. IV, The Monuments of New Spain, by 1\f. Dupaix, Part I, Plate IV, Fig. 10.
t Atlas, Premiere Partie, Planche VIII.
tAntiquites Mexicaines; Relation de la Premiere Expedition du Capitaine Dupaix en 1805, Vol.
I, p. 7.-For the sake of comparison I copy here the less complete description published by LOld Kingsborough:-"From hence (Orizaba) we went to the bridge of the river Blanco, about forty-eight mEes
south-east of Orizaba, in search of a large stone called Teololinga. This stone is spherical in its form,
very hard (though it will not emit fire when struck by the 'stecl), and of a dark-b1ne colour. It has evidently been wrought into its presf!nt shape, and placed in the middle of a spacious plain, by the ancient
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I am not aware that other stones of analogous character have been
noticed in Mexico; nor have I thus far obtained precise information as to
the occurrence of cupped stones or boulders in parts of the American continent which are situated south of Mexico.*
In connection ·with North American cup-stones should be mentioned
boulders or rocks with an artificial cavity, or with cavities, serving for the
trituration of grain, and thus forn1ing what might be called stationary· mortars. Their occurrence extends over a large portion of North A1nerica;
but there is considerable difference in the character of the cavities, as the
following statements will show.
Colonel Jones saw in the 1niddle and upper parts of Georgia ''large
bouluers-some of them waist-high-permanent in their location, whose
tops had been hollowed out for mortars. These cavities were circular in
form, and capable of holding a half peck or more. They n1ay be regarded
as public property, and afford proof of the stability of the agricultural population by which they were used."t In historical times, however, the southern tribes to whon1 Colonel Jones refers are known to have generally used
wooden mortars for pounding 1naize. Adair alludes to their use and describes
the method of hollowing them out by means of fire.t Hunter notices the
wooden mortars of the Indians among whon1 he lived; but "in addition,"
he says, "each village has one or two ·large stone mortars for pounding
corn: they are placed in a central situation, are public property, and are
used in rotation by the different families."§
inhabitants of the country. It is so artfully balanced upon its axis as to revolve at the slightest touch
of the finger; but if a greater force be used it will stand without t,he least apparent motion. Its surface contains some holes capable of holding a small quantity of water. It appears to have anciently
served as a land-mark. There is another of these stones to the east, about six miles distant."-Vol. VI,
The Monuments of New Spain, by M. Dupaix, p. 425.
• I quote, however, from the "Materiaux" (1P67, p. 398) the following note, addressed to M.
Gabriel de Mortillet by Professor P. Strobel, and dated Buenos Ayres, May 26, 1866:"Apres les articles de Morlot, Aymard, Simonin et Bouvet~ sur les picrres :1 ecuelles et :1 bassins,
il ne sera pas sans interet pour vous d'apprendre qu'on en trouve de semblables dans la Sierra de San
Luis. On y voit de tres-nombreux bassins ereuses dans la rophe, de diverses dimensions. Ils ont
servi aux Indiens pour ecraser et broyer les fruits et les graines, et pent-etre meme, :1 nne epoque moins
ancienne, pour triturer le minerai aurifere de ces montagnes. Il existe aussi des pierres :1 bassins dans
les mont agnes de Mendoza, datant de l' epoque des Incas. Ces divers bassins ont pu senir a trois usages
bien differents: religieux, gastronomique et metallurgique."
t Jones (Charles C.): Antiquities of the Southern Indians; p. 313.
t Adair: The History of the American Indians; p. 416.
§Hunter: Manners and Customs of Several Indian Tribes located west of the Mississippi; Philadelphia, 1823, p. 269.
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A boulder formerly used as a JtlOrtar is thus described by Professor
Samuel Aughey, of the University of Nebraska:-'' Four miles northwest of
Nebraska City, on the farn1 of Ron. J. F. Kinney, is a granitic boulder as
large as a small house, on whose top smooth holes have been worn by the
Indians in grinding or pounding corn. This boulder is imbedded in a Loess
deposit, through which it extends from the Drift below."* Upon inquiry
by letter, I learned from Professor Aughey that the most conspicuous of the
cavities n1easures fourteen inches in diameter and six in depth. Its inside,
he says, is worn as smooth as glass. The other cavities on this boulder are
shallow and faint con1pared to this one.
In the Sierra Waco, in the extreme northwestern corner of Texas, about
thirty n1iles east of El Paso, State of Chihuahua, Mexico, the Ron. John
R. Bartlett noticed "an overhanging rock extending for so1ne distance, the
whole surface of which is covered with rude paintings and sculptures, representing men, animals, birds, snakes, and fantastic figures.--- On the
shelving portion of the place in question are several circular holes in the
solid granite, from, twelve to fifteen inches deep, which the Indians have
made and used as n1ortars for pounding their corn in; similar ones being
found all over the country where the aborigines have had their habitations.''t
Afterward, while proceeding in Chihuahua from Correlitos to El Paso, Mr.
Bartlett saw a smooth rock covering about half an acre, to the right of the
road. In this rock he counted twenty-six cavities within a few feet of each
other. They were from twelve to eighteen inches deep and about six in
diameter, and had been dug out to serve as 1nortars.t In a letter addressed
to me he adds :-"I remernber that there was at that place a great quantity
of flint chippings, broken arrow and spear-heads, fragments of pottery, etc.,
showing that the Indians had spent much time here in making their stone
implements."
I an1 indebted to ~fr. Stephen Bowers, at present residing in Clinton,
Wisconsin, for the following account of rocks with n1ortar-cavities seen by
him in California. ~e says:"These are not unfrequently met with in Santa Barbara County, Cali*Aughey: Sketclws of the Physical Geography and Geology of Nebraska; Omaha, Nebraska, 1880,
p. 256.
t Bartlett: Personal Narrative of Explorations and Incidents in Texas, New Mexico, California,
Sonora, and Chihuahua, etc.; New York, 1854, Vol. I, p. 170.
t Ibid., Vol. II, p. 370.
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fornia. I have also seen them in ~apa Valley, fifty miles north of San
Francisco; indeed, I deem it safe to say they n1ay be found in nearly every
portion of California, _especially on and near the old village sites once
inhabited by the less nornadic tribes.
"But the most remarkable of these excavations I discovered on the
summit of the Santa Inez range of mountains, in Santa Barbara County,
about one mile west of the stage-road-crossing, and at an elevation of 2,5UO
feet above the f\ea-level. Here is an open space of nearly levelland, sev-:
eral acres in extent, where springs of cool sweet water rise, and, uniting,
send a sparkling rivulet down the mountain-side. Elevations, covered
with timber, fonn this into an amphitheater, while mountain-peaks rise in
every direction. In ·this romantic spot the aborigines founded a village,
which must have been occupied for a great length of time. Although the
place is now enclosed as a field, and the site of the old village has been
ploughed and tilled by white men, yet the circular depressions indicating the
dwelling-places of the Indians are plainly seen. Marine shells, brought
from the ocean, six or seven miles distant, are scattered over the entire
surface of the old village site, with bones and other kitchen debris. Near
this village site is a sort of natural grotto in the solid rock, covered with
rude paintings of a very interesting character, which probably record the
more important events in the lives of the villagers.
"Within the confines of the old town are two large boulders of sandstone, into which conical excavations have been made, and used as mortars
for triturating grain, acorns, etc.; also cup-shaped depressions, the purpose
of which is not clear to my mind. The largest of these boulders (Fig. 45)
is twenty-five feet in length, by about ten feet in width, and shows twentyfive excavations, meaJurihg from six to twenty-six inches in diameter at the
top, and frotn five to sixteen inches in depth. The average width of these
mortar-cavities is a little over thirteen inches, and the depth something n1ore
than eleven inches. The smallest is six inches in diameter and five inches
deep, while the largest is twenty-six inches in diameter and sixteen inches
in depth. In one instance a wide groove is cut between two of these excavations, one being probably used for pulverizing the grain, and the other
as a receptacle for the meal. In another instance two of the cavities are
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worn until they meet. With one exception, these mortar-shaped excavations
are circular, and nearly as perfect, usually, as if laid out with dividers.
The exception is an oblong excavation, the greater axis n1easuring seventeen
inches, the shorter about eight inches.
"The boulder has doubtless been used for this purpose a great length
of time, indicating the comparative stability of the tribe once living here.
I was unable to find the pestles which were used ·in these rnortars. It was
the practice of the Santa Barbara Indians to bury pestles and other objects
with the dead, and I presume there was no exception in this case.
"The smaller boulder measures about eleven feet by nine and a half
on the surface, rising to the height o.f six feet above the earth. It contains
eleven depressions, two or three of which seem to have been used as
1uortars; but the others, which are quite shallow, probably served some
other purpose.
"In the canons and on the foot-hills along t~e Santa Inez range, I have
frequently met with boulders containing from one to three or four nlortarexca vations."
It appears to me that some of the boulders and rocks called pie1-res a
bassins by French, and Muldensteine by Gern1an archreologists, n1ay be considered as stationary mortars. Their resemblance to undoubted American
1nortars of this kind at least would lead me to 'that conclusion. M. ~Iorlot,
for instance, describes such a block near the new road passing over Mount
Simplon (Canton of Valais ). It has the shape of a rough column or a trunk
of a tree, i~ one rneter and five centimeters high, and ninety centirneters in
diameter. In the centre of its upper surface is a cavity of twenty-one
centin1eters dian1eter and n;ne centirneters ·depth. There are three smaller
cavities on the same surface.* The height of the block and the dimensions
of the cavity certainly favor n1y view. Though I c.ould furnish n1any
si1nilar examples, I confine myself to the one just given, not wishing to
enlarge on a question which must be decided by European archreologists.
* Modot: Pierres a Ecuelles; Ma.teriaux, 1866, p. 258.-This periodical contains several articles
relating to stones with cavities, which apparently have served as mortars.In reading Dr. L. Zapf's article "Die Mulden:steine des Fichtelgebirges" in "Beitrage zur Anthropologie und Urgeschichte Bayerns" (Bd. III, S. 99), I could not help thinking that the ctwities described
by him might be, in part at least, the mortars in which the prehistoric people of that rftgion pounded
fruits or cereals.
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I can perceive, however, that their nomenclature in regard to stones bearing
cups and larger cavities is not sufficiently precise. The terms pierres a
ecuelles and pierres a bassins are indiscriminately used, whereas, in n1y
opinion, a proper distinction between the two classes of cavities indicated
by thmn might with advantage be nntde.
Since n1y attention was directed to the subject treated in these pages,
I have examined many representations of figures sculptured or painted on
rocks in the United States, in order to ascertain whethee there occur among
then1 any designs analogous to those of the Old World. While engaged
in this investigation, I received fron1 Dr. Charles H. Stubbs, of Wakefield,
Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, lithographic representations of a sculptured rock, called Bald Friar Rock, in the Susquehanna River, not far from
its emboguement into the Chesapeake Bay.* I discovered by means of
the lithographs that several figures on that rock recall certain types of the
lapidarian sculptures of Great Britain, and mentioned· the fact to the Secretary of the Sn1ithsonian Institution, Professor Spencer F. Baird, who thereupon instructed Mr. F. G. Galbraith, of Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, to
examine the locality and to n1ake drawings of the figures in question.t His
report and several communications from Dr. Stubbs are embodied in the
following account:Bald Friar Rock is situated in the Lower Susquehanna, in Cecil
County, Maryland, and is about three-eighths of a mile distant frorn Bald
station of the Columbia and Port Deposit Railroad. . The rock
Friar,
stands nearer the eastern than the western bank of the Susquehanna-here
three-quarters of a mile wide-and its distance from the 1nouth of the
river is nearly twelve n1iles. It rises fron1 a small island to a height of
eight feet and a few~inches above low-water level; and can be reached by
land at very low 'vater. According to Mr. Galbraith's measurement, the
rock was originally seventy-one feet long and ten feet ·wide; but only
sixteen feet of its .eastern and seventeen of its western portion remain, the

a

*The same plates illustrate now the "Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania" (Geology of
Lancaster Count.y, Harrisburg, 1880).
t Acknowledgments arc also due to Dr. L. R. Kirk, of Rising Sun, Cecil County, Maryland, for a
very good drawing of Bald Friar Rock, sent by him to the Smithsonian Institution. It was of great
use as a medium of comparison.
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centre-thirty-eight feet-having been blasted away many years ago, and
the stone used in the construction of a shad-fishery. By this process many
carvings were destroyed, traces of which ~Ir. Galbraith discovered upon
fragments of rock scattered over the upper end of the island. The rock
evidently was entirely covered with sculpturings. A large portion of its·
northeastern end is becon1ing detached from the main body, and will in
the course of a few years topple over into the river, for which reason Mr.
Galbraith was particularly anxious to trace all the carvings on it. To
judge from a detached sculptured piece sent by Mr. Galbraith to the Smithsonian Institution, the rock is of a chloritic character, and consequently
not very hard, insomuch that the sculpturing of the figures by means of
pecking or punching with stone in1plements was not a very difficult task.
All who have exan1ined the sculptures agree as to their very ancient appearance. They are of a heterogeneous and peculiar eharacter, and in many
respects unlike any rock-cuttings of which I have seen representations.
There is, for instance, a curious con1bination of straight and curved lines,
forming a labyrinthic figure, which cannot be compared to any known
object. In another group, shown in Fig. 46, cup-shaped depressions, from
three-eighths to three.:fourths of an inch in depth, are n1ingled with curiouslyformed lines, the whole producing a. semblance to characters, which the
makers certainly did not intend to represent. Ro·ws of four, five or more
parallel, or nearly parallel, lines are not unfrequent, and in one instance a
design appears which has been co1npared to a gridiron. Several of the
figures resemble a plant with a median stem and lateral ]?ranches. The
most conspicuous of these carvings happens to be on the slab forwarded to
the Smithsonian Institution by ~fr. Galbraith, and is here represented as
Fig. 4 7. It measures two feet in length and fifteen inches and a half in its
largest width. The central stem of the carving terminates i~ a fignre in
which a lively imagination might discover a fruit or flower. The incised
lines forming the design are shallow, not exceeding one-fourth or threeeighths of an inch in depth, on an average an inch wide, and betoken just
such skill in sculpture as n1ight be expected from a pri1nitive people that
had only tools ·of stone at its conunand.
The northeastern end of the rock. the one in danger of falling one day
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into the river, is represented by Fig. 48, after a photograph kindly loaned
to nw by Dr. Stubbs.* It shows four figures somewhat resembling hun1an
faces, and four concentric rings with a cup-shaped depression in the middle.
These circles appear foreshortened in the sketch, but are correctly represented in Fig. 4~l, in one-twelfth of the real size. This type, as has been
seen, occurs frequently among· the primitive lapidarian sculptures· of Europe;
but hardly nny ethnic significance can be ascribed to the presence of the
san1e design on Bald Friar Rock. · It is a forn1 which, on account of its
shnpleness and regularity, doubtless suggested itself to nations who never
came in contact with each other, and who employed it either as an ornament or for some syn1bolical purpose.t Of far greater interest, on the other
hand, are Figures 50 and 51, carefully copied hy Mr. Galbraith from the
rock in the Susquehanna River. Both consist of concentric rings, the outer
of which has an appendage in the shape of a long straight groove, a feature
which assimilates these carvings in a high degree to types of the Old World
heretofore described, more especially to Figures 29, 30, and 31, which
represent Mahadeos in the Chandeshwar temple. Upon examination, it
will be found that the resemblance is very great-indeed so striking, that
an enthusiastic theorist .rnight feel ten1pted to clain1 a kinship between the
Asiatic Mahadeo-worsl1ipers and those who sculptured the figures in ques- .
tion on Bald Friar Rock. Yet, notwithstanding the similarity the latter
bear to the Chandeshwar sculptures, they may have been intended to
express a totally different idea. We n1ust wait for n1ore convincing disclosures.
*For the sake of greater distinctness, I had the carved figures executed in black. On the upper
part of the rock are seen a few single cups.
t Concentric circles, sculptured as well as painted on rocks, ,;were frequently seen by Major Powell
and his assistants in Utah, Arizona, and New Mexico. Many of them are known to have been executed
l>y the aborigines of t.hose districts. l<'urther on it will be seen that they are perhaps even now painted
on rocks in the district of the Klarnaths in Oregon, and were formerly carved on boulders in Central
America. In 1879 the Smithsonian Institution received from Mr. W. W. Hays photographs of pa.intings
on a rock in San Luis Obispo County, California. They consist of figures of a most complicated char,
acter, among w bich several concentric circles appear. The colors, as Mr. Hays states in an accompanying leiter, arc red, white, and black. Thelocalityismentioned in Bancroft's ''Native Races" (Vol. IV,
p. 691). Indeed, concm!tric circles seem to be ubiquitous. The late Professor C. l!'. Hartt observed
them, associated with a variety of other figures, in different parts of Brazil, as shown by his account in
the "American Naturalist," May, 1871.
Among the Ojibways concentric circles constituted, acconliug to Schoolcraft, the symbol of
time (Vol. I,,p. 409; Plate 5l:l, Fig. 67).
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A similar figure, consisting of two concentric circles with a straight
· line running out from the larger circle, occurs, among other carvings, on one
of the many sculptured boulders seen by Mr. Bartlett in the valley of the
G·ila River, in Arizona. His representation of this boulder is here copied
as Fig. 52. "I found hundreds of these boulders," he says, "covered with
rude figures of men, animals, and other objects of grotesque forn1s, all
pecked in with a sharp instrtunent. l\fany of them, however, were so much
defaced by long exposure to the weather,. and by subsequent n1arkings, that
it was impossible to n1ake them out. Among these rocks I found several
which contained sculptures on the lower side, in such a position that it
would be impossible to cut then1 where they then lay. Some of them
weighed many tons, and it would have required immense labor to place
them there, and that too without an apparent object. The natural inference was, that they had fallen down fron1 the summit of the mountain after
the sculptures were n1ade on them.* A few only seemed recent; the others
bore the marks of great antiquity.
"Like most of the rude Indian sculptures or markings which I have
seen, I do not think these po~sess any historic value, as many suppose.
Where an ingenious Indian, for the want of other en1ployment, cuts a rude .
figure of a man or an animal on a rock in so1ne prominent place which his
people n1ake it a. practice to resort to, others, with the exan1ple before them,
endeavor to compete with their brother artist, and show their skill by similar peckings. One draws an animal such as he sees; another makes one
according to his own fancy; and a third amuses himself with devising grotesque or unmeaning figures of other sorts. Hence we find these sculptured
rocks in prominent places."
Referring to the special as~em blage to which, the-·. block her~ figured
belongs, he observes:"'After_crossing a plain for about five miles, we reached the object of
our search, which consisted of a pile of large boulders, heaped up some
forty or fifty feet aboYe the plain, and standing entirely alone. Such of
these rocks as present smooth sides are covered with sculptures, rudely
pecked in, of .anin1als and men, as well as of various figures, apparently
~The

boulders were lying at the base of a bluff.
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without meaning. There are hundreds of them so ornan1ented, showing
that the place has long been the resort of the Indians for this purpose; for
there seems to be nothing else to attract them here. Many of the inscriptions, like those before described, bear the stamp of great age; others
having been made over them repe~tedly, render it impossible to trace out
either the early or the later markings.---! do not attempt any explanation of these rude figures, but must leave the reader to exercise his own
·ingenuity in finding out their meaning, if any."*
Mr. Bartlett presents delineations of eleven of these blocks, thus enabling
the reader to become acquainted with the character of the sculptures upon
them. I hardly can inwgine that the latter should be absolutely without
so1ne meaning, though they Inay not express anything like a definite record.
I lay no great stress on the presence of a Mahadeo-like carving on the
boulder represented by :Fig. 52 ; but I thought it proper to draw attention
to it.
A similar motive indnces n1e to present in Fig. 53 the design of a portion of a group carved on a cliff in the San Pete Valley, at the city of
~fanti, Utah. A line drawn horizontally through the n1iddle of the parallel
lines connecting the concentric circles would divide the figure into two
halves, each bearing a close resemblance to Professor Simpson's fifth type
in Fig. 1 of this treatise. A copy of the group in question was made and
published by the ill-fated Lieutenant J. W. Gunnison, who also informs us
that the Morn1on leaders made this aboriginal inscription subservient to
their religious hocus-pocus by giving the following translation of it: "l,
Mahanti, the second King of the Lamanites, in five valleys in the nlountains, make this record in the twelve-hundredth year since we came out of
Jerusalem-And I have three sons gone to the south country to liYe by
hunting antelope and deer.''+ Truly, mundus vult decipi! Schoolcraft
attmnpts (Vol. III, p. 494) something like an interpretation, which appears
to 1ne fanciful and unsatisfactory.
"Bartlett: Personal Narrative, etc.; Vol. II, pp. 195, 206.

t Gunnison: The Mormons or Latter-Day SaintsJ etc.; Philadelphia, 1853, p. 63.-The illustration
is taken from Bancroft's "Native Races" (Vol. IV, p. 717). I have changed, however, in accordance
with Lieutenant Gunnison's <tesign, 1he position of tho grotesque human figure to the left of the concentric circltl:!.
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Among the IClan1a~th Indians in Oregon, it seems, the practice of painting figures on rocks has not yet entirely gone into disuse. Through the
1nediation of Mr. Albert S. Gatschet I received from Dr. James S. Denison,
physician at the Klamath Agency, Lake County, Oregon, a communication
relative to the subject. According to ~y correspondent, there are in that
neighborhood many rocks bearing painted figures; but his description refers
specially to a single rock, called J(ta-i Tupdkshi (standing rock), situated
about fifty yards north of Sprague River, and one hundred and fifty y_a rds
fron1 the junction of Sprague and Williamson Rivers. It is about ten feet
high, fourteen feet long, and twelve or fourteen feet deep. The accompanying Figures 54, 55, 56, and 57, all drawn in one-twelfth of the natural
size, after Dr. Denison's copies, illustrate the character of the paintings seen
on the sn1ooth southern surface of this rock The most frequent designs
are single or concentric circles, like Fig. 54, which consists of a dark-red
circle surrounded by a white one, the centre being forn1ed by a red round
spot. Fig. 55, painted in dark-red and white colors, exhibits a somewhat
Mahadeo-like shape; the straight appendage of the cir-cle is provided on
each side. with short projecting lines, alternately red and white,' and almost
producing the effect of the so-called herring-bone ornament. Figures 56
and 57, executed in dark-red color, are other characteristic designs seen on
the rock in question. The colors, which, as n1y informant thinks, are rubbed
on with grease, appear quite distinct on the dark surface of the rock.
"I have conversed," he says, "with all the leading men and women of
the tribe about these pictures and others in the neighborho~d; but none of
them kno·w, so they say, when and how they were made. It is, however,
the generally-received opinion that J('rnukamtsh, the Creator*, painted then1
himself when he made this country. The oldest people say that they were
there when they were young, and that the oldest people told them that they
were there when they wete young, and so on. There are 1nany rocks wi.th
pictures on them all over this country. These places are all sacred, and
there are many legends concerning them. Children are taught not to
injure or deface the pictures. My own opinion is, that these pictures have
no n1ore definite meaning than those made by children without any design;
,. "The Old Man of Our Forefathers," according to Mr. A. S. Gatschet.
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that they last perhaps for ages unimpaired; but that1 when they do get dim,
there is always some enterprising doctor ready to brighten them up, ~nd,
perhaps, to execute new designs. One can' see blotches on the rocks which
are very dim, but look as though they had been figures. The pictures are
not critically examined by the Indians, and as no one sees the man making
then1, it is easy to claim. that they have always existed ; for Indians, like
whites, have no objection to pious frauds and lies. They are such liars
that it is hard work to find out even the legends concerning the places.
rrhey either change them to make them like something they have heard of
as being mentioned in the Bible, or leave out a part, insomuch that one can
hardly find two who relate the same story in the same way."
Such are Dr. Denison's remarks, complirnentary neither to Indians nor
to whites. He then gives a I{lanlath tradition relating to K'mukamtsh,
which I deem it unnecessary to insert, as it has no reference to the rockpaintings just described.

CENTRAL AMERICA.

Lastly, I will draw attention to the curious -rock-sculptures which
Dr. Berthold Seemann, the distinguished botanist, examined in Chiriqui, in
the State of Panama, United States of Colombia, and in which he discovers
a great resemblance -to those of Northumberland, Scotland, and other parts
of Great Britain. After some preliminary remarks, of no particular interest
to the reader who has thus far followed me, he continues:" It is, therefore, all the more singular that, thousands of miles away,
in a remote corner of tropical America, we should find the concentric rings
and several other characters typically identical with those engraved on the
British rocks. I discovered the1n near the town of David, in Chiriqui, in the
spring of 1848, and read a paper on the subject before the Archmological
Institute, shortly after n1y return to London in 1851. A brief account of it
was given in my 'Narrative of the Voyage of H. M. S. Herald' (Vol. I, p.
312, London, 1853), but the drawings illustrating them were unfortunately
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omitted, the publisher objecting to them on account of the expense; but
some of then1 were afterward placed by me at the disposal of Mr. Bollaert,
and published by that gentletnan in his' Antiquities, etc., of South America,
(London, 1860), whilst others have been, it is feared, entirely lost, especially
those which would have established the identity of the Briti~h and Chiriqui
inscriptions' beyond doubt in the minds of others. For my own part, I was
so much struck with the general resemblance, not to say identity, of the two,
that when the plates of Mr. Tate's work were first shown to me, and I was
quite ignorant to what country they related, I fully believed then1 to represent Chiriqui rock-inscriptions. Even from the drawings I still retain of
a Chiriqui rock I am able to pick out some of the most typical characters
found on the British rocks, as the accompanying diagrams-here Fig. 58will show.*
· "rrhe characters in Chiriqui are, like those of Great Britain, incised on
large stones, the surface of which has not previously undergone any smoothing process. The 1ncised stones occur in a district of V eraguas (Chiriqui
or Alanje ), which is now thinly inhabited, but which, judging from the
nun1erous tombs, was once densely peopled by a nation which becatne
known to Columbus in his fourth voyage of discovery, manufactured son1e
elegantly-shaped pottery, wore ornan1ents n1ade of gold of a low standard,
called quanin, and buried their dead in stone cists, accompanied by their
weapons, ornaments, pottery, and other household articles.t
* The explanations accompanying :Fig. 58 are likewise Dr. Seemann's.

t Dr. Seemann adds here the following note: 'This very same people, supposed to have been the
Dorachos or Dorazqnes, had also made considerable progress in sculpturing columns, and placing on them
raised characters. Several of these columns, about ten to twelve feet long, were knocking about the
streets of David, the capital of A.lanje, or Chiriqui, during my visit in 184~, and numbers are said to
occur in other places. Raised characters require, of course, more artistic skill than incised ones, and
hence denote a higher degree of civilization. If, therefore, the people who readily engraved their
thoughts on the pieclr·a pintal, and other stones of which it is the type, are assumed to have been the
same as those who expressed them in raised characters on the columns of which I saw specimens at
David, a long period must have elapsed before tools could be brought to such perfection as to allow the
employment of inscriptions in relief. But there is n0 identity of, or even distant resemblance between,
the incised and raised <;haracters, and we need, therefore, not trouble onrsel ves any further about this
point. The identity of the two being abandoned, it may just be worth while to consider the possibility
of their being executed by contemporaries. In highly civilized countries, such as ancient India, Egypt,
anr1 modern Europe, different modes of expressing thought have been and are practised; but the most
advanced peoJ:>le who ever inhabited Chiriqui hl!d not attained so high a degree of civilization as would
justify us in assuming that they resorted to two entirely different systems of recording their ideas. It
is, therefore, Acarcely possible to escape the conclusion that the incised characters were by a different,
less civilized, and more ancient race than the characters in relief.'

•
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"From information received during my two visits to Chiriqui, and
from what has been published since I first drew attention to this subject, I
am led to believe that there are a great many inscribed rocks in that district. But I myself have seen only one, the now famous piedra JJintal (i. e.
painted stone), which is found on a plain at Caldera, a few leagues fron1
the town of David. It is fifteen feet high, nearly fifty feet in circumference,
and rather flat on the top. Every part, especially the eastern side, is covered with incised characters about an inch or half an inch deep. The first
figure on the left-hand side represents a radiant sun, followed by a series
of heads, or what appear to be heads, all witn some variation. It is these
heads, particularly the appendages (perhaps intended for hair~), which
show a certain resernblance to one of the most curious characters found on
the British rocks (2b in Fig. 58), and calling to n1ind the so-called 'Ogham
characters.' These 'heads' are succeeded by scorpion-like, or branched,
and other fantastic figures. The top of the stone, and the other sides, are
cov-ered with a great number of concentric rings and ovals, crossed by lines.
It is especially these ·which bear so striking a resmnblance to the Northumbrian characters.
"Symmetry being the first aim of barbarous nations in their attempt
at ornamentation, I have always rejected the idea that these figures are
intended for 1nere ornament, and have taken them to be symbols full of
meaning, and recording ideas held to be of vital in1portance to the people
who used them, and whose very name has become a 1natter of doubt.
However, to speci1late on their meaning must be labor thrown away, until
we shall have become acquainted with all the inscriptions, of which those
on the piedra pintal are specimens.
"At present we can hardly say 1nore than that there is a remarkable
family likeness, if nothing more, between the ancient British and Chiriqui
inscriptions,-a relationship entirely unsuspected by me until .Mr. Tate's
remarkable work fell into rny hands. Could an identity between these
rocks, so widely sepatated geographically, be established, we should be in
a position to indulge in legitimate speculation. We should have to concede-! say it without hesitation-that, in prehistoric times, an intercourse
existed between the British Islands and Central America; that this inter-
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course could not be maintained by the small crafts which so rude a civilization could send across the wide Atlantic Ocean; that a land communication
was absolutely necessary to ensure such an intercourse; that it could not
have been carried on by way of Asia without leaving numerous traces
behind; that no such traces have been found; and that, consequently, it
must have taken place when the Island of Atlantis-in the hands of modern
seience no longer an Egyptian myth-was so intimately connecting Europe
and America; that the woods, which then covered Europe, were identical
in character with those still existing in the southern parts of North America.
But before science can concede conclusions of these, or shnilar, speculations,
we want more facts, which, it is hoped, may be forthcoming now that it has
been shown what great interest attaches to them."*
Leaving aside Dr. Seemann's far-reaching speculations, I must confess
that I cannot share his enthusiasm in the matter of the Chiriqui rock-sculpture described by him. Being in possession of Mr. Bollaert's work which
contains Dr. Seemann's representation of the piedra pintal, I was enabled
to compare the sculptures on the latter with those figured by Messrs. Tate
and Simpson. That there is a general resemblance between the Northumbrian and Scottish and the Chiriqui sculptures cannot be denied; but I can
discover no figures on the piedra pintal which are identical in Rhape with
European lapidarian sculptures, excepting concentric circles and a few
carvings resembling wheels with four spokes. Simple devices like these,
when found in different countries, are no proof of the ethnic affinity of
those who executed them, but may rather be considered as the result of
independent invention. It requires a far greater analogy in details to
establish an absolute identity.
IIowever, it would be interesting to know the character of other Chiriqui rock-sculptures, which, according to Dr. Seemann, are quite frequent
in that district.
* Pim and Seemann: Dottings on the Roadside, in Panama, Nicaragua, and Mosquito; London,
1869 7 p. 27, etc.

PART III.
VIEWS CONCERNING THE SIGNIFICANCE OF CUP-SHAPED
AND OTHER PRIMITIVE SCULPTURES.
In a preceding section of this essay I have described the cupped
granite boulder, called the Balder Stone, near Falkoping, Sweden. As
stated, it was first brought into notice by Professor Nilsson, who thinks it
served in the worship of Baal as a sacrificial altar, the cup--shaped cavities
of which were designed to receive the blood of victims. The cups on the
Willfara slab (Fig. 23), he believes, were excavated for the same purpose.
We have also seen that he ascribes the introduction of bronze in the North
of Europe to Baal-worshiping Phamicians, who, according to his view, had
established factories or settlements in those parts, for the purpose of trading
with the natives. He considers the sculptured concentric circles in general
as emblen1atic of sun (or Baal)-worship, drawing at the same time attention to their similarity to ornaments seen on weapons and other objects of
the bronze age and even of the early iron age. In order to show by what
n;ode of reasoning Professor Nilsson was led to these conclusions, it will
be necessary to devote some space to a consideration of his remarkable
work on the bronze age, in which his views are laid down. Yet, if I were
to give a resume of its contents, and comments thereon, I would enter
upon a task most ably perforn1ed by Sir John Lubbock, and I therefore
qu~te his concise observations in full:"Professor Nilsson's argun1ents," he says, "may be reduced to seven,
namely, the small size of the sword-handles, bracelets, etc.; the character
of the ornaments on the bronze implements ; the engravings in bronze-age
tun1uli; the worship of Baal; certain peculiar methods of reaping and
fishing ; and the use of war-chariots.
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"The iftlplements and ornan1ents of bronze certainly appear to have
belonged to a race with smaller hands than those of the present European
nations; the ornaments on them are also peculiar, and have, in Professor
Nilsson's opinion, a symbolic meaning. Although the great stones in tumuli
attributed to the bronze age are very seldom ornamented, or even hewn into
shape, still there are some few exceptions; one of these being the remarkable monument near l(ivik in Christiansfad. From the general character
of the engravings Professor Nilsson h~s no hesitation in referring this
tumulus to the bronze age, and on two of the stones are representations of
human figures, which may fairly be said to have a Phcenician or Egyptian
appearance.
"On another of the stones an obeli:::;k is represented, which Professor
Nilsson regards as symbolical of the sun-god;* and it is certainly remarkable that in an ancient ruin in ~falta, characterized by other decorations of
the bronze-age types, a somewhat similar obelisk was discovered; we
know also that in 1nany countries Baal, the god of the Phcenicians, was
worshiped under the form of a conical stone.
"Nor is this, by any means, the only case in which Professor Nilsson
finds traces of Baal-worship in Scandinavia. · Indeed, the festival of Baal, or
Balder, was, he tells us, celebrated on Midsurnmer's-night in Scania, and far
up in Norway, almost to the Loffoden Islands, until within the last fifty
years. A wood fire was made upon a hill or mountain, and the people of
the neighborhood gathered together, in order, like Baal's prophets of old, to
dance round it, shouting and singing. This Midsumn1er's-night fire has
even retained in some parts the ancient name of 'Baldersbal', or Balder's
fire. Leopold von Buch long ago suggested that this custom could not have
originated in a country where at Midsurnmer the sun is never lost sight of,
and where, eonsequently, the smoke only, not the fire, is visible. A similar
custom also prevailed until lately in some parts of our island~. Baal has
given his na1ne to many Scandinavian localities, as, for instance, the Baltic,
the Great and Little Belt, Belteberga, Baleshaugen, Balestranden, etc.
"The ornamentation characteristic of the bronze age is, in the opinion
of Professor Nilsson, decidedly Semitic rather than Indo-European. He
*See Fig. 24 of this publication.
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lays considerable stress on two curious vase-.c arriages, one found in Sweden
and the other in ~ecklenburg, which certainly appear to have been very
like the 'vases' n1ade for Solon1on's temple, and 'described in the first Book
of Kings. Finally, he believes that the use of war-chariots, the practice of
reaping close to the ear, and a certain n1ethod of fishing, are all evidences
of Phcenician intercourse.
" Professor Nilsson is so great an authority, as an archreologist his
labors have contributed so much to place the science on a sound basis, that
his opinions are deserving of the most careful consideration. Nor can they
fairly be judged' by the very short abstract which ha~ been given above, as
many of his arguments must be followed in detail before they can be properly appreciated. That the Phcenicians have left their traces in Norway is,
however, in my opinion, all that can fairly be deduced from the facts on
which he relies, even if we attribute to them all the significance claimed for
them by him. Further evidence is required before it would be safe to connect them with the bronze age. As regards the smallness of the hands, we
rnust remember that Hindoos share this peculiarity with Egyptians. This
character is therefore not less reconcilable with an Indo-European than
with a Phcenician origin of the bronze-age civilization.
"There are three strong objections to the theory so ably advocated
by Professor Nilsson. The first is the character of the ornamentation on
the bronze weapons and in1plements. This ahnost always consists of geometrical figures, and we rarely, if ever, find upon then1 representations of
animals or plants; while on the ornamented shields, etc., described by
Homer, as well as in the decoration of Solomon's temple, anima~s and
plants were abundantly represented. Secondly, the burial-customs of
the Phcenicians differed altogether from those of the bronze age, and
although it may be said that those who attribute the presence of bronze in
Northern and Western Europe to Phcenician con1n1erce, do not necessarily,
on that account, assume that the population of those countries became Phcenician, still in this case the hypothesis explains the presence of bronze, but
not the bronze age, of which the use of bronze, though the most striking,
is by no n1eans the only ·characteristic. Thirdly, the Phcenicians, aR far as
we know the1n, were well acquainted with the use of iron; in IIomer we
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find the warriors already arm~d with iron weapons,* and the tools used in
preparing the 1naterials for Solomon's temple were of this metal. It is very
ren1arkable that scarcely any traces of ancient commerce have been found
in Cornwall, and it is much to be regretted that our museums possess so
few specimens of Phcenician art. When these wants shall have been supplied, as we may hope that ere long they will be, there is no doubt that
n1uch light will be thrown on the subject."t
Professor Nilsson, I may add, finds distinct traces of the Phoonicians
in Ireland, which country he visited in 1860, with a view to examine its
antiquities. He ascribes to that enterprising people the cairns of Dowth
and New Grange, the chambers of which show sculptured figures (zigzags,
wheels with four spokes, etc.) resembling those on the slabs of the Kivik
lllOnument. He lays particular stress on the fact that the custom ef lighting
a Midsumrner's-night fire, and of dancing around or jumping through it, was
s~ill in vogue an1ong the Irish until within a recent period. This ceremony,
called Balstein by the people, has been abolished through the efforts of the
clergy, who were _desirous of putting an end to the excesses arising from
the practice.t The structures of Avebury and Stonehenge, in Wiltshire,
England, I may further state, are considered by Professor Nilsson as tern..
*There is repeatedly reference made to iron in the Homeric poems (II. IV, 482; V, 722; XXIII, 826,
etc.), and even the hardening of iron by immersion in water is alluded to (Od. IX, 391). Iron is also
mentioned by Homer in connection with more precious metals, a circumstance indicative of the value in
whichitwasheld. Thus, bronze, gold, and "much-worked"iron-xaituor rc xpv66r rc, n:oitvuJ!-r;ror
rc oior;por-constituted the treasure of Ulysses (Od. XIV, 324). Yet spears, swords, and other weapons
used during the 'rrojan war are described as being made of bronze.
Dr. Schliemann, however, has arrived at difftrent results. In an address delivered at the Eleven1h
Annual Meeting of the German Anthropological Society, held at Berlin in August, 1880, he expresses
himself as follows :"I wish it were in my power to prove that Homer was an eye-witness of the Trojan war. Unfortunately I cannot. In his time swords were in general use and iron was known; at Troy swords were as
yet totally unknown, and the people had no knowledge of iron. The civilization described by him postdates several centuries that which was brought to light by my excavations. Homer gives us the legend
of Ilion's tragic fate as it was transmitted to him by former bards, and, in doing so, he clothes the trac1ition of tho war and the destruction of Troy in the garb of his own time. Yet he was not without personal knowledge of the localities, as his descriptions of tho Troas in general; and of the plain of Troy in
particular, are in the main correct..".,-Note by C. Rau.
t Sir John Lubbock: Prehistoric Times; New York, 1872, p. 71, etc.
t Mr. Holden, of the well-known :firm Harvey & Holden, of this city, told me that, in his boyhood, be used to assist in collecting the wood for- these :fires and in building them. I obtained similar
information from other natives of Ireland. However, the custom of lighting fires on Saint John's eve
also prevailed, and still survives to some extent, in Germany, France, ancl other parts of the European
Continent.
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ples erected by the Phamicians, and dedicated to the worship of the sungod.
Nilsson's Phcenician theory has been discussed at great length, and in
a scholarly manner, by Professor Si1npson, who is very far fron1 sharing
his views, and is even inclined to attribute a Cimbrian rather than a Phcenician origin to the Kivik sculptures, to which the Swedish archreologist so·
often refers in his argumentation.* In more recent writings relating to the
introduction of bronze in Europe I have n?t met with allusions to Professor Nilsson's theory, which thus appears to have been abando::1ed at the
present time.t Yet, though the author has failed to convince his fellowlaborers in the field of archreology of the correctness of his views, his work,
nevertheless, possesses uncommon merit, on .account of the vast amount of
research embodied in it, and Miss Mestorf deserves great credit for having
translate~ it into German-a language more generally understood than
the Swedish of the original.
As a consequence of the foregoing, it would appear that the Swedish
cupped stones were not sacrificial altars serving in the worship of a Phcenician
deity; and grave doubts have been expressed by prominent authorities
whether cupped boulders were at all used as altars, considering that the
cups often occur on perpendicular or strongly-inclined surfaces, and thus
could not have served as the receptacles of liquid substances.
In addition to the altar theory, cup and ring-cuttings have, as may be
imagined, given rise to a variety of speculations as to the purpose for which
they were made. Some of these views, recorded and commented on in
Professor Simpson's work, may be presented in this place.
The Rev. ~1r. Greenwell, Sir Gardner Wilkinson, Dr. Graves, and
others, consider thern as archaic maps or plans of old circular can1ps and
cities in their neighborhood, telling possibly of their direction and character.
''But I believe," says Sitnpson, "this idea has now been abandoned as
untenable by some, if not by all, of the antiquaries who first suggested it."
''The carvings," Professor Simpson continues, "have been held by some
as intended for dials, the ~ight of the sun marking time upon them-or
* Simpson: Archaic Sculptures, etc. ; p. 81, etc.
t Views similar to those of Professor Nilsson are expressed by Frederic
du Bronze ou les Semites en Occident;" Paris, 1866.
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upon a stick placed in their central cups-and its shadow corresponding
with one of the central radial grooves; but they have been found in localties which neither sun nor shadow could reach, as in the dark interiors of
stone sepulchres and underground houses. Others have regarded them as
some form of gambling table; but they occur on perpendicular and slanting
as well as flat rocks; and besides, if such were their use, they would
scarcely have been employed to cover the ashes of the dead.
"I have heard them spoken of as rude representations of the sun and
stars, and of other material and even corporeal objects of natural or Sabean
worship; but all atternpts to connect the peculiar configurations and relations which they show 'vith any celestial or terrestrial matters have as yet
confessedly failed. Nor have we the slightest particle of evidence in favor
of any of the numerous additional conjectures which have been proposedas that these British cup and ring-carvings are symbolic enunterations of
families or tribes; or some variety of archaic writing; or emblems of the
philosophical views of the Druids; or stone tables for Druidical sacrifices;
or objects for the practice of magic and necromancy."
One of Professor Simpson's friends, Mr. Dickson, of Alnwick, in referring to incised stones in Northum berland, "has suggested that these
carvings relate to the god Mithras (the name under which the sun was
worshiped in Persia); that about the end of the second century the
religion of Mithras had extended over all the western empire, and was the
favorite religion of the Romans-a system of astrological theology; that
in the sculptured N orthun1berland rocks the central cup signifies the sun,
the concentric _circles probably the orbits of the planets, and the radial
straight groove the way through the sun. In consequence, Mr. Dickson
holds these rock-sculptures to be the work of the Romans, and not Celtichaving been cut, he supposes, as emblen1s of their religion by Roma1~ soldiers near old British can1ps, . after they had driven out their native defenders. But if they were of Roman origin, they would surely be found in
and around Rornan stations, and not in and around British localities-in "
Roman graves, and not in old British kistvaens.. rrhe fact, however, is that
they abound in localities whic4 no Rornan soldiers ever reached, as in
Argyleshire, in Orkney, and in Ireland. And possibly even n1ost of them
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were cut before the mythic time when Romulus . drew his first · encircling
furrow around the Palatine Mount, and founded that petty village, which
was destined to l?ecome-within seven or eight short centuries-the Ern press
of the civilized world."
The idea that the n1arkings should have any bearing on the worship
of the reciprocal principles of nature is summarily .dismissed by Professor
Simpson in a short note on page 80 of his work. He says: "Two archreological friends of mine-both dignitaries of the Episcopal Church-have
separately formed the idea that the lapidary cups and circles are emblems
of old female Lingam worship, a supposition which appears to me totally
without any a1iatomical or other foundation, and one altogether opposed by
all we know of the specific class of symbols used in that worship, either in
ancient or modern times."
This note is thus co1nmented on by l\1r. Rivett-Carnac: "I am sanguine
that, if the late Sir J. Simpson had seen the sketches of what I have called
the 'conventional syn1bols' on the shrines at Chandeshwar, and had been
able to con1pare them with some of the types figured in his work, he might
have been inclined to modify the opinion above extracted. The treatment
of these syn1bols is purely conventional, they bear no anatomical resemblance to anything, they are unlike many of the large, well~known, and
acknowledged representations of the Mahadeo and Y oni. Still they nevertheless represent the san1e idea. And here it may be noticed that the
same argurnent of anatomical non-resemblance rnight be advanced in regard
to the well-known representations, common throughout India, of the meaning of which to the initiated there is no doubt at all. rro the uninitiated,
however, the shapes convey nothing, and I have known cases of Europeans
who have been many years in the country, who were quite unsuspicious of
what 'that jew's-har_p idol,' as they called it, was intended to represent. As
the old priest at Chandeshwar said, 'Those who can afford it, put up a big
~fahadeo; those who can't, put up these slabs.' And so also with us. The
rich relations or friends of the Christian rnay put over his grave a solid,
richly-carved stone cross. The grave of a poor man, if marked at all, has
over it perhaps two pieces of wood nailed together in the shape of a cross,
or a cross roughly cut on a piece of stone. The Christian church is built
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in the form of a cross. In Pandukoli and many other spots the Mahadeo
temples are built in the shape of the conventional symbols of that faith."*
He then observes that the symbols of the Mahadeo and Y oni can be more
conveniently indicated on stone by what may be called a ground-plan than
by a section, and refers for illustration to designs accompanying his publication. It would be difficult to find fault with thiR refutation of Professor
Simpson's assertion concerning the ·character of those symbolic representations.
Professor Simpson himself does not attmnpt to explain. the special significance of the Scottish and English cup and ring-cuttings; but in view of
their thoroughly homogeneous character, he considers then1 as expressive of .
some religious conception of those who made thetn-a co.nclusion hardly
admitting of any doubt. On the other hand, he holds that the more complicated carved figures seen on megalithic structures in Ireland and Brittany are, in part at least, of an ornamental character; and this view seems
to n1e equally correct. Indeed, son1e of · the few illustrations of Irish and
Breton carvings given in this publication (Figures 12 and 14) present an
appearance calculated to corroborate Professor Simpson's opinion.
The learned Scottish author refers the cup and ring-carvings to a remote
period of antiquity. "The very simplicity of the cup and circle forms'', he
says, "is one strong reason for our regarding these types of sculpture as
the most archaic stone-carvings that have been left to us" (page 1.05). He
draws particular attention to their precedence of letters and of traditious of
any kind, and to the fact that they appear on megalithic monutnents erected
at a time ·when metal was not yet in use. Concerning this point he says:
"At present I am not aware that within any of the sepulchres, whose stones
are marked only-with the incised ring and cup-cuttings, any kind or forn1
of metallic tool or instrument has yet been found. Should further and
1nore extended observation confirm this remark, then it will naturally follow that the commencement of these sculpturings must be thrown back to
the so-called Stone period, or to an era anterior to the use of Inetals.--I have no doubt, however, that at whatever time the simple cup and ringsculptures were first begun to be cut, the practice ' of carving them-if it
* Rivett-Carnac: Archreological Notes, etc.; p. 11.
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did not initi~te in-was at least continued into, and indeed extended during
the so-called Bronze era, and perhaps till a later period; for bronze tools
and ornaments have occasionally been found in localities in Argyleshire,
Northumberland, and elsewhere near to spots 'vhere the sculptures exist in
unusual numbers; though none yet have been discovered, as far as I am
aware, in immediate or direct connection with these carved stones or cists
themselves" (pages 119, 120).
Professor Sin1pson's ren1arks concerning the race that first introduced
the carving of the lapidarian cup and ring-sculptures are of great interest.
The earliest really historical records of Britain, he observes, date from the
time of Julius Cresar's expeditions to the island, antedating the Christian
era about half a century. At that period the population appears to have
chiefly consisted of Celts, with an admixture of Belgian and probably of
Ligurian elen1ents. When Scotland ·was first invaded by the Romans (81
after Christ), the inhabitants 1nade use of war· chariots, and, having already
passed through the era of bronze weapons, fought in the battle of the
Grampian Mountains, in which Agricola defeated the native forces under
Galgacus, with huge blunt-pointed swords (enonnes gladii sine rnucrone),*
which form of weapon, Simpson thinks, can only be supposed to have been
made of iron.
The remarks following next in his work (page 125) are of such striking
character that I cannot refrain fron1 q noting them in full. He says:"We have no adequate data as yet to fix the date of advent to our
shores of the Cymry and Gael, and to determine whether or not they brought
along with them, at their first arrival, as some hold, a knowledge of the
metallurgic arts. But much evidence has been gradually accumulating of
late years to prove that there had existed son1e pre-Celtic races in Britain.
Without venturing in the least to point out all, let n1e sirnply note two or
three. A race of Megalithic Builders-if we may so c.all them-who have
not left in their sepulchres, and therefore. we infer did not possess, in their
earlier era at least, any metal tools or weapons, seem to have either ·preceded the Celts, or to have formea our first Celtic or Aryan wave ; and
judging from the extent of their remains in massive chambered catacombs
*Tacitus: Vita Agricolre, XXXVI.
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and cromlechs, in numerous cyclopean forts, gigantic stone .circles, etc.,
they must have held the country for
considerable length of til~e, and
overspread the whole of it by the diffusion of their population. From
their remains, as left in their tombs and elsewhere, we know that they
employed weapons and tools of horn, wood, and polished stone; nlanufactured rude hand-maqe pottery; had orna1nents of jet, bone, etc.; partially
reared and used cereals, as indicated by their stone rnullers and querns;
and possessed the dog, ox, sheep, and other dornestic quadrupeds. I do
not stop to discuss the various questions whether these Megalithic Builders
did or did not hollow out and use the archaic single-tree canoes found on
our shores, rivers, and lakes;-whether they were the people that anciently
whaled in the ·F irth of Forth with harpoons of deer-horn, when its upper
waters were either much higher or its shores much lower than at present;whether they or another race built the earliest stone-age crannoges or lakehabitations ;-and again whether there was not an antecedent population
of simple fishers and hunters, totally unacquainted with the rearing of corn
and cattle 7 and who have bequeathed to archreology all their sparse and
sole historic records in casual relics of their food, dress, and weapons buried
in heaps and mounds of kitchen-refuse, which they have incidentally accumulated and left :upon our own and upon other northern and western coasts
of Europe. Whether these formed one, or two, or more races, let 1ne add,
that long anterior to the J\iie~alithic Builders there certainly existed in our
island a tribe of inhabitants that dwelt, in part at least, in natural or artificial caves, where their bones and their conte1nporaneous relics have been
found; vvho possessed impleme~ts and weapons of stone and flint, but
rough, and not polished like those of the Megalithic Builders; who. seemingly possessed no pottery; who-if we may judge from the want of
rubbers and querns to grind ·corn-food-had little or no knowledge of
agriculture; and who lived in those far-distant tirnes when the colossal
fossil elephant or mammoth, the woolly-haired rhinoceros, the gigantic
cave-bear, the great hyrena, etc., ·were contmnporaneous inhabitants with
·h im of the soil of Britain; when th_e British lion was a veritable reality and
not a heraldic myth; and when possibly England was still geologically
united to the Continent, and the Thames was only a tributary of the Rhine.
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I am not aware that we have yet sufficient evidence to consider as of the
same family with these ancient Cave-men, or as of a race still anterior to
them, the Flint-folk of the southern eounties of England, whose 'Unpolished
flint hatchets-besides being found in great abundance on the hanks of the
Somme and Loire-have been discovered in various parts in the river-drifts
of South England, and an excellent specimen of which, along with the
bones of an elephant, was dug up, in the. last century, from a gravel-pit
near Gray's Inn Lane, in the centre of Loudon itself."*
The question to which of these races of n1an the first scul pturings of
cups and rings are to be referred, is one which, Professor Sitnpson thinks,
cannot be positively answered in the present state of archreological knowledge. He wants further data as to their distribution in Europe and in
other parts of the world. Ad1nitting the fact that such carvings were
executed by the "Megalithic Builders" of the age of polished stone, he thinks
the practice may possibly have antedated the era of that race, and, further,
expresses his belief in its continuance through the bronze period and even
later times. t
Mr. Tate arrives at somewhat different eonclusions. He infers from
the wide .distribution of the cup and circle-carvings over the British Islands
"that at the period when they were made, the whole of Britain was peopled
by tribes of one race, who were imbued with the same· superstitions, and
expressed them by the same symbols." He refers to the invariable association of these carvings with ancient British forts, oppida, villages and
sepulchres as an evidence of all having been the work of the people who
dwelt in these places, and were buried in these totnbs. Though alluding
to the existence of ante-Celtic races in Britain, he thinks it may be inferred
"that the old remains in N orthun1berland, the sculptnres included, belong
to the Celtic race, though they n1ay tell the history of many centuries prior
to the Christian era." The N orthun1brian sculptures being executed on
sandstone, he does. not deny the possibility of their having been carved
with stone instruments; yet he is of opinion that metal was known in the
district when the sculptures were made, as bronze and copper objects occur
* Thi~ often-mentioned specimen, preserved in the British Museum, is ilgured on p. 522 of Evans's
"Ancient Stone Implements, etc., of Great Britain."
t Simpson: Archaic Sculptures, etc.; p. 79-134.
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their neighborhood. In North Northu1nberland, indeed, considerable
nun1bers of bronze celts have been discovered, and also bronze daggers,
spear-heads and swords. Mr. Tate further refers to querns taken from some
N orthumbrian forts, and n1ade of hard, untractable porphyry, which, he
believes, could not have been fashioned by any stone tool, and he therefore
argues that the Northun1brian sculptures generally were made by means of
tools of n1etal, probably of bronze. Mr. Tate semns to underrate the
efficiency of :flint instruments, when applied to hard stones.*
Mr. Tate offers no definite view with regard to the meaning of these
rock-sculptures, but considers them as symbolical-most probably of religious ideas. However, he seems to have a leaning toward the belief that
they originated with the D:rnids, and were connected in different ways with
the rites of that powerful priesthood. In support of this very cautiously
advanced view he qu?tes passages from Pliny, Mela and Strabo.
1n

*The q uestiou was practically solved during the International Anthropological Congress, held at
Paris in the year 1867. There are in the Museum of Saint-Germain casts of the scuiptnrecl stone plates
forming portions of the tumulus-dolmen ·on the Island of Gavr' luis, Brittany. These slabs, consisting of compact granite, exhibit, as we have seen, surfaces covered all over with intricate curved lines
and other designs. The savants who were present considered it impossible to execute such sculptures
without employing tools of steel or hardened bronze. But M. Alexandre Bertrand, the director of the
museum, was of different opinion, and proceeded to make a triaL' A W,ece of the same granite was
worked with stone implements, and the experiment proved to be a perfect success. After a clay's labor,
a circle and a few lines were engraved. A chisel of polished flint used during the whole time was
hardly injured; one of nephrite bad become somewhat blunted, and a similar implement of greenstone
still more. But the edge of a bronze axe used in t,he operation was instantly be-n t, and it became evident that those sculptures had not been executed with bron~e, but with ston,e. This account is given
by Professor Carl Vogt in one of a series of letters addressed, in 1867, from Paris to the Cologne Gazette.
I have quoted it before this in the Smithsonian publication entitled "The Palen que Tablet in the United.
States National Museum."
A similar experiment, made at the suggestion of Professor Simpson, is thus described by him:"I have found experimentally that the ringR and cups can be engraved deeply and without difficulty upon the Argy leshire schist, and even upon hard Aberdeen granite, with a flint celt and a wooden
mallet. In the Edinburgh Antiquarian Museum there is a block of gray Aberdeen granite from Kin tore,
forming one of the sculptured stones of Scotland, and containing upon one side two crescents, etc. On
the back of this hard granite Mr. Robert Paul, the doorkeeper of the Museum, tried for me "the experiment I allude to, and cut, in two hours, two-thirds of a circle with a flint and a wooden mallet. The
flint used was about three inches long, an inch in breadth, and about a quarter of an inch in thickness.
The circle which he sculptured with it in the granite was seven inches in diameter r and the incision
ibself was nearly three-quarters of an inch broad, above a quarter of an inch in depth, and very smooth
on its cut surface. In hewing out the circle with the flint, its sharp tipH from time to time broke off,
but another shar11 edge was always immediately obtained by merely turning it round.
"The result of this simple and decisive experiment seems to me to be important, as showing that
if these :uchaic cuttings could be sculptured alike either by stone or by metallic tools, their mere
character and form afford no evidence whatsoever that they were not carved till after the discovery
and use of metallic implements. In other words, the experiment shows that they might have been
produced before the introduction of metals-or during the Stone age."-.A1·chaic Sculpt'ures, etc.; p. 122.
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"As the functions of the Druids were varied", he observes, "so might
these sacred stones be used for several purposes. On them, as altars, sacrifices may have been slain to avert either personal or state calamities; some
of the figures I_nay be the hieroglyphics of the gods to whom they were
dedicated; the philosophical views of the Druids may be symbolically represented in the circle~ con1bined with circles on the Routing Linn Stone,*
which, situated in a ~ild district and probably in the mid~t of forests, would
be such a place as the DruidR would choose, wherein to teach their occult
doctrines and practise their superstitious rites. Some of the groups of the
concentric circles may show their idea of the motion of the heavenly bodies;
and the radial lines might set forth the 'influence and ability of the immortal gods,' as extending through and beyond the orbits of the heavenly
bodies; the plant-like figures might enable them to expound 'the nature of
things,' as seen in vegetation; possibly the grooves passing from the centre
of one system of circles to another might symbolize the passage of a soul
from one state of being into another and a higher state. And in addition,
I cannot but think that one of the chief uses of those sacred stones was for
1nagic and necron1ancy. The religious and philosophical significancy of
the figures would add to their in1pressiveness on the popular mind, when
used for this purpose, and magnify the 1nysterious power of the Druid
priest or magician when he cast a horoscope, or endeavored by incantations
to avert personal or public calamities."
These passages, I repeat, contain Mr. Tate's suggestions as to what the
significance of the sculptures possibly might be, being by no means intended
to c?nvey a matured opinion ; and in order to show how far he is from considering the problem as solved, I quote here the concluding paragraph of
his work:''Those who are not content unless every mystery is fully explained
may feel dissatisfied, that after all the labor and research bestowed on the
inscribed rocks, we cannot read them off as from a lettered book. Before,
however, more definite results can be arrived at, further investigations must
be made in other parts of the world. Two lines of research may yield
information; one among the Laps in the far North, and the other, with
*Represented on Plato I of his work.
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more hope of success, in the early ho1ne of the Aryan farnily. Something,
however, has been achieved-materials for aiding in the fuller solution of
the problmn have been placed on record-an advanced starting-point n1ade
for future inquiries-and a description and representation preserved of n1arvelous sculptures, which time and the elements will eventually obliterate."*
Professor Desor devotes a .considerable portion of his often-quoted
pan1phlet to a discussion of the probable meaning of the primitive rocksculptures, rnore especially those of the simple cup type. In referring to
M. de Bonstetten, who considers the cup-shaped cavities in general as the
work of nature (weathering out of itnbedded nodules, etc.), he admits that
such an explanation may be applied in certain cases,t but that on the whole
:1_\,f. de Bonstetten's view appears totally untenable. Professor Desor is not
very favorable to the altar theory, advocated by Nilsson, Troyon and
others, because the cups often appear on slanting and even vertical surfaces,
and thus could not have served for holding the blood of . victims, or libations of any kind. Nor does he agree with 1\rfr. W estropp, who believes
that the cups have no significance whatever, but were excavated by the
prehistoric people with no other object in view but that of passing the time;
and he likewiRe rejects ·the idea, expressed by others, that they are simply
of a decorative character. Having, in addition, alluded to several other
theories-most of then1 already brought to the reader's notice---Professor
Desor observes as follows:"lf the cups on our erratic blocks are not ornaments, boundary-1narks,
hieroglyphs, or simply the fancy-work of idle herdsmen-what else can
.they signify ~? We hold with Dr. l(eller that they were chiefly made for
the purpose of n1arking indelibly certain blocks designed to recall a circumstance or an event, the recollection of which was of a nature to be
perpetuated.t It was doubtless left to oral tradition to explain their purport,
and to transmit it from generation to generation.. l-Ienee the stones thus
rnarked were invested with a monu1nental character-usir1g the term in its
most primitive acceptation-like the menhirs and the blocks which the
*Tate: The Ancient Sculptured Rocks, etc.; p. 35-44.

t Professor Simpson noticed in several instances natu1·al cnp-excavations.-A1·chaic SC1J.lptun~s, etc.;
p. 3.
view.

f: In applying the term Dcnkstein to the
Seo page 24 of this publication.

Ober-Farren~tadt

cup-stone, Wagener expresses the samo
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patriarchs put up in con1n1emoration of important events. They were the
natural auxiliaries of traditions, without being their interpreters. This was
more than sufficient to render then1 popular. It is not surprising that they
were the objects of a certain veneration, which, indeed, has not yet ceased
in our days in son1e parts of Europe, where they are denominated 'sacred
stones' by the people."*
Mr. Rivett-Carnac's views in relation to the primitive sculptures of
India have been given, in connection with liis descriptive account, in a pre-.
ceding part of this publication, and I need not revert to them for the present.
1.-,hough Professor Nilsson's theories are likewise known to the reader,
I have to draw attention to his statements concerning the continuance of
cup-cutting in comparatively modern times. He is of opinion that the first
Christian rnissionaries who came to Sweden, found in certain parts of the
country a population still sacrificing on <;upped Baal altars. In order to
wean the people in a gentle 1nanner from this practice, he thinks, the priests
first used the cupped boulders as holy-water stones, and afterward introduced aspersoria in the shape of cupped stone vessels in the churches.
Indeed, he describes and figures several of these vessels belonging to
Scanian churches in which, before the era of Protestantisn1, Catholic worship was ·perforn1ed. Fig. n9 represents one of the holy-water basins
figured by Nilsson, which is still seen in a church at Stro, in the Bishopric
of Lund. Its upper surface shows five cup-excavations, but i:s otherwise smooth. A transition from this simple to a somewhat more elaborate device .
is shown by Fig. 60, likewise copied from Nilsson's work, and representing
a holy-water basin in a church at Oennarp, in Scania. Its slightly hollowed
upper surface .exhibits five excavations, natnely, a cross in the centre and a
cup in each corner.t
There is but little doubt that this<Jhristiancontrivanceof employing holywater basins with cup-excavations is the survival of a preceding heathenish
practice ; but it is more than questionable whether these Christian churchvessels were designed to perpetuate, as it were, the recollection of what
Professor Nilsson considers as sacrificial altars. Taking it for granted that
* Desor: Pierres a Ecuclles; p. 18 and passirr
t Nilsson: Das Bronzealter; Nachtrag) S. 48

;
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cup-cuttings were still made in Sweden when the work of converting the
inhabitants from paganism was begu.n, it by no means follows that the originallnotivefor cup-cutting then still actuated the people of that country.
We rnust at least take into account the possibility of such 1nutations, the
more so as exan1ples are not wanting. In n1ost countries of Europe and in
China and Japan, for instance, popular superstition even now invests prehistoric stone implements, such as axes, celts and arrow-heads, with magic
powers, though the rernote anc~stors of the believers certainly used such
weapons and tools. What was originally an object employed in daily life,
became in the course of time a charm.
Some curious superstitions in relation to cupped stones are still in vogue
among the uneduca~ed people of different European countries. As we have
Heen, they are called elfstenar in Sweden. "The elfs," says Miss Mestorf,
"are the souls of the dead; they frequently dwell in or below stones, and
stand in various relations to the living. If their quiet is disturbed, or their
dwelling-place desecrated, or if due respect is not paid. to them, they will
revenge themselves by afflicting the p0rpetrators with diseases or other
misfortunes. For this reason people take care to secure the favor of the
'little ones' by sacrifices, or to pacify therr1 when offended. Their claims
are very modest: a little butter or grease, .a copper coin, a flower or a ribbo~ will satisfy them.
If they have inflicted disease, some object worn by
. the sick person, such as a pin or a button, will reconcile them. A Swedish
proprietor of an estate (in Uppland), who had caused an elfstone to be
transported to his park, found a few days afterward sn1all sacrificial gifts
lying in the cups. In the Stockholrn Museum are preserved rag-dolls, which
had been found upon an elfstone." * These probably had been deposited
by won1en who wished to beconw rnothers. Thus we see the cup-stones in
Sweden applied to the use of altars; their cups, however, instead of holding
the blood of victin1s, as Nilsson conjectured, serve to receive the harmless
gifts of a simple-n1inded peasantry.
The cup-stone question has of late frequently been discussed in the
annual n1eetings of the Gerrnan Anthropological Society as well as in the
meetings of the Anthropological Society of Berlin, Messrs. Virchow, Desor,
* Correspondenz-Blat.t der Deutschen Anthropologischen Gesellschaft, 1879, S. 4.
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Friedel, Mehlis, Schaaffhausen, and Voss being conspicuous among the participants in the debates. l\iuch of what was said in these meetings bea~·ing
on the subject has lJeen brought to the reader's notice, according to
original sources ; in addition, however, various communications relating to
the occurrence of cup-excavations and furrows on the outside of the walls
of churches were made on these occasions.
It appears that Dr. E. V ~ckenstedt, a men1ber of the Berlin Anthropological Society, first pointed out the existence of these curious marks on
a church at Cottbus, i1i the Province of Branden burg, Prussia.* They were
afterward noticed under si1nilar circumstances at Guben, in the same province.t Mr. E. Friedel, Director of one of the Berlin n1useurns (Markisches
Provinzial-"flfuseum ), becoming much interested in the snbject, succeeded
in discovering then1 on churches in n1any other places of that province
(Spandau, Prenzlau, Angermii.nde, Strausberg, Fiirstenwalde and Vetschau).
He further found the m-arks on churches in Pomerania (Greifswald, Stralsund,
Giitzkow, Lassan, Anklarn, Wolgast, Sagard, Altenkirchen, Bergen on the
Island of Rugen; Gristow, Hanshagen and N euenkirchen near Greifswald;
l\1org~nitz and Mellen thin on the Island of Used om; Stettin); and extending
his researche_s beyond the boundaries of Gern1any, he found cup-n1arks on
churches in Sweden (Malmo, Upsala, and W exio). Mr. Woldt noticed
them in Berlin, and, according to Dr. Veckenstedt, they occur in Goslar
(Hanover) and Brunswick. Dr. Voss saw them in Baireuth (Bavaria).t Mr.
W. Schwartz sent to the Anthropological Society of Berlin a report concerning cups on churches in the Province of Posen;§ and Professor Virchow,
finally, discovered hiinself these artificial excavations on the walls of ecclesiastic buildings in Switzerland Crhun and Berne) and in the valley of the
l~hine.ll
Many additional discoveries of the kind are to be expected.
The Prussian churches on which these curious markings have. been
observed, appear to be mostly built of brick, and the excavations, of course,
are made in that material. They are u~ually, though not always, found on
* Verh::mdlnngen der Berliner Anthropologischen Gesellt>chaft; Sitznngvom 19. Jnni 1875, S. 18.
trbid.; Sitznng vom 21. Juli 1877, S. 2:2.
t Ibid. ; Sitznug vom 16. Februar 1878, S. 2:3.
§Ibid., Sitzung ·vom 15. November 187!), S. 18.
II Ibid., Sitzung vom 18. October 187!), S. 36.
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the southern side of the churches, near an entrance, and, as a rule, placed
within the reach of a man's arm. The cups are smaller than rnost of those
seen on blocks, measuring only from two to four centimeters in diameter,
and are con1monly distributed without apparent order. Sometin1es they are
partly executed on the mortar between the bricks, a fact demonstrating
beyond doubt that they were n1ade after the erection of the churches. Such
a case is well shown in Fig. 61, repr~senting a portion of the portal of the
Marienkirche (Saint 1\'Iary's Church) at Greifswald, in Pomerania.* The two
upp~rmost cups, it will be seen, are partly excavated in the mortar. The
lowest course shows two furrows. In some instances such markings have
been observed on stone-built churches.
It appears more than probable that the practice of thus n1arking the
outside of these buildings indicates the continuation of a pagan custom,
though in these cases the cnps may not have the significance of those seen
on boulders and megalithic monuments. I already have expressed a similar doubt while speaking of the · cupped holy-water basins. The motives
which induced people in con1paratively modern times to n1ark churches with
cups and furrows are not yet known. The theory that they are the work
of children will not explain the wide extent and uniformity of the practice,
though mischievous urchins may have arnused then1selves now and then by
adding to the number of markings.t They evidently are not bullet-n1arks,
as has been suggested: in fact, none of the views thus far advanced to
account for their presence appears to me satisfactory. 'rhe cups on churches
in Germany seen1 to have been thought to possess healing qualities. Feversick people blew, as it were, the disease into the cavities. According to
other accounts, the patients swallowed the powder produced in grinding
out the cups. The latter practice has not yet becon1e obsolete in France;
for Professor Desor learned from M. Falsan that in the church of Voanas,
near Bourg, Departn1ent of the Ain, a large stone, called La Pierre de SaintLoup, is preserved, into which the sick and impotent grind holes, and drink
the pulverized matter, which, as they believe, cures the fever and renews
*The illustration is taken from an article by Miss Mestorf, pu blishecl in '' Materiaux ", 1878, p. 277.
I have reversed tbe position of the illustration, supposing that it was wrongly inserted in the French
periodical. It aceompanied originally one of Mr. Friedel's publications.
t VerhancJJungen der Berliner Anthropologischen Gesellschaft; Sitzung vom 16. Februar 1878, S. 25.
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the vital strength. Another stone, known as La Pierre de Saint- Clement, in
the village of Nanney, in the above-named department, is used for the same
purpose. In the Swiss Canton of V alais, Professor Desor further states,
ailing persons drill into the stones of a certain chapel, and swallow the dust
thus obtained.* Mr. Friedel learned from a citizen of Greifswald that the
cups were still resorted to in his time for charming away the fever. The
Bischofs-Stein, near Nien1egk, n1entioned on page 24 of this publication, Mr.
Friedel observes, is still visited by patients and quack doctors who rub it
with grease, in order to bring about cures. In a few instances, it seems,
the inside of cups on German churches was found to exhibit traces of grease.
The same gentleman has drawn attention to the anointing of stones practised for religious purposes by the ancient Jews. He refers to Genesis
XXVIII, 18: ''And Jacob rose up early in the 1norning, and took the stone
that he had put for his pillows, and set it up for a pillar, and poured oil upon
the top of it"; and to Zechariah III, 9: ''For behold the stone that I have
laid before Joshua; upon one stone shall be seven eyes; behold, I will
engrave the graving thereof, saith the Lord of hosts, and I will remove
the iniquity of that land in one day." These "eyes" were anointed with
oil.t Such customs, however, may have sprung up independently among
different nations.
There are some curious popular traditions connected with the cupexcavations and grooves on churches in Germany. Thus, the grooves on
the cathedral at Brunswick pass for the claw-marks of the lion said to have
followed Duke Henry of Saxony and Bavaria, surnamed "the Lion," fron1
Palestine to Germany. This lion, the legend says, made the marks in a
fit of rage, being unable to enter the church in which his master was
praying t In Posen a tradition refers the cups to the souls of the damned,
who, during their life-time, never had visited churches. They ground out
the cavities during the night, and left them as tokens of their despair at
not being allowed access to the closed churches.§ There are other similar
if

s. 24.

Correspondenz-Blatt der Deutschen Anthropologischen Gesellschaft, 1878, S. 156.

t Verbandlungen der Berliner Antbropologischen Gesellschaft; Sitzung vom J6. Februar 1878,
t Ibid., Sitzung vom 19. Juni 1875, S. 18.
6 Ibid., Sitzung vom 15. No·vember 1879, S. HI.
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stories told, to which I will not allude, as they have no scientific value
whatever, but sirnply show the current of popular fancy.
It is to be hoped that the efforts of European savants-1nore especially
of those of Gennany, who show so much interest in the matter-wi_ll ultilnately result in clearing up the mystery that still shrouds the origin and
n1eaning of cup-excavations and grooves on ecclesiastic structures.
I have to allude once more to Mr. Rivett-Carnac's rmnarkable discoveries in India, and t~ the views thereon based by hi1n. No one who has
exan1ined his publications in connection with those of Simpson and Tate can
help ad1nitting the striking resemblance between the cup and ring-cuttings
of India and Great Britain. · Indeed, his theory that the primitive rock and
stone-sculptures of those countries were executed by people akin in race, .
following similar customs, and observing similar forms of worship, deserves
the highest attention. Yet, after all, we deal here for the present with a
speculation and not with an established fact. The necessary evidences,
based upon the discovery of cup and ring-carvings in various countries of
the Old World, where thus far they haYe not been shown to exist, are at
present ·wa·nting. If they should come to light in the course of time, we
1nay be allowed to construct the ethnological chain which is still in1perfect.
Professor Desor's Aryan theory, as given in a preceding part of this
publication, appears to me truly captivating, although the difficulties just
alluded to have, of course, also to be overcon1e in this case. In fact, Mr.
Rivett-Carnac and Professor Desor are aiming ·at similar results. The lastnamed gentleman's view, forrnulat.ed with great distinctness, would tend to
establish a kind of archooological harn1ony, by reducing, as it were, a
number of factors, hitherto not properly connected, to a single principle.
Leaving aside for a mon1ent the question touching megalithic n1onuments
and primitive sculptures, how well would this theory explain the gap
existing between palooolithic and neolithic implen1ents, and likewi~e the
introduction of do1nestic animals so characteristic of the era of polished
stone~ The opinion that the Aryans ·w ere still in the stone age at the
period of their dispersion probably will gain rnore and more ground; but
the question concerning the original home of this people, the existence of
which was traced in a manner son1ew hat analogous ·to that by which
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Leverrier discovered the planet Neptune, is still an open one. It should
also be considered that, though the }fahadeo-worshiping Saivas are (as I
judge) more or less n1odified Aryans, the I(hasias of Bengal, who are prolninently mentioned as the modern builders of megalithic structures, belong
to a totally different race. ''It is at all events worthy of remark," says
Miss Buckland, "that those who now in India build cromlechs, erect pillars
nnd circles of stones, and construct miniature kistvaens, are not the doininant Aryan race, but the dark-skinned aborigines, descendants of the preAryan occupiers of the soil, and that in every country westward, wherein
these n1onuments are found, they are traditionally associated with a longforgotten race. It is remarkable, too, that some are assigned to giants and
some to dwarfs."·* Sirnilar traditions, it will be ren1embered, are recorded
by l\fr. Rivett-Carnac.
After all that has been said concerning the significance of the cup and
ring-sculptures in the Old vVorld, I hardly venture to offer an opinion of
my own. IIowever, it appears to me that the close connection between
cups and rings has not been sufficiently considered. It certainly appears
that both belong to one system of primitive sculpture, of which tho forn1er
seem to be the earlier expression; and if, indeed, the cornbined cups and
rings are what Mr. Ri vett-Carnac thinks then1 to be, a kindred purport
should be assigned to thos0 cup-excavations which occur without circles
and radial grooves on rocks and stones in Europe and Asia. I cannot see
how these two kinds of sculpture can be separated fro1n each other, unless
by supposing that the primary application of the cups was simply of a
practical nature, and that afterward, owing to the force of habit, they were
made to enter into the composition of more elaborate carvings of an entirely
different character. rrhis, however, is rather doubtful. .
Turning to America, we find the difficulty of approaching anything
like a solution of the problem still greater, considering that here as yet the
number of discovered cup-stones is by far too srnall to permit the merest
attempt at generalization. As to the smaller North American cup-stones, I
have expressed, though in a guarded manner, my opinions concerning their
* Bnckl:md (Miss A. W.): Notes on some Cornish nnd Irish Pre-bi::;toric MonumcntR in :Jonrnal of
tho Anthropologtcal Institute of Great Britain and Irel::md; November, 1879.
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probable application-opinions which I a1n ready to abandon, as soon as
more satisfactory explanations are brought forward. Rega,rding the larger
North A1nerican cupped stones,· more especially that belonging to the Cincinnati Society of Natural History, I arr1 unable for the present to offer the
slightest elucidation.
The question naturally ari8es, whether the practice of excavating cups
in rocks was introduced in America by hnmigrants from abroad, or whether
it sprang ~p spontaneously in the New World. Being a believer in the
Darwinian doctrine of evolution, I consider man as a foreign element in
America. 1\fy reasons for that belief need not be given in this place: they
are known to all who follow in the wake of t~e great English naturalist.
I an1 further of opinion that the present A1nerican continent received its
population at a very remote period, when, perhaps, the distribution of land
and sea was different from what it is now. The earlieRt immigrants may
have been so low in the scale of hurnan development that they yet lacked
the faculty of expressing thmnselves in articulate language.* However, it
can hardly be supposed that the peopling of A1nerica took place at a certain time and was discontinued afterward: on the contrary, there are reasons
which render a continued connection with distant parts, 1nore especially
with Asia, highly probable. The innate tendency which leads man independently in different parts of the world to the same or similar inventions
and conceptions, provided that there is a sufficient similarity in the external
conditions of existence, will account for n1any custon1s and practices of the
aboriginal An1erican ; but it fails to explain, for instance, the highly artificial and co1nplieated system of reekoning tirne, whieh was in vogue an1ong
the Toltees, 1\fexicans and Yueatecs,' and was almost identical with the
system still applied in Thibet and Tartary. It hardly can be itnagined that
a n1ethod so intricate and peeuliar in its prineiple eould have originated in
different parts of the world, and henee one is almost driven to believe in
later eonnections between the inhabitants of Asia and America.t
*In what other way can we account for the totally diverse characteristics of the numerous linguistic families of America~
t Those desirous of more precise information on the subject will :find it in Humboldt's "Vues des
Cordilleres" (Paris, 1810, p.125-194), or in the translation of that work, known as ''Humboldt's Researches" (London, 1814, Vol. I; p. 276-409), and in 'rylor's "Anahuac" (London, 1861; p. 241, etc.).
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The cups on the Cincinnati boulder are p.e rfectly similar to those on
many stones in the Old World, and it is probable that they owe their origin
to the same motives. If these motives arose from some religious conception, we might feel inclined to trace the origin of American cup-cutting
to Asia. But if, on the other hand, the cups were designed for a practical
purpose, the custom of excavating them may have sprung up in America. as
well as elsewhere.
My task is now finished. It was my chief object to draw attention to
a very curious class of North American antiquities as yet bl'tt little known,
and thus to bring them within the range of a closer observation, which
possibly n1ay lead to a better understanding of their meaning. As stated
on the title-page, I have tried, moreover, to present the subject under discussion in its entirety--a mode of treatment which, I hope, wiH not be
deemed an objectionable feature of this publication.

.

SUPPLEMENT.A.RY NOTE,
While treating in these pages of primitive An1erican sculptures bearing some analogy to those observed in tho Old World, I omitted to mention
the incised rock in Forsyth County, Georgia, briefly described and figured
by Colonel Charles C. Jones on pages 64 and 65 of the "Journal of the Anthropologicalinstitute of New York" (Vol. I, New York, lb71-'7~). The
subjoined illustrations are those published by Colonel Jones, who kindly
loaned n1e·the wood-cuts.

North side of sculptured rock in Forsyth County.

Georgi:~..

South side of the above.

· Here follows _his description:"In Forsyth County, Georgia, is a carved or incised boulder of finegrained granite, a'J?out nine feet long, four feet six inches higl~, and three
feet broad at its widest point. The figures are cut in the boulder fron1
one-half to three-quarters of an inch deep.
95
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"As yet no interpretation of these figures has been offered, nor is it
known by whotn or for what purpose they were made; but it is g'enerally
believed they were the work of the Cherokees. On the eastern end of the
boulder, running vertically, is a line of dots, like drill-holes, eighteen in
number, connected by an incised line."
The character of the sculptures being shown by the illustrations, I need
not add any further remarks.

SUMMARY.
Introd~tction.-Pierres

a ecuelles,

Schalensteine, cup-stones, definition;
reference to Prof. Desor's pamphlet entitled "Les Pierres a Ecuelles", p. 7.0ccurrence of cup-stones in America, p. 8.
Part I.-Primitive Lapidarian Sculptures in Europe and Asia.
Scotland, etc.-" Archaic Sculptures of Cups, Circles, etc., upon Stones
and Rocks in Scotland, England, and other Countries," by Prof. J. Y. Sinlpson; occurrence of cup-shaped cavities and other primitive sculptures in
the British Islands, more especially in Scotland, on megalithic n1onun1ents,
in weems or underground houses, in fortified buildings, in and near ancient
towns and camps, on the surface of isolated rocks, on isolated stones, p. 910.-Simpson's classification of primitive sculptures: single cups, cups surrounded by a single ring, cups surrounded by a series of concentric complete rings, cups surrounded by a series of concentric but incomplete rings,
having a straight radial groove, cups surrounded by concentric rings and
flexed lines, concentric rings without a central cup, concentric circular lines
of the form of a spiral or volute, p. 10-11.-Chief deviations from the
principal types; cups connected by grooves; exa1nples of Scottish cup and
ring-cuttings; megali~hic structures, etc., mentioned by Prof. Simpson,
which exhibit cup-cavities unaccompanied by other sculptures, p. 11-14.
England.-Reference to ~Ir. George Tate's work "The Ancient British
Sculptured Rocks of Northumberland and the Eastern Borders"; Northumbrian sculptures analogous to those hitherto considered; absence of the spiral
line; cups always accotnpanied by other designs; the sculptures occur on
megalithic monuments or within or near ancient camps, p. 15-16.-Small
cup-stones discovered by Rev. William Greenwell in British barrows; they
7LS
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generally were found in barrows containing burned human remains, p. 1617.
Ireland.-Cup and ring-cuttings found in Ireland; they are often associated with other devices, such as stars, rosettes, crosses, triangles, zigzags,
etc.; "the Hag's Chair" at Lough Crew, near Oldcastle; incised stones in
the cairn at Lough Crew, and in the cairns of New· Grange and Dowth,
near Drogheda; progrm;sive development shown in Irish sculpture, p. 17-18.
France.-Sculptures on clolrnen-stones in Brittany, exhibiting an advanced stage of pri1nitive art; incised cha1nber-stones in the tumulus of
Gavr' Inis; cup-cuttings in Brittany, p. 18-19.-Cupped stones in Southern
France; "L9 Cailhaou des Pourics," near Luchon (Pyrenees); in the valley
of the Rhone; "La Boule de Gargantua" in the Departnwnt of the Ain;
cupped rock in situ in the Lozere Department, p. 1~!-20.
Sw-itzerland.-Frequency of cupped boulders in Switzerland; cupped
rock near Mont-la-Ville, Canton of Vaud; Dr. Ferdinand I(eller's n1emoir
on Swiss cup-stones; cupped boulders in the neighborhood of Bienne and
Zurich; only one case of ring-cuttings thus f~u known in Switzerland; small
cup-stones found near lacustrine stations in the Lake of N euchatel; Dr. I{ellm·'s views regarding these stones, p. 21-'22.
Germany ancl 4ustria.-Cup-stones not yet discovered in Southern Gerlnany, but doubtless will be found; cup-stone near Eckernforde (Schleswig) ; Miss J. Mestorf's enurneration of cup-stones thus_far noticed in the
duchies of Schleswig and Holstein; combination of cups with wheel-shaped
figures and rings (note); cup-stone with runic characters on one side, p. ~2~4.-Cup-cuttings on megalithic n1onuments in the Island of Rugen ; on
rocks in different parts of Silesia; the "Bischofs-Stein" in Brandenburg,
Prussia; Mr. Friedel on cup-n1arks on churches in Germany and Sweden;
cup-stone near Ober-Fal'renstadt in Prussian Saxony; the "Riesenstein"
near Meissen, Saxony; Dr. M. Much on cup-stones in Austria, p. 24-25.
Denmark.-Dr. IL Petersen's article on primitive lapidarian sculptures
in Den1nark, called Helleristnin,qer in that country; cup-cuttings found in
most of the Danish islands and in Jiitland, on erratic blocks ?-S well as on
stones of n1egalithic structures; these sculptures referable in many cases to
the stone age, in others to the bronze ·period; cup-stones with later runic
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inscriptions; artificial foot-tracks oh stones belonging to burial-structures,
p. 2f>-27.-Wheel-shaped sculptures on isolated blocks and megalithic montnnents; they are thought to pertain to the ages of stone and bronze; sonletimes associated with rude designs of ships; group seen on the cap-stone of
a funeral chamber near Herrestrup in Seeland; ship-sculptures probably
referable to the broi1ze age; similar designs on bronze knives or razors;
absence of sculptures on rocks in situ in Denmark, p. 27-28.
Sweden.--Diversity of prin1itive sculptures in Sweden; the cupped
granite boulder called the Baal or Balder Stone, in the neighborhood of
Falkoping; a sacrificial altar used in Baal-worship, according to Prof. Sven
Nilsson; other Swedish cup-stones; they are called elfstenar, or elfstones, p.
28-29.-Boulders in Scania with cup-excavations and wheel-shaped sculptures; slab fron1 a Scan ian tumulus, called vVillfarahog, shows designs of a
chariot and of ships, and, in addition, c~1ps of earlier date; description
of the tumulus, which is ascribed to the bronze age by Prof. Nilsson;
analogy between the designs on the slab frorn the Willfar~ tumulus· and
those on the charnber-stones of the K.ivik monu1nent in Scania; these structures ascribed by Nil5lson to Baal-worshiping Phamicians; description of the
I{ivik sculptures; absence of cup-cuttings; the I{ivik monun1ent and similar Scanian structures claimed for Denmark by Dr. Petersen; Scandinavian
sculptures on natural rock-surfaces; particularly frequent in the Lan of
Bohus; represent scenes of war and hunting, manned and empty ships, etc.;
ascribed bjr some to the bronze-age people, but by Prof. Nilsson to the
Vikings of the eighth and ninth centuries, p. 29-31.
India.-Cup-stones found in India; importance of their occurrence;
analogy between the 1negalithic n1onuments of India and those of Great
Britain pointed out by Col. M. Taylor and Dr. Wilson; later discoveries in
India by Mr. J. H. Rivett-Carnac; his wtitings; he explores tumuli near
J unapani, in the district of Nagpoor; traditions relating to then1, p. 31-32.Description of these tun1uli; cup-cuttings on blocks surrounding them, but
no ring-sculptures; articles found in the tumuli, p. 32-33.-Cup-sculptures
discovered by Rivett-Carnac on stones and rocks in sit-u in the n1ountains
of Kumaon; ternple of Mahadeo at Chandeshwar; cup and ring-cuttings on
a rock in the vieinity; legends relating to these sculptures; '' ~fahadeo," a
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name given to Siva; his character in Hindoo mythology, p. 33-34.-vVorship of Mahadeo and Yoni in India; their conventional representations in
general; in the Chandeshwar temple, p. 34-35.-They resemble the rocksculptures in the neighborhood; description of the Chandeshwar temple;
Mahadeo symbols of different kinds; those of the poorer class roughly cut
·o ut on stone slabs, p. 35-36.-Temples near Chandeslnvar built in imitation
of Mahadeo syrnbols; customs in the Punjab relating to Mahadeo-worship;
l\~Ir. Rivett-Carnac's conclusion: he connects the megalithic monu1nents and
primitive sculptures of Europe with those of India, p. 36-38.-Previous
discovery of cupped boulders on the banks of the Indus (Cashmere) by
Dr. V erchere; the cups considered by him as the results of glacial
action; Prof. Desor refutes this erroneous view; Prof. Desor's inferences:
he ascribes European cup and ring-cuttings, megalithic 1nonuments, etc.,
to Aryan immigrants., their arrival 1narking the beginning of the neolithic
period, p. 38-39.

Part II.-Primitive Lapidarian Sculptures in America.
North America.-Hamn1er-stones (so-called) in the United States; in
Europe; their application; cannot have been used in finishing flint inlplements of superior workmanship ; methods of chipping flint an1ong modern
North American Indians, p. 41-42.--Pitted ston.e s; many of them not
bruised at their circumference, and consequently not applied as supposed;
speculations as to their use; perhaps employed in breaking hard-shelled
fruits, p. 42-43.-Nuts as an article of food an1ong the North American Indians; "nut-stones" first described by Col. Charles C. Jones, p. 43-45.Small cup-stones with a cavity on one side or on both; used as paint-rnOl'tars) p. 45-46.-Cup-stones of larger size with a number of cavities, perhaps paint-mortars; Zuni paint-cups of earthenware; pestle with cup-shaped.
cavity obtained from the Tesuque Indians, p. 46-48.-A cup-stone frorn
Ohio described by Messrs. Squier and Davis; its transfer to the Blaclnnore
Museun1 (England); Mr. E. T. Stevens's view concerning this stone, p. 48--:49.-Cup-stones fi·equent in Ohio; called spindle-soeket-stones by Col.
Charles Whittlesey; Adair on the 1nethod of spinning among the Southern
Indians; spindles used by the Navajos, Pueblo Indians, etc.; no an-
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cient spindle-whorls found north of n-1exico in the United States National
Museum; Mexican spindle-whorls, p. 49-50.-0ccurrence of large cupped
blocks in the United States; sandstone block with cup-cavities discovered
by Dr. H. H. Hill in Lawrence County, Ohio, and presented by him to the
Cincinnati Society of Natural I-Iistory; description of the block; other
cupped blocks in Adams County, Ohio, p. 50-52.-Large cupped granite
boulder discovered by ·Rev. John J. ~fcCook at Niantic, N evv London
County, Connecticut; description of this boulder, p. 52-54.-Cupped (~)
block seen by Captain Dupaix near Orizaba, ~1exico, and described by him,
p 54-56.-Rocks and boulders with n1ortar-cavities, or stationary ruortars,
in the United States; noticed by Col. Charles C. Jones in Georgia; Hunter's statement regarding such 1nortars ; large boulder with n1ortar-cavities
near Nebraska City; described by Prof. San1. Aug hey; rocks with nlortarcavities seen by :1\-ir. John R. Bartlett in 'I'exas arid Mexico, p 56-57.-They
are frequent in California; two large ones in Santa Barbara County described
by Mr. Stephen Bowers, p. 57-59.-The stones called pierres a bassins in
French and Muldenstcine in German probably stationary n1ortars in some
instances; a Swiss example given, p. 5~-60.-Rock-sculptures recalling
those of the Old World on Bald Friar Rock in the Susquehanna River,
irfaryland; the rock exan1ined by ~Ir. F. G. Galbraith; character of the
sculptures; some resembling the engraved Mahadeos of India, p. 60-62.A Mahadeo-like figure among other designs carved on a block in the Gila
Valley; .Mr. Bartlett's views regarding Indian rock-sculptures; engraved
figures on a rock in the San Pete Valley, Utah, noticed by Lieut. J. W.
Gunnison; M:ormon translation of the inscription, p. 63-64.-Rock-painting
among the IClmuath Indians in Oregon; a painted rock described by Dr.
James S. Denison; character of the figures; Dr Denison's coruments on
the subject, p. 65-66.
Central America.-Dr. Berthold Seemann exarnines in Chiriqui, United
States of Colombia, rock-sculptures, which he considers analogous to those
of Northumberland, Scotland, and other parts of Great Britain; the piedra
pintal near the town of David described by hin1; his conclusions based upon
the similarity of the Chiriqui and European sculptures, p. G6-69.
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Part III.- Views concerning the Significance 'of Cup-shaped and other Primitive
Sculptures.

The Balder Stone, near Falkoping, Sweden ; first described by Prof.
Nilsson, who considers it as a sacrificial altar used in the worship of
Baal; the Willfara slab similarly employed, according to his opinion ;
he ascribes the introduction of bronze in the North of Europe to Baalworshiping Phoonicians, who had established settlements in those parts for
the purpose of trading with the natives; the sculptured concentric circles
regarded by him as emblmnatic of sun (or Baal) -worship; their similarity to
ornaments seen on weapons and other objects of the bronze age and early
iron age; Sir John Lubbock's review of ProfesRor Nilsson's Phoonieian
theory, p. 71-74.-Pr0f. Nilsson's visit to Ireland; he believes in a
Phoonician origin of the cairns of Dowth and New Grange ; the lighting
of the Midsurnn1er's-night fire in Ireland regar~ed by hiin as a survival
of former Baal-worship; the structures of Avebnry and Stonehenge
in England supposed to be Phoonician temples dedicated to the sungod; discussion of Nilsson's theory by Prof: Sin1pson, who is inclined
to ascribe a Cimbrian origin to the I(ivik sculptures; Prof. Nilsson's
views not generally accepted; value . of his work on the bronze age; its
translation by Miss Mestorf, p 74-7 5.-U se of cupped boulders as altarR
doubtful; other views concerning stones with cup and ring-sculptures;
regarded as archaic maps; as contrivances for reckoning time; as gambling
tables; the sculptures supp?sed to r2present the heavenly bodies; enumerations of tribes; some kind of archaic writing; served in druidical rites;
indicative of Rotnan Mithras-worship; all these theories rejected by Prof.
Sin1pson, p. 75-77.-The rnarkings have no bearing on the worship of
the reciprocal principles of nature, according to Pt~f. Simpson; this
view refuted .by ]\fr. Rivett-Carnac, p. 77-78.-Cup · a.ncl ring-cuttings
considered by Prof. Sirnpson as expressive of son1e religious conception;
the more complicated figures on rnegalithic tnonuments in · Brittany ~ncl
Ireland he thinks to be of an ornan1ental character; he refers the beginning
of the practice of cup-cutting to the stone age, but believes in its continuance in later times, p. 78-79.-Prof. Simpson's observations on the ·prehistoric races of the British Islands; he thinks the question
which of
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these races the first sculpturings 'o f cup~:; and rings are to be referred cannot
be positively answered in the present state of archreological knowledge, p.
79-81.-l\fr. rrate ascribes the Northumbrian sculptures to Celts who used
metal: probably bronze, in executing them; he offei:S no definite view with
regard to the meaning of the sculptures 7 but inclines to the belief that they
originated with the Druids, and were connected in different ways with their
rites, p. 81-82.-He attempts to explain the meaning of the cup and ringexcavations, but finally admits the difficulty of arriving at a definite result;
he expects succes& fi·orn investigations among the Laps and in the early
horne of the Aryan fan1ily, p. 83-84.-Prof. Desor's views; the cups on
erratic blocks, he believes, were chiefly made for recalling circumstances
or events, the explanation of their purport being left to oral tradition;
monurnental character of the cnpped stones, p 84-85.-Nilsson on the use
of cupped aspersoria in Swedish churches forn1erly devoted to Catholic
worship; it is doubtful whether these church vessels were designed to
perpetuate the recollection of sacrificial altars, p. 85-86.-Miss Mestorf on
Swedish popular superstitions in rela~ion to cupped stones, p. 86.-The
cup-stone question discussed by German anthropologists; cup-excavations
anu furrows on the walls of churches; first noticed by Dr. E. Veckenstedt
in the Province of Brandenburg, Prussia; discovered by Mr. E. Friedel in
various cities and towns in Brandenburg, Pon1erania, and Sweden; Mr.
Woldt observes thmn in Berlin; Dr. V eckenstedt in Goslar and Brunswick; Dr. Voss in Baireuth; }fr. W. Schwartz in Posen; Prof. Virchow in
Switzerland and in the valley of the Rhine; different theories as to the
origin of cup-marks on churches; the cups are supposed to possess healing
qualities; they have been found anointed with grease; German traditions
connected with cups and furrows on churches, p. 86-90.-Mr. RivettCarnac's discoveries; striking resern blance between the cup and ringcuttings in India and Great Britain; n1ore evidences needed for arriving at a definite result; plausibility of Prof. Desor's Aryan theory; difficulties s.till to be overcome, p. 90-91.-Modern builders of megalithic
monuments in India not Aryan; Miss A. W. Buckland's observations, p.
91.-The close connection between cups and rings has not been sufficiently
considered·; both appear to belong to one system of prin1itive sculpture, of
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which the fonner are the earlier expression; the number of cup-stones discovered in America yet too small to permit generalization; · n1an a foreign
elen1ent in An1erica; probably arrived at a very ren1ote period, when the
distribution of land and sea was different fron1 what it is now; later imnligration from Asia; conclusi~n, p. 91-93.
Supplementary Nate.-Incised granite boulder in Fors)'th County,
Georgia, described by Col. Charles C. Jones, p. 95.
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FIG. 1.-Common types of European cup and ring-cuttings.
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FIG. 2.-Chief deviations from the general types of European cup

~nd

ring-cuttings.

.
FIG. 3. -Sculptured rock-surfaces
at Auchnabreach' Argyleshire, Scotland,

FIG. 4.-Cup and ring-cuttings on a menhir art Barllymenach1

Argyleshire, Scotland.

FIG. 5.-Dolmen with cup-marked cap-stone, near Clynnog Fawr, Crernarvonshire, Wales.

FIG. 6.-Kistvren surrounded by blocks, oue of which is cup-marked.
Isle of Man.

Oatlands,

FIG. 7.-Cupped stone in a chambered tumulus at Ulava, Inverness-shire, Scotland.

FIG. 8.-Cuppecl monolith near Dnnhar, East-Lothian, Scotland.

FIG. 9.-Large cup-stone near Balvraid, Inverness-shire, Scotland.

FIG. 10.-Cupped stone found at Laws, Forfarshire, Scotland.

FIG. ll.-8tone with cup and ring-cuttings.

County of Kerry, Ireland.

FIG. 12. -Incised stone in the tnmulus at Lough Crew, Ireland.
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FIG. 15.-" La Boule de Gargautua," a cupped boulder near
Belley, Ain, France.

FIG. 16.-Cup-cuttings on a rock near Chirac, Lozere, :France.

FIG. 17.-Cupped block near Mont-la-Ville, Canton of Vaud,
Switzerlilnd.

FIG. 18.-Fac-simile representation of a cupped rock near OberFarrenstadt, Prussian Saxony.

FIG. 19.-Fac-simile representation of a cupped rock near Meissen,
Saxony.

•

FIG. 20.-Cupped backside of a runic stone at Ravnkilde: JUtland,
Denmark.

FIG. 21.-Tracings of ships and wheels on the roof-stone of a funeral
chamber near Herrestrup, Seeland, Denmark.

. FIG. 22.-The "Balder Stone" near Falkoping, Sweden.

FIG. 23.-Stone slab showing cups and engraved designs. From
a tunmlus in Scania, Sweden.

FIG. 24.-0ne of the engraved slabs of the Kivik monument,
Scania, Sweden.
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:FIG. 25.-Rock-sculptures in Quille Harad, Lan of Bohus, Sweden.

I

FIG. 26.-Cup alHl ring-cuttings at' Chandeshwar, India.

FIG. 27--Section of a stone Mahadeo in the temple of
Chandeshwar, India.

FIG. 28.-Mahadeo in a shrine at Benares, India.
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FIG. 29.

ao.

FIG. 31.
FIGS.

29, 30, anu 31.-Mahadeo symbols engraved on stone slabs in the temple
of Chancleshwar, India.

FIG. 32.-Pitted stone found near Franklin, Williamson County 1
Tennest~ee (Mus. No. 19953).

FIG. 33.-Pitted stone from Muncy, Lycoming County, Pennsylvania.

FIG. 34.-Nut-stone from t,he neighborhood of Loudon, Loudon County,
Tennessee (Mus. Nu. 21647).

FIG. 35.-Cupped stone found near Groveport, Franklin County,
Ohio (Mus. No. 774:3).

FIG. 36.-Cupped stone from the neighborhood of Portsmouth,
Ohio (Mus. No.l9594).

I

t
FIG. 37.-Cupped stone from Summit County, Ohio (Mus. No. '28018).

:FIG, 38.-Earthenware paint-cups used by the Zunis, New Mexico.
(Mus. No. 40446).

FIG. 39.-Stone mortar and pestle with a cup-shaped cavity.
the Tesuque Indians, New Mexico (Mus. No. 42340).

From

FIG. 40.

+
FIG. 41.

FIGS.

40 and 41.-Terra cotta spimlle-whorls from Tezcnco, Mexico,
(Mus. Nos. 786 and 7b7).

FIG. 42.-Cupped sandstone block, discovered in Lawrence County, Ohio; now in Cincinnati.

Scale : 1 inch = 2 feet.
FIG. 43.-Cupped granite boulder at Niantic, New London
County, Connecticut.

FIG. 44.-Cnpped (?) rock in the neighborhood of Orizaba, Mexico.

FIG. 45.-La,r ge boulder with mortar-cavities.

Santa Barbara County, California.

FIG. 46.-Sculptures on Bald Friar Rock, in the Susquehanna
River, Maryland.

FIG. 47.-Sculptured slab from Bald Friar Rock (Mus. No. 39010).

FTG. 48.-Northeastern end of Bald Friar Rock.

FIG. 49.
FIGS.

FIG. 50.

FIG. 51.

49, 50, and 51 (1li ):-Sculptures on Bald Friar Rock.

FIG. 52.-Sculptured boulder in the Gila Valley, Arizona.

l''IG.

FIG 54.

FIGS.

53.-Rock-carving in the San Pete Valley, Utah.

FIG. 55.

54, 55, 56, and 57

FIG. 56.

(-,~).-Rock-paintings

FIG. 57.

in Lake County, Oregon.
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FIG. 58.-Rock-sculptures near David, Chiriqui, and Northumbrian types.
No. 1 represents two radiant suns-a the .American, b the British character; in Chiriqui
this character has been found but once, nor does it occur oftener among the published British figures.
No.2. a the .American, b the corresponding British figure, showing several grooves
radiating from a:::t outer arch, <.nd bearing some resemblance to what is termed
the "Ogham characters" by British antiquaries.
No.3. a the .American, b the corresponding British figure, showing the completely
closed concentric circles.
No.4. a the .American, b the corresponding British figure, showing how the various
characters (symbol:;,) are connecte(l by lines.
No. 5. a the .American, b the corresponding British figure, showing the groove or outlet
of the circle.

l!.,IG. 59.-Holy-water stone in a church at Stro, in Scania, Sweden.

l!'IG. 60.-Holy-water stone in a church a.t Oennarp, Scania,

FIG. 61.-Cups and furrows on the wall of Saint Mary's Chiuch,
at Greifswald. Pomeranifb
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FIGs. 1 and 2, The rondelle of Lyons.
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:FIG. 5. Amulet with groove for sus-
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pension.
.All natural size. (Broca.)

ON PREHISTORIC TREPHINING AND CRANIAL AMULETS.
BY ROBERT FLETCHER.

Since the publication of Professor Broca's interesting article on Cranial Amulets and Prehistoric Trephining, in 1877/ no connected account
has been attempted, so far as the writer knows, of the additional discoveries which have been reported. These are scattered through the journals
on anthropology, and it would seem that a review of the whole subject,
cornn1encing with a sumn1ary of Broca's observations and arguments, and
bringing together subsequent discoveries, would not only be of interest in
itself, but might result in more careful observation, leading perhaps to discoveries of a similar custon1 in An1erica.
The first communication upon the subject of cranial amulets, and which
led to the discovery of evidence of prehistoric trephining, was Inade in
August, 1R73, by M. Prunieret3, at the meeting, at Lyons, of the French
Association for the Advancement of Science. 2 M. Prunieres is well known
for his researches in connection with the dolmens of La Lozere. He
exhibited to the association a piece of. bone of an ovoid shape, 50 millimeters by 38 in its two diameters. · (See Plate I, figs. 1 and 2.) The two
faces were untouched, but the edges had been beveled and most carefully
polished. It was discovered in the interior of a skull the entire side of
which had been cut away, but it was not a part of this skull; the difference
1 Sur Ia trepanation dn crane, et les amulettes cranieuucs a l'ep"oque ueolit.hique, par Paul Broca.
Paris, 1877, 8°. Also, Rev. <l'authrop., Paris, 18i7, vi, 1-42; 193-225. Also, Congres d'anthrop. et
d'archCol. prehist., Budapest, 1876, 101-192.
2
Assoc. franr;aise pour l'avancement des sciences. Compte rendu do la 2me scss., Lyon, 1873, Paris,
1M;'4. 8° , p. 70:t
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in color, thickness, and density of structure showing, beyond a doubt, that
it had formed part of another cranium.
At various times similar pieces of bone were discovered, in some of
which holes had been drilled or gr<?oves cut, as if for the purpose of suspending the fragments from the person. The nan1e of "rondelles" has
generally been applied to these fragments, although some archreologists,
accepting the theory of M. Prunieres, have tern1ed them amulets. , (Plate I,
figs. 3, 4, and 5.)
The use of amulets, as is weH known, comes down from the very earliest period, and M. Prunieres was of opinion that the extreme care bestowed
in po]jshing these fragments, together with the fact that no other purpose
could be divined for then1, was sufficient evidence as to the use for which
they were intended. rrhe latter reason, it must be admitted, is not sh~ildngly
convincing.
As early as 1868, M. Prunieres discovered, in a large dolmen near
Aiguieres, a skuJl of which a large part of the side had been removed.
This operation had evidently been effected by a cutting or sawing process,
although one portion of the edge appeared srnooth and polished. 1\-lany
"rondelles" were discovered in the same spot, and M. Prunieres formed the
theory that they were pieces removed in converting a skull into a drinking
cup. rro drink from the skull of a dead enemy was a refined enjoyment
not exclusively practiced in the Walhalla of the ·N orsemen. Livy tells us
that the Gauls celebrated their victories in ~hat manner, 3 and M. Prunieres
supposed that the skull and fragments which he had unearthed were relics
of a si1nilar custon1. He made known his views to the Paris Society of
Anthi·opology in 1874,4 accompanying his communication with specin1ens
of perforated skulls and rondelles.
These pieces were exarnined by Professor Broca, who at once observed
that the smooth or polished condition of parts of the edges of the rondelles
3 A cup made from a human skull was exhumed by Mr. E. R. Quick, in lSeO, from an aboriginal
cemetery near Brookville, Franklin County, Indiana. From its size, and from the distinctness of 1hc
sutures, it was evidently the skull of a ~· oung person. The base bad been removed, and both the inside
and outside had been scraped, as the ecratches on 1he Lone indicated. Two small holes had been drilled
at one spot near the edge, evidently for the insertion of tendons or strings to check an incipient crack,
just as the mo<lern housewife saves a bowl or teacup. Journal Cincinnati Soc. Nat,. Hist., 1880-'81, iii,
296. Plate of same in vol. iv, p. 257.
"'Bull. ~oc . d'anthrop. de Paris, 1874, :2mc sci'., ix , l t3.J-:200.
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Cranium from the cavern of L'Homme-Mort (La Lozere) .
tal suture. Two-thirds natural size. (Prunh3res.)

PREHISTORIC TREPHINING, Pl. II.

Surgical trephining has been performed upon the sagit-
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and of the sections of the skull was due, not to artificial polishing, but to
a process of natural cicatrization, which n1ust necessarily have taken place
du1·ing life, and, indeed, n1any years before death. (Plate II.)
After ex~nnination of a great many other specimens, Broca finally
announced two eonclusions as the result of his investigations:
I. In the neolithic age, a surgical operation was sometin1es perfonned
for the cure of certain internal maladies, which consisted in n1aking an opening in the skull. This was almost, if not quite, exclusively practiced on
young children, and is to be termed prehistoric surgical trephining.
II. The skulls of those who survived this operation were supposed to
possess some . remarkable qualities, and when the owners died, amulets or
rondelles, consisting of portions of the skull, were carefully cut out. By
preference, the portion should contain a segment of the original aperture.
This was posthumous trephi·ning. 5
A concise account n1ust be given of the evidence upon which these
conclusions were based.
To the practiced eye there is no difficulty whatever in distinguishing
between a section of bone which has not been followed by any reparative
process and one in which that process has gone on to completion. In
the first case, the edges are sharp, the cells of the diploe are open, and the
action of the cutting instrun1ent is seen in the successive cuts by which the
operation has been performed. It is not uncommon to find scratches on the
surface of the bone, indicating where the tool had slipped away from the
intended incision. (Plate I, fig. 3.)
When cicatrization of a trephined or fractured skull' has been perfected,
the edges present a rounded, ivory-like surface, due to the new osseous tissue
deposited in the cells of the diploe and upon the edges of the outer and
inner tables.
But while it is easy to discriminate between a post-morten1 incision and
one long since healed, it would be very difficult to decide that the incision
might not have been n1ade during life, but shortly before death. The process of repair in bone is much slower than in softer tissues, and it has been
suggested that the cases of so-c~l1ed postlnnnons trephining were really
5 Sur

la trepanation du cr:ln<', etc.,

}l.

9.
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cases in which the operation had resulted fatally in a very short tin1e, and
before any process of repair had commenced. To this it may be replied
that no exampl~s have hitherto .been found of skulls or rondelles where the
section was in pr:ocess of cicatrization; all are either entirely fresh, or long
since healed. 6 It would be unreasonable to suppose that these operations
were entirely successful or else imn1euiately fatal. The operation, in itself,
is not Yery dangerous to life, as has been shown by many experiments on
anin1als. Its n1ortality as a surgical measure, in cases of fi·acture of the
skull, is due to the serio~1s injury to the brain for which it becomes necessary to en1ploy it.
A more convincing reply is that, in the greater number of the trephined
skulls in question, the two sections coexist; a portion exhibiting the rounded,
ivory surface of ancient cicatrization, the rest of the section being absolutely
fresh. (See Plates I, V, and VI.)
. The suggestion that these apertures were the result of blows fro1n
·weapons n1ust be at once dismissed. No weapon of that day, or this, could
produce such openings with their well-defined, beveled edges. . The blows
of stone ban1n1ers or axes resulted generally in necrosis, or death of the
bone, and often in disruption or bulging of the inner table of the skull for
some distance frorn the seat of injury. Some excellent exa1nples of the
consequences of such formidable injuries are to be seen in an article by Dr.
F. W. Langdon, describing the crania in a prehistoric cemetery at 1\tiadisonville, Ohio. 7 The accompanying plate (Plate III), copied by Dr. Langdon's
permission, well illustrates the striking difference between the results of
blows followed by necrosis of the bone, and the condition succeeding the
operation of trephining.
,..fhe apertures n1ade by the so-called surgical trephining do not differ
greatly in size; they are nearly always elliptical, seldom round, and extend
fron1 35 to 50 n1illimeters in length, by 6 to 10 millirneters in breadth. The
edges are very· oblique, at the expense of the outer table of the skull. The
operation appears to have been performed upon all parts of the head,
6Some more recent disco,'eries, however, which will IJe referred to later, show that this assertion
of Broca's was rather too sweeping.
7 The Madisonville prehistoric cemetery; anthropological notes.
By F. W. Langdon, M.D. Journal of the Cincinnat.i Soc. Nat. Hist., iv, Oct., 1881, 250-253.
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PREJJJSTORIC TREl'lflNiNG, l'l. III.

FIG. 2.

FIG. 1. Perforating fracture of the left parietal ncar its }Josterior superior angle; internal view showing the depressed fragment of the int<'rnal table which has reunited.
FIG. 2. Result of injury to right frontal and parietal
region, causing extensive sinuses between the inn<'r and outer table.
Natural size. (Langdon.)
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excepting the forehead, but in the greater number of instances one of the
parietal bones has been the chosen site. There is a very interesting skull
in the l\1:usee Broca [crane de Vaureal (Oise )], which, in addition to a large
depression in the frontal bone, presents a remarkable instance of trephining
on the occipital, two-thirds of that bone having disappeared. Part of this
opening is due to the surgical operation, the elliptical edges, about half of
the original aperture, exhibiting the characteristic ivory-like surface of cicatrization, while the remainder has been removed by post-Inortem treppining. 8
In no instance has an artificial opening been observed excepting where
the bone was covered by the hairy scalp, and that the purpose was to avoid
noticeable disfigurement seems a justifiable conclusion. It is also another
argu1nent against possible origin fron1 wounds in battle, as in such cases
the forehead was the part most liable to be injured.
Broca states that the operation n1ust have been perforn1ed just as frequently on the fen1ale as on the n1ale.
It is necessary to inquire what other causes n1ay account for abnormal
cranial apertures.
I. rrhere are congenital deficiencies. These are generally found in
the parietal bones, and are nearly always symmetrical, being found in both
bones. A single congenital aperture has been sometimes observed through
which hernia of the brain and nwninges has taken place. In such cases
the edges are everted and show a more or less diseased condition.
II. Diseas~ of th€ bone may produce openings which may afterwards
become cicatrized, and thus resen1ble the apertures in question; but disease
of the bone always extends beyond the limits of the perforation produced,
and leaves indelible traces. A close exatuination of these trephined neolithic
skulls shows a perfectly sound condition of the bone in the vicinity of the
aperture in all cases. 9
III. Trau1natic sources have been already discussed arid disn1issed.
Even the cavalry saber of to-day could not produce such results. It does
BLesions osseust's de l'homme prehistoriqne eu France ct en Algerie, par Jules I.. e Baron.

PariH,

1881, 4° (these), p. 47.
9Jn this Broca was mistaken. A very remarkable instance of trephining in connection with
disease of the bones of the cranium was communicated to the Societe d'anthropologie by M. Parrot, in
l d8 l. A t1cscription of the relic will be found farther on.
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occasionally cut off a slice of the cranium, but it certainly could not cut
out rondelles from the parietal bones. (See Plate IV.)
Contused wounds, such as would be produced by rude weapons, produce necrosis or death of the bone, and where healing takes place irregular
apertures remain, entirdy unlike the result of a surgict\1 operation.
The reparative process in wounds of the cranhun in the adult is one
of extreme slowness. - An osteitis, or inflammation of the bone, is set up,
which extends to some distance frorn the edges of the wound. The vascular
canaliculi of the two tables become dilated, and it is often years before
they recover their normal caliber. But in the skulls under discussion, in
all instances, the edges of the aperture n1ade by surgical trephining exhibit
the most perfect readjustn1ent of the parts. This is the case in young as
well as in old crania; in one instance particularly, that of a woman of less
than twenty-five years of age, the wisdom teeth being still in process of
developn1ent, the traces of the traumatic inflanunation have as completely
disappeared as in the skulls of very old persons. This led Broca to believe
that the operation must have been performed ata very early age, and other
observations tend to confirm that theory. Although the operation of trephining, as before stated, is not a very dangerous one when uncomplicated
by injury to the brain, yet it would be unrea.sona.ble to suppose that it was
never fatal. If· sometimes fatal, we should expect to find skulls exhibiting
the evidence of partial recuperative process. But, with one exception, no
such relics have been discovered; the edges of the openings are either
absolutely fresh, indicating post-1nortern work, or absolutely cicatrized,
indicating that the operation had been perforrned rnany years before the
death of the subject. What then became of the failures~
If the operation was performed only on young children, then the rapid
·decay of their tender bones would answer the question. In dolmens containing a large nnn1ber of adult crania, it is usual to find nothing but 1nere
debris of the bones of children, and in the case of trephined skulls, the thin
edges of the apertures would offer favorable points for the chmnical and
physical agency of erofion.
It is unnecessary to relate all tlie observations and arguments ·which led
Broca to the conclusion that prehistoric trephining was perforrned mainly,

.
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PREHISTORIC TREPHINING, Pl. IV.

Loss of substance from the vertex of a skull produced by the stroke of a Tartar sau<'r.

Natural size.

(Museo Broca.)
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PREHISTORIC TREP£UN£NG, Pl. V.

Cranium from Cibournios. A-B, median line; E, left external orbital apophysis; F, right external orbital apophysis,
broken. a-b, the cicatrized edge of surgical trephining; a-c, b-d, post. mortem sections. The sagittal suture, instead of
following the line C-D, has been driven over to the left. Two-thirds natural size. (Broca.)
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if not entirely, upon the young child, btit one especially striking and
ingenious illustration which he founded upon a craniun1 discovered by
Prunieres in the doln1en of Cibournios n1ust be related.
It is well known that the sutures of the skull tend to become firmly
united with the ad vance of years. In the young child the remain~ of the
sutural membrane still exist, and a separation is easy. In the accompanying drawing it will be perceived that the left parietal bone has been operated
upon, and the resistance of the arch on that side being thereby dilninished,
the right parietal has m1croached consid~rably over the median line, in the
process of after growth, indicating the youth of the subject at the time of
the operation. (Plate V.)
As regards the general harmlessness of the operation, there is a view
which must be suggested, in passing, which has not been considered before
in this connection, and that is the relation of race to traumatism. In other
words, the capacity to bear wounds or surgical operations, or the contrary,
dependent not on individual but on race characteristics. Long ago, Velpeau
said that French flesh and English flesh were quite different, and operations that were generally st{ccessfnl in the one were frequently fatal in
the other. The st{bjec~ is of irrunense extent, requiring copious observations, which should include toleration of child-bearing, before any conclusions can be reached. It ~ill be seen presently that the Arab tribes who
practice trephining regard it as almost without danger. It is possible that
race is to be regarded as a factor in the -calculation of the results of trephining.
So1ne account must now be given of the probable manner of proceeding in prehistoric trephining.
There are three processes by which an opening in the craninn1 can be
n1ethodically produced-by rotatory movement, by cutting, and by scraping.
The most perfect exa1nple of the first-named method is in the use of
the modern trephine, which consists of a steel cylinder with saw-teeth and
a central pin to guide its first motion; the whole being worked by a crosshandle like that of a gimlet . 'rhis instnunent cuts out a circular piece of
bone, leaving a corresponding· aperture with perpendicular edges. The first
fonn of the trephine dates back to the early days of Greek surgery; cer-
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tainly to 1nore than 500 years before the Christian era. While, of course,
no instrument of this kind could have been known in the neolithic age, yet
an opening by terebration could have been obtained with any pointed tool.
M. Prunieres says that the shepherds of La Lozere practice it to this day, to
relieve sheep of the "staggers." The head of the anin1al is held between the
knees of the operator who fixes the point of his large sheath-knife in the
skull, and by rotation of the handle between his hands a hole is speedily produced. A sin1ilar practice prevails in Germany, according to V eckenstedt, the operation being performed by the shepherds in order to "burst
a bladder in .t he inside of the head of the sheep." But all such openings
are necessarily round, with nearly perpendicular edges, while the surgical
trephining of prehistoric times is characterized by elliptical openings and
by obliquely beveled edges.
As regards the second n1ethod, by cutting, no doubt flint saws n1ight
have been employed for the purpose, but it would have been impossible to
produce the even ellipsis, with its broad bevel, in such a manner. A polygonal-shaped aperture could only have resulted.
There ren1ains the process by scraping.' In some of the South Sea
Islands trephining is practiced in this tnanner, and, indeed, the exfoliative
trepan. of modern surgery provides for a sin1ilar process. Broca presented
to the Society of Anthropology of Paris, in I 876, some skulls upon which
he had hin1self produced precise counterparts of neolithic trephining by
scraping with a piece of broken glass. 10 The apertures were elliptical, the
long axis being in the direction of the to-and--fro motion of the scraper, and
the edges were broadly beveled. It rnight seem, at first, that this n1ust
have been a very slow and barbarous operation, but 'yhen it is rernembered
that the evidence points fltrongly to the belief that trephining was practiced
upon the very young, the objection, to a great extent, disappears. It took
Broca nearly an hour to produce the opening in a hard adult cranium, hut
in a .child's skull it required but four minutes to attain the san1e result.
Again, in July, 1877, Broca presented to the san1e society the skull of a
two months' old puppy, upon which he had perfortned the operation of trephining with a piece of flint fron1 Cro Magnon, and, although the flint was
w Bull.

Soc. cl'anthrop. de Paris, 1876, 2me

ser., xi,

51~.
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Cranium from Cibournios.

A-B. cicatrized edge from surgical tr~;!pbiuing.

Two-thirds natural size. (Broca.)

B-C, A-D, post-morton sections.
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very blunt and the bone twice as thick as that of a child of six years of age,
the operation was con1pleted in eight minutes; the dog recovered rapidly
without any syn1ptom of fever. 11
It is a curious fact that the an1ulets or rondelles, in the great majority
of instances, have been cut from skulls which had undergone, and a long
time survived, surgical trephining. Many of these skulls exhibit in1mense
openings, unmistakably of post-morten1 workmanRhip, but with a fragment
of the original cicatrized edge of the surgical operation remaining. (See
Plates V and VI.)
Many crania have been discovered with the characteristic opening indicating surgical trephining' long since cicatrized, but which had been subjected to no post-mortem operation. Why these exceptions should occur it
is impossible to discover. Possibly they were due to the law of den1and
and supply, and the amulets not being wanted at the time, the skulls were
left undefaced.
Quite a large number of these so-called amulets or rondelles have been
discovered, and are to be seen in the museums of Europe. 12 Some of then1
are very regular in outline, and very considerable labor has been bestowed
upon them to produce a polished surface and rounded edges. The rondelle
discovered by Professor Prunieres in the interior of a skull, and which first
. drew attention to the subject, is highly polished and beveled at the expense
of the outer table. (Plate I, fig. 1.) These carefully prepared amulets have
a very different appearance from the fragments of cranial bone which are
found in ancient burial places. The latter are more or less discolored and
eroded by the n1oisture and mineral ingredients of the soil in which they
have rested. The r.ondelles, on the other hand, have a dry, hard stu-face,
and are almost of the color of old ivory. This is probably due to their
having been worn as ornaments or amulets for a very long time; perhaps
by ·n1any successive owners. Other an1ulets are of irregular shape, being
elliptical, trapezoid, or triangular. Some amulets have been found with a
Bull. Soc. d'anthrop. de Paris, 1877, 2me ser., xii, 400; 477.
12Prunieres. Surles cranes perfores et les rondelles craniennes de l'epoque neolithiqne. Assoc.
franQaise pour l'avancemeut des sciences. Compte rendu, 3me sess., Lille (1874), Paris, 1tl75, 597-637.
·- - . La cremation dans les dolmens de La Lozere. Nouvelles rondelles craniennes. Dolmens de
la Marconiere et tombelle de Boujoussac. Ibid., 6me sess., Le Havre (1877), Paris, 1878, 675.
11
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groove cut around them, apparently for the purpose of suspending them from
the neck. (Plate I, Fig. 5.)
It now remains to give some account of Broca's theory as to the purpose of this surgical and post-mortem trephining. He rejected the theory
that the surgical operation in early life was performed on account of fracture
or disease of the bone, nothing whatever in the relics seeming to indicate
such conditions. He was, at one time, disposed to think that the operation
had a religious or superstitious motive, and that it indicated initiation into
son1e sacred order; but the extent of the di~coveries of trephined skulls,
and the fact that wonlen as well as n1en were subjected to the operation,
obliged him to give up that view. His conclusion-was that, in all probability,
the operation was performed as a cure for convulsions, simple or epileptic.
Trephining as a curative treatment for epilepsy has been practiced somewhat extensively in our own day, but it is now entirely abandoned, except
in cases of traumatic epilepsy, when the manifestation of the disorder has
been coincident with an injury to the skull. In such cases, ren1oval of depressed fragrnents of bone is clearly indicated, and has, in many instances,
been followed by entire disappearance of the epileptic fits.
In the curious storehouse of absurdities which our ancient Materia
::Medica exhibits, powdered bone from the human skull, as well as powdered
mumn1y, figure as unfailing remedies for epilepsy. Sometimes the bone
was to be calcined, and the supplementary ossicles of the skull, known as
ossa Wormiana, were in high repute for this purpose. In old works the
title of os antiepilecticum was an ordinary name for a W orn1ian bone.
For ~any ages epileptics were believed to be possessed of devils and
to be fit subjects for exorcism. When, in obedience to spell or potent command, the evil spirit left the sufferer, or, in other words, when the fit was
over, it was through the open mouth that the exit was made. There is a
cut in a curious old Gennan block-book representing the well-known incident of the epileptic of the New Testament. The mouth of the man is
painfully distended, and the horned head of a small imp is visible emerging
frorn his throat. The herd of swine, unconscious of the impending catastrophe, are watching the proceeding. It is not difficult to imagine how
appropriate it would appear to 1nake an opening in the skull for the escape
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of an evil spirit which could not be dislodged by ordinary exorcismY It is
for this purpose, among others, that trephining is practiced to this day arnong
the South Sea Islanders and by some of the Arab tribes of Algeria.
From these and similar considerations Broca was led to believe that
prehistoric trephining was practiced for the relief of convulsions in infancy
or childhood, and that a fragment of the skull of a person who had undergone this operation was worn as a preventive of the like common --and
alarming disorder. Hence the care with which a portion, at least, of the
cicatrized· border was preserv~d in the piece cut out to forn1 the amulet.
It must be borne in mind that a primitive people would not be likely
to discern any difference, except of degree, between the ordinary convulsions of childhood and epileptic fits. · The former, though alarming in
appearance, are by no means generally dangerous, and we can easily understand that the ·surgical operation would, in such cases, be credited with the
cure. It is thought, even in our own enlightened day, that the post quod
is occasionally taken for the propter quod, in surgical as well as medical
therapeutics.
So far, it may be said that Broca n1ade a fair case in favor of his theory,
but he carried his theorizing still further. He was of opinion that these tre ·
phined skulls and corresponding amulets indicated that a belief in a future
existence obtained among these primitive races. His argument is based
upon the discovery of atnulets in the interior of trephined crania. "Why,"
he asks, "was this precious relic placed inside the skull a,t burial' Was it
not a talisman to preserve the defunct, in a future existence,- against the
evil spirits that had afflicted hin1 in early life~ If so, does it not show that
a future existence was anticipated~"
When it is ren1emberecl that only three cases have been observed in
13 A curious custom is related by Miss A. W. Buckland, which may possibly be due to some legendary trace of the belief in the efficacy of trephining as a remedy for fits. She observed at Cannes, in
the south of France, a number of dogs with oblong patches of red leather stuck on their heads, and
npon inquiry was informed that these dogs were subject to fits, and that the red leather was worn as a
means of prevention. Jour. Anthrop. lust. London, 1881, xi, 16.
This part of the subject must not be dismissed without an allusion to the story of the birth of
Athene, so inimitably told by Lucian. It will be remembered that Zeus, suffering from intolerable pain
in the head, called upon Hephrestus to split open his head with an axe. The latter unwillingly obeyed,
when from the fractured opening sprang out the Goddess of Wisdom, clad in bright armor and with
spenr in hand. This is probably the first recorded instance of historic trephining.
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which rondelles were discovered in the interior of skulls, it must be adlnitted that this amiable theory rests upon a very slender foundation. It
seems n1uch more probable that their presence in the locality in which they
were found was due to accidental causes, such as the pressure of roots, or
the movements of worms. Mortillet and Prunieres both 1nention finding
small bones of the hand or foot inside of crania.
As regards the extent a.nd range of the relics indicating this singular
custom, it rnay be said that, iri France, the department of La Lozere has
produced. the greatest number. This, however, is probably due to the vigorous researehes of Prunieres and others in that region. Throughout the
south and southeast of France discoveries of trephined skulls continue to
be rnade. Broca states that the custom certainly prevailed throughout the
entire neolithic or polished stone period, as trephined skulls have been
found in the cavern of L'Honlme-1\fort, in La Lozere, which belongs to the
earliest part of that age, and in the grottoes of Baye, belonging to its close.
While it is not surprising that no trace of the custom should have been
discovered in the relics of the palreolithic or n1esolithic ages, it is certainly
remarkable that it should have disappeared with the neolithic age so conlpletely. It is perhaps not too much to say that no authentic instance of the
discovery of a trephined skull from the bronze period is on record Doubtless the rapidly increasing custom of incineration of bodies n1ust be regarded
as a principal cause. 1\.L de Baye has found cranial amulets in tombs of a
later epoch, and infers that the custon1 of trephining still prevailed. 14 This
does not, however, follow, as the amulets n1ay have been preserved through
many generations.
At the- n1eeting of the International Congress of Prehistoric Anthropology held at Brussels, in 1872, Dr. G. A. Lagneau read a paper entitled,
"Sur les m·anes de Furfooz"; and in the discussion which followed the measurements of some Esthonian crania were given by M. Quatrefages. In the
plate15 illustrating the latter, one skull has an aperture about the center
of the coronal suture which strikingly resembles the beveled edges proHBull. Soc. d'anthrop. de Paris, 1876, 2me ser., xi, 121.
15 Congres international d'anthropologie et d'archeologie prehistoriques.
sion, tenue a Bruxelles en 1872, Bruxelles, 1873, 558.
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duced by trephining. No allusion was made to it, the subject at that tin1e
not having been brought to light.
As early as 18 75 a trephined skull was found in a tumuJus at Bougon,
near Niort, in the south of France, which was described by M. Babert de
J uille. In his specimen, the openings had been made near the top of the
skull, ~nd the edges were perfe0tly cicatrized. 16
At the meeting of the Association for the Ad van cement of Science held
at Nantes, M. Chauvet presented a cranial amulet found in a tumulus·in the
forest of Boixe. 17
In the tertre Guer-in, on the right bank of the Seine, not far from Paris,
M. Ohouquet ·found the skull of an old man, with a trephined aperh1re which
had been long completely cicatrized. 18 M. Ohouquet also discovered sorr1e
specimens of both surgical and posthumous trephining in a mound, near
Ecuelles, which contained incinerated bones. He was disposed to think
that these relics belonged to the bronze age. 19
In 1877 M. Prunieres presented to the Paris society two admirable
specimens, in one of which the aperture, thoroughly cicatrized, was in the
occipital bone, a little to the right of the rnedian line-an unusual position. 20
M. Gassies discovered a trephined skull at Entre Roche, near Bordeaux,
in a burial place which he thought to be palreolithic. Further researches,
however, by M. Ohauvet, assigned it to the neolithic period, a polished stone
axe and similar relics having been discovered there. 21 Some other doubtful
cases of trephined skulls from the p'alreolithic period have been announced,
but no well-authenticated specimens have been discovered whic~ are of
earlier data than the polished stone age.
An interesting specimen was presented to the Paris society, in 1878,
by M. Guegan. 22 It was found in a dolmen at Etang-la-Ville, and exhibited
16 Rapport de la commission des tumnli de Bougon, suivi d'une etude sur la trepanation prchistorique, ct en particulier sur le crttne trepane que possede la musee de Niort. Par Babert de J uille. Niort,

1875.

8°.

Assoc. fran~aise pour l'avancement des sciences. Compte rendu de la 4me sess., Nantes, 1875,
Paris, 1876, 854.
18 Bull. Soc. d'anthrop. de Paris, 1877, 2me ser., xii, 13-16.
19 Ibid.' 1876, 2IDC ser.' xi, 279.
2o Ibid., 551..
21 Ibid., 1877, 2IDC ser.' xii, 12.
221 bid,) 1878, 3mc Ser,) i, 198,
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incon1plete trephining by raclage, or scraping. This modification of the
process of trephining consisted in removing the outer table of the skull by
scraping, leaving the inner or vitreous table intact. Altogether some twenty
specimens of the kind have been collected. What the object was of this
incomplete operation it is difficult to divine. Possibly the malady was
relieved and the further process rendered unnecessary.
In 1603 there was published in Lyons a book which is now excessively
rare. Its title was: Traicte de l'epilepsie, maladie vulgairen1ent appelee au
pays de Provence, la gontette aux petits enfants. Par J ehan r:raxil. S0 •
The writer evidently confounded convulsions with epilepsy, the latter disease
not attacking little children, rarely, indeed, developing itself before the tenth
year. The remedy he prescribes js scraping away a portion of the outer
table of the skull. Sornetimes the inner table, also, was rernoved by tho
exfoliative trepan. r:rhis reproduction of a prehistoric usage rnay perhaps
be cited as a curious instance of atavism in surgery.
In 1878 M. Prunieres n1ade some extensive researches in the caverns
of Beaurnes-Obaudes (La Lozere ), and found 11101~e than sixty specimens of
trephined skulls and cranial amulets. In three of these there was evidence
of the operation having been twice perfonned on the st-une subject. 23
In 1880 M. Mauvoisin found in some artificial grottoes near Baye several crania of the neolithic age, of which two exhibited cicatrized openings
Upon one of them post-mortem sections had been made in the usual1nanner. 24
A recent and very interesting contribution to our knowledge of the
subject is to be found in a paper read before the Paris Society of Anthropology by M. Parrot. 25 It describes a cranium found in a grotto of the neolithic period at Bray-sur-~eine (Marne). The frontal and both parietal
bones exhibit the consequences of extensive disease. Depressions exist, SLH h
as would be produced, 11. Parrot says, by pressing the thumb into soft
putty. On the left parietal a sn1all island of undiseased bone stands up in
the center of the depressed . portion, fonning a strong contrast. The bone
~3Bull. Soc. d'anthrop. de Paris, 1878, 3mc ser., i, 211.
24Ibid., 1880, 3mc ser., iii, 10.
25 Crane trouv6 dans une grotte de l'epoque de la pierre polio a Bray-sur-SEine (Marne), avec uno
quarantaine de squelettes, haches polies, poin~ons en os, colliers et ornements en coquilles. ib id., 1881,
31nc s6r., iv, 104-108.
.
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which has been subjected to disease is excessively thin, and was broken in
two or three places in the process of extraction No trace was left of the
coronal suture, the disease having entirely obliterated it. Bnt the most
interesting feature was the evidence that surgical trephining had been performed, apparently for the relief of the disease. The opening made involved
the frontal and left parietal bones; it was of the usual oval shape, but its
size could not be exactly ascertained, as the posterior portion of it was lost
in a large, irregular hole, produced, no doubt, when the skull was removed
from the earth. The trephining was performed partly on sound and partly
on the diseased bono, and the edges of the aperture l what remains of them)
are perfectly cicatrized, so that it is evident that the patient long survived
the operation. It cannot be held that the disease was the result of the operation. In the large number of trephined skulls which have been examined
there is no instance of disease of the bone, and in this particular case, as
~1. Parrot observes, if the disease had resulted fron1 the operation it would
have spread all around the opening, which is not the case, as what renw.ins
of the aperture is in sound bone.
The disease, which was probably an exfoliative osteitis or inflammation
of the bone, was, M. Parrot thinks, of traumatic origin. There is a depression on the frontal bone which may have been caused by a hatchet-stroke.
Whether the operation was perforn1ed to arrest the disease, or to remove
some of its symptorns, is, of course, a matter of conjecture; but as the diseased bone and the edges of the aperture had all become firmly cicatrized,
it is certain that the patient lived for some years after.
M. Parrot dwells upon the importance of this discovery as proving that
trephining was employed as a therapeutic measure in disease, and not only
for the relief of imaginary causes of evil, as in convulsions or epilepsy.
It is possible, however, that the subjective syrnptoms attending such exten. sive disease of the cranium rnay have required the usual remedy for eviction
of the supposed rnalignant spirit.
In Germany a few examples have been n1et with of prehistoric trephining. Prof. H. Wankel discovered in the grotto of Bytchiskala, in Bohemia,
the skeleton of a girl of about twelve years of age. The skull bore unmistakable evidence of surgical trephining having been performed during life.
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The aperture was on the right side of the frontal bone, was nearly circular
in shape, and about 3 centimeters in diameter. The inner table of the skull
exhibited no trace whatever of inflammatory process, such as would inevitably have accompanied caries or exostosis of the bone. At great length
Professor Wankel exan1ines every possible disease or injury of the bone
which might be supposed to account for the opening, and rejects thmn all.
Fron1 this argument by exclusion he arrives at a very firm belief that the
case was one of surgical trephining, precisely analogous to those observed
in the crania of La Lozere. 26
About the same time Dr. B. Dudik sent a communication to the Berlin
Ethnological Society, announcing his discovery of many trephined skulls
in the ossuariun~, or Beinhaus, at Sedlec in Bohemia. 27 In this famous boneheap there are pyramids of skulls and thousands of human bones. Tradition states that they cmne frcnn the old churchyard of Sedlec, the soil of
which, having been made sacred by admixture with earth brought fr01n Gethsemane, had the property of rapidly decaying the flesh and of preserving the
bones with a whiteness as of alabaster. The structure which now incloses
the relics was erected in 1709, but allusions to the Sedlec bones are to be
found in very early chronicles. A local legend relates that the perforated
skulls (of which there are a great 1nany) once belonged to the Cistercian and
Carthusian monks who were killed when the Hussites, under Ziska, captured
the convent of Sedlec in 1421. Dr. Dudik thinks that the punctures are
too even and too free fro1n fracture to have been made by the spiked clubs
~ith which Ziska's folio,vers were armed. This objection is probably not
well-fo.unded, The writer rmnen1 hers examining a heap of skulls of horses
in a knacker's yard, the animals having been destroyed with a pole-axe, a
weapon very siinilar to a spiked club, and the punctures were, in almost all
instances,· round with sharp edges and not accompanied by fracture. It
seems probable that these bones have accumulated through a very long·
period of time, but that they date principally fro1n the year 1318, when
a pestilence ravaged Bohemia and thirty thousand persons were buried in
Sedlec alone.
26 Wankel (H.). Ein prabistorischer Schiidel mit einer halbgebeilten Wnnde auf der Stirne boehstwahrscbeinlich dnrch Trepanation entstamlen. Mitt h. d. antbrop. Gesellsch. in Wien, 1878, vii, 86-99.
27 Dudik (B.). Ueber trepanirte Cranien im Beinbause zu Scdlec.
Ztschr. f. Etlm., Berl., 1878, x,
227-235.
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Dr. Dudik describes at some length the appearance of the openings in
the crania which he examined, but it would seem fro1n his description that,
in 1nost instances, 1~osthumous trephining alone bad been practiced. This,
of course, proves nothing. In a few cases he describes what seems like
cicatrization of the edges
A rriore competent observer, however, followed in his footsteps. Professor Wankel visited Sedlec in order to verify the observations of Dr. Dudik,
and examined the one hundred and twenty crania which had been·sttbmitted
to the latter. 28 Wankel was of opinion that, in every instance, the perforations were the result of wounds not immediately fatal. In two instances he
agreed with Dr. Dudik that there \-vere unmistakable marks of posthumous
trephining. Professor Wankel finishes his article by a description of his visit
to Prague, in the n1useum of which city he found two skulls from Bilin, in
Bohernia, exhibiting evidence of prehistoric trephining. One, a dolicocephalic skull, presented an orifice 60 millimeters by 40, of elliptic shape,
and situated in the center of the right parietal bone. The edges were
perfectly cicatrized, and exhibited the ivory-like surface characteristic of
long-healed trephining. In the other, a mesocephalic skull, the aperture
was round and about 40 1nillimeters in dian1eter. Professor Wankel was
of opinion that these skulls exhibited perfect specimens of prehistoric surgical trephin,ing, and goes on to observe that, even to the eye of a layman,
the differerice between the holes in these skulls and those in the crania of
the Sedlec ossuarium was most marked.
A notice of these two interesting specimens was sent to · the Paris
society by M. lngoald Oludset two years before. 29
Professor Virchow has contributed some observations illustrative of
the subject. At a meeting of the Berlin Anthropological Society, in 1879,
he described a skull fro1n a neolithic burial mound, in which the characteristic marks of cicatrization were observed in an opening in the right
parietal bone. At a later meeting be also reported some discoveries made
by General von Erckert in a Oujavian grave near Ziemcin, in Poland.
.Among them was a bone dir:;k, or rondelle, bearing a great resemblance to
28 Wankel (H.).
Ueber die nngoblich trepanirten Crnnien des Beinhauses zu Sedlec in Bohmcn.
Mitth. d. anthrop. Gesellsch. in Wien, 1879, viii, :352-360.
23 Dull. Soc. cl'anthrop. de Paris, 1877, 2me ser., xii, 10.
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those described by Broca. 30 Dr. L. Schneider presented to the san1e society
a similar exarnple fron1 the skulls of Strupcic, Bohmnia. 31
In 1875 an article was published by Dr. R. Wiedersheim, entitled,
''Ueber den Madelhofener Schadelfund in U nterfranken." This appeared
before attention had been drawn to the subject of prehistoric trephining,
but in one of the plates is a cranium with an opening in the left parietal
bone, presenting a ren1arkably strong resemblance to the accepted forn1 of
surgical operation. 32
At a meeting of the Italian Society of Anthropology, held in 1878, Professor Mantegazza exhibited a papier-rnache model of a Russian skull taken
from a ttunulus at Bogdanoff, which presented an exan1ple of surgical trephining undoubtedly performed during life. Posteriorly was a second
aperture of post-mortem origin. 33
l\{. Nicolucci discovered in a tnmulus in Italy a rondelle frorn the
occipital bone, highly polished on both sides, but no trephined skulls have
as yet been discovered in that country.
In Denmark a trephined skull was found in a doln1en at Borreby, and
another was discovered by ~I. Engelhardt, in a dolrnen of the stone age, at
Noes, in the island of Falster. 34
Broca received from General Faidherbe son1e casts of skulls fron1
Roknia, Algeria, one of which proved to be an excellent example of surgical trephining. Since his death another specimen has been received from
Roknia, which is deposited in the Musee Broca. In this ~kull the openingof the usual beveled, elliptical shape, and 13 millimeters in dian1eter-is
above the left external orbital apophysis. There is no evidence of repair on
the edges, so that it would seem that the operation was fatal; but as the
entire inner table of the skull has disappeared, from erosion, M. Le Baron
suggests that the cicatrized edges n1ay have n1et with a similar fate. 35
So far no discoveries of trephined crania have been made in Great Britain;
30 Ueber trepanirte Schadel von Giebichenstein. Verbandl. der Berliner Gesel!sch. fiir Anthrop.,
Berlin, 187!\ 64-67. - - . Knochenscbeibe aus einem Schadel, welche an ein trepanirtes Stiick erinnert. Ibid., 436.
ar Ueber die Hradif:!te von Stradonice und die Schadel von Strnpcic (Bohmen). Ibid., 239.
32 Archiv fiir Anthrop., Braunschweig, 1875-'76, viii, 225-236.
(Plate XV, figs. 1 and 2.)
33 A1:chi vio per 1' antropologia, etc., Milano! 1878, viii, 527.
3t de Nadaillac.
Lcs trepanations prehistoriqncs. Paris, 1879. 8°, p. 7.
35 Lesions osseuses, etc., 67.
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but it 1nay be mentioned, as illustrating the growth of interest in the subject,
that in France counterfeit rondelles have recently been put upon the market.
In the splendid prehistoric gallery of the geological section of the
n1useun1 at Lisbon is a craniun1 quite unique of its kind. 33 It presents evidence of an uncompleted operation of trephining upon the left·parietal bone.
'rhe groove, made by some cutting or sawing instrument, has nearly reached
the internal table, very clearly defining the rondelle, which measures G centimeters by 2, and fron1 the numerous scratches on the surrounding bone it
is evident that the instrument frequently slipped fron1 the groove in the process. Why the piece was not entirely detached it is useless to sur111ise. M. de
Mortillet was of opinion that the discovery rather tended to disprove Broca's
theory that the operation was performed by scraping until a hole was produced. It must be observed, however, that there is no evidence to prove
that the operation was perfornH3d during life in the case in question. It is
more likely that it was an atten1pted post-mortem trephining; but even
if it were not, its occurrence would only strengthen the views expressed
elsewhere in this paper, that though prehistoric trephining was probably
performed by scraping in the young subject, and that examples of this
n1ethod form the great majority of specin1ens in our museums, yet that it is
probable, fron1 analogy, that when perfor~ed on the adult it was b;~ sawing, cutting, or by a series of punctures.
The cranium in question was found in the grotto of Casa da Mouva at
Peniche, which contains the remains of one hundred and forty persons of
the neolithic period.
In America nothing has be~n discovered that can be said to belong to
prehistoric trephining, except the fan1ons Inca skull brought by Mr. Squier
fi·om Peru, and presented by him to the Paris Society of Anthropology.
This relic, which consists of the face and frontal hone, is stated by Mr.
Squier to have been taken from an Inca cemetery in the valley of Yucay,
within one mile of the "Baths of the Incas." 37
~6Notes sur l'archeologie prehistorique en Portugal, par Em. Cartailhac. Dnll. Soc. d'anthrop.
de Paris, H:l81, 3me ser., iv, 281~307.-Trepanation prellistorique, par A. de Mortillet. lbid., Ul82, 3rno
sor., v, 143-146.
:; 7 Peru.
Incidents of traYel and exploration in the land of the Incas. By E. George 811 nier. New
Y01 k, Hl77. 8° , p. 456; Appendix, p. 577. It is also described in that singularly unique publication, yo].
i, No. 1 (all ever published), of the Journal of the Anthropological Institute of New Yotk for 1871-'7~.
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The drawing (Plate VII) shows how entirely the operation in this case
differs from the elliptic openings of the French crania. The round white
spot indicates where the periosteun1 had been removed by the operator; and
this was done, Broca thought, about eight or ten days before death. The
fmnons surgeon, 1\\:Haton, who also examined the bone, suggested fifteen
days. 38 As no evidence of fracture was visible, the French experts were of
op1n1on that the operation was perforn1ed to evacuate fluid in the cavity,
but Dr. J. P. N ott, of Mobile, offered the very plausible suggestion that a
punctured wound, such as the known weapons of the Peruvians 1night
inflict, n1ight have necessitated the operation. The. incisions appear to have
been performed with a cutting instrument, something like an engraver's
burin, and not with a saw.
In 1875, 1fr. Henry Gihuan, then of Detroit, published. a description
of ten to fifteen skulls obtained from mounds on Sable River, Lake Huron,
and two fragments fro1n Great Mound, River Rouge,
Michigan. 39 All of these skulls presented a circular perforation at the vertex, "evidently n1ade,"
he says, "by boring. ·with a rude, probably stone,
instrument, varying in size, in some instances h~v
ing a dia¥leter of one-third of an inch; in others,
of one-half of an inch, and flaring at the surface"
(fig. ] ).
At the Detroit n1eeting of the American AssociaFw. 1.--Arti:ficially perforated
skullfrommoundatSableRiver tion for the Advancement of Science, Mr. Gilrnan
(Lako lluron), Michigan; onequarter &izo.
read a n1ore elaborate paper on the same subject, 40
and, at the twenty-sixth meeting of the society, this was followed by
another paper, entitled; "Additional facts concerning artificial perforation
of the cranium in ancient moun<ls in J\Hchigan." 41 ~fr. Gihnan was Yery
positive that the perforations were not analogous to the prehistoric trephining
observed in France. They were n1erely holes bored after death, and it was
suggested by Professor Mason that, like the Dyaks of Borneo, the natives
Bull. Soc. d'anthrop. de Paris, 1867, 2mc scr., ii, 403.
Amcr. Naturalist, Salem, 1875, ix, 473.
40 Proc. Am. Ass. A<.lv. Science, 24th meeting, at Detroit, 1875, Salem, 1876, 316-331.
41 Ibid., 26th meeting, at Nashville, 1877, Salem, 1878, 335-339.
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The Inca skull brought by Mr. Squier from Peru.
(Photographed at Army Med. Museum.)
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Inight have made the punctures for the convenience of stringing the skulls.
rrhis would explain why the hole was invariably at a point opposite to the
foramen magnum. A discovery of Mr. Gilman's, however, seems to throw
some doubt upon this theory. He found, in a mound at Devil River, Michigan, the. remains of a person, evidently of rank, lying upon his back, but
with the characteristic perforation in his skull.
~fr. W. C. Holbrook, in an account of his exan1ination of some Indian
rnounds on Rock River, at Sterling, Ill., says:
Inside this dolmen I found the remains of eight human skeletons. . . . One of the sku lis presented a circular opening about the size of a silver dime. This perforation had been made during life,
for the edges had commenced to cicatrize. 4 2

It is not stated in what part of the skull the opening was found, nor .
whether any evidences of fracture or other injury existed, so that, as it
stands, the case cannot be thought to be one of trephining, but rather one
of a partly healed wound.
Before concluding this review of the evidence so far aceunntlated upon
the subject, some account 1nust be given of the 1nethod ~f trephining practiced in our own day by some semi-barbarous tribes, vdth the purpose of
seeing whether it throws any light on the prehistoric operation.
In the djebel Aoudts (Mont Au res), the southern tennination of the
Atlas mountain range, in the province of Constantine, in Algeria, there
exists a race of Kabyles who are the descenda~ts of the Berbers, the genuine autochthones of Africa. The practice of trephining prevails extensively among them, although it ·is by no means general among other tribes
of I(abyles. 'rwo French arrny surgeons, MM. L.-T. Martin 43 and Amedee
Paris/4 have given very full accounts of the method adopted.
It appears that the operation is performed for fracture of the skulJ,
whether simple or con1pound, for disease of the bone, and for violent pains
in the head. It may be performed at any age, upon either sex, and upon
any part of the skull, though the parietal bones seen1 to be 1nost frequently
Amer. Naturalist, Salem, 1877, xi, 688.
La trep::mation du cr~ne, telle qu'elle est pratiquee par les Kabyles de 1' Aures. Par L.-T. Martin. Le Montpellier med., 1867, xviii, f>25-535. Also, Reprint.
44 De la trepanation cephalique pratiquee par les medecins indigenes de l'Aouress (province <le
Constantine). Par M. le dr. Amedee Paris. Gazette med. de l'Alg6rie, Alger, 1868, xiii, 25-28. Also,
Reprint.
42

43
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chosen. M. Paris did not n1e~t with any instances in which the operation
had been performed upon subjects of less than ten or more than sixty years
of age.
The instruments are rude and simple enough, consisting of a razor, a
serpette, one or two saws, some straight and curved e1evators, and the
brima, or perforator. This latter is a rnetal rod, as thick as a ramrod, with
a point an eighth of an inch long, but not over one-third of the diameter
of the rod, which thus forrns a shoulder and prevents too deep a penetration
of the instrument. (See Plate VIII.) The point being fixed in the bone,
after ren1oval of the scalp by a crucial incision, the rod is taken between
the hands of the operator, and by a rapid to-and-fro motion is made to
revolve so that a puncture is produced. This is followed by another and
another, uritil the fracture or the portion of bone intended to be removed is
~urrounded with a row of these holes, very close together. The saw is used
to run them one into the other, and by rneans of the elevator the fragment
is removed. The dentated edges are smoothed, a shield is fastened over the
aperture, and appropriate dressings, with 1nany ceremonies, applied. The
operation is performed with great slo·wness, and is not generally completed
at one sitting. It must, one would think, be exquisitely painful, but it is
held to be a point of honor to exhibit no evidence of suffering, and if
the patient should be so weak as to utter cries, he is jeered at, and even
beaten.
The foregoing description of the 1nethod of operating is taken from the
article by M. Martin. There is a difference in the pro-

~ii~~~~~~ cedure as related by M. Paris, who does not mention
~

·the use of the brima or of any analogous instrurnent.
He says that the thebibe cuts out a square piece of
bone, inclusive of the injured portion, with a saw, liftFw. 2.-Fmgment from Kabyle ing the fragment with the elevator.
Great violence is
skull, forcibly broken out in the
•
•
•
•
operation.
sometn11es used 1n th1s part of the operation, and a
portion of the outer or inner table is occasionally forced off, as in the accompanying figure; the bone from which it was drawn was in the possession of
M. Paris.

/'REHISTOR!C TKEPH!N!N!;, Pl. VII!.
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1. Mouss (razor).
2. noussadi (knife).
3. El-Chret.af (hook).
4. . Mesena (elevator).

FIG. 5. Chefra (elevator).
FIG. 6. Tirima (perforator).
FIG. 7. Menchar (saw).
FIG. 8. Boussadi converted into saw.
Half-size.

(Martin.)
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The thebibe (operator) is a sort of semi-priest who has inherited the
right to exercise his function; the operation, the instrun1ents, the dressings,
are all sacred, an.d the patient is held in reverence after recovery. The
dressings consist mainly of woman's milk and of butter; the for1ner obtained
from a woman who has duly perfonned her religious rites. Both these
ingredients figure in ceremonial observances in the Orient.
It is impossible to draw any conclusion as to the results of this process
of trephining. The thebibes insist that it is always successful, but Arab
Inendacity is proverbial, and neither M. Paris nor M. Martin gives any
credence to their statements. When commencing the incisions, the thebibe's
formula is thus pronounced: Thou wilt recover if 1·t please God. If the patient
_snccu1nb, his family are told: It w.as written.
The natives, however, certainly regard the operation as without danger
to life~ and it is even resorted to as a means of extortion. M. Paris relates
that two men having quarreled, one struck the other a blow on the body
with a stick. Some days· after the latter had his head trephined for a pretended fi·acture and sued his enemy for damages. The deception was
exposed, and both patient and surgeon were punished. The dieh, or price
of blood, is rigorously exacted among them, every injury, even a fatal one,
having its established price. M. Martin mentions that he has seen 1nen upon
whom trephining had been practiced five or six tiines, so that their heads
were monstrously disfigured. It is to be borne in mind that in these cases
t~ operation was performed at intervals of time for different injuries.
A .remarkable case 'has been recently published in which the patient
was trephined five times within five years. 45 The disease of the bone for
which these succes~i ve operations were performed originated in blows
received in a brawl in 1875. The last trephining took place in 1880, and,
so far, appears to have been successful.
In Otaheite, the operator's ar1namentarium consists of pieces of broken
glass bottles for scraping, or, sometimes, of flints, shark's teeth for incisions,
and pieces of gourd with shark tendons for strings with which to cover the
opening produced. A missionary at Uvea, one of the South Sea Islands,
4 5 A case of repeated trephining.
ix, 259-261.

By P. B. McCutchon. New Orleans Med. & Surg. Journal, 1881,·
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gives a very clear and interesting account of the n1ethod of trephining practiced at that spot. 46 He says:
A very surprising operation is performed en the islan<l of Uvea, in the Loyalt~T group. A notion
prevails that headache, neuralgia, vertigo, and other cerebral affections proceed from a crack in the
head or pressure of the skull on the brain. The remedy is to lay open tlle scalp "·ith a cross or T
incision, then scrape tlle cranium carefully and geutly will! a piece of glass until a hole is made into
the skull, down to the dura mater, about the size of a crown piece. Sometimes tl1is scraping operation
will be even to tho pia mater by au unskillful surgeon, or from the impatience of the friends, and death
is the consequence. In the best of hands about half of those who undergo the operation die from it.
Yet this barbarous- custom, from superstition and fashion, has been so prevalent that very few of tho
male adults arc without this hole in the cranium, or "have a shingle loose," to usc an Australian phrase.
I am informed that sometimes an attempt is made to cover the membranes of the cranium so exposed by
placing a piece of cocoanut, shell nuder the scalp. For this purpose they select a very hard and durable
piece of shell, from which they scrape the softer parts and grind quite smooth, and put this as a })late
between the scalp and skull. Formerly the trephine was simply a shark's tooth; now a piece of broken
glass is found more suitable or less objectionable (if we may even so qualify the act). The part of the
cranium generally selectecl is that where the coronal and sagittal sutures unite, or a little above it, upon
the supposition that there the fracture exists.

The serni-religious character of all and everything concerned in the
operation amongst the Kabylian tribes of Algeria is of special interest, as
it seems to strengthen, by analogy, the theory that the subjects of prehistoric trephining acquired thereby a sacred character which led to the wearing of amulets fron1 their skulls, as already described.
The curious suggestion has been made that the tonsure of priests is a
perpetuation of the ancient custon1 of trephining. The Abbe Martigny, in
his Dictionary of Christian Antiquities, says that the oldest Christian
mosaics and manuscripts represent St. Peter with the tonsure as a 1nark of
pre-eminence over the other apostles. It is probable that no weight should
be attached to this fact. The picture galleries of Europe abound in Holy
Families where tonsured monks of various orders are adoring the infant
Christ-.anachronisms which did not trouble the old masters. We know,
too, that Brahmin priests, of a period long anterior to the Christian era,
are represented as tonsured. This does not, of course, affect the q nestion
of the possible origin of the tonsure from the suP.posed sacred custom of
trephining, but the matter n1ay be safely left as unsettled.
The discoveries which have been n1ade of late in mapping out the
convolutions of the brain, or, as it is termed, the localization of function,
have led to the reintro_duction of trephining from a highly scientific stand46 N ativo medicine and surgery in the South Sea !::,;lands, by the Rev. Samnol Ella.
Med. Times &
Gaz., Lond., 1874, i, 50.
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point. Given, in injury of the head or abscess of the brain, the failure of a
func,tion, the locality of that function being kno1vn, there is the place to
trephine. S01ne very remarkable results have been attained, and the consequence is that trephining has again beC'on1e popular in France Broca
deserves the credit of being among· the first to initiate this method of trephining.47 This matter is referred to because a distinguished French surgeon,
M. Lucas-Championniere, published a work upon the subject about four
years ago, and in the introduction, speaking of prehistoric trephining, he
takes the ground that the operation was not performed by. scraping, as Broca
supposed, but by a series of punctures such as have_ been described as produced by the Algerian opera.tor. 48 rro prove this, he took a flint weapon, and
drilling a series of holes in a skull, afterwards ran then1 one into the other
and ren1oved the piece. The serrations were easily smoothed off with a
piece of flint. The result could not be distinguished from the opening produced by scraping, the beveled edges being alike. (See Plate IX.)
This is ingenious and surprising; but while it n1ust be adn1itted that
the perforations may have been made by puncture, yet the existence of a
considerable number of skulls partially trephined, the outer table only
having been unmistakably scraped avvay, offers a strong presumption 1n
favor of the latter method.
The following conclusions n1ay be permitted:
1. The large nu1nber of perforated neolithic crania exhibiting cicatrized
edges establishes the existence of a custon1 of trephining.
2. The operation was performed on both 'sexes, and generally at an
early age.
3. The purpose is doubtful, but from analogy it would seem to have
been for the relief of disease of brain, injury of skull, ·epilepsy or convul ..
S10ns.
4. The operation was probably performed by scraping; possibly by a
series of punctures. It is likely that the first was en1ployed for children
and the latter for the harder skulls of adults.
47 M. Legoucst, the professor of 'inilitary surgery at Val de Grace, formulates this remarkable
rule: "Singular as it may appear, I think the rule is that you should always trephine when you are
cll)ubtful whether it ought to be done"!
4 BEtude bistorique et clinique snr la trepanation clu crane; ln. trepanation guidee par les localisations cerebrales. Par Just Lucas-Championniere. Paris, 1878. 8°, p. 12.
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5. Posthumous trephining consisted in removing fragments of the skull
of a person who had undergone surgical trephining.
6. Each fragrnent was to exhibit a portion of the cicatrized edge of the
original operation; and the purpose w~s, probably, to form an amulet to
protect fi·o1n the same disease or injury for ·relief of which the operation
had been performed.
7. The evidence so far confines the custom to neolithic man on the
continent of Europe.
ADDI'I'IONAL NOTE.
Since the foregoing was printed a curious discovery has been made of
something like ''post-n1orten1 trephining" in a remote region. Dr. Dybowski, who has been traveling in Y essel and the Aino lands, sent eight
Aino skulls to Mr. Kopernicki, who observed in five of them that a resection
of the foramen magnum had been performed in what he described as "a
systematic manner analogous to the trephined skulls of the French dohnens·."
In one skull a portion only of the edge of the fontn1en magnntn had been
cut out; in another the alveolar process had been sawn off. He supposed
that the_ purpose of the resection was not ceremonial, but medical, and that
the excised bone was to be used as a remedy. Nothing is known of trephining a1nong the Ainos.
Mr. I(opernicki sent the description of these skulls to the Ethnological
Society of Berlin, and Professor Virchow ren1arked that there was no doubt
that an artificial renwval of fragments of bone had taken place, generally
from the posterior and lateral sections of the border of the foramen Inagnuin and the adjacent parts. In the three Aino skulls in his own collection
nothing of the kind was to be seen, but a Goldi skull and a New Brandenburg skull presented similar lesions l-Ie had supposed them, in the latter
case, to be due to an attempt to make a drinking-cup of the skull, it having
been found in the earth without any other parts of a skeleton, and in the
frontal bone two small holes had been Ina de as if for strings. The five Aino
skulls in question had been dug out of graves by Dr. Dybowski himself,
and he did not think the drinking-cup theory was applicable to them. He
·was unable to give any opinion as to the object of these resections. 49
41
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See, also, foot-note 3, p. 6 ante.
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PREFACE
I am fully aware that this paper bears the n1arks of haste and gives
evidence of the fact that a number of the more important points are not
worked out as thoroughly and cori1pletely as they might have been had
n1ore tin1e been devoted to them. But the growing interest in the public
mind in reference to all that relates to the past history of our continent has
induced n1e to present it in its present incon1plete form rather than defer its
publication to an indefinite period in the future. It is therefore offered to
the public more as a tentative work than with the expectation that all n1y
conclusions will stand the test of criticism.
I have endeavored, as will be seen by an examination of its contents,
to confine n1y studies as strictly as possible to the Manuscript itself, without
being influenced in 1ny conclusions by the conclusions of others-using
Landa's "Relacion," Perez's '' Cronologia," Brasseur's works, and the Dresden
Codex as my chief aids; not intending by any means to ignore the valuable work done by others in the same field, but that I might remain .as free
as possible to work out results in my own line of thought.
I may also add that at the time the 1nain portion of the paper was
written I was in the West, out of reach of any extensive library contain··
ing works relating to the history, antiquities, &c., of Mexico and Central
America. This fact I mention as an apology for the comparatively few
works referred to in the paper.
I have studied the Manuscript somewhat in the same way the child
undertakes to solve an illustrated rebus, assun1ing as a standpoint the status
of the semi-civilized Indian, and endeavoring, as far as possible, to proceed
upon the same plane of thought. In other words, I have not proceeded upon
the assumption that the pre-Columbian Indians of Yucatan were learned phiIII
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losophers, thoroughly versed in science and general knowledge, but were
Indians, who through some influence, whether introduced or indigenous,
had made considerable advance in certain lines of art and science. But
these lines, as I believe, were few and limited, relating chiefly to architecture, sculpture, painting, and the computation of time.
As an examination of the Manuscript soon satisfied n1e that" it was, to
a great extent, a kind of religious calendar, I found it necessary first to discuss the Maya chronological systen1 in order to make use of the numerous
dates found in the work-a fact that will explain why so many pages of the
first part of the paper are devoted to this subject.
The results of my investigations are summed up at the close of this
preface. I find the work consists of two parts: first, a calendar giving the
dates of religious festivals running through a long period. Qf time, in all
probability a grand cycle of three hundred and twelve years, together with
brief formulas; second, an illustration of the habits,. customs, and employments of the people. But these two subjects are mingled together throughout the Manuscript; the first including n1ost of the r.haracters or hieroglyphics around the spaces; the second the figures in the spaces.
One omission in my paper will ,be observed by those who are familiar
with the subject, that is, the failure on my part to notice and account for, in
the Maya chronological system, the surplus days of the bissextile years. This
on1ission on my part has been intentional. I can find no plan by which to
insert them in the series, numbering them as the others, without interfering
with that o.r der which is essential to the system itself. I have therefore
proceeded upon the assumption that they are added as uncounted days, and
hence interfere in no way with the regular order. If I am mistaken in this
conclusion, considerable modification in my tabular arrangement of the
years may be necessary, even though the general plan be correct.
A very serious drawback to the attempt to explain the written characters or hieroglyphics has been the lack on my part of a knowledge of the
Maya language. Such a knowledge I do not claim; therefore, in this part
of the work, the best I could do was to quote from the lexicons, as there
given, such words as I found it necessary to refer to. The propriety of
attempting anything in this direction without this knowledge may be justly
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questioned. But after seriously considering this point, I concluded it best
to give to the world the result of my investigations with these explanations,
as I felt ·c onfident I bad made some progress in deciphering this mysterious
Manuscript.
I take this opportunity of acknowledging the obligations I am under
to Dr. D. G. Brinton, of Philadelphia, for the valuable notice of the Maya
1\-Ianuscripts which he has contributed as an introduction to my paper.

RESUL'rS OF MY INVESTIGATIONS OF THE MANUSCRIPT TROANO.

These may be briefly summed up as follows:
1st. That the work was intended chiefly as a ritual or religious calendar to guide the priests in the observance of religious festivals, and their
nun1erous ceremonies and other duties. rrhat the very large number of
day columns and numerals, which form fully one-half of what n1ay be
called the written portion, are sirpply dates which appear to run through .
one entire grand cycle of 312 years, fixing the time when festivals should
be held and other religious observances take place. Also that much of the
text proper-the portion in hieroglyphics or written characters-is purely
ritualistic, consisting of very simple forn1ulas.
2d. That the figures' in the spaces are in sorrw cases symbolical, in
others ~imple pictographs, and, in quite a number, refer to relig!ous ceremonies, b"?-t that in many instances they relate to the habits, customs, and occupations of the people-as, for example, their· method of capturing game,
which, as appears from this work, was as stated by Herrera, chiefly by "gins
and traps"-and the incidents of the chase; that which relates to the business of the apiarists; making ropes; the manufacture of idols; agricultural
pursuits; occupation and duties of the females, &c. But even here we see
the religious element pervading everything.
3d. That the work appertained to anQ. was prepared for a people living in the interior of the country, away from the sea-shore. This is inferred
from the fact that nothing is found in it relating to fishernlen, or their vessels.
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But there are reasons for believing that it pertained to a con1pa1~tively wellwooded section.
4th. That the people of the section where it was prepared were peaceable, not addicted to war; and were sedentary, supporting then1selves chiefly
by agricultural products, though relying upon their "gins and traps" and
the chase to supply them with anin1al food. Twelve of the plates (VIII
to XIX) are devoted to this latter subject; ten (I* to X~) to the business,
festivals, &c., of the apiarists and honey-gatherers; and ten (XXIV to
XXXIII) to rains, storms, and agricultural pursuits.
The execution and character of the work itself, as well as its contents,
bear testin1ony to the fact that the people were comparatively well
advanced in the arts of civilized life. But there is nothing here to warrant
the glowing descriptions of their art and refinement given by some of the
earlier as well as more modern writers, nor even to correspond with what
1uight be inferred frorn the architectural ren1ains in some part·s of Yucatan.
We find in the work indications of stone and wooden houses, but generally
with thatched roofs; at least they always have wooden supports, and ar~ of
'
a ten1porary character.
'The dress of the males appears to have consisted of a strip of cloth
(probably cotton), passed once or twice around the loins, with one end
hanging down behind and the other in front, or a small flap in front and
the ends behind. That of the females consisted of a skirt fastened at the
waist and hanging down to the ankles. A kind of broad anklets and wristlets appear also to have been quite common with the better class, but the
feet were always bare. The women parted their hair in the 1niddle, that of
the matrons or married women not being allowed to hang down, while that
of the younger or un1uarried ones was allowed to hang in long locks behind.'
1
Mats alone Reenl to have been used as seats.
The pottery, so far as I can judge by what is shown in the Manuscript (and in this prefatory statement I .confine n1y ren1arks strictly to
what seems to be shown here, unless otherwise expressly stated), was of ~n
inferior grade as to form and decoration, but it is worthy of notice that pots
with legs were conuuon. Sorne censers in the form of a snake's neck and
head are. the best specimens represented.
Ji
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In planting their corn (maize) it was dibbled in with a curved stick,
five grains to a hill being the established number. While at this work they
wore a peculiar head-covering, apparently a kind of matting. The other
cultivated plants noticed in the work appear to be cacao, cotton, and a
leguminous species, probably a climbing b~an, as it is supported by a stake.
I judge, from a number of the figures, that their corn while growing
was subject to the attacks of numerous insects (represented us worms or
snakes), which ate foliage, ear, and root, and was frequently injured by
severe storms, and also that the planted grains were pulled up by birds and
a small quadruped. Their crops were also subject to injury by severe
droughts, accompanied by great heat.
The production of honey seems to have been a very important industry in the section to which the work relates, but so far I have succeeded in
interpreting but few ·of the figures which refer to it.
Rope-making (or possibly weaving) is represented on Plate XI*-a
very simple process, which will be found described in my paper.
Their chief mechanical work, as I judge from this Manuscript, was the
ma~ufacture of idols, some being made of ·clay and others carved of wood
Two implements __ used in n1aking their wooden images appear, frorn the
figures, to have been of metal, one a hatchet, the other sharp-pointed and
shaped n1uch like a pair of she-ars.
Spears and arrows (if such they be, for there is no figure of a bow in
the entire work), or darts, are the only implements of warfare shown. The
spears or darts seem to have been often thrown by mear;ts of a kind of hook,
and guided by a piece of wood with a n9tch at the end.
5th. The taking of life, apparently of a slave, is indicated in one place,
but whether as a sacrificial offering is uncertain. It is evidently not in the
manner described by the early writers, as in this case it is by decapitation
with a machete or hatchet, the arms being bound behind the back, and what
is presumed to be a yoke fixed on the back of the head. This is the only
thing in the Manuscript, except holding captives by the hair, as in the
Mexican Codices, which can possibly be construed to indicate human sacrifice. In the Dresden Codex human saerifice in the usual way-by opening
the breast--is clearly indicated.
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6th. We learn from the figures in the Manuscript that the cross in son1e
of its forms was in use among this people as a religious emblem, and also
that the bird was in some cases brought into connection with it, as at
Palen que.
7th. In regard to the written characters I have reached the following
conclusions:
•
That, although the movement of the figures is from the right to the
left, and the plates should be taken in this way, at least by pairs, yet, as a
general rule, the characters are in columns, to be read from the top downwards, columns following each other from left to right; that when they are
in lines they are to be read from left to righ( and by lines from the top
downwards, but that lines are used only where it is not convenient to place
the characters in columns. The correctness of this conclusion is, I think,
susceptible of demonstration by what is found in the Manuscript.
8th. That there is no fixed rule in reference to the arrangement of the
parts of compound characters. The few which I have been able to decipher
satisfactorily appear to have the parts generally arranged in an order nearly
or quite the reverse of that in ~hich the characters themselves are placed.
9th. That the characters, while to a certain extent phonetic, are not
true alphabetic signs, but syllabic. No:r will even this definition hold true
of them all, as some appear to be ideographic and others sirrlply abbreviated pictorial representations. l\1ost of the characters are compound, and
the parts more or less abbreviated, and, as the writing is certainly the work
of the priests, we :r;nay correctly term it hieratic.
Landa's alphabet, I think, is the result of an attempt on his part to pick
out of the cornpound characters their simple elements, which he erroneously
supposed represented letters. The day characters are fonnd il). the Manuscript substantially as given by this author, but appear to have been derived
from an earlier age, and to have lost in part their original signification. No
month characters are found in this work, th.ough con1mon in the Dresden
Codex.
1Oth. That the work (the original, if the one now in existence be a
copy) was probably written about the middle or -latter half of the fourteenth
century. This conclusion is reached first, from internal evidence alone;
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second, from this, together with historical evidence. The tribe appears to
have been at the time in a peaceable, quiet, and comparatively happy condition, which will carry us back to a time preceding the fall of Mayapan,
and before the introduction of .Aztec soldiers by the Cocomes.
1 I th. I think we find conclusive evidence in the work that the .Ahau
or Katun was a period of 24 years, and the great cycle of 312; also, that
the series commenced with a Cauac instead of a Kan year, as has been
usually supposed.
Lastly, I add that I think Brasseur .was right in supposing that this
work originated in that section of the peninsula k~own as Peten.
CYRUS THOMAS.
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INTRODUCTION.
BY DANIEL G. BRINTON, M. D.

THE GRAPHIC SYSTEM AND ANCIENT RECORDS OF THE
MAYAS.
1.-INTRODUCTORY.

One of the ablest of living ethnologists has classified the means of
recording knowledge under two general headings-·Thought-writing and
Sound-writing. 1 The former is again divided into two forms, the first and
earliest of which is by pictures, the second by picture-writing.
'I'he superiority of picture-writing over the mere depicting of an occurrence is that it analyzes the thought and expresses separately its component
parts, whereas the picture presents it as a whole. The representations
familiar among the North An1erican Indians are usually mere pictures, while
1nost of the records of the Aztec communities are in picture-writing.
'rhe genealogical development of Sound-writing begins by the substitution of the sign of one idea for that of another whose sound is. near'ly or
quite the satne. Such was the early graphic systen1 of Egypt, and such
substantially to-day is that of the Chinese. Above this stands syllabic
.writing, as that of the Japanese, and the semi-syllabic signs of the old
Semitic alphabet; while," as the perfected result of these various attempts,
we reach at _last the invention of a true alphabet, in which a definite figure
corresponds to a definite elementary sound.
It is a primary question in American archreology, How far did the most
1 Dr. Friedrich Muller, G1·undriss der Spmchwissenscltajt, Band i, pp. 151-156.
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cultivated nations of. the Western Continent ascend this scale of graphic
development~ This question is as yet unanswered. All agree, however,
that the highest evolution took place among the Nahuatl-speaking tribes of
Mexico and the Maya race of Yucatan.·
I do not go too far in saying that it is proved that the Aztecs used to a
certain extent a phonetic system of writing, one in which the figures refer not
to the thought, but to the sound of the thought as expressed in spoken Ian- ·
guage. rrhis has been demonstrated by the researches of M. Aubin, and, of
late, by the studies of Senor Orozco y Berra.1
Two evolutionary steps can be distinguished in the Aztec writing. In
, the earlier the plan is that of the rebus in combination with ideograms,
which latter are nothing more than the elen1ents of picture-writing. Exanlples of this plan are the fa1niliar "tribute rolls" and the naines of towns
and kings, as shown in several of the codices published by Lord l(ingsborough. The second step is where a conventional in1age is en1ployed to
represent the sound of its first syllable. This advances actually to the level
of the syllabic alphabet; but it is doubtful if there are any Aztec records
entirely, or even largely, in this form of writing. They had only reached
the commencement of its development.
The graphic systern of the _Mayas of Yucatan was very different from
that of the Aztecs. No one at all fa1niliar with the two could fail at once
to disting~1ish between the Manuscripts of the two nations. They are
plainly independent developn1ents.
We know much 1nore about the ancient civilization of Mexico than of
Yucatan; we have many 1nore Aztec than Maya Manuscripts;and hence we
are more at a loss to speak with positiveness about the Maya systmn of
writing than about the J.Yfexican. We must depend on the brief and unsatisfactory statements of the early Spanish writers, and on what little modern
research has acco1nplishecl, for means to form a correct opinion; and there
is at present a justifiable discrepancy of opinion about it among those who
have given the subject most attention.
1Aubin, Memoire sur la Peintm·e didactique et l'Ecriture figurative des anciens Mexicains, in the introduction to Brasseui· (ue Bo~rbourg)'s Histoire des Nations civiUsees du JJfexique ct de l'A:merique Centmle,
t,om. i; Manuel -Orozco y Berra, Ensayo de Descijracion geroglifica, in the Anales dtl Museo nacional de
lJ.ie);ico, tom. i, ii.
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2.-DESORIPTIONS BY SPANISH WRITERS.

The earliest exploration of the coast of Yucatan was that of Francisco
Hernandez de Cordova, in 1517. The year following, a second expedition,
· under J nan de Grijalva, visited a nun1ber · of points between the island of
Cozumel and the Bahia de Terminos.
Several accounts of Grijalva's voyage have been preserved, but they
make no distinct reference to the method of writing they found in use.
Some native books were obtained, however, probably from the J\;fayas, and
~ere sent to Spain, where they were seen by the historian Peter Martyr.
He describes them in general terms, and cotnpares the characters in which
they were written to the Egyptian hieroglyphics, some of which he had
seen in Rome. He supposes that they contain the laws and ceremonies of
the people, astronomical calculations, the deeds of their kings, and other
events of their history. He also speaks in commendation of the neatness
of their general ·appearatice and the skill with which the drawing and painting were carried out. He further mentions that the natives used this method
of writing or drawing in the affairs of common life. 1
Although Y:ucatan became thus early known to the Spaniards, it was
not until 154l that a permanent settlernent was effected, in which year
Francisco de 1\Iontejo, _the younger, advanced into the central province of
Ceh Pech, and established a city on the site of the ancient town called
Ichcanziho, which 1neans "the five (temples) of many oracles (or serpents)," .
to which he gave the nan1e Merida, on account of the magnificent ancient
edifices he found there.
Previous to this date, however, in 1534, Father Jacobo de Testera, with
four other missionaries, proceeded from _T abasco up the west coast to the
neighborhood of the Bay of Campeachy. They were received amicably
by the natives, and .instructed thmn in the articles of the Christian faith.
They also obtained from the chiefs a subn1ission to the l(ing of Spain; and ·
I mention this early missionary expedition for the fact stated that each chief
signed this act of subrnission "with a certain mark, .like an autograph."
1 Pet~r

Martyr, d.ecad. iv, cap, viii.
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This docnrnent was subsequently taken to Spain by the celebrated Bishop
Las Casas. 1 It is clear from the account th~t some definite form of signature was at that tin1e in use an1ong tlie chiefs.
It might be objected that these signatures were nothing lllOre than rude
totem marks, such as were found evo.n a1nong the hunting tribes of the
Northern Mississippi Valley. But Las Casas himself, in whose possession
the documents were, here comes to our aid to refute this opinion. He was
familiar with the picture-writing of J\1exico, and recognized in the hieroglyphics of the Mayas so1nething different ~nd superior. He says expressly
that these had inscriptions, writings, in certain characters, the like of whic?
were found nowhere else. 2
One of the early visitors to Yucatan after the conquest was the Pope's
commissary-general, Father Alonzo Ponce, who was there in 15BK Many
natives who had grown to adult years in· heathenisrn 1nnst have been living
then. He makes the following interesting observation:
''The natives of Yucatan are, among all the inhabitants of New Spain,
especially deserving of praise for three things: First, that before the Spaniards came they made use of characters and letters, with which they wrote
out their histories, their ceremonies, the order of sacrifices to their idols,
and their calendars, in books made of the bark of a certain tree. These
were on very long strips, a quarter or a third (of a yard) in width, doubled
· and folded, so that they resembled a bound book in quarto, a little larger
or s1naller. These letters and characters were understood only by the
priests of the idols (who in that language are· called Ahkins) and a few
prin~ipal natives. Afterwards some of our friars learned to understand and
read them, and even wrote then1.'' 3
'rhe interesting fact here stated, that some of the early missionaries
1 ' ' Se sujetaron de su propria voluntad al Seflorio ue los Heies de Castilla, recibiendo al Emperauor,
como Rei de Espana, por Senor supremo y universal, e hicieron ciertas seuales, como Firm as; las quales,
con testimonio de los Religiosos Franciscos, que alli estahan, ll~v6 consigo el buen Obispo de Chiapa,
Don Fr. Bartolome de las Casas, amparo, y defensa de estos Indios, quando se fue a Espana." ·Torquemada, Monarquia Indiana, lib. xix, cap. xiii.
2 "Letreros de ciertos caracteres que en otra ninguna parte."
Las Casas, Histo'r ia apologetica .de
las Indias Occidentales, cap. cxxiii.

3 Relacion Breve y Verdadera de Algunas Cosas de las muchas que sucediemn al Padre Fray Alonso
Ponce, Commissario General, en las Provincias de la Nuera Espaiia, in the Coleccion de Doc1tmentos para la
Historia cle Espana, tom. lviii, p. 392. The other traits be praises in the natives of Yucatan are their

freedom from sodomy and cannibalism .
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not only learned to read these characters, but employed thern to instruct
the Indians, has been authenticated by a recent discovery of a devotional
work written in this way.
The earliest historian of Yucatan is Fr. Bernardo de Lizana. 1 But I
do not know of a single complete copy of his work, and only one imperfect
copy, which is, or ·was, in the city of Mexico, from ·which the Abbe Bras·
seur (de Bourbourg) copied and republished a few chapters. Lizana waR .
himself not much of an antiquary, but he had i~ his hands the l\1anuscripts
left by Father Alonso de Solana, who came to Yucatan in 1565, and remained
there till his death, in 1599. Solana was an able nr<Ln, acquired thoroughly
the Maya tongue, and left in his writings many notes on the antiquities
of the country. 2 'rherefore we nuty put considerable confidence in what
Lizana writes on these matters.
The referenee which I find in Lizana to the Maya writings is ·as follows:
"The most celebrated and revered sanctuary in this land, and that to
which they resorted fron1 all parts, was this town and temples of Ytzamal,
as they are now called; and that it was found,ed in most ancient tin1es, and
that it is still .known who did found it, will be set forth in the next chapter.
"III. The history and the authorities which we can cite are certain
ancient charac~ers, scarcely understood by 1nany, and explained by some
old Indians, sons of the priests of their gods, who alone knew how to read
and expound them, and who were believed in and revered as much as the
gods thernselves," etc. 3
We have here the positive statement that these hieroglyphic inscriptions were used by the priests for recording their national history, and that
by means of them they preserved the recollection .of events which took
place in a very rernote past.
Another valuable early witness, who testifies to the same effect, is the
Dr. Don Pedro Sanchez de Aguilar, who was cura of Valladolid, in Yucatan,
1 Bernardo de Lizana, Historia cle YucataQ"/,,
Devocionario de Nuestra Sefio1·a de Izmal, y Conquista
Espiritual. Svo. Pincire (Valladolid), 1633.
2 For these facts see Diego Lopez Cogolludo, Historia de Yucatan, · lib. ix, cap. xv.
Cogolludo
adds that in his time (1650-'60) Solana's MSS. could not be found; Lizana may have sent them to Spain.
3 I add the original of the most important passage: "La historia y autores que podemos alegar
son unos antiguos caracteres, mal entendidos de muchos, y glossados de unos indios antiguos, gne son
hijos de los sacerdotes de sus dioses, que son los que solo sabian leer y adivinar, y a quien creian revercuciavan como a Dioses destos."
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in 1596, and, later, dean of the eh~pter of the cathedral at Merida. His
book, too, is extremely. scarce, and I have never seen a copy; but I have
copious extracts from it, made by the late Dr. C. Hern1ann Berendt from a
copy in Yucatan. Aguilar writes of the Mayas:
"They had books made frotn the bark of trees, coated with a white
and durable varnish. They were ten or twelve yards long, and were gathered together in folds, like a pahn leaf. On these they painted ·in colors the
reckoning of their years, wa:rs, pestilences, hurricanes, inundations, famines,
and other events. From one of these books, which I myself took fron1
some of these idolaters, I saw and learned that to one pestilence they gave
_ the name Mayacimil, and to another Ocnakuchil, which 1nean 'sudden deaths'
and 'times when the crows enter the houses to eat the corpses.' And the
inundation they called Hunyecil, the submersion of trees." 1
The writer leaves it uncertain whether he learn3d th_ese words directly
from the characters of the book or through the explanations of some native.
It has sometimes been said that the early Spanish 'vriters drew a broad
line between the picture-writing that they found in America and an alphabetic seript. This may be true of other parts, but is not so of Yucatan.
These signs, or son1e of then1, are repeatedly referred to as "letters," letras.
This is pointedly the case with Father Gabriel de San Buenaventura,
a French Franciscan who served in Y ncatan about 16707 '80. He published one of the earliest grammars of the language, and also composed
a dictionary in three large volumes, which was not printed. Father Beltran
de Santa Rosa quotes from it an interesting tradition preserved by Buenaventura, that among the inventions of the mythical hero-god of the natives,
Itzamna, or J(inich ahau, was that of "the letters of the Maya language,"
with which letters they wrote their books. 2 Itzan1na, of course, dates back
to a misty antiquity, but the legend is of value, as showing that the characters used by the rta_tives did, in the opinion of the early n1issionari.es,
deserve the na1ne of letters.
1 Pedro Sanchez de Aguilar, Informe contra Iclolorunt cultores del Obispado de Yucatan.
4to. Madrid,
16:)9, ff. 124.
2
"El primero que hall6 las letras de la lengua Maya 6 hiz6 el c6mputo de los afios, meses y edades,
y lo ensefio todo a los Indios de eAta Provincia, fuc un Indio llamado Kiiwhahau, y por otro nombre
Tzamna." Fr. Pedro Beltran de Santa Rosa Maria, Arte del ldioma Maya, p. 16 (2d ed., Merida de Yucatan, 1859).
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Father Diego Lopez Cogolludo is the best-known historian of Yucatan.
He lived about the n1iddle of the seventeenth centur:y, and says himself
that at that time there was little more to be learned about the antiquities of
the race. He adds, therefore, substantially nothing to our knowledge of
the subject, although he repeats, with positiveness, the statement that the
natives ~"had characters by which they could understand each other in
writing, such as those yet seen in great numbers on the ruins of their
buildings." 1
This is not very .full. Yet we know to a certainty that there were
quantities of these manuscripts in use in Yucatan for a generation after
Cogolludo WTOte. rro be sure, those in the Christianized districts had been
destroyed, wherever the priests could lay their hands on then1; but in the
southern part of the peninsula, on the islands of Lake Peten and adjoining
territory, the po~erful chief, Canek, ruled a large independent tribe of
Itzas. They had ron1oved frorn the northern provinces of the peninsula
son1ewhere about 1450, probably in consequence of the wars which followed
the dissolution of the confederacy whose capital was the ancient city of
Maya pan.
Their language was pure Maya, and they had brought with them 1n
their 1nigration, as one of their greatest treasures, the sacred books which
contained their ancient history, their calendar and ritual, and the proph<::,cies
of thei.r future 'fate. In the year 1697 they were attacked by the Spaniards,
under General Don Martin de Ursua; their capital, on the island of Flores,
in Lake Peten, taken by storm ; great numbers of them slaughtered or
driven into the lake to drown, and the twenty-one te.mples which were. on
the island razed to the ground.
A minute and trustworthy account of these events has been given by
Don Juan de Villagutierre Soto-Mayor, in the course of which several
references to the sacred books, which he calls A.naltes, occur.
The king Canek, he tells us, in reading in ·his A.naltes, had found
notices of the northern provinces of Yucatan and of the fact that his preI Diego Lopez Cogolludo, Historia de Yncatan, lib. iv, cap. iii.
The original is: "No acostumbraban escribir los pleitos, auuque tenian caracteres con que se ent.enclian, de que seven muchos en las
roinas de los edificios."
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decessors had corne thence, and had con1municated these narratives to his
chiefs. 1
These books are described as showing "certain characters and figures,
painted on certain barks of trees, each leaf or tablet about a quarter (of a
yard) wide, and of the thickness of a piece of ~ight; folded at one edge and
the other in the 1nanner of a screen, called by them .Analtehes." 2
When the island of Flores was captured these books were found stored
in the house of the king Canek, containing the account of all that had
happened to the tribe. 3 What disposition was made of then1 we are not
informed.
I have reserved until now a discussion of the description of the Maya
writing p.resented in the well-known work of Diego de Landa, the second
bishop of Yucatan. Landa arrived in the province in August, I 549, and
died in April, 1579, having passed rr1ost of the intervening thirty years there
in the discharge of his religious duties. He became well acquainted with
the language, which, for that matter, is a comparatively easy one, and though
harsh, illiberal, and bitterly fanatic, he paid a certain amount of attention
to the arts, religion, and history of the ancient inhabitants.
The notes that he n1ade were copied after his death and reached Spain,
where they are now preserved in the library of the Royal Academy of
I-Iistory, Madrid. In 1864 they were published at Parjs, with a French
translation, by the Abbe Brasseur (de Bourbonrg).
Of all writers Landa comes the nearest telling us how the Mayas used
their system of writing; but, unfortunately, he also is so superficial and
obs~ure that his words have given rise to very erroneous theories. His
description runs as follows:
"This people also used certain characters or letters, with which they
wrote in their books their ancient matters and their sciences, and with them
(i. e., with their characters or letters), and figures (i. e., drawings or pic1 ''Porque lo leia su Rey en sus Analtehes, tenian Noticias de aquellas Provincias de Yucatan (que
Analtehes, o Historias, es una misma cosa) y de que sus Pasados avian Salido de elias." Histm·ia de la
Conquista de la Provincia de el Itza, Reduccion y Prog1·essos de lade el Lacandon, etc. (folio, Madrid, 17.01)
lib. vi, cap. iv.
2 Ibid., lib. vii, cap. i.
3 ' ' Y en su casa tam bien tenia de estos IJolos, y Messa de Sacrificios, y los Analtehes, o Historias
de todo quanto los avia sucedido." lbid., lib. viii, cap. xiii.
·
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tures ), and son1e signs in the figures, they understood their matters, and
could explain them and teach them. We found great numbers of books in
these letters, but as they contained nothing that did not savor of superstition
and lies of the devil we burnt then1 all, at which the natives grieved 1nost
keenly and were greatly pained.
"I will give here an a, b, c, as their c1utnsiness does not allow n1ore,
because they use one character for a~l the aspirations of the letters, and for
marking the parts another, and thus it could go on in infinitum, as may be
seen in the following example. Le n1eans a noose and to hunt with one;
to write it in their characters, after we had made thmn understand that there
are two letters, they wrote it with three, giving to the aRpiration of the l the
vowel e, which it carries before it; and in this they are not wrong so to use
it, if they wish to, in their curious n1anner. After this they add to the end
the con1poun4 part." 1
I need not pursue the quotation. The -a bove words show clearly that
the natives did. not in their method of writing a_nalyze a word to its prilnitive
phonetic elements. ''This," said the bishop, "we had to do for them." Therefore they did not have an alphabet in the sense of the word as we use it.
On the other hand, it is equally clear, from his words and exan1ples,
that they had figures which represented s~unds, and that they combined
these and added a detern1inati ve or an ideogram to represent words or
phrases.
The alphabet he gives is, of course, not one which can be used as the
Latin a, b, c. It is surprising that any scholar should ever have thought so.
It would be an exception, even a contradiction, to the history of the evolution of hurrmn intelligence to find such an alphabet among nations of the
stage of cultivation of the Mayas or Aztecs.
The severest criticism which Landa's figures 4ave n1et has been from
the pen of the able antiquary, Dr. Phillip J. J. Valentini. He discover8d
that many of the sounds of the Spanish alphabet were represented by
signs or pictures of objects whose names in the Maya begin with that sound.
Thus he supposes that Landa asked an Indian to write in the native character the Spanish letter a, and the Indian drew an obsidian knife, which,
I

Diego de Landa, Relacion de las Cosas de Y-ucatan, pp. 316, 318, seq.
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says Dr. Valentini, is in the :Maya ach ). in other words, it begins with the
vowel a. So for the sound ki, the Indian gave the sign of the day named
kimich.
Such is Dr. Valentini's theory of the formation ~f Landa's alphabet;
and not satisfied with lashing with considerable sharpness those. who have
endeavored by its aid to decipher the Manuscripts and 1nural inscriptions,
he goes so far as to term it "a Spanish fabrication."
I shall not enter into a close examination of Dr. Valentini's supposed
identification of these figures. It is evident that it has been done by running over the Maya dictionary to find son1e word beginning with the letter
under criticism, the figurative representation of which word might bear
-some resemblance to Landa's letter. When the Maya fails, such a word is
sought for in the Kiche or other dialect of the stock; and the resemblances
of the pictures to the supposed originals are sometimes greatly strained.
But I pass by these dubious methods of criticism as .well as several
·lexicographic objections which might be raised. I believe, indeed, that Dr.
Valentini is not wrong in a number of his identifications. But the conclusion I draw is a different one. Instead ·of proving that this is picturewriting, it indicates that the Mayas used the second or higher grade of
phonetic syllabic writing, which, as I have before observed, has been shown
by M. Aubin to have been developed to son1e extent by the Aztecs in some
of their histories and connected con1positions (see above page xxviii). Ther_efore the irnportance and authenticity of Landa's alphabet are, I think, vii1dicated by this attempt to treat it as a "fabrication.'11
Landa also gives some interesting details about their books. He writes:
"The sciences that they taught were the reckoning of the years, months,
and days, the feasts and ceren1oni'es, the administration of their sacraments,
the fatal days and seasons, their methods of divination and ·prophecies,
events about to happen, remedies for diseases, their ancient history, together
with the art of reading and writing their books with characters which were
written, and pictures which represented the things written.
"They wrote their books on a large sheet doubled into folds, which
1

Dr. Valentini's article was published in the Proceedings of the American Antiqttm·ian Society, 1880,

and also separately.
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was afterwards inclosed between two boards which they decorated handsomely. They were written from side to side in ~columns, as · they were
folded. They manufactured this paper from the root of a tree and gave
it a white surface on which one could write. Son1e of the principal nobles
cultivated these sciences out of a taste for the_m, and although they did not
make public use of them, as di~ the priests, yet they were the more highly
esteemed for this know ledge." 1
Fron1 the above extracts fron1 Spanish writers we may infer that1. The Maya graphic system was recogniz.e d from the first to be distinct from the Mexican.
2. It was a hieroglyphic system, known only to the priests and a few
nobles.
3. It was employed for. a· variety of purposes, prominent among which
was the preservation of their history and calendar.
4. It was a composite system, containing pictures (figuras), ideograms
(caracteres), and phonetic signs (letras).

3.-H.EFERENCES FROM NATIVE SOURCES.

We n1ight reasonably expect that the Maya language should contain
terms relating to their books and writings which would throw light on
their methods. So, no doubt, it did. But it was a part of the narrow and
crushing policy of the missionaries not only to destroy everything that
related to the times of heathendom, but even to drop all words which
referred to ancient usages. Hence the dictionaries are more sterile in this
respect than we might have supposed.
The verb "to write" is . dzib, which, like the Greek ypar:pezr, meant
also to .draw and to paint. From this are derived the tenns dziban, something written; dzibal, a signature, ~tc.
Another word, meaning to write, or to paint in black, is zabac. As a
noun, this was in ancient times applied to :a black fluid extracted fro1n the
zabacche, a species of tree, and used for dyeing and painting. In the sense
..

1
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of ''to write," zabac is no longer found in the language, and instead of its
old meaning it now refers to ordinary ink.
The w01~d for letter or character is uooh. This is a prin1iti ve root
found with the satne or a closely allied meaning in other branches of this
linguistic stock, as, for instance, in the Kiche and Cakchiquel. As a verb,
pret. uootah, fut. uoote, it also tneans to form letters, to write; and frorr1 the
'
passive form, uoohal, we have the participial noun,
uoohan, something written, a n1anuscript.
The ordinary word for book, paper, or letter, is huun, in which the ·
aspirate is almost mute, and is dropped in the forms denoting possession, as
u uun, tny book, yuunil Dios, the book of God, il being the so-called ''determinative" ending. It occurs to tne as not unlikely that ~tun, book, is a
syncopated form of uoohan, something written, given above. rro read a
book is xochun, literally to count a book.
According to Villagutierre Soto-~~ayor, the name of the sacred books
of the Itzas was analte. In the printed Diccionario de la Lengua Maya, by
Don Juan Pio Perez, this is spelled anahte, which seems to be a later forn1.
The tenn is not found in several early .1\faya dictionaries in 1ny possession, of dates previous to 1700. The Abbe Brasseur, indeed, in a note
to Landa, explains it to mean "a book of wood," but it can have no ·such
signification. Perhaps it should read hurdlte, this being composed of hunil,
the "determinative" forn1 of ht~un, a book, and the terrnination te, which,
added to nouns, gives them a specific sense, e. g. amayte, a square figure,
from amay, an angle; tzucubtt, a province, from tzuc, a portion separated
from t~1e rest. It would mean especially the sacred or national books.
The particular class of books which were occupied with the calendar
and the ritual were called tzolante, which is a participial noun from the verb
t;;ol, passive tzolal, to set in order, to arrange, with the suffix te. By these
books were set in order and arranged the various festivals and fasts.
When the conquest was an accomplished fact and the priests had got
the upper hand, the natives did not dare use their ancient characters. They
exposed then1selves to the suspicion of heresy and the risk of being burnt
alive, as more than once happened. Bnt their strong passion for literature
ren1ained, and they gratified it as far as they dared by writir:g in their own
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tongue with the Spanish alphabe.t volul}les whose contents are very similar
to those described by Landa (above, page xxvi).
A number of these are still in existence and offer an interesting field
for antiquarian and linguistic study. Although, as I say, they are no longer
in the Maya letters, they contain quite a number of ideograms, as the signs
of the days and the Inonths, and occasional cartouches and paintings, which
show that they were 1nade to resemble the ancient n1anuscripts as closely
as possible.
They also contain not infrequent references to the "writing'' of the
ancients, and what are alleged to be extracts from the old records, chiefly
of a mystic character. The same terms are employed in speaking of the
ancient graphic system as of the present one. Thus iri one of them, known
as "The Book of Ohilan Balam of Ohumayel," occurs this phrase: Bay
dzibanil tumenel Evangelistas yetel profeta Balam-" as it was written by the
Evangelists, and also by the prophet Balam," this Balam being one of their
own celebrated ancient seers.
Among the predictions preserved frorn a time anterior to the Conquest,
there are occasional references to their books and their contents. I quote,
as an example, a short propheey attributed to Ahkul Ohel, ''priest of the
idols." It is found in several of the oldest Maya manuseripts, and is in all
probability authentic, as it contains nothing which would lead us to suppose
that it was one of the "pious frauds'' of the n1issionaries.
'' Enhi aibte katune yume, maixtan a naate;
Ualae u talel, mac bin ca aabac tu co a pop ;
](atune Y'Ume bin uluc, holom uil tucal ya;
Tali.ti xaman, tali ti chikine; ahkinob uil yane yume;
Mac to ahkin, mac to ahbobat, b·in alic u than uoohe,
Ychil Bolon Ahau, maixtan a naate?"

"The lord of the cycle has been written down, but ye will not understand;
He has eo me, who will give the enrolling of the years;
The lord of the cyele will arrive, he will come on aceount of his love;
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He came from the north, fro1n .the west. There are priests, there are
fathers,
But what priest, what prophet, shall explain the words of the books,
In the Ninth Ahau, which ye will not understand ~"
From this designedly obscure chant we perceive that the ancient priests
inscribed their predictions in books, which were afterward explained to the
people. The expression bin alic u than uoohe-literally, "he will speak the
words of the letters"-see1ns ·to point to a phonetic writing, but as it may
be used in a figurative sense, I shall not lay stress on it. 2
1

4,_:THE EXISTING CODICES.

The word Codex ought to be con:6.ned, in American archreology, to
. manuscripts in the original writing of the natives. Son1e writers have
spoken of the "Codex Chimalpopoca," the "Coaex Zumarraga," and the
"Codex Perez," which are nothing n1ore than manuscripts either in the native
or Spanish tongues written with the Latin alphabet.
Of the Maya Codices known, only three have been published, which I
will mention in the order of their appearance.
The Dresden Codex.-This is an important l\faya manuscript preserved
in the Royal Library at Dresden. How or when it came to Europe is not
known. It was obtained from some unknown pers~n in Vienna in 1739.
I add a few notes on *his text:
is tl1e preterit of the irregular verb hal, to be, pret. enlli, fut. enac. Katun yum, father or
lord of the Katun or cycle. Each Katun was under the protection of a special deity or lord, who controlled the events which occurred in it. Tu coo pop, lit., "for the rolling up of Pop," which was th~
·:first month in the Maya year. Holom is an archaic future from hul; this form in om is mentioned by
Bnenaventura, .Arte de la Lengua Maya, 1684, and is frequent in the sacred language, but does not occur
elsewhere. Tucal ya, on account of his love; but ya means also" suffering,"" wound," and "strength,"
and there is no clue which of these siguifications is meant. .Ahlcinob; the original has tukinob, which I
suspect is an error; it would alter the phrase to mean "In that day there are fathers" or lords, the word
yum, father, being constantly used for lord or ruler. The ahlcin was the priest; the allbobatwas a diviner
or prophet. The 9th Ahau Katun was the period of 20 years which began in 1541, according to most
native authors, but according to Lan<la's reckoning in the year 1561.
·
2 In quoting and explaining Maya words and phrases in this article, I have in all instances followed the Diccionario Maya-Espafi.ol del Convento de Motul (Yucatan); a copy of which in manuscript
(one of the only two in existence) is in my possession. It was composed about 1580. The still older Maya
dictionary of Father Villalpa.ndo, printed in Mexico in 1571, is yet in existence in one or two copies, but I
have never seen it.
1
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This Codex corresponds in size, appearance, and n1anner of folding to
the descriptions of the Maya books which I have presented above trom
Spanish sources. It has thirty-nine leaves, thirty-five of which are colored
and inscribed on both sides, and four on one side only, so that there are
only s·eventy-fonr pages of matter. rrhe total length of the sheet is 3.5
meters, and the height of each page is 0.2~:5 n1eter, the width 0.085 meter.'
The first publication of any portion of this Codex was by Alexander
von Ilun1boldt, who had five pages of it copied for his work, Vues des Cordilleres et Monuniens des Peuples Indigenes de l'Anuirique, issued at Paris in
1813 (not 1810, as the title-page has it). It was next very carefully copied
in full by the Italian artist, Agostino Aglio, for th"e third volume of Lord
Kings borough's great work on Mexican Antiquities, the first volume of which
appeared in 1831.
From Kingsborough's work a few pages of the Codex have been from
time to time republished in other books, which call for no special mention.
rrwo page~ were copied from the original in 1855, and appeared in
\Vuttke's Geschichte der Schrift, Leipzig, 1872.
Finally, in 1~80, the whole was· very admirably chron1o-photographed ·
by A. Naumann's establishment at Leipzig to the number of fifty copies,
forty of which were placed on sale. It is the first work which was ever
published in chromo-pl~otography, and has, therefore, a high scientific as
well -as antiquarian interest.
The editor was Dr. E. Forsten1ann, aulic counselor and librarian-inchief of the Royal ~ibrary. He wrote an introduction (17 pp. 4to) giving
a history of the manuscript, and bibliographical and other notes upon it of
rnuch value. One opinion he defends must not be passed by in silence. It
is that the Dresden Codex is not one but parts of two original n1anuscripts
written by different hands.
It appears that it has always been in two unequal fragments, which all
previous writers have attributed to an accidental injury to the original. Dr.
Forstemann gives a number of reasons for believing that this is not the cor~ect explanation, but that we have here portions of two different books,
having general sin1ilarity but also many points of diversity.
This separation led to an erroneous (or perhaps erroneous) sequence of
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the pages in I{ingsborough's edition. The artist Aglio took first one frag . .
ment and copied both sides, and then proceeded to the next one; and it is
not certain that in either case he hegins with the first page in the original
order of the book.
The Codex Peresianus, or Codex Mexicanus, No. II, of the Bibliotlzeque
Nationale of Paris.-This fragment-for it is unfortunately nothing morewas discovered in 1859 by Prof. Leon de Rosny an1ong a mass of old papers
in the National Library. lt consists of eleven leaves, twenty-two pages,
each 9 inches long and 5-! inches wide. The writing is very n1uch defaced,
but was evidently of a highly artistic character, probably the most so of
any manuscript known. It unquestionably belongs to the Maya manuscripts.
Its origin is unknown. The papers in which it was wrapped bore the
name "rerez," in a Spanish hand of the seventeenth century, and hence the
na.me "Peresianus" was given it. By order of the Minister of Public Instruction ten photographic copies of this Codex, without reduction, were prepared for the use of scholars. None of then1 was placed on sale, and so
far as I know the only one which has found its way to tKe United States is
that in my own library. An ordinary lithographic reproduction was given
in the Archives paleographiques de l'Orient et de. l'Amerique, tome i (Paris,
1869-'71).
The Codex Tro, or Troano.-The publication of this valuable Codex we
owe to the enthusiasm of the Abbe Brasseur (de Bourbourg). On his return
from Yucatan in 1864 he visited ~fadrid, and found this Manuscript in the
possession of Don J nan de Tro y Ortolano, professor of paleography, and
hin1self a descendant of Hernan Cortes. The abbe named it Troano, as a
con1pound of the two natnes of its fonner owner; but later writers often
content themselves by referring to it simply as the Codex Tro.
It consists of thirty-five leaves and seventy pages, each of V\Thich is
larger than a· page of the Dresden Codex, but less than one of the Codex
Peresianus. It was published by chromolithography at Paris, in 1869,
prefaced by a study on the graphic system of the Mayas by the abbe, and
an atten1pt at a translation. The reproduction, which was carried out under
the efficient care of M. Leonce Angrand, is extremely accurate.
AU three of these codices were written on paper manufactured from
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the leaves of the n1aguey plant, such as that in common use in Mexico. In
Maya·the maguey is called ci, the varieties being distinguished by various
prefixes. It grows luxuriantly in most parts of Yucatan, and although the
favorite tipple of the ancient inhabitants was mead, they were not unacquainted with the intoxicating pulque, the liquor from the maguey, if we can
judge fron1 their word for a drunkard, ci-vinic (vinic=man). The old writers
were probably in error when they spoke of the books being m~de of the
barks of trees; or, at least, they were not'all of that kind.
The above-mentioned three Manuscripts are the only ones which have
been published. I shall not enumerate those which exist in private hands.
· So long as they are withheld from the examinatio'n of scientific men they
can add nothing to the general stock of knowledge, and as statements about
them are not verifiable it is useless to make any. I n1ay merely say that
there are two in Europe and two or three in .Mexico, which, fron1 the
descriptions I have heard or read of them, I think are probably of Maya
origin.
In addition to the Manuscripts, we have the mural paintings and
inscriptions found at Palenque, Copan, Chichen Itza, and various ruined
cities within the boundaries of the Maya-speaking races. There is no mistaking these inscriptions. They are unquestionably of the same character
as the Manuscripts, although it is also easy to · perceive variations, which are .
partly owing to the necessary differences in technique between painting and
sculpture; partly, no doubt, to the separation of age and time .
. Photographs and "squeezes" have reproduced many of these inscriptions with entire fidelity. We can also depend upon the accurate pencil of
Catherwood, whose delineations have never been equalled. But the pictures
of Waldeck and _some other travelers do not deserve any confidence, and
should not be quoted in a discussion of the subject.
Both in the inscriptions, manuscripts, and paintings the forn1s of the
letters are rounded, and a row of them presents the outlines of a number of
pebbles cut in two. Hence the system of writing has been called "c~l
culiform," from calculus, a pebble. ·The expression has been criticised, .
but I agree with Dr. Forstemann in thinking it a very appropriate one. It
was suggested, I believe, by the Abbe Brasseur (de Bourbourg).
HIM 1'
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The study of the Maya hieroglyphic system is still in its infancy. It
is only two years since an unquestionably faithful reproduction of the
Dresden Codex supplied a needed standard of comparison for the Codex
Troano. Some knowledge of the Maya language, if not indispensable, is
certainly desirable in such an undertaking, particularly if the writing is in
any degree phonetic. But it was not till1877 that any printed dictionary
of that tongue could be had. The publication of the Diccionario de la
Lengua Maya of Don Juan Pio Perez was completed in that year, and,
though still leaving much to be desired, especially in reference tQ the ancient
forms and meanings of words, it is a creditable monurnent of industry.
When the Abbe Brasseur edited the Codex Troano he also attempted an
explanation of its contents. He went so far as to give an interlinear version
of some pages, and wond~rful work he made of it! But I am relieved of
expressing an opinion as to his success. by his own statement in a later work,
that he had, by mistake, con1menced at the end of the Codex instead of its
beginning; that he had read the lines from right to left, when he should
have read thetn fron1left to right; and that his translations were not intended
for more than n1ere experiments. 1
The attempt at a translation of the Dresden Codex by Mr. William
Bollaert, published in the Memoirs of the Anthropological Society of London,
1870, n1ay be passed over for the sa1ne reason. He also "read fron1 the
bottom upwards, and from right to left," and his renderings were altogether
fanciful.
The first who addressed hitnself to an investigation of the Maya
hieroglyphics with anything like a scientific method was M. IIyacinthe
de Charencey, of France. I append, in a note, a list of his essays on this
subject, with their dates, so far as I know then1. 2 When they first appeared
1 BrJsseur de Bourbourg, Bibliotheque Mexico-Guatemalienne, 1Jrecedie d'un Coup d'(Eil8ur les Etudes
.Llmericaines, p. xxvii, note (Paris, 1871).
2 Hyacinthe de Charencey, Essai de Dechitfrement d'un jragrnent d'imm·iption Palenqueene, in the
Actes de la Societe Philologique, mars 1870.
Essai de Dechiffrernent d'·un fragment du Manusm·ipt Troano, in the Revue de Philologie et d' Ethnograplt·ie, Paris, 1875.
The above two were republished under the title: Etudes de Paleographie .Arnericaine; Dechiffremcnt
de8 Ecritm·es Calculiforrnes ou Mayas.
R echerches snT le Codex TToano, Paris, Ernest L eroux, 6diteur, 1876, 5vo., p. Hi.
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I translated the results, and gave them to the public in ~his country in the
san1e year (1870), together with a copy of the alphabet of Landa/ which
was the earliest notice of the subject which appeared in the United States.
rrhe conclusion which M. de Charencey reached was that the Codex
Troano is "largely made up of con1binations of numerals and reckonings
n1ore or less complicated, either astronomical or astrological; the precise
purpose of which it were as yet premature to state." He especially addressed himself to the Plates VIII to XIII, and show~d by diagrams the
arrangement in them of the signs of the ·days, and the probability that this
arrangement was taken from a "wheel," such as we know the Mayas were
· accuston1ed to u~e in adjusting their calendar.
An ingenious and suggestive analysis of Landa's alphabet and of various
figures in the Dresden and Troano Codices was carried out by Dr. Harrison
Allen, professor of-comparative an~ton1y in the University of Pennsylvania.
It was published in 1875, in the Transactions o.(. the American Philosophical
Society.
In the following year (1876) appeared the first part of Prof. Leon de
Rosny's Essai sur le Dechiffrement de l'Ecriture Hieratique de l'Amerique Centrale, folio. The seeond part was published shortly afterward, but the third
part not till some years later. Professor _de Rosny has collected many
facts which throw a side light on the questions he discusses. He points
out that the signs are to be read fron1 left to right; he gives a valuable list
of variants of the same sign as it appears in different manuscripts; and he
distinguishes the signs of the cardinal points, although it is doubtful whether
he assigns to each its correct value. He has also offered strong evidence
to fix the phonetic value of son1e characters. Altogether, his work ranks
as the most thorough and fi·uitful which has heretofore been done in this field.
In 1879 Prof. Charles Rau published, through the Smithsonian Institution, his work, "The Palenque Tablet in the United States National Museum, Washington." Its fifth chapter is devoted to the "aboriginal writing in
Mexico, Yucatan, and Central America," and offers a judicious summary of
what had been accomplished up to that date. He defends the position,
1 The Ancient Phonetic Alphabet of Yucatan.
3ons, '1870, 8vo., p. 8.
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which I think is unquestionably the· correct one, that_the Maya writing is
certainly something more than systematized picture-writing, and yet that
we cannot expect to find in it anything corresponding to our own alphabet.
In the same year (1879) Dr. Carl Schultz-Sellack published in the
Zeitschrift fur Ethnologie, Bd., XI, th eresults of some studies he had made
of the Dresden Codex, compared with others published in Kingsborough's
work, especially with reference to the signs of the gods of the cardinal
points. He recognized the same signs as De Rosny, but arranged them
differently. Many of _his comparisons of Maya with Aztec pictographs are
suggestive and n1erit attentive consideration; but he speaks a great deal too
confidently of their supposed close relationship. 1
Although Dr. Forstemann, in his introductory text to the Dresden
Codex (1880), expressly disclaims any intention to set up as an expounder
of its contents, he nevertheless compared carefully the three published
codices, and offers (pp. 15-17) a number of acute suggestions and striking
- comparisons, which the future student must by no ·means overlook. ·
Finally, the "Studies in American Picture-Writing" of Prof. Edward
S. Holden, published in the "First Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology, 1881,'' are to be included in the list. He devotes his attention principally to the mural inscriptions, and only incidentally to the Manuscripts.
The method he adopts is the mathematical ·one employed in unriddling
cryptography. By its .application he is convinced that the writing is from
left to right, and from above downward; that the signs used at Copan and
.Palenque were the same, and had the same meaning; that in proper names,
at least, the picture-writing was not phonetic; and that in all probability it
had no phonetic elements in it whatever.
As Professor Holden states that he is entirely unacquainted wHh the
Maya language, and but slightly with the literature of the subject; as his
method would confessedly not apply to the characters, if phonetic, without
a knowledge of the Maya; and as he assumes throughout his article that
the mythology and attributes of the Maya divinities were the same as those
of the Aztec, for which the evidence is very far from sufficient, we must
1 Dr. Schultz-Sellack's articie is entitled "Die .Amerikanischen Gotter der Vier Weltgegenden und
ihre Tempel in Palenque."
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place his attempt at decipherment along with others which have failed
through an inadequate grasp of the factors of the problem. Nevertheless,
his attentive study of the relative positions of the signs have yielded results
which will merit the thanks of future students.

A STUDY OF TilE MANUSCRIPT TROANO.
BY CYRUS THOMAS.

CHAPTER I.
THE MANUSCRIPT AND ITS CHARACTER.
This manuscript was found about the year 1866,1 at Madrid, Spain, by
the Abbe Brasseur de Bourbourg, while on a visit to the library of the
Hoyal Historical Acaden1y, and nan1ed by him "Manuscript Troano," in
honor of its possessor, Don Juan de Troy Ortolano.
So far as I an1 aware, nothing more is known in reference to its history;
we are not even informed by its last owner where or how he obtained it.
In ordinary cases this would be sufficient to arouse our suspicions as to its
genuineness, but in this case the work itself is sufficient to dispel all such
suspicions, a fact which will become apparent to the reader before reaching
the end of the present paper.
This work was reproduced in fac-simile by a chromolithographic process,
by the Commission Scientijique du Mexiq~e under the auspices of the Freneh
Government, Brasseur being the editor.
The original is written on a strip of Maguey paper about 14 feet long
and 9 inches wide, the surface of which is covered with a white paint or
varnish, on which the characters an~ figures are painted in black, red, blue,
and brown It is folded fan-like into thirty-five folds, presenting, when
these are pressed together, the appearance of an ordinary octavo volnn1e.
The hieroglyphics and figures cover both sides of the. paper, forming
seventy pages; the writing and painting of the figures having been ex1 I cannot find that the exact date of the discovery is given anywhere.
Bancroft says "about
1865," but a careful examination of Brasseur's Introduction satisfies me it was at least as late as 1866.
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ecuted, apparently, after the paper was folded, so that this does not interf~re
with the writing.
The fac-simile edition is divided into two parts, paged separately; the
first part containing thirty-five pages or plates, numbered with simple
Roman numerals from I to XXXV; the second with _Roman numer~ls
accompanied by a star, thus: XII*; but this part has only thirty-four
pages, nun1bered I* to XXXIV*; the first plate, which appears to be-as
Brasseur has designated it-the "title page," is not nurnbered.
The two parts I presume are made to correspond with the two sides
of the original; the title page being at the end of one side and forming the
page on the first fold.
The lines and colun1ns of written characters are uniformly black, some
of the numeral characters red, others black; the pictorial portions are
usually red, brown, or blue, but occasionally varied with black, and often
simply outline figures. The background of the compartn1ents or spaces
.on which the figures are painted is usually white, but in sorne cases it is
blue, in others, brown or red. Several of the plates are n1ore or less
darnaged, ali of the imperfections, as it is claimed, being reproduced in the
fac-simile edition.
Our colored plates, which are reproduced fron1 the fac-simile work,
will give the read~r an idea of the characters and figures.
It is admitted by all who have made the cornparison, that the written
characters belong to the san1e class as those given by Landa.
Although there are nu1nerous variations, and also some characters in
the 1nannscript not given by him, yet n1ost of his letter and day characters,
especially the latter, can be found identical in form and details. As proof
of this I give here the following exam pleB of exact copies after Landa and
the .Manuscript:

(<Vl
L.

~

FIG. 1.- Comparison of Landa's characters with those of the Troano mannscript.
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This fact is sufficient o£ itself to authorize us to pronounce it a :1\faya
docun1ent, a conclusion which vve shall find strengthened as we proceed
in our examination of its contents.
As what is known in regard to 1\fexican and Central American writings
has been presented by Dr. Brinton in the Introduction, I will not go over
the same ground here, but will confine tnyself to the special object in view,
to wit: an explanation and discussion of what I believe to be real discoveries n1ade during n1y examination of the contents of this work.
As before stated, an examination of this manuscript is sufficient to
convince any one at all fa1niliar with Landa's characters that those here
used are substantially the sanH.~, be their signification what it 1nay.
On ahnost every page are to be found columns of characters agreeing
precisely with those given by him as representing the Maya days. These
are generally placed at the left of the compartments or spaces containing
the figures, and as a general rule there are five characters in a column.
Another prorfiinent feature is the great number of numeral charactersdots an~ short straig-ht lines. These are found on every plate, often dozens
on a single page.
The frequent occurrence of these day and numeral characters, often
in connection, led to the belief that the work was a kind of religious calendar, a belief strongly supported by the character of the figures in the
spaces. With this as the only opinion to hamper or aid me, as the case
might be, I began the study of the Manuscript.
I was convinced that if I could form a correct idea of the general
design of the work it would aid ~reatly in deciphering its characters. As
the d'ay and ·nun1eral characters seemed to afford the n1ost direct road to
this desired result, I began with these.
Brasseur de Bm.u·bourg has designated the day colun1ns "legends,"
believing them to contain a sutnmary of what is written, or represented by
the figures in the cornpartn1ents to which they severally belong.
That they are characters representing the ~1aya days he adn1itted, but
as the names of these characters have each one or n1ore significations, it
was his belief that they were used to express this signification, and not
simply as th~ nmnes of days.
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To be able to decide positively whether this opinion of the Abbe's
was correct or not, would, I felt, be taking one important step toward ascertaining the contents of this mysterious document, as these day columns
form a considerable part of it.
The frequent occurrence of numerals in connection with these day
characters appeared to indicate dates or the numbering of days, somewhat
as we find them in our 01~dinarl calendars.
How to verify or disprove this inference was the first problem that
presented itself.

..

J,

CHAP'rER II.
THE MAYA CALENDAR.
The Maya divisions of time (no notice is taken here of the divisions
of the day) were as follows: The day, the week, the month, the year, the
:five intercalated days, the week of years, the Ahau or Katun, the cycle of
:fifty-two years, and the Ahau Katun or great epoch.
The day ("Kin" or Sun) was used in the ordinary sense, each of the
twenty days of the month having its nanw, as we name the days of our
week, and its character or hieroglyph, aA follows:

e

KAN.

MUl.UC. .

CHICCHAN.

OC.

CJMf.

MANIK.

LAMAT.

~
t@·~ w

CHUEN.

EB.

BEN.

®®~~Q
IX.

CAUAC.

MEN.

CIS.

CABAN.

EZANAB.

(ijj) ®~®
(f) G~e
AHAU.

VMIX.

IR.

AKBAt..

.•

FrG. 2.- Dny characters.

The characters here given are copied fron1 Landa's work, our only
original authority on this point. There are several important variations
fron1 these forms found in the Manuscript, but these, the orthography of
the narnes according to different authors, together with the significations of
the names, have been given by others, hence will not be repeated here.
Although the n1onth did not always commence with the same day, the order
of the days as here given, to wit, l{an, Chicchan, Cimi, Manik, Lamat,
5
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1\fnluc, Oc, Chuen, Eb, Ben, Ix, l\fen, Cib, Caban, Ezanab, Cauac, Ahau,
Yn1ix, Ik, Akbal, "\vas always preserved. For example, if the n1onth began
with ~1uluc, the second day would be Oc, the third Chuen, and so on to
Akbal; then followed l{an, just as we would nan1e se.ven days commencing, say, with Wednesday, then Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday,
l\fonday, &c .
. The l\faya year contained 365 days and com;;isted of two unequal parts,
as follows: 360 days, or the year proper, divided into eighteen months of
twenty days each; and five intercalary days, which were added at the end
in order to complete the number 365.
The eighteen months were named and numbered as follows:
1. Pop; 2. Uo; 3: Zip; 4. Tzoz; 5. Tzec; 6. feul; 7. Yaxkin; 8. Mol;
9. Chen; 10. Yax; 11. Zac; 12. Ceh; 13. Mac; 14. Kankin; 15. Muan; 16.
Pax; 17. Kayab; 18. Oumhu.
POP.

UO.

Zl ~.

TZO~..

'TZ.EC~

·~~~!i1~

~~ YAXKI~
tpKJ ill I
ZAC.

CE:H.

~J~· ~- -~

..; ; :

·.~.= ~~ -~5
MAC.

KANKIN.

MUAN';.,

;JW~~
PAX.

KAYAB.

CUMHU.

~~~
FIG. 3.-Month characters.

The year always con1menced with the same 1nonth-Pop-the others
invariably following in the order given, so that the number of the n1onth
being given we know its name.
But eighteen months of twenty days each not completing the year, five
days were added after the close of Curnhu-not as a part of that month,
for no n1onth could have either 1nore or less than twenty days-to complete

•
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the number 365, and were called ''nameless days" (though in reality nan1ed
as other days), and were considered unlucky.
If the year began with l{an, the last day of the eighteenth monthCun1hn-would, as a matter of course, be Akbal, the last of the twenty.
The five intercalated days were named in regular order following the last
of Cumhu, and in this case would be Kan, Chicchan, Cimi, Manik, and
Lmnat. The next-Muluc-wo~ld begin the new year. Muluc being the
first day of the rnonth, Lmnat would necessarily be the last-the five added
days at the end of the year would be Muluc, Oc, Ohuen, Eb, and Ben,
making Ix the first of the following year. Ix being the first, Ben would be
the last of Cun1hu, and the added days being Ix, Men, Cib, Caban, and
Ezanab, Cauac would be the first of the next year, the added clays would
close with Akbal, and the following year cornmence with I(an. It will be
seen from this, that the year always comn1enced with one of the four days,
K.an, Muluc, Ix, Cauac, following each other regularly in the order given.
If these were all the peculiarities of the systen1, the Maya calendar
would be comparatively simple and easily understood.
But another rnethod of numbering the days was introduced, doubtless
long after the calendar bad assumed a regular form, and probably by the
priests, for the purpose of complicating it and rendering it as far as possible
unintelligible to the people. This was to limit the nun1ber to thirteen, or,
in other words, to divide the year into periods of thirteen days. I have
followed other n1odern authors in calling this period a week, though it appears the ~1ayas gave it no nan1e, nor in fact do they seen1 to have considered it a period, but simply a n1ethod of nhmbering the days and years.
As there were twenty names of days to be used, the introduction of this
systen1 of thirteen nurnerals, as the one chiefly adopted in giving dates,
necessarily greatly complicated the calendar, and, together with tho intercalation of the five days at the end of the year, produced sorne singular
results.
'ro illustrate this I give first a list of days for one n1onth (Table No. I)
nurnbered according to this system, following it vdth a table (No. II) numbered in the same way for an entire year-somethi11g after the manner of
our common counting-house calendar.
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TABLE

I.

6. Muluc.
7. Oc.
8. Ohuen.
9. Eb.
10. Ben.

J. Kan.
2. Ohiccban.

3. Oimi.
4. Manik.
5. Lamat.

11. Ix.
12. Men.
13. Oib.
1. Caban.
2. Ezanab.
TABLE

3.
4.
5.
().
7.

Oauac.
Ahau.
Ymix.
Ik.
Akbal.

II.
4

Names of the
months.
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-
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0..

0

0

ll-1

Numbers of
the months

d

d
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-

N

0

d
<l)

E-t

E-t

N

-

,......

::l
~

N

-

:;.;

-

~

0

~

-

d
~

-

0

-

-

~

d

..d

d

~

~

0

~

~

..t:l

~

~

-

-

t:l

~

<l)

~

;.g

~

~

ll-1

::l

~

~
-

-

d
~

I»

-

~

~

d

~

s::l

~

~

~

~

-

-

.0
Q

0

+>
0

czi

...rnl»
Cl)r;::;j

-

~

..0

1

2

4

3
-

-

-

7

G

5
-

-

-

10

9

8

-

-

14

16

15

-

-

-

-

13

12

11

-

18

17

--

-

-

s::l

z

Names of the
days.
Kan ...••...
Chicchan ...
Cimi ....•..
Manik ......
Lamat .....
Muluc ..••..
Oc .....•...
Chuen ......
Eb ...•..•..

Ben .•...•..
Ix .........
Men ........
Cib ........
Caban .••..
Ezanab ....
Cauac ......
A.hau ........
Ymix •••••.
Ik .......•.
Akbal. ...••

1
2

8
9

2
3

10

3

10

4

11

9

5 12
G 12
6 13
1
6 13 . 7
1 8
7
2
3
8 2 9
9
3 10 4
4 11
10
5
11
6
5 12
12
7
6 13
1 8
13
7
1 8 2 9
2 9
3 10
3 10 4 11
4 11
5 12
5 12
6 13
7
1
6 13
7
1 8
2
4

11

3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11

4
5

12 6
13 7
1 8
2 9
3 10
4 11
5 12
6

7
8
9
10
11

12
13
1
2
3

1:~

11

12
13
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1 8
2 9
3 10
4 11
5 12
6 13
1
7
8
2
3
9
10
4

5
6

10

12
13
1
2
3
4

·u

11

5

12

12
13
1
2
3

6

1:~

7

1
2

7

8
9

4
5

8
9

10
11

10

12
13
1
2
3
4

11

5

6
7
8
9

6
7
8
9

10

3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11

12

7

13
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1
2

8

3

10

2
3
4

10

4

11

5

11

5

12
13
1
2
3
4
5

6

8
9

12 6
13 7
1 8
2 9
3 10
4 11
10
11
5 12
12 G 13
7 1
13
2
1 8
3
2 9
4
3 10
5
4 11
6
5 12
7
6 13
czi
h

9

7
8
9

10
11

9

10
11

3
4
5
6

12
7
13
1 . 8

~

<l)

H

4
5
6

9

7

3

10

8

4
5

12 6
13 7
1 8
7
2 9
8
3 10
9
10
4 11
11
5 12
12 6 13
7 1
13
2
1 8
6

11

9

12
13
1
2
3

10

4
5

6
7
8
9

l{an .•.....•.... 10

~

0

3

2

It will be seen by examining this table, the '"d Chicchan .•••...
'"d
year in this case comn1ences with Kan, the other _.., Cimi ......•••..
nineteen days following in regular order as here- ~... Manik ...•.••••.
to fore g1ven. They are nutnbered regularly +>t:l Lamat ........ ~
f1.om one un t1l we reach tlnrteen, then we com mence ag·ain with one, the n1onth ending with Akbal 7.
<l)

1
2

11

12
13
1

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
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The second n1onth-U o-begins with 8 !{an; when we reach 13, which
is now Muluc, we n1ust follow it with 1 Oc, and so on to the end of the
year. The la~t day of Cumh11 in this case will be 9, Akbal and the last of
the five intercalated days 1 Lamat; it follows therefore that the first day of
the next year will be 2 Muluc. If we run through this second year in the
same way, con1mencing it ·with 2 Muluc followed by 3 Oc, 4 Chnen, and so
on, we shall find that the third year will begin with 3 Ix; continuing this
process we ascertain that the fourth commences with 4 Cauac, the fifth with 5
-K an, the sixth with 6 Muluc, the seventh with 7 Ix, the eighth with 8 Cauac,
the ninth with 9 l(an, the tenth with 10 ~fuluc, the eleventh with 11 Ix, the
twelfth with 12 Cauar., tlie thirteenth with 13 !{an, the fourteenth with 1
~Iuluc, the fifteenth with 2 Ix, and so on. From this we see that no year,
after the first, comrnences with a day numbered 1 until thirteen have been
completed, thus fonuing a period of 13 years, or as it is designated, "A
week of years" or "Indication." By continuing the above process we shall
find that no year will again comn1ence with 1 Kan until 52, (or 13 X 4,)are con1pleted.
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In order to rrwke this as plain as possible I will give here a table of
years for one cycle of 52 years. As there is son1e doubt as to which of
the two years-1 I(an or 1 Cauac-the cycle. began with, I give tables (Nos.
III and IV) for both.
By this time the reader is sufficiently conversant with this sytmn to
know that if the cycles commence with 1 I(an, as in the left-hand table
(No. III), the year following 13 Cauac would be 1 I( an and the con1n1encement of another cycle. If the .true n1ethod were as given in the right-hand
table (No. IV), then 13 Ix would be followed by 1 Cauac, the first year of the
next cycle. This follows, as will readily be seen, fron1 the fact that 52 is
the least common 1nultiple of 4 and 13.
The importance of knowing which one of these arrangements was that
used by the Mayas 'vill be apparent from the following illustration: A certain event is dated a particular day in the year 1 Ix; if the table we have
headed 1 I(an be correct it would then be in the 27th year of the cycle;
if the other be the true n1ethod it would then be in the 40th year of the
cycle, or thirteen years later. These years are n1arked with a star in Tables
III and IV.
As this systen1 admits of fifty-two changes in the day on which the
year begins, it would require fifty-two different calendars to cover one
cycle, just as fourteen calendars are required to suit all the years of our
system, seven for the ordinary years and seven for the leap-years. As it
would require much time and space io write theso out in full, I have adopted
the expedient shown in the following table (No. V), of abbreviating the
work.
First we have at the left four columns, each containing the names of
the twenty days of the month. As I arn inclined to believe that the author
of the manuscript adopted the systen1 which had Cauac as the first day of
the cycle, the first or left-hand column comn1ences with this day, the other.s,
J(an, Muluc, and Ix, following in the order in which they are found in the
list of clays. r.L'he first column is therefore the one to be used for all the
Cauac years; the second for all the Kan years; the third for all the l\1: uluc
years, and the fourth for all the Ix years. 'rhe reader must be careful to
ren1en1ber, that when one day of the nwnth is determined it determines all
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the rest, and as a consequence all the rest of the year; therefore when we
find what the first day of the year is, we can easily determine any day of
any month. As each of the four leading days or "year-bearers," as they
were called by the Mayas, can have but thirteen different numbers it is
unnecessary to extend our columns of numbers fui~ther than thirteen.
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By referring to the table No. II of days and months we observe that
when we have completed the thirteenth column, or the column of the
thirteenth month, the next, or fourteenth rnonth, commences with 1; just as
the first month; the fifteenth with 8, as the second; the sixteenth with 2, as
the third; the seventeenth with fl, as the fourth; and the eighteenth with
3, as the fifth. Instead therefore of having eighteen columns in our table,
we need extend it only so as to include the thirteenth, as we can use the
first, second, third, fourth, anu fifth for the fourteenth, fifteenth, sixteenth,
seventeenth, and eighteenth months respectively, as indicated by the numbers of the ITIOI1ths which we have placed above the table over the figure
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columns. The reader n1ust bear in mind that, although we have numbered
the months as cotn1noncing with the left-hand column, which has 1 for its
upper figure, yet this only holds good when the year is 1 Cauac, 1 Ka~, 1
Muluc, or 1 Ix, and for none of the other years. The first month of the
year may be any one of the thirteen columns, thus: 8 Cauac, 8 l{an, 8
l\fulue, and 8 Ix have the second coltunn, which bas 8 for its upper figure,
as their first month; then the one con1mencing wlth 2 will be the second
rnonth column, that with 9 the third, with 3 the fourth, with 10 the fifth,
with 4 the sixth, with 11 the seventh, with 5 the eighth, with 12 the
ninth, with 6 the tenth, with 13 the eleventh, the last or one commencing
with 7 the twelfth. Now we go back to the first-comn1encing with 1which will be the thirteenth, with 8 the fourteenth, with 2 the fifteenth,
with 9 the sixteenth, with 3 the seventeenth, with 10 the eighteenth. Thus
we count through and go back to the left, and so continue until we reach
the number of the month desired. We will now illustrate the use of this
table by some examples, but first we must warn the reader not to confuse
the day of the month with the day of the week; the nun1bers of the days of the
n1onth are given in the extreme right-hand column of the table, which is
not counted as one of the thirteen; the days of the week, as heretofore
stated, are always given thus: 3 Yn1ix, 12 Caban, 7 Oc, &c.
Now, to illustrate the n1ethod of using the table, let us find in what
months and on what days of the months in the years 11 Cauac, 11 Kan,
11 1\fuluc, and 11 Ix, the day H Ahau will fall. For the year 11 Cauac
we must look to the Cauac colun1n. 'Ve find here that Ahau is the second
day of the month; running our eyes along the second transverse line,
we find the figure 8 in the thirteenth column, which has 7 as the .top number; going back to the column which has 11 as the upper or top number
and counting the columns up to this (that has 7 as the top number), we find
it to be the sixth month. We thus ascertain that 8 Ahau of the year 11
Cauac is the second day of the sixth n1onth. To find where it falls in 11
J(an we 1nust first find Ahau in the Kan column. By running our eyes
down this colu1nn we see that it is the 17th day of the month; then, by
looking along the 17th transverse line we find the figure 8 to be in the column which has 5 at the top, which is the second or fifteenth from that with
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11 at the top. Therefore 8 Ahau of the year 11 I(an is the 17th day of the
second and also of fifteenth n1onth. 1
In th~ sa1ne way ·we ascertain that 8 Ahau of the year 11 Muluc is the
twelfth day of the twelfth month, but in this case we have to count the
columns from the ,one commencing with 11 (always inclusive) to the right,
through to the thirteenth (the one with 7 at the top), and go back to the
first and count up to the one in which we find the figure 8 in the twelfth
transverse line. We also find that 8 Ahau of the year 11 Ix is the seventh
day of the ninth n1onth.
If I have succeeded in making this . complicated syste1n thus far intelligible to the reader, I may hope to succeed in conveying a correct idea of
what is to follow.
Now let us test our arrangement by a historical example. In the Perez
manuscript translated by Stephens and published in his "Yucata:n," Vol. II,
it is stated that one Ajpula died in the year 4 Kan, the 18th day of the
month Zip, on 9 ~mix ..
The year 4 I(an commences with the colutnn of our table which has
4 for the top figure. The third month (Zip) will then be the column with
5 at the top; running down this to the eighteenth transverse line we find
the figure 9; we also observe that the 18th day in the Kan column of the
names of days is Yn1ix, agreeing exactly with the date given.
In the manuscript Troano there is another method of giving dates
which is very common throughout the work. Thus:
ooo
which, according to my interpretation, the reasons for
Red.2
which will be hereafter given, signifies 13 Ahau of the • ·• •
thirteenth n1onth.
As neither the year nor the day of the m?nth is
given, it is evident that we may find more than one day
FIG. 4.
answering to this date, but let us hunt then1 out and see
where they fall. Referring to our table we will first take the Ahau
of the Cauac column, which is in the second transverse 1ine; the 13 in
1

The reader can readily see from the table why any clay found in the .first, second, third,fon1'tlt, or

fifth month will be found twice in the year.
2 As

line.

colors cannot be introduced into these figures, the red numerals will be represented in out-
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this line ·we observe is in the tenth column ( 12 at top); counting back
thirteen months (always including the one from which we start), we find
that the first month of the year is the column having 6 at the. top. The
backward counting is exactly the reverse of the forward method heretofore
explained; count to the left until the first column is reached, then go back
to the thirteenth.
We thus ascertain that 13 Ahau of the 13th month falls on the second
day of the n1onth in the year 6 Cauac. Proceeding in the same way with
the Ahau in the !{an, ~fuluc, and Ix columns, we obtain the seventeenth day
of the n1onth in the year 4 Kan, twelfth in 9 Muluc, and seventh in 1 Ix.
We thus ascertain that the y~ars are 6 Cauac, 4 !{an, 9 Muluc, and 1 Ix.
If we examine Table III, showing the years of the cycle, we shall find
as a 1natter of course that these years occur but once in the entire period.
In order apparently to further con1plicate this calendar, which "vas
undoubtedly devised by the priests, as Landa says, "to deceive that simple
people," another period called the Ahau or l{atun .was introduced. This
period, according to most authorities, consisted of twenty years, but according to Perez of twenty-four. It is in reference to this period that we find
the chief difference between authorities, because upon the proper <letermination of its length, and the numbering, depends the possibility of identifying
dates of the Maya calendar with corresponding ones of the Christian era.
In order to settle these points it is necessary not only to detern1ine the length
of the Ahau or !{atun, but also the number of Katunes contained in the great
cycle, the method in which they were numbered, and the proper position of
these numbers in this long peribd. Up to the present time these are the
rocks on which all the calculations have been wrecked. 1\fy chief object,
therefore, so far as. the calendar is concerned, will be to settle if possible
these disputed points; but will defer the discussion of these questions to a
subsequent part of this paper, remarking only for the present that, according to all authorities, these Katnnes were numbered as follows, and in the
order here given: 13, 11, 9, 7, 5, 3, 1, 12, 10, 8, 6,4, 2; this number completing the great cycle or Ahau-I{atun/ which consisted of 260 years if the
I I use this compounrl term for the grancl cycle only.
Katun nml Ahau are use<l separately us
equivalents an<l as applying only to the period of 20 or 24 years; Cycle for tho period of 52 years.
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I(atun included only 20 years, but of 312 if it contained 24 years, as maintained by Perez.
We are now prepared to discuss the question presented as to whether
the numerals and day characters found so frequently in connection with
each other are simply dates, somewhat as we find then1 in our ordinary
calendars, or not. The first point to be determined is whether these day
characters are used simply to denote days, or because of the signification
of the words, as Brasseur supposed. This, as will be readily perceh·ed, also
involves the important question as to whether Landa was correct in his
statement, that they were the symbols or characters used to denote days.
The argument must therefore be somewhat in a circle; hence the evidence adduced 1nust be strong to support the position assumed, and tnust
. agree in the essential points with the 1\faya calendar so far as positively
determined.
In order to decide this point we now turn to the n1anuscript itsel£
Referring to Plate X we find that the left· hand column of the middle
division (always reading from the top downwards) is composed of the characters representing the following Maya days, in the order here given: Oc,
Cib, Ik, La mat, Jx. If we turn to Table V, containing the list of days, and
count on either of the four columns of natnes, from one of these nan1es to
the next, we shall find in each case an interval of just six days; from Oc to
Cib six days; . from Oib. to Ik six days, and so on. The other column, sarne
plate and division, is composed of the characters for Ahau, Oimi, Eb, Ezann b, and J(an, with an interval of six days between each two. Turning
now to Plate VI, n1iddle division, we find the days in the left-hand column
to be Caban, Ik, Manik, Eb, and Caban, with an interval of just five days
between each two. In the upper division of Plate ~VII the interval is
twelve days; and the Rame is true in reference to the other columns on this
plate. In the left-hand colu1nn of the third division of Plate XXXI the
interval is sixteen days.
Although the interval is generally the same throughout a column, yet
there are occasional departures from this rule; for example, on Plate XIII,
the left-hand column of the upper division is composed of the characters for
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the folluwing days: l(an, Oc, .Cib, Aha.u, and Ik. From l(an to Oc is an
interval of six days; from Oc to Cib six; from Cib to Ahau four; from
Ahau to Ik two
Here we may be allowed to digress for a moment from the direct line
of our argument in order to show how the discovery of this fact may enable
us to deternline an uncertain or obliterated character. 1 rrhe right-hand
column of the middle division of this plate (XIII) contains an unusual
character bearing little if any resemblanee to any of Landa's day characters.
The days of this column, in the order they stand, are as follows: Oc, Ik,
Ix,

(:;y, and Ezanab.

From Octo Ik is an interval of twelve days; from

Ik to Ix twelve days; from Ix to ~ (Cin1i) twelve days, and from Cimi to
Ezanab twelve days. We n1ay therefore feel pretty well assured that this
unusual character is a variant of Cimi2 and not of Ahau, as Brasseur
supposed. 3
The right-hand column of the lower division of the same plate contains
the same unusual character which, if counted as Cimi, gives an interval of
six days between each two.
This regularity in the order of the days is sufficient to prove, beyond
any reasonable doubt, that they -v:ere not used on account of the signification of the words. In some cases the combination, if intocpreted according
to the usual n1eaning of the words, may, by a somewhat strained interpre. tation, be formed into a sentence, but such cases are exceedingly rare, only
one having, so far, been observed, and here it is purely accidental.
The agreement between the characters found in the 1\fanuscript and
the order of the days as found in the Maya calendar is also a strong proof
that Landa was correct in the characters assigned and in the order of the
days as he has given them. It would be i1npossible to find such a large
nun1ber of agreements-more than 200 columns and over 1,000 days-if
Landa were wrong in either respect, or if we were wrong in our interpre1 This was written before I had seen Charency's papers on thi!:! subject.
2In a plate of the "Book of Chilan Balam of Kaua," copied by Dr. Brinton in his article on the
Books of Chilan Balam, presented to the Num·s. and Antiq. Soc. ofPhila., Jan., 1882, p. 16, one character
for Lamat differs from this only in the middle stroke sloping to the left instead of to the right as this
does. Leon de Rosny (Es!3a.y Dechiff. Ecrit. Hierat., 1st Livr., 17) interprets it as I do.
a ~or of Caban as interpreted by Charency (Decbif. des Ecrit. Calcul, Mayas, &c., 1879, p. 26).
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tation. I shall therefore consider the following points settled, and shall
henceforth proceed upon that basis:
1st. That the Manuscript is a Maya document.
2d. That Landa has given the order of the days and their syn1bols
correctly.
3d. That the day characters in these colurnns are used sitnply to indicate the days they represent, and not the signification of the words.
It is now generally conceded by all who have studied these hieroglyphics that the Maya method of designating numbers was by the use of
lines and dots, thus: one dot signifying 1, two dots 2, and so on up to 4;
that five was represented by a single short straight line; ten by two lines,
and so on. According to this sy.stem, a. straight line and a dot, thus ...:,_
would signify 6; two straight lines and two dots, thus .:...:. , would stand
for 12.
As heretofore remarked, these numeral characters are found on every
page of the manuscript, and if we judge by the color, some being red and
others black, they belong to two different classes, or at least are used for
two different purposes. As they are generally associated with the day
characters, the latter in fact never being without then1, the natural inference
is that they are used to denote dates.
As there are two classes, it is not probable that more than one of these
is used to number the days.
If we examine the red numerals on all the plates of the manuscript,
we shall find that-except on the title-page, which is evidently peculiarthey never indicate a greater number than 13 (there is one apparent exception where the nurnber appears to be fourteen, but the additional dot is
imperfect, and is either a blotch or evident n1istake ). In sorne pl;ces we
find such red nun1erals as this

•
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apparently denoting 14, but a more

0

careful study of the plates on which these are found satisfies me that there
are two numbers here, 13 and 1. FroiD; this fact I infer that the red
nun1erals are used here to designa"te the days or years of the Maya week,
which, as I have shown, consisted of thirteen days or years, especially in
the con1putation of time in reference to religious feasts and ceremonies.
1
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But there is still stronger evidence on this point, which I will now
introduce.
For this purpose I will have to ask the reader to observe carefnlly
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shall be able to explain this mystery.

I

()Ur colored Plates I, II, III, and
IV, which are exact copies o'f XXXXIII of the Manuscript. He will
notice that the extreme left-hand
column of Plate IV (Man. XXIII)
contains only the character for
Cauac, which is repeated thirteen
tirnes, and that over each is a red
nutneral. Near the top are certain
other characters with which we
have nothing to do at present.
Commencing with the upper
Cauac and moving down the col- ·
umn we find the numbers over
them, so far as they can be made
out, as follows: 10, 1, 5, 9, 13, 4, 8,
12, (~), 7, (~ ), 2, 6. If these nunlbers relate here to the days of
the week, why this peculiar order~
If we refer to Table II of the days
of the n1onths and year, and run
our eyes along the transverse line
opposite Cauac, we shall .find the
order to be as follows: I, ~' 2, 9,
3, 10, 4, 11, 5, 12, 6, 13, 7, wholly
different fron1 what we see here. If
we construct a table of years similar to those already given (III and
IV), but extended over two complete cycles of 52 years each, we
We give here, for the reasons here-
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tofore stated, two tables, one with Cauac as the initial day (VI) and the
other with I{an (VII). Running our eyes down the Cauac column of either
table to 1o, we find thirteen numbers from this downwards, as follows, and
in the order here given: 10, 1, 5,-· 9, 13, 4, H, 12, 3, 7, 11, 2, 6, precisely as
they are on the plate of the manuscript.
On Plate XXII (our Plate III) the repeated character of the left-hand
column is Kan, the nun1erals over which (reading from the top downwards)
are as follows: 11, :!, 6, 10, 1, 5, 9, (~), 4, 8, 12, 3, 7, 11, preciselythesanle
and in the same order as we find them in the I{an column of our tables;
the obliterated one being, as we. see from this, 13. On Plate XX (our
Plate I) the repeated character of the left-hand column is Ix. The numbers here, so far as they can be made out, are 13, (~), 8, 12, 3, 7, 11, 2;· 6,
10, 1, 5, 9, precisely the same and in the san1e order as in the Ix colurnn
of our tables.
The repeated character on Plate XXI (our Plate II) is ~fuluc; the
numbers are 12, 3, 6, 10, 1, 5, 9, 13, 4, R, 2, 7, 3. If w~ compare these with
the Muluc column of our tables, we find that after the first two numbers
there is-a skip of three numbers before we reach the 6 which should follow · .
according to the plate. But what appears here as a contradiction of my
supposition is, as I believe, the strongest evidence of its correctness. If we
exan1ine the tables carefully we will observe that after reaching the second
figure,-3,-in the M uluc column, the next figure in the adjoining column
is 6, and from thence to 8 the same as on the plate. From this I am led to
believe the writer had before hin1 a table similar to those I have given, except
that it was written in their nun1eral characters, and that, by mistake in
copying, his eye fell on the wrong colun1n. Tlu~t such tables were used
by them is rendered probable by the following quotation which Perez n1akes
from an ancient manuscript in his possession: "They had another numb(Jr
which they called Ua Katun, which served them as a key to find the Katunes
and according to the order of their march, it falls on the two days of the
Uayebhaab and revolves to the end of certain years: I{atunes 13, 9, ,,, 1,
10, 6, 2, 11, 7, 3, 12, 8, 4." By comn1encing at the bottom of the righthand column of either table of years and running up w~ find precisely these
nun1bers and in the order given. It is scarcely possible these could have
been obtained except by a table similar to those I have given.
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We know that tables of days of this form are to be found in some two
or three of the Mexican Codices; something similar is also to be found in
the Dresden Codex, and by placing the colu1nns of these four plates of the
Manuscript side by side we will have just such a table.1
But be this as it n1ay, the exact agreement in the other three columns,
and the fact that the· years named and· nun1bered appear to belong to one
continuous period of time-an all-important point in this connection-show,
as we think, conclusively that our explanation of these nun1erals and the
day characters, and of the use here made of them, is correct. If so, then
the red numerals are used to nurnber the days and years of the week, or,
in other words, to number the clays and years exactly as the various writers
have stated was the usual custon1. We have marked this period on the
tables. of years with waved lines so as to be seen at a glance, as we shall
have occasion hereafter to refer to it.
As further proof that these red numerals are limited to the thirteen
series, I now call attention to certain short columns found in the middle
division of Plates VII*-X*. 'These consist of three days each-Cib, Caban,
and Ezanab-and each day has a numeral over it, as follows (I give here
the exact order in which they stand on the plates, although I have doubts
as to the correctness of Brasseur's paging):
6.

13.

7.

Caban.

4.

1.

Caban.

11.

Cib.

Cib.

Cib.

Cib.

5.

Caban.

12.

Caban.

5.

Cib.
6.

Caban.

12.

Cib.
13.

Caban.

2.

Cib.
3.

Caban.

8.

2.

6.

18.

7.

1.

4.

Ezanab.

Ezanab.

Ezanab.

Ezanab.

Ezanab.

Ezanab.

Ezanab.

I Since the above was writt~n, I have been so fortunate as to procure a copy of Leon De Rosny's
Essai sm· le Decllijft·ement de L' Ecriture Hieratique de L' Amerique Centrale, in which I find a copy of a
plate of the CODEX CORTESIANUS, and also of one plate of the CODEX PERESIANUS. In the former is
part of a table of days arranged precisely as in my table, except tha-t they are placed horizontally, as
here shown, instead of in columns:
Muluc.
1 c.
Chuen.
Eb.
Been.
Ix.
Men.
Cib.
Caban.
Ix.
Men.
Cib.
Caban.
Ezanab.
Cauac.
Ahau.
Imix.
Ik.
Cauac.
Abau.
Ymix.
Ik.
Akbal.
Kan.
Chicchan. Cimi.
Manili
Kan.
Chicchan. Cimi.
Manik.
Lamat.
Muluc.
Oc.
Chuen.
Eb.
Whether or not this fragment contains the commencement, I am unable to say; that it does LOt
contain the conclusion, I am satisfied. We have here proof that the order when in lines is from the
left to the right. The other plate (from the Codex Peresianus) contains a column similar to those in
the four plates of the Manuscript Troano, but here the repeated day (Been) is the last of one of the years
as in the Dresden Codex.
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9.

Cib.
10.

Caban.
1l.

Ezanab.

:3.

Cib.
4.

Caban.
5.

Ezanab.

10.

Cib.
11.

Caban.
12.

Ezanab.

7.

1.

8.

Oib.

Uib.

Cib.

8.

2.

Caban.

Caban.

!-1.

Caban.

9.

3.

10.

Ezanab.

Ezanab.

Ezanab.

If we turn to our condensed calendar, Table V, we see that these three
days follow each other as shown here, and by examining the different
colu1nns we can find all the numbers here given. This fact, together with
the method of numbering, is sufficient of itself to establish the correctness
of the opinion I have advanced in reference to these red numerals.
That they are here used to number the days is evident from the fact
that they ~re applied to those days which are never used to narne the years.
From what has been shown in reference to Plates XX-XXIII (our Plates
I, II, III, and IV) we see that they are also used to denote the years of the
week or "Indication."
The next point to be detern1ined is the use of the black numerals. Here
we shall find the task 1nore difficult, but it is necessary to determine this
before we can proceed in our effort to fix the dates, which are given in great
numbers in the Manuscript, and by n1eans of which we hope to settle the
disputed points in regard to the calendar.
I shall at present on1it any reference to the "title-page," which, as
I have said, is peculiar, and cannot therefore be used in the present investigation. As we find repeatedly throughout the work black nun1eral characters denoting 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18, it is evident they do not refer to the
days or years of the week. They rnust therefore be used to denote the
numbers of the months, or of the days of the months. That they are not
used to number the Ahaues or the year_s of these periods is evident from the
fact that these are always nnn1bered by the thirteen series, or, in other
words, never have applied to then1 any number e~eeeding 13; the years
are also designated by the four days Cauac, K~n, 1\fuluc, and Ix.
But in order that the reader may see clearly the difficulty of deciding
this point satisfactorily it will be necessary for me to illustrate it by examples from the 1\-fanuscript.
As before mentioned, the day characters are nearly always in .columns-

..1
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usually of five characters each-at the left of t~e compartments or spaces,
each column usually with a red numera:l over it. For exanl0 ooc
ple, in the lowest division of V* the colun1n consists of five
~
characters, as shown here (Fig. 5 ), which denote the days

'-':t:J

~== (reading from the top downward) Oc, Ik, Ix, Cimi, and

~::

Ezanab. The red numeral at the top is 9. The black numeral at the side in the space is three lines or 15. (In this
~
case there is but one of these black numerals in the space
or eompartment, but usually there are several, and also
~
several red ones.) Now, I take for granted that placing the
red numeral at the top of the colun1n is equivalent to apply~ ing it to each day in the column, thus: 9 Oc, 9 Ik, 9 Ix,
~ c====:-J 9 Cimi, and 9 ~zanab. There is also one red numeralFw. 5.
13-in the space, as shown in the annexed cut.
Leaving this last out of consideration for the present, let us proceed
upon the supposition that the black numeral signifies the day of the month.
Exan1ining our condensed calendar (Table V), we see that of the five days
Ezanab is the only one that ever falls on the 15th of the month. .As this
will be found true of at least two columns out of every three throughout
the Manuscript it is apparent that these nurnerals are not used here for this
purpose; but even could all be found on the proper day of the month we
would still be without any fixed date. Take, for instance, Ezanab in this
case, which does fall on the 15th day of the month in the years commencing ·with I{an; the figure 9 in the fifteenth transverse line is found in the
second eolumn. What month~ In the year 1 Kan it is in the second
month, in the year 8 Kan it is in the first 1nonth, in the year 2 Kan i't is in
the thirteenth n1onth, and so on throughout the thi~·teen Kan years. Some
n1ay contend that it was not the intention to fix the years, as this is possibly the date of son1e feast or religious ceremony to be observed each year.
I answer that, laying aside the insuperable objection already given, even

\1!1.1

\'J.J.lJ

~
/?a.

this supposition would be erroneous-first, because in the case befo:;:e us
Ezanab falls on the 15th day of the month only once every four years, and
with each year the n1onth is changed. But it is unnecessary to disc11:ss this
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supposition further, as not one day out of three ever ·falls on the day given
if these black nurrterals denote tlte days of the month.
We will next proceed on the supposition that these indicate the months.
In that case the dates given in the present example will be 9 Oc, 9 Ik, 9 Ix,
9 Cimi, and 9 Ezanab of the 15th n1onth (l\1uan). In this the feast, religious ceremony, or whatever the date refers to, occurs always in the same
month, and so far agrees with what is left on record in reference to religious
ceremonies and observances. As only the day and -month are given, it is
possible, as heretofore stated, to find four dates to each day. Now, let us
hunt out, by the use of our condensed calendar, the years on which these
several dates fall. Commencing with 9 Oc, we look first for this dayin the
Cauac column; having found it to be the twelfth day of the .month, we run
our eyes along the twelfth transverse line of figures until we reach the
figure 9, whieh we find to be in the eighth colun1n (the one with 11 at the
top); counting back fifteen rnonths (including the one 9 is in) we reach the
colun1n with 4 at the top The year is therefore 4 Canac. We next find
Oc in the Kan cohunn; it is here the seventh day of the month, and 9 is in
the fifth column (the one with 3 at the top); counting back fifteen l)Ionths
(going towards the left until we reach the first column, and then to the thirteenth, .and moving back toward the left), we reach the fourth column (with
9 at the top). The year is therefore 9 Kan. We next find Oc in the Muluc
column, and by the same process obtain the year 1 Muluc. Next we find
Oc in the Ix column, and by the same process ascertain the year to be 12 Ix.
Pursuing the same n1ethod with the other days, we obtain the following
result:
9 Oc.

Years . ... 4 Cauac.
Years . ... 9 Kan.
Years . . .. 1 Muluc.
Years .... 12 Ix.

9lk.

9 Ix.

9 Cimi.

9 Ezanab.

12 Oauac.
10 Kan.
2 Muluc.
7 Ix.

13 Cauac.
5 Kan.
10 Muluc.
2 Ix.

8 Cauac.
13 Kan.
11 Muluc.
3 Ix.

- 9 Cauac.
1 Kan.
6 lVIuluc.
11 Ix.

Now, let us construct a table (No. VIII) of years for one cycle, as this
includes all possible variations in the nurnbers and nan1es of the years, and
:::;ee where those obtained will fall. Marking each of the years with a star,
we find that they belong to one continuous period. · So far the result is
favorable, and what will probably attract the attention of those who have
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devoted some time to the study of this subject is the fact that the period
embraced is precisely that which is supposed by most authorities to constitute one Ahau. But let me here warn such reader against a too hasty
conclusion.
Supposing we are so far correct, what use are we to. make of the red
numeral-13-in the space~ Let us suppose that it is also to be applied to
the days as the other red numeral, using the same month. This gives us
the following years:
1:3 Oc.

Years .. .. 8 Oauac.
Years .... 13 Kan.
Years .... 5 Muluc.
Years .... 3 Ix.

13 Ik.

1a Ix.

13 Cirni.

13 Ezanab.

3 Cauac.
1 Kan.
6 Muluc.
11 Ix.

4 Cauac.
9Kan.
1 Muluc.
6 Ix.

12 Cauac.
4Kan.
2 Muluc.
7 lx.

13 Cauac.
5 Kan.
10 Muluc.
2 lx.

If we attempt to locate these in the same cycle as the preceding period,
TABLE VIII.
we Ghall find that the two clash with each other-that
is, that son1e of the years of the first are the same as
some of the second; but it is evident they may be located
0
0
~
in another cycle.
~
~

I
ce
I- 0
~

-a

ce

~

~.

~

Before proceeding further with the discussion of
this difficult question, we must remind the reader of
2
1
3
4
what possibly he has already inferred-that in our
5
6
7
8
> 9* 10*
allusion to the "intervals'' between the days of the col13* 1* 2* 3*
umns, our object then was simply to show a regularity
5*
.
4*
6* 7*
not consistent with the idea that they were used on
8* 9* 10* 11*
account of the signification of the words, and not to
12* 13* 1* 2*
lead him to suppose that the real interval intended was
4
5
3
6
only the number of days mentione~. We also wish to
8
9 10
7
call his attention to another fact which is becon1ing more
11 12 13
1
and more apparent as we proceed-that the regularity
4
2
3
5
of the intervals which seems apparent, whatever may
8
9
6
7
be our final conclusion as to what the black numerals
10 11 ]2 13
refer to, and the great number of dates as compared with
the text, preclude the supposition that the work is historical. I shall therefore proceed upon the theory that it is, to a large extent at least, a kind of
religious calendar-not with any particular desire to maintain this opinion,
-

-

1-!

-
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but sin1ply because I find the evidence pointing in this direction, and also
that it is next to impossible to advance farther without having some theory.
TABLE

IX.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12
13
1* 2* 3*
········· ··; 4* 5* 6* 7* :
1

8*

i 12*
!

9* 10* 11* :
13*

1*

3*

:
. s4*. .f....95*... io6*_ _ _

I.. . ?~ J ....

!

2* :

1...

11 12* _13*1 1*
2* i 3* 4* 5*
6* 7* 8* 9*
10* 11* 12* 13*
-1* 2* 3* 4*

...!:.)

6

7

8

9
13

10
1

11
2

12
3

4

5

6

7

8

9

I

10 11

From what has been shown it is apparent that the
interpretation I have given · is a possible one, the chief
objections to which are, first, the large nuJ:?ber of dates
in the Manuscript that this plan would give us, which,
according to a rough calculation I have made, would
amount to something like ten thousand; second, the extent of time these dates must necessarily cover, which
cannot be less than one great cycle of 312 years.
The Dresden Codex, which is evidently similar in
character to the Manuscript Troano, presents, if possible, still greater difficulties to the settlement of this question, as here we find the black numeral for 19 frequently
connected directly with the red ones. But so far as I
have examined dates of this kind they do not appear to
be necessarily associated with the day characters on the
same page. In this codex the dates are also much n1ore
numerous than in the r:vro. Ms., a number of pages being
filled almost exclusively with numerals and day characters. Month characters are also introduced; hence it is
probable the day of the month is often given.
On page II (Tro. Ms.), in the left column, middle
division (see fig. 99), the days (counting from the top

downwards) are Manik, Cauac/ Chuen, Akbal, Men,
the red nun1eral over the column 1. In the space are three black nuinerals 6, 11, and 9, also two red ones 10 and 3. Using the red 1 and the
black 6, as heretofore, we find the years to be as follows:
1 Ca·uac.

1 Ma11ik.

Years . __. 10 Cauac.
Years .... 2 Kan.
Years .... 13 Muluc.
Years .... 5 Ix.

5
3
8
13

Cauac.
Kan.
Muluc.
Ix.

1 Chuen.

6 Cauac.
11 Kan.
3 Muluc.
1 Ix.

1 Akbal.

1 Cauac.
12 Kan.
4 Muluc.
9 Ix.

1 Men.

2 Cauac.
7 Kan.
12 Muluc.
4 Ix.

The period is found to be continuous, and is surrounded on the annexed
table (No. IX) by a continuous dark line. In this case it con1mences with
I

Cauac is represented h ere by an unusual character.
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I(an. If we use the red 3 and the black 6 the result will be as shown in
1he group surrounded on the table by the dotted line. As the reader is
perhaps by this time aware, it might be located below the first by extending
the table, but still would give us no clue to the proper position of the
Ahaues.
There are two other possible suppositions, to wit: that the red numeral
over the column refers to the number of the Ahau, and that in the space to
the nun1ber of the days; and, second, just the reverse of this, that the red
number in the space refers to the Al).au and that over the column to the
number of the days, the black one in each case denoting the number of the
1nonth.
As it will be impossible for us to decide in reference to these suppositions until we can locate the Ahaues and determine their numbers, I will
postpone further discussion of the point for the . present, proceeding for the
time being upon the only phin so far found consistent with what is known
of the Maya calendar.
As heretofore stated, the greater number of the day columns contain
just five characters. · Why this number~ If we use the numerals as shown
by the above examples, this will give us for each red numeral twenty years,
agreeing with the number counted to the Ahau, whether we follow most
authorities or Perez; for, according to the latter, who holds that there are
twenty -four years in this period, only twenty are usually ''counted"; four
being generally on1itted as unlucky, or for son1e other reason. That something of this kind, arising from the systen1 itself, was the cause of placing
·five days in so n1any columns is more than probable. If I an1 correct in
this supposition, it not only agrees with the rnethod of using the nurnerals
above suggested, but it will also determine the years that form the different
Ahaues.
Following up this suggestion, let us see if it is possible to determine
from the Manuscript the length of the Ahau as understood ·by the author.
As the most likely method of deciding this question, I will select a
number of the day columns, find from them the years indicated according to
the plan heretofore given, and locate then1 in tables of years. We can then
see what relation they bear to each other.

•
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The first I select is found in the lower division of Plate XXVI. The
column is as here shown-Fig. 6-the days are Ahau, Eb, Kan, Cib, Lamat.
o o o
In addition to these red nun1erals, we find in the space occuc:::::=::::=:==.
c::::::=::::=:> pied by the figures five black and five red num.er- TABLE X.
~ rals, each thirteen.
Why there should be five
~ pairs of numerals, each denoting the same num
ber, I confess myself unable to decide; I shall
theref~re leave this question to be disou~sed here~ after, 1f I find any reasonable explanation. Ac- 10 11
12* 13* :
cording to the interpretation already given, the
~red numerals indicate th~ days, the black the .. i*····2* 3* 4* :
~ months. Hunting out the years as in the pre- 5* 6*
7* 8* :
·
ceding example we find them to be as follows:
9* 10* 11* 12* :

te)l\

1

1

13 .Ahau.

13 Eb.

13 Kan.

13 Cib.

Yeous .. 6 canac. 7 Canac. 2 Cauac. 3 Canac.
Years_ . 4 Kan. J 2 Kan. 7 Kan.
8 Kan.
Years .. 9Muluc. 4Muluc. 5Muluc.13Muluc.
Years .. 1 Ix.
2 Ix.
10 Ix.
5 Ix.

13 Lamat.

11 Cauac.
3 Kan.
1Muluc.
6 Ix.

These years are 1narked with a star and the
.
group surrounded by a continuous dark 11ne
on t h e annexed table of years, No. X. For reasons hereafter given
I adopt the system which comtnences the cycle with 1
Cauac.
As Plate XXVII relates obviously to the san1e general subject, I select the left-hand day column of its upper
division as our next example. The days are Ahau, Eb,
l{an, Cib, and Latnat, the same as in the preceding example, the red or day numeralll, the black or month nuFIG. 6.

Days .... 11 Ahau.

11 Eb.

5
_ 10
2
13

Cauac.
Kan.
Muluc.
Ix.

·r· r'

11 Kan.

11 C1b.

13 Cauac.
5 Kan.
3 Muluc.
· 8 Ix.

1 Oauac.
6 Kan.
11 Muluc.
3 Ix.

2* 3*:

' ............. ·········

I

1

1

:

1

12 13 : 1*
3* 4*'
5*
9*
7* 8*
11* 12*
2* 3*
6* 7*
10

Ill

13*
4*

:
1
2*
6*
10*
1*
5*

1 8 I· 9

\l i2*[i3*i

.. 'i*····2*... : 3* 4* :
5* 6*
i 9* 10*
:13* 1*

. 4* 5*

7* 8* !
11* 12* :
2* 3* i

.................

fii f

s

meral 13.
These give us the following years:
Years . . . . 4 Cauac.
Years .... 2 Kan.
Years .... 7 Muluc.
Years .... 12 Ix.

13* 1*

6

7

10 11

I

11 Lamat.

9 Uauac.
1 Kan.
12 Muluc.
4 Ix.

These are also marked on the annexed table with a star, but the group
is surrounded by a dotted line. In order to enable the reader to understand
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what I mean by "properly locating" these periods, I have extended the
table so as to include one con1plete cycle, the close of ,c'lnother, and the commencement of another. I have also located this last period-as a rnatter of ,
course according to the years obtained-in the only two possible positions
in the table; surrounding each by a dotted line. If the table had been
exte_nded it could of course have been located in other cycles. I call atten··
. tion to the fact that both these periods commence with a Muluc year, which
would render it impossible for the comn1encement or ending of an Ahau, if
these are Ahaues, to coincide with the co1nmencement or ending of a cycle
or grand cycle. If we suppose the Ahau to contain twenty-four years, and
the periods marked on Table X to omit two years at the commencement
and two at the close; in other words, extend the upper and lower lines
bounding the groups, across the table, we will then have no difficulty in
making all the periods agree with each other and with the cycles. After
all, we are not yet authorized to say positively that these periods are Ahaues,
or that they are even embraced in or coincide with then1; still, the oftrepeated five-character day columns, a11d the resulting groups of years,
justify us in assuming that they do at least coincide with then1.
Before proceeding further in our discussion of the ~fantiscript it will
be necessary for us to decide in reference to the following points relating
to the calendar upon which we have incidentally touched:
First. rrhe number of years contained in an Ahau.
Second. rrhe position of these periods in the grand cycle or AhauKatuu.
Third. The respective numbers of these periods as thus fixed in the
Ahau~l{atun.

Fourth. With which one of the four days (year bearers) the grand
cycle begins.
That the older autho~ties, so far as we are aware, withoiit exception,
give 20 years as the length of an Ahau, is admitted. Landa, for example,
• says (in § XLI), "The Indians had not only the computation of the year
and the months, but they had also a certain manner of computing the times
and events by ages. This they did by 20 and 20 years, computing 13
twenties with one of the twenty letters of their month called Ahau, but
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without order, and alternate only _a s on the boundary of the wheel aforesaid."
Oogolludo (Hist. de Yucathan, Lib. IV, Cap. 5) says:
"They co1npute their eras and ages, which they write down in their
books, by 20 and 20 years and by lustres of 4 and 4. They fix the first
year at the east, to which they give the nan1e Cuch-haab. The second, at
the west, is called Hiix ; the third, at the south, is named Cattac, and the
fourth, Muluc, at the north. Five of these lustres being completed,_make
twenty years; this is what they call a Katun. They place a sculptured
•
stone upon another stone, equally sculptured,
fixed with lime and sand in
the walls of the temples."
The Perez Inanuscript, as is well known, counts twenty years to an
Ahau. Most of the recent writers have also decided in favor of the san1e
- number. Two or three of the most recent authorities, as Dr. Brinton,
Oharency, and Rosny, are disposed to follow the opinion of Perez, that it
contained twenty-four years. I am satisfied that the opinion which holds
twenty-four years to be the number is the correct one, and will now proceed to give the proof I have been able to obtain bearing upon this point.
First. If I an1 correct in rny interpretation of the numerals, then the
groups of years obtained by ~Ising these, as heretofore shown, will necessarily require twenty-four years to the Ahau, no n1atter with which of the
four year-bearing days we begin the cycle; for, although these groups contain but twenty years there is an interval of four years 'b etween each two
that is not counted.
Second. The method of numbering these periods cannot, as I believe,
be accounted for on any other supposition. According to all authorities
who have mentioned the subjeet they were ntunbered, as I have already
stated, thus: 13, 11,- 9, 7, 5, 3, 1, 12, 10, H, 6, 4, 2, the number 13 being
the first~ 11 the next, and so on. It is not reasonable to suppose that this
singular series was wholly an arbitrary selection; on the contrary, it is
more than probable that it was obtained in son1e way through the use of
the "13 series." If we examine the table of years, No. XVII, we will see
that, cornrnence where we may, and divide it into periods of twenty-four
years by transverse lines, the first years of these periods taken in the order
they con1e will accord exactly with this series.
Take for example the
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Ahaues as there given: the first comn1ences with the year 1 Cauac, the
second with 12 Cauac, the third with 10 Cauac, and so on. As the great
cycle contains thirteen of these periods, it follows that we shall find all these
numbers in it by thus dividing it. It is true this does not prove that the
first period was numbered 13; n1oreover it is possible (though I do not
think probable) that the number was not taken from that of the first day of
the year, but from the second, as suggested by Perez. According to the
theory advanced by this author these periods were numbered fron1 the second day of the Cauac years, which would necessarily be Ahau, because,
as he supposes, son1e notable event in their history occurred on that day.
Even on this supposition the series could not commence with the first period
of the grand cycle, as this would be Ahau No. 2, but would begin with the
second, which would be Ahau No. 13.
It may not be improper to call attention at this point to a remark made
by Dr. Valentini in his article on the Perez manuscript (Proc. Am. Ant. Soc.
No. 74): ''Nor do we understand the reason why, just here, the topic of
the succession of the nun1bers 13, 11, 9, 7, 5, 3, 1, 1:!, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, was
introduced. Could it have been with the intention of showing that this
singular enumeration of alternating Ahaues, which we shall hereafter speak
of, occurred only in cycles of twenty-four years, and that therefrom a proof
n1ight be derived for establishing the pretended eycle of twenty-four and
three hundred and twelYe years~ Evidence of this should have been given
by a table showing the series, and by still another table in which should
be shown that such an alternating succession did not occur in cycles com·
posed of twenty years. Not one single fact can be detected in Senor Perez's
text by which the long established assumption of a twenty years' cycle has
been disproved."
The object Senor Perez had in view in introducing this series at this
point was for the very purpose of showing that this "singular enum.e ration"
could be obtained only by dividing the series into periods of twenty-four
years. As he was not fortunate enough to hit upon the plan of a table that
would bring this clearly before the eye, I call attention to Table XVII,
which meets precisely the requirements of Dr. Valentini. Dividing it into
periods of twenty-four years will give this singular enu1neration, while
dividing it into periods of twenty years will not.
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11 hird. Additional pr9of to the same effect I think is also to be derived
from a symbolical figure in the Manuscript itself The most notable figure
in the upper con1par~ment of Plate XXIII (our Plate IV) is the blue one in
the upper left-hand corner on a black background surrounded by a white
border, the latter crossed by dotted rays, each ray terminating with a little
ring; a dagger is piercing the eye of the blue sitting figure. If we eount
these clubbed rays we shall find there are twenty-three of them, but exactly
where the dagger crosses the border there is room for one moTe According
to my interpretation the whole of this figure taken together is a syn1bol of
the Katun or Ahau, the inner blue figure probably denoting the year. 1 If
I am correct in this interpretation, then we have here positive evidence that
Perez was right in holding that the Ahau consisted of twenty-four years.
'The whole figure is therefore intended to indicate the close of an Ahau ; when one n1ore year has · expired the light of another Ahau will be forever
extinguished and the new. one will begin its course.
We find, as I think, something sin1ilar to this n1ethod of marking the
missing year on Plates 75 and 7 6 of the Borgian Codex. These two plates,
which are evidently parts of one picture, 76 being the upper and 75 the
lower part, are symbolic representations of periods of tiJ:?e. The figures
around the central circle of 76 are probably intended to represent the
marching years. There are only twelve of them, hut in the pathway at the
bottom we see the footsteps of one that has passed on. At the four corners
outside the circle we see the four "year-bearers." 2 .
On Plate 75 the chief figure is that of Kingsborough's supposed crucified Quetzalcoatl; on the body is a large sun or circular disk with seven
points, but in the lower margin, where tliere is the proper space for another,
the circle is pierced by the obsidian knife of the priest who holds the withdrawn heart in his hand. Around the figure are similar but smaller diskR;
counting these we find there are eight, the exact nutnber of points required
to con1plete the central disk, and the number of periods (Indications) in an
age. Possibly other periods are intended, as I have not studied the Mexican
Calendar with sufficient care to express any decided opinion on this point;
I Fottunately, t.he correctness of this supposition, which I mentioned in an article in the American Naturalist for August, 1881, has since been verified by Dr. D. G. Brinton-" The Books of Chilan
Balam," p. 15.
2 Not those usually given, but t.h ose evidently used for this purpose in this and other codices.
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my only object in referring to these plates being to illustrate the idea advanced in regard to the 1neaning of the dagger piercing the eye of the blue
figure on Plate XXIII of the Manuscript Troano.
The next point to be determined is the position of the several Ahaues
in the grand cycle. This larger group, as admitted by all authorities, consisted of thirteen Ahaues; as 24 X 13 =312, it follows that, assuming the
Ahau to be a period of 24 years, this longer period would consist of 312
years. If the first year of the grand cycle coincided with the first year
of an Ahau, the position of these latter groups would be deterrnined by
sin1ply dividing the former into groups of 24 years, as shown in Table No.
XVI, where the dark transverse lines mark the divisions between the Ahaues
as thus obtained. This conclusion is so natural that it would seem to follow
as a matter of course from the numbers used, and from the fact that the
number of years in a grand cycle is an exact rnultiple of the number of
years in an Ahau.
But as Senor Perez, who is our chief authority for what pertains to the
Maya calendar, has advar:lCed a different opinion, and as his suggestion
affords a means of escape from a very serious difficulty, I will call attention
to it before deciding as to which I believe to be the true method of locating
these periods. But in order that his theory may be clearly understood it is
necessary for us first to determine the dorninical day with which the first
years of the Ahaues commenced; for it is evident, whether we count twenty
or twenty-four years to these periods-as each is a multiple of 4-that if
they followed each other in regular order the first year of each would lmgin
with the same dominical day though not the same number. In other words,
if one of the series began with a Kan year all the rest would begin with a
Kan year. If the first year of a cycle were also the first year of an Ahau,
as we would naturally presurne, then determining the first year of any one
will determine all the others.
In the manuscript discovered by Perez and translated into English by
Stephens (from the Spanish translation of the discoverer), we find the following statement: "In the 13th Ahau Chief Ajpula died. Six years were
wanting to complete the 13th Ahatt. 'rhis year was counted toward the east
of the wheel and began on the 4th Kan. Ajpula died . on the 18th day of
the month Zip on the 9th Y mix." Taking for granted that the day, the
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number of the day,- and the month as given here are correct, it is easy to
determine from our condensed calendar that the year must necessarily have
been 4 Kan. As there were twenty-four years in an Ahau, and six were
yet wanting to complete that referred to in the quotation, it follows of necessity this 4 Kan was the 18th and that this Ahau n1ust have commenced with
the year 13 Cauac and ended with 10 Ix. This will be seen by making a
list of the years in regular succession, so that 4 Kan shall be the 18th. We
give such a list here (Table No. XI), marking in italics the 4 Kan.
TABLE

XI.

1-13 Cau3tc.
2- 1 Kan.
3- 2 Muluc.
4- 3 Ix.
5-4 Cauac.
6- 5 Kan.
7- 6 Muluc.
8- 7 Ix.
9- 8 Cauac.
10- 9 Kan.
11-10 Muluc.
12-11 Ix.
13-12 Cauac.
14-13 Kan.
15- 1 Muluc.
16- 2 Ix.
17- 3 Cauac.
18- 4Kan ..
19- 5 Muluc.
20- 6 Ix.
21- 7 Cauac.
22- 8 Kan.
23- 9 Muluc.
24-10 Ix.

If we place these years in tabular form, as heretofor~ given, the Ahau
will be in the form · shown in the annexed table (XII). Here, then, we
3MT
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have positive evidence, if to be relied on, that this Ahau at least commenced
with a Cauac year (whether the Ahau contained 24 or 20 years), and, if so,
all the others of the series.
A s~mewhat careful examination of Senor Perez's Cronologia Antigua
TABLE XII.
satisfies n1e that his whole scheme was based upon what
he believed to be two established facts: first, that the
0
0
1:\$
Ahaues commenced with a Cauac year; and, second, that
~
d
~
~
~
~
they were nnn1bered from the second dar of these years.
0
~
~
H
I am pretty well satisfied from some things observ13
1
2
3
able in the 1\ianuscript Troano that it recognizes Cauac
4
5
6
7
as the domini cal day of the first year of the Ahaues.
8
9 10 11
12 13
1
2 First. The order of the four plates XX-XXIII, which
3
4* 5
6 refer exclusively to the four don1inical days. That Bras8
9 10 seur has paged these plates in exactly the rE?verse order
7
to what they should be, I think is evident from the following facts: As now paged they bring these days in the following order:
Ix, Muluc, Kan, Cauac, exactly the reverse of that in which they come
.in the calendar. This alone is sufficient to cause us to suspect a reversal.
But it is not the only reason for believing this. If we follow the order of
the plates in marking the years, we obtain no continuous period, as is evident from the annexed Table XIII.
Second. The numeral (1 ), over the second Cauac ·character on Plate
XXIII (our Plate IV) and also that over the fifth Muluc character on Plate
XXI (our .flate II) is surrounded in each case with a circle of minute
dotr:;. Although there are other numeral characters on these four plates
denoting one, none except these two are thus distinguished. What is this
intended to signify~ My answer is, it signifies that those two years are
.
the first of in1portant periods that are included in, or at least begin iu,
the time embraced by these four plates. Now let us test this by giving two
tables embracing the period covered by then1, marking the Ahaues on one
according to the plan I have given, and on the other according to Senor
Perez's method.
Table XIV com1nences with a Cauac year, and is of the usual form,
as heretofore given. Table XV begins with a Kan year, and is 1nade in
~

~

-

•
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accordance with the theory advanced by Perez, who holds that the cycle
began with a Kan year, although contending that the Ahaues commenced
TABLE
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with a Cauac year. On each, the divisions between the Ahaues are marked
by solid, heavy, black lines; the usually counted twenty years of each are
surrounded by a single dotted line, and the period covered by the four
plates by a continuous waved line. The point at which the grand cycle
begins is marked thus: --:o:--. If we examine Table XIV we see that
1 Cauac is the first year of a cycle, and 1 Muluc the first of the usually
"counted years'' of an Ahau, and that both are within the period covered
by the four plates; each is surrounded by a ring in order to designate it.
As a matter of course, each is the first year of an "Indication'' or week of
years; so are 1 Kan and 1 Ix in the same penod, yet neither of these is
thus distinguished.
If we turn now to Table XV, in which the cycle begins with a Kan
year, we can see no reason why either the 1 Cauac or the 1 Muluc in the
period embraced by the waved line should have any special mark of distinction.
It is proper to state here that unit numerals surrounded in a similar
n1anner by a circle of dots, are to be found on other plates where it is difficult to apply the theory here ad vance d.
Another difficulty which arises, if we adopt Perez's theory, is that the
last Ahau of a grand cycle does not close with the end of that period, but
includes one or more years of the following, according to the place the
division begins.
Taking all these facts into consideration, it appears that the calendar
system followed by the author of the Troano Manuscript commenced the
cycles and the Ahaues with a Cauac year. I think, therefore, the ·evidence
that the Ahaues at least began with a Cauac year is too strong to leave any
doubt on this point.
As bearing upon, and, as I believe, tending strongly to confirm this
conclusion, I will introduce here some examples from the Manuscript.
In the second division of Plates XXX and XXXI, commencing on the
left half of the former and continuing through the latter, we observe a series
of figures all sin1ilar to each other, except the one to the right on Plate
XXX, which is the long-nosed god.
Over each figure, except one, there is a red numeral, but these differ
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from each other In the numbers indicated. In front of each face is the
black numeral character for 11. The red numerals are (~), 9, 7, 5, 3. The
first is obliterat-ed, but if we judge by the space it would be 1, if by the
order, 11; but since the result will be the same, except as to the position
of the period obtained by this one in the table of years, it makes no particular difference for the present purpose which ·we assun1e is correct.
Assun1ing 11 to be the missing one, the numbers of the days will then be
11, 9, 7, 5, 3. .
The. days in the column at the left of the compartment on Plate XXXI
are I{an, Cib, Lamat, Ahau, and Eb. Hunting out the years in the manner
heretofore described, we find them to be as follows:
·\ Years ....
(11 ) ~ Years ....
Years ....
Years ..•.

L

11 Kan.

11 Cib.

1 Cauac.
6Kan.
4 Muluc.
9 Ix.

2 Cauac.
7 Kan.
12 Muluc.
4 Ix.

9Kan.

9 Cib.

) Years .... 12 Cauac.
{Years .... 4 Kan.
(9) LYears .... 2 Muluc.
Years .... 7 Ix.

13 Cauac.
5Kan.
10 Muluc.
2 Ix.

7 Kan.

7 Cib.

) Years .... 1? Canac.
) ~ Years . . . . 2 Kan.
7
Years .... 13 Muluc.
Years .•.. 5 Ix.

11 Cauac.
3Kan.
8 Muluc.
13 Ix.

( l

5Kan.

i

\ Years .... 8
(5) Years .... 13
Years .... 11
Years . . . . 3

L

Cauac.
Kan.
Muluc.
Ix.
3Kan.

\Years .... 6 Cauac.
( ) ~ Years .... 11 Kan.
3
Years .... 9 Muluc.
Years . . . . 1 Ix.

L

5 Cib.

9 Cauac.
1Kan.
6 Muluc.
11 Ix.
3 Cib.

7 Cauac.
12 Kan.
4 Muluc.
9 Ix.

11 Lamat.

10 Cauac.
2 Kan.
13 Muluc.
5 Ix.
9Lamat.

8 Cauac.
13 Kan.
11 Muluc.
3 Ix.
7 Lllrnat.

6 Cauac.
11 Kan.
9 Muluc.
1 Ix.
5 Larnat.

4 Cauac.
9Kan.
7 Muluc.
12 Ix.

11 .A.hau.

5 Cauac.
3Kan.
8 Muluc.
13 Ix.
9 .A.hau.

3 Cauac.
1Kan.
6 Muluc.
11 Ix.
7 .A.hau.

1 Cauac.
12 Kan.
4 Muluc.
9 ·Ix.

11 Eb.

6 Cauac.
11 Kan.
3 Muluc.
1 Ix.
9Eb.

4 Cauac.
9Kan.
1 Muluc.
12 Ix.
7 Eb.

2 Cauac.
7 Kan.
12 Muluc.
10 Ix.

5 .A.hau.

5Eb.

12 Cauac.
10 Kan.
2 Muluc.
7 Ix.

13 Cauac.
5Kan.
10 Muluc.
8 Ix.

3 Lamat.

3 .A.hau.

2 Cauac.
7 Kan.
5 Muluc.
10 Ix.

10 Oauac.
8Kan.
13 1\tiuluc.
5 Ix.

3 Eb.

11 Cauac.
3Kan.
8 Muluc.
6 Ix.

In order to show the position of these groups in the series of years,
and how they stand in reference to each other, I give here a table (XVI)
covering one entire grand cycle, and including the last cycle of the pre-
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ceding and the first cycle of the following grand cycles. As I have assumed that the cycle (and hence the great cycle) commenced with the
year 1 Cauac, it follows that, in carrying out ~he above supposition, the
first Ahau of the series must also begin with this year. The divisions between the Ahaues are marked on the table by transverse solid black lines.
The point at which the fir~t great cycle ends and the next (which is given
complete) begins is marked thus: --:o:--. I next locate the foregoing groups of years so as, if possible, not to clash with each other, and
also in such a manner that the period represented by a group shall fall
within one of the Ahaues marked off on the table.
Each group is surrounded by a continuous dark line, so as to be easily
distinguished from other periods marked on the sar_ne table; they are also
, numbered at the sides thus: (11), (9), (7), (5), (3), the·se nun1bers corresponding with the day nu1nbers by which the different groups were
obtained.
These groups, each consisting of twenty years, not only fall within the
lines nutrking the Katunes, but come in regular succession, leaving four
uncounted years between each two periods-two belonging to one and two
to that which follows. In other words, while the Katun or Ahau as a whole,
according to the theory upon which I am now proceeding, always comInenced with a Cauac year, the twenty "counted years" in the present
exan1ple begin with a Muluc year. But, as appears from what has already
been shown, this is not always true in I:egard to these periods, yet it is generally the case.
If we observe carefully the five iigures in the first or uppermost division
of the plates under consideration, we see that they correspond in character
to those in the second division to which we have just alluded, and that the
black numeral is also the same, (11). The only red nun1erals recognizable
are the 13 over the long-npsed g-od on Plate XXX, the 8 facing the lefthand figure on Plate XXXI, and the 2 over the left-hand figure on Plate
XXX. According to the arrangement of the numbers in the second division, those in this division would be 8, 6, 4, 2, 13, reading from left to right.
If we assun1e these numbers to be correct, and the days to be Eb, Kan,
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Oib, Lamat, and Ahau, as shown by those not obliterated, the years would
be as follows:
13 Eb.

\ Years. . . . 8
Years .... 13
13
Years. . . . 5
LYears .... 3

1

Cauac.
Kau.
Muluc.
Ix.
8Eb.

\Years .... 3
{Years
.... 8
8
Years .... 13
LYears .... 11

Cauac.
Kan.
Muluc.
Ix.
6Eb.

\ Years. . . . 1 Cauac.
Years .... 6 Kan.
6
Years .... 11 Muluc.
LYears ... 9 Ix.

1

4 Eb.

)

~ears

.... 12 Cauac.
~ Years .... 4 Kan.
4 Y e~Hs . . . . 9 M ul uc.
LYears .... 7 Ix.
2Eb.

) Years .... 10 Cauac.
·Years .... 2 Kan.
2
Years .... 7 Muluc.
Years .... 5 Ix.

i
t

13 Kan.

3 Oauac.
8Kan.
6 Muluc.
11 Ix.

13 Cib.

4 Cauac.

9 Kan.
1 Muluc.
6 Ix.

13 Larnat.

12 Cauac.
4Kan.
21\'Iuluc.
7 Ix.

13 .Ahau.

7 Cauac.
5Kan.
10 Muluc.
2 Ix.

8Kan.

8 Cib.

8 Larnat.

8 .Ahau.

11 Cauac.
3Kan.
1 Muluc.
6 Ix.

12 Oauac.
4Kan.
9 Muluc.
1 Ix.

7 Cauac.
12 Kan.
10 Muluc.
2 Ix.

2 Cauac.
13 Kan.
5 Muluc.
10 Ix.

6Kan.

6 Oib.

6 Lamat.

6 .Ahau.

9 Oauac.
1 Kan.
12 Muluc.
4 Ix.

10 Oauac.
2Kan.
7 Muluc.
12 Ix.

5 Cauac.
10 Kan.
8 Muluc.
13 Ix.

13 Cauac.
11 Kan.
3 Muluc.
8 Ix.

4Kan.

4 Cib.

4 Lamat.

4 .Ahau.

7 Cauac.
12 Kan.
10 Muluc.
2 Ix.

8 Cauac.
13 Kan.
5 Muluc.
10 Ix.

3 Cauac.
8 Kan.
6 Muluc.
11 Ix.

1l!Cauac.
9 Kan.
1 Muluc.
6 Ix.

2 Kan.

5 Cauac.
10 Kan.
81\Iuluc.
13 Ix.

2 Cib.

6 Cauac.
11 Kan.
3 Muluc.
8 Ix.

2 Larnat.

1 Cauac.
6Kan.
4 Muluc.
9 Ix.

2 .Ahau.

9 Cauac.
7 Kan.
12 Muluc.
4 Ix.

Locating these on the same table (XVI) as shown by the groups surrounded by dotted lines, we find that they follow each other in precisely the
same ·order as the other groups. As these groups all fit into the Ahaues as
I have divided them off, we have in this fact a strong presumption that our
division is correct; still, it is proper to state here, as will be shown hereafter, that all these periods will also fit into the Ahaues if the grand cycle
is divided according to the theory advanced by Senor Perez. Yet, even on
this plan, these periods begin with Oauac years and have the san1e nunlbers; the only difference between the plans, so far as this matter is concerned, is that equivalents do not occupy precisely the same position in the
grand cycle, but overlap each other three years.
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Whether the Dresden Codex commences the series ·with the same year
as the ~fanuscript Troano is a point not yet decided; but from what is
shown on Plates 25-28, !{an does not appear to be the first. I think there
can be no doubt that these four plates represent the fetes and ceremonies of
the supplementary days described by Landa (Relac. de las cosas, §§XXXVXXXVIII). The reasons for this opinion will be given hereafter. It is
evident fro1n the day-characters in the left-hand column that the plates are
nunibered in the proper order. These days-of which there are but two
on a plate, though each is repeated thirteen times-are probably the last
two of the supplementary days of the year. As those on Plate 25 are Eb
and Been the year denoted must be Muluc or Ix; that is, the closing Muluc
year or commencing Ix year. It is quite plain that the year Kan is not
the one denoted. As I will refer more at l~ngth to these plates hereafter I
will not undertake to determine anything further concerning them here, rny
only object at present being to show that neither Codex appears to conlmence the series of years with Kan.
Before closing the discussion in reference to the dominical day of the
first year of the Ahau, it is proper to call attention to what Cogulludo says
on this point. According to his staten1ent in a quotation from his· work,
found elsewhere in this paper, the Indians fixed the first year of these
periods to the east, to which they gave the name Cuch-haab; the second,
called Hiix, they placed at the west; the third, named Cauac, at the south,
and the fourth, Muluc, at the north. It is evident that Cuch-haab here is
the equivalent of I{an, and if we take the numbers as this author gives
them, I{an would be the first, but the order in which the other three follow
each other would not agree with that found in the calendar. If we comnlence with Kan and follow the order of these years as given in the calendar, the order of the cardinal points would then be east, north, west, south.
It is apparent therefore that this statetnent throws but little if any light on
the subject. It is well known that th~ south, at which Cauac 'vas placed,
was, to some of the Maya nations at least, the point of departure or chief
cardinal point. We have the_refore as much authority for assuming it as the
first of these periods as the sin1ple fact that Cogulludo gives !{an as the first,
especially as the number he gives applied to the lusters.
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Our next step is to determine the respective numbers of the Ahaues as
located in the grand cycle.
We start as a matter of course with the understanding that the numbers were as heretofore stated-13, 11, 9, 7, 5, 3, 1, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2-and
that they always followed -each other in the order here given; that is to say,
1 always followed 3, 12 always followed 1, and so orL
On folios 71, 72, ·and 73 of the Dresden Codex we find the following
.
.
figures placed in one con-

~

. .!....!.

'ffJ:

tinuous line (Fig. 7); (a sufnumber for illustraFw. 7.
tion only are given):
Commencing with the left-hand figure and reading to the right, the
nun1bers giv~n in them are 11, 13, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 1, 3, 5, 7; in the lower
right-hand corner of page 73 we find the missing 9. The fact that the order
is here reversed, if read from left to right, is no evidence that this is the ·
order in which the Ahaues (if these figures refer to these periods) followed
each other, as it is possible they should be read fi·om right to left. But
the fact' that ·"\'Ve here find thirteen peculiar figures, with the knot denoting the tying of years or period of years, with numbers following each
other in the order, whether direct or reversed, of those used in numbering
the Ahaues, is sufficient to justify us in believing that they refer to these
periods. The only reason I see for any doubt as to the correctness of this
conclusion is that on pages 62 and 63 we find similar figures containing
numeral characters for 16, ).5, 17, and 19, numbers that cannot refer to the
Ahaues. Possibly they may be used to designate the years of the Ahaues,
but be this as it may, a close inspection of the knots will show that _they
are different from those on pages 71, 72, and 73.
K~nowing the order in which they follow each other, it is evident that
if we can determine the nu1nber of any one in the series it is a very simple
rnatter to number all the rest.
As the possibility of our being able to compare dates of the Maya
system with those of the Christian era depends on the correct determination
of this point, I will give not only my own conclusion, illustrating it by
n1eans of a table (XVII), but will -also show the result of following out
-. ? .

_

.

- {tJ) ficient
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Senor Perez's theory, the only other possible one, so fa;r as I am. able to
see, illustrating it also by tables (X.VIII and XIX).
According to the staternent in the Perez manuscript already quoted,
Chief Ajpula died in the 13th Ahau in the year 4 Kan, and there were
six ye~rs wanting to complete this Ahau. As it appears n1ore than probable, judging by the contents of the n1anuscript itself, that it was written
soon after the Spaniards came into possession of the peninsula, we may, I
think, rely upon this date as correctly given, although the manuscript is
evidently confused and, in some respects, inaccurate and even contradictory.
If the grand cycle was divided into Ahaues of twenty-four years each,
as heretofore suggested, and as shown in the annexed table (XVII), it
follows that the one in which this event occurred rnust necessarily have
been that which I have nun1bered XIII, as there is no other one in the
entire grand cycle that has six years remaining after the year 4 I(an.
Each of the tables (XVII, ·x VIII, XIX) includes one entire grand
cycle, also one eycle of the preceding and one of the following grand
cycles. The commeneemen~ and ending of the grand cycles are marked
thus: - - : 0 : - -.; the divisions between the Ahaues are n1arked by solid
black transverse lines, each group of the usually counted years is surrounded by a single dotted line; the period embraced b_y Plates XX-XXIII
(our Plates I-iV) is surrounded by a single waved line; the Ahaues are
numbered with Roman nurnerals.
Table XVII begins with a Cauac year, and is n1ade in accordance
with the theory I have advanced. Tables ]\VIII and XIX commence
with a Kan year, and are made in accordance with the theory advanced
by Perez; XIX, upon the assumption that the first Ahau eommenced
with the fourth year of the grand cycle; XVIII, upon the theory that it
began with the last year of the preceding grand cycle, as one of these two
plans 1nust be adopted to carry out his theory.
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If I an1 correct in the plan of the table given, and the division into
Ahaues, it follows that the rest of these periods in the grand cycle would
be nun1bered as shown . by the Roman numerals on Table XVII. These
ntunbers agree precisely with the numbers of the first years of the respective Ahaues, and furnish, as heretofore suggested, an explanation of the
singular method of enumerating these periods. If we now turn to Table
XVI, showing the periods obtained from the · dates on Plates XXX and
XXXI of the Manuscript, we will see that their position and numbers
agree exactly with those given in rrable XVII.
As tending to confirm this conclusion, it will pe necessary for me to
introduce here a comparison of 1\faya dates with those of the Christian era.
As the designated 4 Kan corresponds, according to the. manuscript
quoted, with the year 1536, the last year of that Ahau ( 10 Ix) was 1542.
Taking this as a starting point, I have given on the table the year of our
era corresponding with the first year of each Ahau. Now let us test this
result by the two or three additional dates found on record, and which the
authorities have failed to make agree with any explanation of the ~faya
calendar heretofore given.
Bishop Landa (Relacion de Cosas, § 41) states that "the Indians say,
for example, that the Spaniards arrived in the City of Merida in the year
of the nativity of our Lord and Master, 1541, which was precisely the first
year of the 11th Ahau." We n1ay assume as certain that the Indians gave
the bishop no such date as 1541, or any other year of the Christian era or
Gregorian Calendar, as they were wholly unacquainted with that system;
the year given n1ust have been according to their method of designating
dates, or by counting back the years.
As he understood the twenty "counted years" to constitute an Ahau,
and supposed one of these periods to follow another without any intervening years, he would probably take 9 Muluc of the 13th Ahau as the fir~t of
the 11th, which, as will be seen by reference to the table, is 1541, exactly
the date required.
·
It is evident that either he or the author of the Perez manuscript was
mistaken, for according to the latter the 13th Ahau ended with the year

•

•
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1542 (whether we count 20 or 2-1 years to the Ahau), while according to
Landa it closed ·with 1540.
He asserts, while writing his work in Spain in 1566, that: ''It is now
120 years since l\Iayapan was destroyed." As this number could have
been obtained only by counting Ahaues, it must have been understood by
him as covering just six of these periods, and hence the correct number
would be 144 years instead of 120. This number carries us back to the
year 1422 or 1423, the last of the Xth or first of the VIIIth Ahau. Cogulludo places the destruction of Mayapan about 1420 of the Christian era;
the Perez manuscript places it in the 8th Ahau. As the above calculation
places it in the last of the tenth or the first of the eighth, the discrepancy is
but slight, and the agreement as close as could be expected in an attempt
to reconcile such general statements.
Senor Perez seems to have taken as his chief authority, in comparing
dates of the two systems, the statements of certain writers to the effect that
the year 1392 of our era corresponded with the year 7 Cauac of the 8th
Ahau of the Maya system. 1
Unfortunately he mentions but one of these authorities-Don Cosme
de Burgos-whose work he informs us "has been lost."
1 "Serie de los afios corridos en dos Ahau Katun, tomando su principi.o en 1392 en que pas6 segun
los manuscritos el 8 Ahau en el afio 7 Cauac:
Se AHAU KATUN.
1392 ....... 7Cauac.
1398 ....... 13Muluc.
1404 ....... 6Cauac.
1410 ....•.. 12Muluc.
1393 • . . . . . . 8 Kan.
1399 . . . . . . . 1 Hix.
1405 . . . . . . . 7 Kan.
1411 ....... 13 Hix.
1400 •..•... 2 Cauac.
1406 ....... 8Muluc.
1412 ....... 1 Cauac.
1394 ....... 9 Muluc.
1401 ....... 3 Kan.
1407 ....... 9 Hix.
1413 ••..•.. 2 Kan.
1395 ....... 10 Hix.
1414 ....... 3 Muluc.
1408 ....... 10 Cauac.
140'2 . . . . . . . 4 Muluc.
1396 ••••.. :11 Cauac.
1415 ....... 4 Hix.
1409 ....... 11 Kan.
1403 ..••... 5 Hix.
1397 ••••... 12 Kan.
6e AHAU KATUN.
1434 ....•.. 10 Muluc.
1422 .••••.. 11 Muluc.
1428 ....... 4 Canac.
1416 .•••••. 5 Cauac.
1435 .••••.. 11 Hix.
1423 ....... 12 Hix.
1429 ••••... 5 Kan.
1417 ....... 6 Kan.
1436 ..•••.. 12 Cauac.
1430 .•••... 6Muluc.
1424 ....... 13 Cauac.
1418 .•••... 7 Muluc.
1437 ....... 13 Kan.
1425 .••••.. 1 Kan.
1431 ....... 7 Hix.
1419 ••••... 8Hix.
1438 ....... 1 Muluc.
1426 ....... 2 Muluc.
1432 . . . . . . . 8 Cauac:
1420 ..••... 9 Cauac.
1439 ....... 2 Hix.
1427 ••.•... 3 Hix.
1433 . • • • . . . 9 Kan.
1421 ....... 10 Kan.
"El punto de apoyo de que se yalen para acomodar los .Ahau Katunes a los afios de la era Cristiana
y contar los periodos y siglos que en ella han pasade, y entender y saber concordar los afios que citan
los indios en sus historias con los que corresponden a los de dicha era, es el afio de 1392, el cual segun
todos los manuscritos, y algunos de ellos apoyandose en el testimonio de D. Cosme de Burgos escritor y
conquistador de esta peninsula cuyos escrltos se han perdido, fue el referido ano, en el cual cay6 7 Cauac
y di6 principio en se segundo dia el 8 Abau; y de este como de un truuco se ordenan todos los que
antecedieron y sucedieron segun el orden numerico que guardan y va espuesto: y como con este concuerdan todas las series que se hallan en los manuscritos, es necesario creerlo como incontrovertible."
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We are therefore left in doubt as to whether the calculation necessary
in comparing the date in one system with the san1e date in the other was
made by his authorities or was his own. It is evident that it n1ust have
been made by them or by him, as it could not have been given by the
Indians. Be this as it may, it is based upon the theory that the 7 Cauac
mentioned was the first year of the Ahau in which the event noted occurred,
a supposition by no n1eans necessary.
Following out this supposition, he is COillpelled to place the death of
Ajpula in the year 1493, thus antedating this event by 43 years. It also
leads him into the absurdity of placing the first arrival of the Spaniards
on the coast of Yucatan-which occurred in the 2d Ahau-between the
years 1464 and 1488.
In order to make this plain, I refer to the Tables XVIII and XIX
constructed on his theory, and also to the continuous li&t of years covering
the 8th, 6th, 4th, 2d, and 13th Ahaues (Table XX): The year 1392 and
that in which he places the death of Ajpula (1493) ~re designated on the
tables and on the list by a star.
TABLE

VITH AHAU.

VIIITH AHAU.

7 Cauac .....•.........••. 1392*
8 Kan . • . . . .•••.•.•...... 1:393
9 Muluc ........••••...... 1394
10 Ix ..••.....•........... 1395
11 Cauac ...•.••••.....•... 1396
12 K:m. . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 1397
13 Muluc .................. 1398
1 Ix: ..................... 1399
2 Cauac .................. 1400
::l Kan .•••...... ~ .......•. 1401
4 Muluc .•.•.....•....•... 1402
5 Ix ..•••................ 1403
6 Cauac .••••....•••.. ." ... 1404
7 Kau •••..•.•........•... 1405
8 Muluc . ••••..•••........ 1406
9 Ix ..................... 1407
10 Cauac ..•••........•.... 140S
11 J{an ••••......•........ 1409
·12 Muluc ........•......... 1410
13 Ix ... - •..........••.... 1411
1 Cauac ...•...•..•....... 1412
2 Kan ...•...••••...••••.. 1413
3 Muluc ......• .-•••....... 1414
4 Ix •.••.......••••...... 1415

4MT

XX.

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
"8

9
10
11
12
13
1
2

Cauac .•••••..••.•••••. 1416
Kan ..... . •••....••••.. 1417
Muluc .....•••••.....•. 1418
lx .................... 1419
Cauac .•••..•.•..•••... 1420
Kau .•..•.............. 1421
Muluc ................. 1422
Ix . . . . . .•.•..•........ 1423
Cauac ................. 1424
Kan ...•....•••.....••. 1425
Muluc ................. 1426
Ix .................... 1427
Cauac ..........•..•.•. 1428
Kan ................... 1429
Muluc ............ : .... 1430
Ix .....•••••.••••..•.. 1431
Cauac ................. 1432
Kan ---- .............. 1433
Muluc ................. 1434
Ix .................... 1435
Cauac .................. 1436
Kan ................... 1437
Muluc ................. 1438
Ix .................... 1439

IVTH AHAU.

3 Cauac ................... 1440

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
1
2
3

4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13

Kan ............. ; ... ~ ... 1441
Muluc ................... 1442
Ix ..•.••...•.••••..••••. 1443
Cauac ................... 1444
Kan .••••.• _•••••.. ~ ••••. 1445
Muluc ................... 1446
Ix ...................... 1447
Cauac ................... 1448
Kan ..................... 1449
Muluc ................... 1450
Ix .•.•••.••••..••••.•... 1451
Cauac ................... 1452
Kau ..................... 1453
Muluc .•••••• ···--· •••••. 1454
Ix ...................... 1455
Cauac ...........••••.••. 1456
Kan ....••••••••••.••••.. 1457
Muluc ..•••...••••..••••. 1458
Ix .•••.............•.••. 1559
Cauac ...••........•••••. 1460
Kan ..................... 1461
Mnluc ................... 1462
Ix ...................... 1463
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1 Cauac .•................ 1464
2 Kan .........••........ 1465
~ Muluc .................. 1466
4 Ix ...••............ .. ... 1467
5 Cauac .............• ..... 1468
6 !{an .................... 1469
7 Muluc .................. 1470
8 Ix ..................... 1471
9 Cauac ................•. 1472
10 Kan ............••...... 1473
11 Muluc ...•.. _...•........ 1474
12 Ix ..................... 1475
13 Cauac .................. 1476
1 Kan ......•............ 1477
2 Muluc ................. 1-!78
3 Ix .............•....... 14 79
4 Cauac .....••••......... 1480
5 Kan .........•...•••... 14~1
6 Muluc .................. 1482
7 Ix .......•.••.......... 148:3
8 Cauac .................. 1484
9 Kan ................... 1485
10 Muluc .................. 1486
11 Ix ..................... 1487

XlliTH AHAU.

12 Cauac .•.•••••.....•... 1488
13 Kan . . • • • . . ......•••.. 1489
1 Muluc ..............•. 1490
2 Ix ..........•.•.••.... 1491
3 Cauac .........••..•... 1492
4 Kan ..••............. *1493
5 Muluc .....•••.•..••••. 1494
6 Ix .................... 1495
7 Cauac .........•...... :1496
8 Kan ......••........... 1497
9 Muluc ................. 1498
10 Ix ........•........... 1499
11 Uauac ...........•••••. 1500
12 Kan .••••....•........ 1501
13 Muluc ............••... 150:~
1 Ix .................... 1503
2 Cauac .•••••......•.•.. 1504
3 Kan .................. 1505
4 .Mn1uc ................ 1506
5 Ix .................... 1507
6 Cauac ........•.•••••.. 1508
7 Kan ...•............... 1509
8 Muluc .........•....••. 1510
9 Ix .................... 1511

XlTH AHAU.

10 Cauac ................... 1512
11 Kan .....•...••.......... 1513

Muluc .........•..••.••.. 1514
Ix ...................... 1515
Cauac ................... 1516
Kan ..................... 1517
Muluc ...•............... 1518
Ix ...................... 1519
Cauac ................. . . 1520
6 Kan .•.•...........•.... . 1521
7 Muluc .............•.•... 1u22
8 Ix ...................... 1523
9 Cauac ................... 1G24
10 Kan ..................... 1525
11 Muluc .......•........... 1526
12 ·Jx ...................... 1527
1:~ Cauac .................... 1528
1 Kan .........•.••........ 1529
2 Muluc ...........••••.... 1530
3 Ix . ..................... 1531
4 Camw .........•........ . 1532
5 Kan ..........•....•..... 1533
(j Muluc ................... 1534
7 Ix ...................... 1535
12
13
1
2
3
4
5

!XTH AHAU.

8 Cauac ................. 1536
9 Kan ................... 1537
10 Muluc .......•........ 1538
11 Ix .................... 1539
12 Cauac ......•••........ 1540
13 Kan ................... 1541

Following out this theory we will have to place the taking of Merida
by the Spaniards ( 1541) in the sixth year of the IXth Ahau, instead of the
first of the XIth. As Landa went to Yucatan about the year 1549, we are
not warranted in supposing that he made an error of thirty years in reference to an event· that occurred but a few years before his arrival.
It is apparent fron1 these facts that, assuming, as Perez does, that the
year 1392 was tpe year 7 Cauac, and the first of an Ahau, conflicts with
every other date left on record.
I think we may therefore take for granted that there was some error
in the calculation by which this author, or those from whom he quotes,
obtained this date. As this calculation antedates the death of Ajpula just
43 years, let us add that nurnber to 1392: This gives us 1435. If we turn
now to Table XVII, made according to my theory, we find that 7 Cauac

•
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of the 8th Ahau is the year 1435, and that by adding the 43 years-the
number Perez has antedated the death of Ajpula-all the dates agree sub-r
stantially, and also drop into their proper places in the Maya Calendar.
As the authorities to whom Perez refers obtained their inforn1ation
from the Indians, the date was as a n1atter of course given according to the
Maya method of reckoning time; hence the "year 7 Oauac and 8th Ahau"
are rnost likely ~o--be correc.t. It is very probable this was the date of some
notable event in the history of that people, and as it gives when corrected
the year 1435, I arn of the opinion it relates to the destruction of Mayapan,
which, according to the manuscript translated by Stephens, occurred in the
8th Ahau.
Another error arising from this mistake on the part of Perez was that he
was forced to place the death of Ajpula in the 6th year of the 13th Ahau,
instead of in the 18th as given by his n1anuscript, in order to get it in 4 Kan.
An examination . of Tables No. XVIII and XIX, which are constructed
according to his theory, will show that there is no Ahau but nurnber I, in
which 4 Kan is the 18th year. This is true no n1atter where we commence dividing the grand cycle, according to his idea.
As Table XVIII commences the division with the last year of a grand
cycle, I have given at the same place another (XIX) on his plan, commencing with the fourth year of this period, in order to illustrate the above
statement.
Taking jnto consideration all the evidence I can obtain bearing upon
the points now under consideration I an1 forced to the following conclusions:
lst. That the series .of years began with Oauac.
2d. That the first year of a grand cycle was also the first year of an
Ahau.
3d. That the thirteen Ahaues of a grand cycle were .numbered as
•
shown in Table XVII.
4th. That they were num hered according to the number of their first
years respectively.
But it is best perhaps for me to call attention here to the following facts
in reference to the numbering of these periods.
First. That the division of the grand cycle according to t4e plan I
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have adopted, which is repeated on the annexed Table XXI, does not
preclude us from accepting Perez7s theory that they were numbered frorr1
the second day of the first year, which, as the periods begin with Cauac,
would be Ahau. This would change the position of the Ahaues so far as
their nutnbers are concerned, and they would then stand as shown in this
table; that is, the first one in the grand cycle would be No. II, the next
XIII, and so on in the usual order. But one very serious objection to this
plan of numbering is that 4 I(an of the XIIIth Ahau would be the sixth
instead of the eighteenth year.
I am of the opinion that the only foundation Perez had for thus nutnbering these periods is the fact that the name "Ahau" was applied to them.
It is probable that it was sometimes so applied on account of their importance, but a careful study of the language of Landa and Cogulludo lead
me to believe that I(atun was the name by which they were usually designated. The latter author gives this term only. Landa simply remarks that
"they counted 13 twenties with one of the twenty letters of their n1onth
which is called .Ahau, without order and alternate only as on the border of
the wheel above; they called these, in their language, I(atunes." 1
The 1nost serious objection which, so far as I see, can be urged against
my theory is that the series of Ahai1es does not begin with XIII, or,-in
other words, that the first of the grand cycle is not XIII. But this objection applies with equal force to Perez's scheme. If we adopt the division
shown in Table XVIII, and ~uppose the numbering to correspond with the
first year (Cauac) of each period, we would then comm.ence the grand
cyc~e with the XIIIth Ahau. To illustrate this I give a table (XXII) similar to XVIII so far as the division of the grand cycle is concerned, but
ntunbered as above sugg~sted.
1 "No solo tenian los indios cuenta en cl aiio y meses, como queda dicho, y seiialado atras pero
tenian cierto modo de contar los tiempos y sus cosas por edades, las qualcs hazi.an de veynte en veynte
afios, contando XIII veyntes con una de -las XX letras de los meses que Haman Ahau, sin orden sino
rctruecanados como pareceran en la siguiente ray a redonda; Haman les a estos en su lengua Katunes,
y con ellos tenian a maravilla cuenta con sus edades, y la fue assi facil al viejo de quien en el primero
capitulo dixe a via trescientos aiios accordarse dellos." (Landa, Relacion de las Cosas, § XLI.)
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This plan has this fact in its favor: it not only throws the XIIIth Ahan
at the commencement of the grand cycle, but 4 Kan is also its 18th year.
TABLE
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Be this as it may, there is nothing in Maya history or the calendar
which makes it necessary that the grand cycle should commence with the
XIIIth Ahau. As suggested by Perez and Dr. Valentini, this nurnber of
the series may have been selected as the one with which to begin their
count because of sorne notable event in their history occurring in it. The
serious objection to the plan of Table XXII is that it requires the XIIIth
Ahau to begin with the last year of a grand cycle, which, I think, is sufficient to condemn it.
Perez's staten1ent bearing on this subject is as follows:
''As the Indians considered the number 13 as the initial number, it is
probable that son1e remarkable event had happened in that year, because,
when the Spaniards arrived in the Peninsula, the Indians then counted the
8th as the 1st, that being the date at which their ancestors catne to settle
there; and an Indian writer proposed that they should abandon that order
also, ~nd begin counting from the 11th, solely because the conquest had
happened in that Ahau." (Cron. Antig., § IX, Valentini's Trans.) 1
I have already quoted from Perez, as pertaining to the calendar, the
staten1ent in reference to what he believes to be another kind of cycle or
method of computation. I called attention to the fact that the numbers
given might be found by running up the columns of our table of years. I
will now explain what I believe to have been the object and use of these
numbers.
"They had another number which they called Ua Katun, which served
then1 as a key by which to adjust and find the Katunes, and following the
order of their march, it falls on the two 2 days of Uayeb haab and revolves
to the end of certain years; Katunes 13, 9, 5, 1, 10, 6, 2, 11, 7, 3, 12, 8, 4.''
Perez quotes this, as he states, in the exact words of his authority
(unfortunately not given). As Bancroft's translation omits the "two" betore "days," I have given here a translation of the original as found in
Perez's Cronologie Antigua.''
1 As

neither Valentini's nor Brasseurs' translation is literal, I will give the original:
"Es probable que principio en elnumero 13 por haber acontecido en el algun suceso notable pues
despues se contaban por el8; y acabada la conquista de esta peninsula propuso un escritor indio comenzasen a contar en lo sucesivo estas epocas por elll .Ahat~ por que en else verific6 aquella."
2 Not the "second day of the Uayeb haab" as Perez seems, as appears from, his comment, to have
understood tho expression. It is strange that he should have so perversely misinterpreted his own
manuscripts.
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We see by reference to the annexed table of years .(XXIII), which
contains exactly one cycle, that by commencing at the bottom of the righthand or Ix column and running up, we find the numbers given in the quotation and in precisely the saiile order. As these figures mark the terminal
TABLE XXIII.
years of the lustres it is evident that the authority quoted
applied the name '' I(atun" to thl3se periods, and that this
I c.)
lc,)
:::s
c6
not used here as an equivalent of "Ahau."
c6
= ~c6 ~= ~ wordIfis the
0
series began with Cauac, as shown by this
table, thes~ n~mbers would then denote Ix years; but
2
1
4
3
if
it- commenced with -Kan they would then be Oauac
6
·5
7
8
9 10 11 12 years. In either case it is evident that by remembering
2
13
1
3 these numbers and their order it would be an easy matter
4
5
6
7 to locate or give the nutnber of any year in the cycle,
8
9 10 11 and in the grand cycle also, if they had any n1ethod of
13
12
1
2 numbering the cycles.
But I am unable to se~ how
3
4
5
6
this could be of n1uch service in counting the Ahaues,
7
8
9 10
and am therefore inclined to believe that this method of
11 12 13 1
counting back was chiefly in vogue among the common
!}
2
3
4
people,
they being unable to fully understand and use
8
6
7
9
10 11 12 13 the complicated calendar of the priests. Although Landa,
when speaking of the facility with which they counted
back the years, evidently alludes to the Ahaues, yet it is quite probable the
old Indian who traced back their history for three hundred years did so by
the use of this key, unless he was a priest.
It is difficult to underRtand what is meant by the expression "they fall
on the two days of Uayeb haab" [intercalated days].
In the four plates of the Dresden Codex heretofore mentioned (25-28),
1vhich certainly refer to the feaRts of the intercalated days, we notice that_
· the left-hand column of each contains the characters of but two days-the
25th the days Eb and Ben, the last two of the intercalated days of the
Muluc years; the 26th, Caban and Ezanab, the la.st two of the Ix years,
and so on.
Although these, as here noted, may not have any reference to this
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method of counting, their use in this manner shows that they were considered important.
If the lustres ended with an Ix year, as I have assumed, Ezanab would
be the last of the intercalated days. Now as will be seen by carefully
examining the calendar for one year as given in Table II, page 8, the nurnber of the last intercalated day will always be the same as the first day of
the year. I-Iaving thus determined the· name and number of the year, and
remembering the series as given in the quotation, it was an easy n1atter to
count back to any rlesired year. · Let n1e illustrate this: Suppose that at
the close of an annual feast of Uayeb haab which has ended on Ezanab, an
Indian was desirous of determ1ning what year of the cycle had just ternlinated. Knowing the day to be 1 Ezanab, he knows by this that the year
was 1 Ix; remernbering the numbers of the key, he commences his count
with 1, and running back thus: 1, 10, 6, 2, 11, 7, 3, 12, 8, 4, ascertains that
the year is the 40th of the cycle (10X4).
A little careful study of this subject w.ill suffice to convince any one at
all acquainted with this calendar that by simply kno\ving the number and
name of the last intercalated day of any year will be su~cient to enable
him to determine what year of the cycle it is If he forgets the key he can
easily find it by the continued subtraction of 4, connnencing with l 3, adding
13 when the number to be subtracted fron1 is 4 or less than 4. The only thing
necessary to be remembered is that the years Cauac, Kan, Muluc, Ix tern1inate, respectively, with the days Akbal, Lamat, Ben, and Ezanab.
Suppose the last day of a certain year to be 9 Lamat, this gives 9 Kan
as the year; the next year would be 10 ~fuluc, the next 11 Ix, the last of
the lustre. If we remember the key, we count back the following nulnbers or lustres: 11, 7, 3, 12, 8, 4, showing that 11 Ix would be the 24th
year of the cycle and 9 Kan the 22d. These c~lculations are based upon
the supposition that Cauac was the first year of the cycle, but the sanw
rule will apply with I{an or any other as the first of the series.
I think it probable that this will furnish an explanation of the phrase
"they fall in the two days of Uayeb haab and return to the end of certain
years.,. rrhe manuscript fro1n which this statement was taken by Perez was
~vidently written by one not thoroughly fan1iliar with the system.
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On the title-page and on Plates XX-XXIII (see Plates I-IV) are certain red semicircular or crescent-shaped figures like this

• ·• . , which we

have good reasons for believing served as characters to denote one of the
Maya periods, either the Ahau, Cycle, Indication, or part of the grand cycle.
This is the proper place to discuss their signification; but as this can be done
more satisfactorily after we have learned what we can in reference to the
figures given on these plates and the subjects to which they relate, I will
now proceed to give such interpretations of the figures and characters on
them as I believe are waranted by the discoveries I have made.

/

CHAPTER III.
EXPLANATION OF FIGURES AND CHARACTERS ON PLATES
XX-XXIII OF THE MANUSCRIPT TROANO AND 25-28 OF
THE DRESDEN CODEX.
As heretofore stated, the figures that occupy the spaces on Plates XXXXIII1 appear to relate, in part at least, to the close and con1n1encement of
the more in1portant periods of time. I have already given my reasons for
believing that the blue figure in the upper cornpartn1ent of Plate XXIII
represents an Ahau, and that the piercing of the eye with the dagger signifies that tlw last year of the period has arrived and is about to close.
Referring to Landa's Relacion de Casas§§ XXXV-XXXVIII, I find the
following account of the religious festivals which occurred during the intercalated or closing days of the old and the connnencen1ent of the new_year,
each of the four years, !{an, Muluc, Ix, and Cauac, having its own peculiar
cerernonies.
As this is . really the key to the explanation of the figtires on the four
plates mentioned, I quote his statement in fnll, translated from Brasseur's
French, giving the original Spanish in Appendix No. 1.
"XXXV.-Fetes of S'upplem.ental days-Sacrifices of the commencement of the
new year of the sign I(an.

"It was the custom in all the cities of Yucatan that there should be at
each of the four entranees of the place-that is to say, the east, west, north,
and south-two heaps of stone facing each other, intended for the celebration of two feasts of unlucky days. These feasts took place in the following
m'anner:
1 The reader is reminded again that Plates XX-XXIII of the Manuscript are the s~me as our
Plates I-IV, a fact which will not be repeated hereafter in the text.
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"The year of which the don1inicalletter was Kan the 01nen was Hobnil,
and, according to the belief of the Yucatecs, they both reigned in the region
of the south. This year, therefore, they fabricated a hollow image or figure
of baked earth, of the idol which they called Kan-u- Uayeyab, and carried
it to the heap of dry stones which was on the south side. 'rhey elected a
chief from the citizens, at whose house they celebrated the feasts of these
days. At this ceremony they n1ade also the statue of another god, named
Bolon-Zacab, which they placed in the house of the chief elect, in a spot
where every one could approach.
"This done, the nobles, the priest, and the citizens assembled together.
They returned, by a road swept and ornarrwnted with arches and foliage, to
the two piles of stone, where they found the statue, around which they
gathered with much devotion. The priest then perfumed it with fortynine grains of bruised maize 1nixed with incense. The nobles placed their
incense together in the censer of the idol and perfumed it in their turn.
The maize mixed with the priest's incense is called zacah, and that which
the nobles present is called chahalte. Having incensed the image, they cut
off the head of a fowl and presented to it.
''When this was finished they placed the statue on a litter called
](ante, and on its shoulders an 'angel' as an omen of water and the good
year which they should have. As to these 'angels,' they were frightful in
appearance.
"Then they carried the statue, dancing with much gaiety, to the house
of the chief, where he found the other statue of Bolon-Zacab. While they
were on the way one of them carried to the nobles and the priest a drink
composed of four hundred and twenty-five grains of burnt maize, which
they called Picula-Kakla, and all partook of it at the same time. Arrived
at the chief's house, they placed the image which they carried, face to face
with the statue which was already there, and made many offerings of drinks
and viands, of meat and fish. These offerings were afterwards divided among
the strangers who were present, and they gave the priest only a leg of
venison.
"Others drew blood fron1 thernsel ves by scarifying their ears, and
anointed with it a stone which they had as an idol, called J(anal-.Acantun.
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They modeled a heart fron1 the dough of the~r bread, and in the same way
another loaf, of gourd seeds, which they presented to the idol Kan-'lf;- Uayeyab~ It was thus that they guarded this statue and the other during the
unfavorable days, perfuming then1 with their incense and with incense mixed
with grains of bruised maize. They believed that if they neglected these
ceremonies they would be subject to the calamities which were the result of
this year. The unlucky days having passed, they carried the statue of the
god Bolon-Zacab to the temple, ·and the image of the other to the eastern
eutrance of the city, in order to have it for the next year. They left it
there, and returning home each one occupied himself with preparations for
the celebration of the new year.
"As soon as the eeremonies were terminated and the evil spirit dispelled, according to their n1istaken idea, they believed this year to be fortunate, because with the sign Kan reigns the Bacab~Hobnil, who, as they say,
has not sinned as his brothers, and for this reason no cala1nity befell them
in that year. But as it frequently happened that this occurred notwithstanding, the demon was conciliated by establishing these eermnonies, .so that in
case of misfortune they attributed the fault to their ceremonies ::tnd to those
who served in then1, so that thBy retnained always in error and blindness.
"At his instigation, then, they fabricated an idol called Yzarnna-Cauil,
which they placed in his temple, and burnt before it in the court three pellets
of 1nilk,I or resin, which they called kik; they sacrificed to it either a dog
or a n1an, which was done with the ceren1ony spoken of in chapter one
hundred on the subject .of victin1s. There ·was, however, some difference
in the manner of offering this sacrifice; they put in the court of th~ temple
a large heap of stones, and the man or animal who was to be sacrificed was
fastened to a sort of elevated scaffold, 'frohl whence they hurled him onto
the heap of stones; the officers innnediately seized 'hin1 and tore out his
heart, which they carried to the new idol, offering it to hin1 bet-ween two
plates. They 1nade still other offerings of comestible~. At this feast the
old women, selected for this oecasion, danced, clothed in peculiar garments.
They believed that an angel descended then and received the sacrifice.
1

By

~he

term ''milk," as here used, is meant t.he milky juice of some plant.
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"XXXVI.-Sacrifices of the new year at the sign of Mu.luc-Dancing on the
stilts-Dance of the old women with the dogs .of baked earth.
"The year of which the dorninicalletter was Muluc had for the omen
Can;;ienal. When the time arrived, the nobles and the priest elected the chief

who should celebrate the feast. This done, they modeled, a~ in the preceding year, the image of the idol called Chac-u- Uayeyab, and carried it to
the heap of stones at the eastern side, where they had left it the year before.
They n1ade a statue of the god ca.lled Kinch-Ahau, which they placed in a
suitable spot in the house of the chief; then, from there, setting out by a
road neatly swept and orna1nented, they returned together with their accus·tomed devotion to the statue of Chac-1,£- Uayeyab.
"Having arrived here, the priest perfun1ed it with his incense and fortythree grains of bl'uised corn, which they called zacah; he gave to the nobles
the incense called chahalte to put in the censer, after which they cut off the
head of a .fowl, as formerly. They raised up the statue on a litter called
Ohacte and carried it with devotion, while the crowd executed around it certain war dances c.alled Holcan-Okot, Batel-Okot. They carried at the same
tin1e, to the leaders and the principal citizens, their drink composed of three
hundred and twenty-four grains of burnt corn, as before.
"Arrived at the house of the chief they placed the statue facing that
of Kincl~-Aha~t, and presented to it the customary offerings, which they
divided afterwards as at the last time. They offered to him bread made in
the form of the yolk of an egg, and others like the hearts of deer, and another
cmnposed with diluted spice. There were, as ?rdinarily, good tnen who drew
blood fr?m themselves by piercing their ears and anointing with it the stone
of the idol nan1ed Chacan-Cantun. 1
"Here they took small boys and forcibly pierced their ears, making
incisions on then1 with knives. They guarded this statue until the end of
the evil days; meanwhile they burned before it their incense.
"When these days were passed they carried it to the north side, where
they were to receive it the next year, and deposited the other in his temple,
after which they returned home to prepare for the ceremonies of the new
year They believed that if they neglected to eelebrate the aforesaid ceremonies they would be exposed to great evils of the eyes.
1 Doubtless

intended for Chac-Acantun.
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"This year, of which the don1inical letter was Muluc and in which
reigned Bacab- Canzienal, they regarded as fortunate; for they said that this
was the greatest and best of the gods Bacab; also they made him the first
in their prayers. With all this, however, the demon inspired them to fabricate ·an idol named Yax-Coc-Ahmut, which they placed in the temple, after
having taken away the old statues; they set up in the court which is towards
the ten1ple a heap of stones, on which they burnt the incense with a pellet
of resin or milk (kik), invoking the idol and asking of him deliverance from
the misfortunes of the present year. T~ese calamities were the scarcity of
water, the abundance of shoots in the n1aize, and other things of the same
kind. As a rernedy for these evils the dernon commanded them to offer up
squirrels and a cover of cloth without embroidery, woven by the old women,
whose office it was to dance in the ten1ple in order to praise the god YaxCoc-Ahmut.
"rrhey threatened them still more with a crowd of other misfortunes
and evil signs relative to this year, although it was considered fortunate, if
they did not accomplish the duties which the den1on imposed on them; one
among others was a feast with a dance, which they executed n1ounted on very
high stilts, and a sacrifice which they offered of the heads of turkeys, of
bread, and of drinks of maize. It was also imposed on them to present
itnages of dogs in baked earth, carrying bread on the back. The old women
were obliged to dance with these images in their hands, and to sacrifice to
the god a small dog with black spots, and which was still virgin. rrhose
who were the most devoted to this ceren1ony were to draw blood from the
animal and to anoint with it the stone of the god Chac-Acantum. These
rites and this sacrifice seemed to be very pleasing to the god Yax-CocI
Ahmut."
"XXXVII.-Sacrijices of the new year at the sign of Yx--Sinister prognostics;
how they prevented those results.

'' T,he year of which the domini cal letter was Yx and the ornen ZacCiui, the election of the chief who celebrated the feast being finished, they
forn1ed the in1age of the god called Zac-u- Uayeyab and carried it to the
piles of stone where they had left the other, the year before. They mod-
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eled a statue of the god Yzamna and placed it in the house of the chief,
after which, by a road ornamented according to the custom, they returned
devoutly to the image of Zac-u-Uayeyab. On their arrival, they perfumed
it with incense as they had done before, and there cut off the head of a
fowL The image having been afterwards placed on a litter called Zachia,
they carried it devoutly, accompanying it with dances called Alcabtan-J(amAhau. They carried their usual drink on the way, and arriving at the house
the image was placed i~ order before that of Yz-amna and they made their
offerings, to divide then1 afterwards; before the statue of Zac-u- Uayeyab
they presented the bead of a turk~y, patties of quails, different drinks, etc.
"As formerly, there were among the spectators some who drew blood
from themselves, with which they rubbed the stone of the god Zac-Acantun.
In this n1anner they guarded the idols during the days preceding the new
year, and incensed them according to their custom until the last day; then
they carried Yzamna to the temple and Zac-~t- Uayeyab to the west of the
city, leaving it there until the following year.
''The misfortunes to which they were exposed this year, if they happened to neglect these different ceremonies, were fainting fits, swoons, and
diseases of the eye. They considered it as a year unfortunate as to bread,
but abundant in cotton. It was this which they signalized with the character Yx, and in which the Bacab Zac-Ciui reigned, who foretold nothing
very good; according to their belief, the year must bring calamities of all
sorts, a great want of water, days when the sun would shine with excessive
heat which would dry up the fields of maize; the consequence would be
- fatnine; from famine arose robberies and from robberies slavery for those
who rendered themselves guilty. All this would naturally be the source of
discord ·and internal wars atnong the citizens and among the towns. They
believed that in the year marked by this sign there also generally happened
changes an1ong the princes or the priests, in consequence of the wars and
dissensions.
"Another omen which they also held, was that some of those· who
sought to gain authority would not arrive at their end. This year was
also so.methnes signalized by an irruption of locusts, the consequence of
which would be famine and the depopulation of a large number of locali-
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ties. In order to remedy these calamities, which they feared entirely or in
part, they rnade, at the instigation of the demon, the statue of an idol nan1ed
J(inch-Ahau-Yzamna; they placed it in the temple, where they offered to it
all kinds of incense and oblations, drawing their blood and sprinkling with it
the stone of the god Zac-Acantu-n. They executed different dances, the old
women dancing as usual; at this feast they formed anew a small oratory
to the dmnon; they assembled there to offer sacrifice to him and to give
hirn presents, and finished with a solen1n orgie, where every one became
intoxicated, for this feast was general and obligatory. There were also some
fanatics who, of their own accord, and through devotion, made another idol,
like that which is mentioned above, which they carried into other temples,
making it offerings and intoxicating themselves in its honor. They regarded
these orgies and sacrifices as very agreeable to their id·ols and as preservatives capable of preventing the misfortunes with which they believed themselves threatened."
''.XXXVIII.-· Sacrifices of the new year at the sign of Cauac-Evil prognostics prevented by the fire dance.
''This year, of which the dominieal letter was Cauac and the on1en
Hozanelc, after .they had elected a chief of the ceremonies, they formed, in
order to celebrate it, the itnage of the god Ek-u- Uayeyab; they carried it to
the piles of stone at the west entrance, where they had left the image of
the year be'fore. They made at the same time the statue of the god called
Uac-Mitun-Ahau, which they placed, as usual, in the most convenient spot in
the chief's house. From there they went together to the place where they .
found the image of Ek-~ Uayeyab, having taken care previously to ornament the road; arriving there, the nobles and priests incensed this image,
after their custom, and cut off the head of a fowl. When this was finished,
they took the statue on a litter called Yaxek and placed on its shoulders a
gourd with a dead 1nan and, besides, the ashes of a bird which ·they called
](uch, as a sign of great mortality; for this year was considered very unfortunate.
"They afterwards carried it a bout in this manner, with de-yotion mingl~d with sadness, executing several dances, an1ong which there was one
5 M 'I'
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like the crottees, which they cal1ed Xibalba-Okot, which signified danee of
the dmnons. In this interval the cup-bearer arrived with the drink for the
nobles, which they drank in the place where the statue of Uac-Mitun-Ahau
stood vis-a-vis with the image of which they had the care. Imrnediately
they com1nenced the oblations, the perfu1ning~ and their prayers; a great
number drew blood from different parts of their bodies and anointed with
it the stone idol called Ekel-Acantun. Thus passed the unfortunate days,
after which they carried Uac-Mitun Ahau to the temple and Ek-u- Uayeyab
to the south entrance, where they left it until the following year.
''This year, signalized by the character Cauae, and in whicli the BacabHozanek rules, besides ·the plague witli which . it was threatened, was particularly regarded as fatal; they said that the extreme heat of the sun
destroyed the fields of maize, without considering the n1ultiplication of
ants and birds that devoured the rernainder of the seed; however, they
added, these calamities need not be entirely general, there were some
places where subsistence could be obtained, although with great difficulty.
To prevent these calamities they made, at the instigation of the demon,
four idols, named Ohichac- Chob, Ekbalam- Chac, Ahcan- Uolcab, and Ahbuluc Balam; after having plaeed these together in the temple, where they perfun1ed them as usual, they presented to them two pellets of resin named
kik, to be burned, also iguanas, bread, and a miter, with a bouquet of flowers
and a stone which they considered of great value. Beside~, they raised, for
the celebration of this feast, a large arch of wood in the court, filling it with
wood above and on the sides in order to burn, leaving in it, however,
. gateways for entering in and going out. Then, the greater part of the
·men took each one a bundle of long dry sticks and, while a musician
mounted on the top of the funeral pile sang and beat the tan1bour, all
danced with much order and devotion, entering in and going out, one after
the other, under the arch. They continued to da~ce in this manner until
evening, when, leaving their bundles of sticks, they went home to rest and
refresh themselves.
"When night fell they returned, accompanied by a great crowd; for
this ceren1ony was regarded with great respect among then1. Each one
taking then his bundle, lighted it and put the fire on the funeral pile, which
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im.mediately caught fire and burned rapidly. As soon as there was only
one brand left burning they announced it to the throng, and those who had
danced before assen1 bled together and atten1pted to cross it, some passing
over without injury and son1e being slightly or seriously burned, imagining
that thus they prevented the plague and the anger of the gods, and to
avert the evil omens of the year, in the belief that nothing could be more
conciliating to their gods than this kind of sacrifice.
"This finished, they returned home to drink and intoxicate then1selves;
for this was required by the custom of the feast and the heat of the fire."
If we turn now to Plates 25, 26, 27, and 28 of the Dresden Codex and
study them carefully, I think we shall find enough there to warrant us in
deciding that they are intended to represent these four festivals.
In the first place, it is apparent that these four plates, which ~re copied
on our Plates V, VI, VII, VIII, all relate to the same subject, and that they
are quite different from those which precede or follow them.
In the second place, the left-hand day-column of each plate contains
but two days, and in each case these are the last two of the intercalated
days; those on Plate 25 (Pl. V) being Eb and Ben, the last two days of the
Muluc years; on Plate 26 (Pl. VI), Caban and Ezanab, the last two of the
Ix years; on Plate 27 (Pl. VII), Ik and Akbal, the last two of the Cauac
years; and those on Plate 28 (Pl. VIII), Manik and La1nat, the last two of
the Kan years. A fact worthy of note in this connection is that each of
these days is repeated thirteen times, the e~act nun1ber of each of these
years in a cycle.
In the third place, we see in the lowest. compartment of each plate
the priest holding in his hand a headless fowl; agreeing exactly with
Landa's words, "degollavan una gallina y se la presentavan o offrecian"; ''they
beheaded a fowl and presented it as an offering."
In the upp~r division of each we see the chosen assistant with the
head and tail of the Chac, bearing on his back the newly-formed image on
his march to the heap of stones at the border of the village, or to the house
of the selected chief.
In the middle division we see the priest burning incense, in order, as
was their custom, to drive away the evil spirit; the sign or glyph "Ik" in
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the midst of the flame renders almost certain the correctness of this interpretation.
This agreement in so many particulars between these plates and Landa's
statements is certainly sufficient to warrant us in_assuming that the two refer
to the same things; that is, to the festivals held during the Uayeyab haab or
closing days of the different years.
Before attempting to show the relation these plates of the Dresden
Codex bear to those of the · Manuscript Troano, it will be necessary for n1e
to ask the reader to examine then1 carefully as I enter into more particular
details.
It is apparent from Landa's language that the festival of the last days
of one year was intended as a celebration of the new or incoming year;
that is to say, the festival of the last ~ays of the I{an year was intended as
a celebration of the incoming Muluc year, and, in fact, did not close until
the ·first or second day of the latter. This being the case, we prestune that
the plate containing the last two days of the I{an year, for example, represents the commencen1ent of the Muluc .._vrear, and that some, at least, of the
figures and characters shown on it refer to that year. Following up this
idea, I conclude that Plate 25, on which the days are Eb and Ben, the last
days of the Muluc year, refers to the commencement of, and may properly
be called the plate of the Ix years; that Plate ~6 refers to the beginning of
the c ·a uac years, Plate 27 to the I{an years, a~d Plate 28 to the Muluc
years.
Taking for granted that this conclusion is correct-which I think few
if any ·will doubt-let us see what further can be deduced from it.
Landa,' Cogulludo, and Perez tell us that each of the four do1ninical
days was referred by the Indians to one of the four cardinal points. ·As the
statements of these three authorities appear at first sight to conflict with
eaeh other, let us see if we can bring them into harn1ony without resorting
to a violent construction of the language used. Perez's state1nent is clear
and distinct, and as it was 1nade by one thoroughly conversant with the
1nanners and customs of the natives, and also with all the older authorities,
it is doubtless correct.
He says, "the Indians rnade a little wheel in which they placed the initial
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days of the year. ICan at the east, Muluc at the north, Gix o.L' Hix at the
west, and G'auac at the south, to be counted in the sa1ne order. 711
'rhe statement of Cogulludo, which agrees substantially with this, is as
follows: "They fixed the first year at the east, to which they gave the nan1e
Cuch-haab; the second at the west, and called it Hiix; the third at the south,
named Cauac, and the fourth, M uluc~ at the north."
Turning now to Landa's work (Relac. des Cosas, §§ XXXIV)i we are
son1ewhat surprised to find the following language: "The first of these
dominical letters is J(an. · The yea·r having this character was the first, and
had for its sign the Bacab, the other names of which were Hobnil, J(analBacab, J(an-pauah-tun, J(an-xib-chac. They placed this on the south side.
The second letter is Muluc, which is placed on the eastern side, and this year
has for its sign the Bacab, which is called Canzienal, Chacal-Bacab, Chacpauah-tun, Chac-xib-chac. The third of these letters is Yx. The sign during
this year was the Bacab nanwd Zac-zini, Zacal-Bacab, Zac-pauah-tun, Zac~xib
chac, and it signified the northern side. 'rhe fourth letter is Cauac; the ::;ign
of this year is the Bacab called Hozan-ek, Ekel-Bacab, Ek-pauah-tun, Ekxib-chac, which is assigned to the western side.'' 2
This, as we see, places Kan at the south, l\Iuluc at the east, Ix at the
north, and Cauac at the west, conflicting directly with the statements 1nade
by Cogulludo and Perez. If we turn now to the descriptions of the four
feasts as given by Landa, and heretofore quoted, I think we shall find an
explanation of this difference. From his account of the feast at the comInencement of the Kan year (the intercalated days of the Cauac year), we
learn that first they made an idol called J(an-u-uayeyab, which they bore to
the heap of stones on the south side of the village; next they n1ade a statue
of the god Bolon-Zacab, which they placed in the house of the elected chief,
I "Estos hidios pintavan una rueda pequeua, en la cnal ponian los cuatro geroglificos de los elias
con que principiava el afio, Kan al orient.e, Jfuluc al norte, Hix al poniente, y Cauac al sur, para que se
coutasen en cl mismo orden." (Crouologia Antigna, ~VII.)
2 "La primera pues de las letras domiuicales cs Ka.n.
El afio que esta letra servia era el aguero
del Bacab que por otros nombres llaman Hobnil, Kanal Bacab, Kan-pauah-tu.n.: Kan-xib-chac. A este sefialavau a la parte de medio dia. La segunda letra es Muluc sena1avanle al oriente, sn afio era aguero el
Bacab que llamau Canzienal, Chacal Bacab, Chac-pauall-tun, Chac-:rib-chac. La tercera letra es Yx. Su ano
era aguero el Bacab qne llaman Zaczini-zacal-Bacab, Zac-paualltun, Zac-xibchac, seilalavanle ala parte del
uorte. La quatra letra es Cauac; su ano era aguero el Bacab que Haman Hozanek, Ekel-Bacab, Ek-pauahtun, Ek-xib-chac j a estc sefialavan ala. parte del poniente.''
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or chief chosen for the occasion. This done, they returned to the idol on
the southern stone heap, where certain religious cerernonies were performed,
after which they returned ~vith the idol to the house, where they placed it
vis-a-vis with the other-just as we see in the lower division of Plates XXXXIII of the Manuscript Troano. Here they kept constant vigil until the
unlucky days ( Uayeb-haab) had expired and the new Kan year appeared;
then they took the statue of Bolon-Zacab to the temple and the other idol
to the heap of stones at the east side of the village, where it was to remain
during the year, doubtless intended as a constant ren1inder to the common
people of what year was passing.
Similar transfers were made at the comrnencement of the other years;
at that of Mnluc, first to the east, then to the house, and then . to its final
resting place on the north side; of Ix, first to the north, then to the west; 1
of Cauac, first to the west, then to the south . .
This movement agrees precisely with the order given by Perez; and
the final resting places of the idols for the year being the cardinal points of
the dominica1 days wl~ere he fixes them; that is, Kan at the east; Muluc at
the north; Ix at the west, and Cauac at the south.
There is t~erefore no real disagreement between the authorities on this
point.
If we turn now to Plate VI of the Manuscript Troano we find these
four characters in the spaces of the upper and middle divisions. No. 3

No.1.

No.2.

No.3.

No.4.

FIG. 8.

is in the upper left-hand corner; No.2 in the)ower left-hand corner; No.
1 in the lower right-hand corner, and No. 4 in the upper right-hand corner. We find the same characters placed in the same order in the upper
and tniddle divisions of Plate VII and the upper division of Plate VII*.
They are also found in the corners of the spaces of Plates XVIII*, XXVI,
XXIX*, XXX*, XXXI*, and XXXII*, but not always in the satue order.
1
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Turning to the "title page" of the satne manuscript, we find that the-se are
the first four characters in the second transverse line.
The position of the characters on the plates mentioned led n1e, at an
early stage of n1y investigations, to believe they were intended to denote the
four cardinal points; but the fact that the order was not always the same,
and the apparent impossibility of finding words in the Maya lexicon agreeing with Landa's letter characters and at the same time denoting the cardinal points, induced n1e for a time to doubt the correctness of this. theory;
but the discovery of the signification of these four plates of the ·Dresden
Codex induces n1e now to believe that this first impression was correct. It is
possible these characters have also some other signification, but that they
are intended to designate the cardinal points I can no longer doubt.
In the last or lowest transverse line of characters on Plate 2 7 of the
Dresden Codex (our Plate VII)--the one relating to the close of the Cauac
and co1nmencen1ent of the Kan years-we find the character No. 1 (Fig. 8)
in close proximity with another character, which I will presently show signifies "stone" or a "heap of stones." If this indicates a cardinal point it must
be south or east; if it refers to the place to which the idol was first taken it
would then signify south, if to its last resting place it would then signify
east. In the corresponding line of Plate 28 (our Plate VIII) we find character No. 2; in that of 2 5 (our Plate V), character No. 3; in that of 26 (our
Plate VI), character No. 4. If we suppose these characters to indicate the,
final resting places of the idols then eharacter No. 1 would signify east, 2
north, R west, and 4 south; but if the first resting place, then character No.
1 w·ould signify south, No. 2 east, No. 3 north, and No. 4 west. That Nos.
1 and 3 relate to the places of the rising and setting of the sun, I think is
evident from the following f~cts:
First. That these are the only two out of the four characters which
have anything similar in them.
Second. The lower half of each is precisely like the lower half of
Landa's symbol for the , rnonth Yaxkin, from which we may infer that it
signifies kin, "sun." This also agrees with the fact that the ·Maya words
for east and west (likin, chikin) both end with "kin," which signifies sun
or day. Although Landa gives this figure without the wing as the character
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for the letter "T," I think there can be no doubt that when combined with
the side wing it signifies ''sun" or "day," both words being the same in the
Maya language. I find that Brasseur and Dr. ValentinP reached the same
conclusion respecting this character, which be3,rs some resemblance to the

Mexican symbol for d a y ® , and a still closer resemblance to that for
year.

ffi

I am satisfied, therefore, that these two characters i·efer to

the east and the west, and hence that the only point left for us to decide is,
which appertains to the east and which to the west. This I think may be
determined fro1n the plates of the Dresden Codex. If No. 1 on Plate 27
must there be either south or east, and our reasoning showing that it could
not be either south or north be correct, it follows that it must signify east,
the direction assigned to the Kan year, and that here it refers to the final
resting place of the idol J(an-u- Uayeyab.
If I am so far cqrrect then character No. 1 (Fig. 8) signifies east, No.
2 north, No. 3 west, and No. 4 south.
If we turn now to Plates 46, 4 7, 48, 49, and 50 of this Codex we find
on ea~h, two square groups· or masses of characters consisting of either five
or six transverse lines and four columns. One transverse line of each group
is composed of these four characters, which, as I believe, are here used to
indicate the cardinal points. Assuming my interpretation of them to be
correct, it will be necessary to read these lines from right to left to obtain
the order given by Perez; for example the lines on these p1ates read, as
the characters stand, thus:
First group, Plate-46.-North, east, south, west.
Second group, Plate 46.-W est, north, east, south.
First group, Plate 47.-North, east, south, west.
Second group, Plate 4 7.-West, north, east, south.
First group, Plate 4~.-N orth, east, south, west.
Second group, Plate 48.-W est, north, east, south.
And the same on Plates 49 and 50. Reading these from the right to
the left we have the order given by Perez, but the initial days will be _a s
1
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follows: for the groups marked '"first," Ix, and for those marked "second,"
Cauac, and the order in which they succeed each other, as follows:
1st. Ix, Cauac, Kan, Muluc.
2d. Cauac, Kan, Muluc, Ix.
The first agrees exactly with the order of the days referred to by
Plate~ 25-28 of this Codex, and the second precisely with Plates XXXXIII of the Manuscript taken in reverse order to the paging. The first
also agrees exactly with the order in which the first four character~ in the
second line of the title page of the Manuscript come, if read from left to
right as the numbers above them indicate. If we turn to Plate XXXII* of
the last-mentioned Manuscript1 we will see that the left-hand column of the
upper division consists of the four dorninical days placed in the following
order, reading from the top downward: Ix, Cauac, I(an, Muluc, precisely in
the order of the four plates of the Dresden Codex; we also find in the space
of this division the characters which I have supposed rnark the caJ:dinal
points, but placed as shown here.
West.

East.

North.

South.

Landa, speaking of the ceremonies connected with the making of idols
of wood, remarks (p. 308) that "they offered incense to the four gods
called Acantunes, which they had placed at the four parts of the world" (the
four cardinal points). But these were of stone, as we have already learned
from the extracts referring to the festivals of the supplemental days.
In the lowest division of Plate XXV* there are four idols over which
are these four characters; the first, or ~eft-hand one, is the headless figure
seen on Plate XXIII, the character over it that which denotes the west;
the second the spotted dog seen on Plates XX and XXI, the character over
it signifies the north; the third a monkey, possibly the same as seen in the
lower division of Plate XXI, the character over it the east; the fourth a
bird, the character over it the south. ·
1

l~oman

numerals refer to the plates of the Manuscript; Arabics to those of the Codex.
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There are other plates on which these characten; appear to indicate
the cardinal points, but what has been given is sufficient to show the evidence upon which I base my opinion as to the meaning of the characters.
The presence of these on Plates 25-28 of the Oodex, in the n1anner there
given,- is perhaps the surest guide as to the quarters to which they respectively belong; the f<-),Ct they are so often found occupying the four corners
of the spaces of the plates of the Manuscript is what. leads us to suspect
that they indicate the cardinal points. The chief, and, so far as I can see,
the only objection to this interpretation is the occasional change of order
in the spaces; but, as we have seen, this seldom, if ever, occurs where they
are in a line. The chief doubt is as to the points assigned them.
If my explanation is correct, then it is possible that the 1\tfaya words
which they represent are as follows :
No. 1 (Fig. 8), Lilcin, "east." No. 2, Xaman, "north."
No. 3, Clzikin, "west." No. 4, Ma-yarn., "the middle of the earth''
(south), or Nohol, ''south."
The inverted character for Ahau in No. 3, and that for 1\tlanik in No. 1,
may raise an objection in the n1inds of some to this interpretation, but the
reader rnust bear in n1ind that I do not yet insist that these characters are
the symbols for the words above given. They _may refer to priests, utensils, or other things connected with or used during religions ceremonies;
for example, No. 3 may be the symbol for Ahkin, "priest," No. 4, for Mayac,
''table"; No. ~ for Am, the sacred stone used in casting the horoscope, &c.,
but at the san1e time these, by the relative positions they occupy during
ceremonies, nw.y serve to indicate the cardinal points, and hence the days.
This being the case, the characters, by long usage for this purpose, would
ultimately become the syn1bols of this secondary signification.
Referring again to Landa's account of the festivals, heretofore quoted, we observe that one of the idols was finally
placed on the heap of stones at the margin of the village In
the lowest division of each of the plates-25-28 of the Co9
FIG. ·
dex-we see an idol resting on a character like this (Fig. 9);
the idol on Plate 25, '\Vith a head somewhat similar to that of the Tlaloc
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figures Hl the Manuscript; those on Plates 26, 27, and 28 apparently
part of the trunk of a tree clothed, and around which a serpent is coiled.
From this fact I infer that the chayacter signifies a "stone" or "stone-heap."
The same character is also found under the figures placed opposite each
other in the lower divisions of Plates XX-XXIII of the Manuscript, the .
only exception being that under the left figure in the lower division of
Plate XXII. I had, from a study of the character itself, con1e to the conclusion, previous to the discovery of the signification of the four plates of
the Codex, that it was the symbol for stone, especially for the stone used
in marking the divisions between periods of time. I was led to this conclusion by a careful comparison of Landa's symbol for the month Pax with
other similar characters in the ~fanuscript. lf I atn correct in this opinion,
then the character probably represents one of the two Maya words Piz, signifying "a stone serving to forn1 the divisions in a I(atun or cycle," or Ppic,
':stones placed one upon another, serving to count the intervals in the
cycles." We find this character, as before remarked, in the lower transverse lines of the plates of the Codex, in close proximity to the syn1bols of
the cardinal points, which agrees very well with Landa's statement.
In the third or lowest division of Plate ?,7 vve see the figure of a fish
on two I{ans, which are in a vessel. This probably represents the ''angel"
placed on the "palo" or litter "as a sign of vvater;" though it is possible it
simply denotes one of the offerings made to the idol before which it is
placed. It is worthy of note that a similar figure is found in the second
character of the fifth line of the title-page of the 1\tianuscript; but, in this
case, it is in the column which has the symbol for "south" as its second
character. As Plate 27 of the Codex relates to the close of a Cauac year,
as well as to the commencement of a Kan year, the presence of this figure
in these places agrees very well with the interpretation above given.
Alth~ugh we have by no means exhausted our explanation of the four
plates of the Codex, we are now prepared to con1pare them with the four
of the Manuscript, and will proceed to n1ake the comparison, reserving
what further interpretations we have to give of them to a subsequent part
of our paper.
There are four plates 1n each, relating to the four dominical days or
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year bearers, and the days used to designate the years are repeated thirteen
tin1es on-each plate; in the Codex, the last two days of the year are selected
for this purpose; in the l\ianuscript the first only, but even here we see the
syrnbols of the terminal days in the transverse line between the two spaces.
The idols in each are placed on the same character-that which .I havo
interpreted as signifying the "stone" or "stone heap" used to mark the
divisions of tin1e. The serpent appears in three plates of each work, and is
wanting in the fourth, the latter in both cases being that which relates chiefly
to the Ix years. At the bottom of the lower division of Plate 28 (Codex)
we see a figure resembling the leg of a deer bound by a double cord; a
similar figure appears at the upper left-hand corner of the lower division of
Plate XX (Manuscript), our Plate I. I think it is evident t~1at Brasseur
was right in interpreting this a.s the syn1bol of the Maya word hau, "the
quarter of a deer or other animal,'' fro1n Landa's statement in his account of
the festival of the Kan year-''davan al sacerdote una pierna de venado,"
"they gave the priest a leg of venison."
It is true that, this figure is found, in the Codex, in the plate supposed
to relate to the Muluc year, while in the l\ianuscript it is in that which
applies to the Ix year, and that jn Landa it is mentioned in connection with
the ceremonies of the Kan year; but this is not sufficient to destroy the
value of these coincidences in our effort to interpret these plates. For, in
the first place, there is no reason for supposing the Codex relates to the
same time and place as the Manuscript; in the second place, each of the
plates in both works appears to refer, in part, to two years ; in the third
place, Landa's description is not sufficientl~r exact and minute to make the
comparison full and complete. I may also add that, while the plates of the
Codex appear to relate only to the ceremonies of the supplemental days, those
of the Manuscript apparently refer to other festivals, especially those held at
the close and cornmencement of long periods of time. ·For example, what
is symbolized by the two left-hand figures of the upper division of Plate
XXII of the Manuscript appears to be represented in Plate 30 of the Codex.
The Uayeyab idols of the two works are certainly different from each
other, though I think it very doubtful whether the figures in either are true
representatives of the images; possibly those on the Codex plates are.
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A careful con1parison of the chief figure in the lowest division of Plate
27 of the Codex with the left-hand figure in the lower division of Plate
XXIII of the Manuscript convinces me that the two are intended as symbols of the same idea or as representatives of the satne person. That the
fonner is essentially different fron1 the corresponding figures on Plates 25,
26, and 28 is apparent to any one who will take the trouble to eornpare
them. The ca.p e is here in front instead of on the back. The anklets and
bracelets-which appear to be used as tokens of caste-are different from
the others. There is also a wide variation in the head-dress, which, together
with the exposed bone of the lower jaw, the docked nose, and lines of dots
on the limbs, indicate that this priest is here representing Death or the god
of Death. A cursory examination of other plates of both works where the
san1e figures will be found is sufficient to satisfy any one of the eorrectness
of this opinion. I refer the reader who may have the works at hand to
Plates XXX, XXXIV, III*, XXII*, XXX*, XXXII* of the Manuscript, and
also Plates 6, 11, 12, 18, 45, and 53 of the Codex.
A son1ewhat similar figure is borne on the back of the Chac in the
upper division of Plate 28 of the Codex, on which we see the same bracelets, head-dress, exposed jaw-bone, and lines of dots. Landa states, as will
be seen by reference to his account of the festivals of the intercalated days
he~etofore given, that at the commencement of the Cauac year the.Y carried,
among other things, a "dead man." According to the interpretation given,
Plate 2 7 refers to the close of the Cauac and comrnencement of the I(an
year, and 28 to the close of the Kan and com~enc~ment of the Muluc
year, which would place this ceremony in the year following that given by
Land~.

Referring now to Plate XXIII of the Manuscript, which relates in part
at least to the Oauac years, we see in the lower left-hand corner of the lower
division a white figure with the same anklets and bracelets; and, although
portly and apparently clothed with flesh, the ribs denoting death are plainly
n1arked. A hand is stretched out as if to catch the skull, which is dropping
frorn the head-dress that arises out of the earthen vessel.
I note the following additional items in which they correspond; in the
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canopies, or whatsoever they may be, behind the sitting priests in the micldle divisions of the four plates of the Codex we observe this

figure~,

a St. Andrew's cross, surrounded by the usual circle-those on Plates 2G
and 28 with the cross white on a black ground. Precisely the same figures
are found on three of the plates of the Manuscript, those on XX and XXIII
with black ground and white cross.
In the lowest transverse line of characters of each of the four plates
of the Codex, we find, as heretofore remarked, a symbol of one of the
cardinal points. The same thing is true of the plates of the Manuscript, as
will be seen by exarnining the lowest transverse line above the upper space.
The head of the Ara is seen on Plate 2 H of the Codex in the same
space (lo·west division) as the bound "leg of venison." The two are in the
Manuscript (Plate XX, lower division), but here the whole bird is figured.
In the upper di·dsion of Plate XX we notice issuing fro1n the 1nouth
of the dog two lines of dots each tern1inating in a little circle or circular
dot. In the lower division of Plate 25 of the Codex we see two similar
dotted lines arising from the severed neck of the bird. In both works these
peculiar lines are on the Ix plates only.
Such are the c~1ief resemblances between the plates of the two works.
Some, it is true, are those of con1mon occurrence, and taken alone would
not be sufficient evidence to indicate that the plates relate to thP same subject: but when we take all the resemblances into consideration, especially
the more important ones mentioned, I think there can be but little doubt
left upon the rnind of any one that these four plates of the two works, in
great part, at least, relate to the same subject-the festivals described by
Landa as occurring at the close of the years. To which year or years a
given plate refers I admit is a point in regard to which there is yet some
uncertainty. This necessarily leaves us in son1e doubt respecting the proper
assigntnent of the cardinal or direction sym bois; but this fact does not
affect the general correctness of my conclusions as to the subject-n1atter of
these plates and the meaning of the figures and characters.
Leaving the further consideration of the plates of the Codex to a future
page, I will now call attention to other figures and characters on the four
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plates of the Manuscript and give the signification of them so far as I have
been able to make this out. I will start with the assun1ption that the conclusion drawn from the comparison just n1ade-that they relate in part at
least to the festivals of the supplen1ental days-is correct; and as affording
additional evidence, I first call attention to the following facts: Landa, in his
account of the ceremonies relating to the Muluc year, rernarks that "the
devil commanded them to offer squirrels and a cloth cover (or cloth ornament), without embroidery, woven by the old women whose office it was to
dance in the. temple for the purpose of appeasing the god Yax-coc-Ahmut."
In the upper division of Plate XXI (that relating to the l\fuluc year)
we see this cloth, which we judge fro1n the figure was to be worn by the
priests. It is plain and without ornan1entation, save what is on the strips ·
at the side.
The same account, as will be seen by reference to the quotation in full
heretofore made, mentions that "among other things performed at this festival was a ballet or dance executed on very high stilts'; (en muy altos zancos).
In the upper division of the same plate (XXI) we see one of the dancer::;
on stilts.
It also states that "they were required to present dogs of burnt clay
bearing bread on the back"; that "the old women were obliged to dance
with these dogs in their hands, and to sacrifice to the god a little dog with
black shoulders." In the lower division of the same plate we observe three
figures of small unspotted dogs, two of which are seated on human feet,
which is doubtless intended to denote that they are carried during the
dance. To the right is another figure of a dog marked with large black
spots, and bearing on its back the syrnbol of Y n1ix or ln1ix 1nounted on
that of l(an.
It is true these figures do not agree exactly vvith Landa's description,
as he does not appear to refer to the two classes of dog in1ages-the plain
and the spotted-but to the latter only. But we n1ay expect this writer,
who mentions these things more incidentally than otherwise, to be more or
less confused where so many particulars are to be remen1bered, especially
if his work was written in Spain, where he had necessarily to rely to a
great extent upon his memory. But the fact that these figures are found on
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the plate that relates to the Muluc years; the peculiarly marked dog, bearing
these symbols on its back; the little dog images oh the feet, together with
the agreement in other particulars, are sufficient to warrant us in concluding
that these figures relate to the cermnonies he describes. Taking the figures
and statement together I conclude that the little plain dog-images, three of
which are represented, were those carried during the dance, while the
spotted one bearing the characters on its back-of which there is but a
single figure-represents that which was to be sacrificed. In the collection
of pottery made by Colonel Stevenson in 1880 among the Pueblos of New
Mexico, are quite a number of plain little anin1al images, chiefly those of
birds, which he informs me were used in like manner by the Indians of
these pue bios.
If I am correct in this interpretation, we will then be warranted in concluding that the double character (Fig. 10) signifies "bread," doubtless
.....·
''bread of 1naize." Taken separately we know that the upper is used
as the symbol of the clay Y n1ix or Imix, and the lower of Kan;
but the primary significations of these words, or rather the words
Fw. 10.
that these symbols stand for, is somewhat doubtful. Perez gives no
definition of the former, neither in his lexicon nor Cronologia. Brasseur
gives the following signification in his Vocabulary-''Deep pit; issue fron1
a focus or of the breast"; but in a note to the .Cronologia (§ II) he makes
this remark: "Ymix, written Imox in the Quiche Calendar, in that of Chiapas
is represented under the image of a 1narine monster of a peculiar form; it
is the Cipactli of the Mexican Calendar, given by Nunez de la Vega, as the
first fathe.r of the race of these countries." The latter (Kan) has several
significations, such as "a cord or string of henequin," "y~llow," "a certain
measure," "red earth," "clay," &c. He also gives as other meanings, "increased," "elevated," "tnanifest," "consolidated," &c. But I judge from
Perez's language that the ancient signification was somewhat uncertain.
The 1\Iaya word for "maize" is Ixim, and I an1 strongly inclined to
believe that Imix is but a synonyn1, also that the symbol was originally
used to signify this great food plant. I think it also probable that the symbol £or Kan was used originally to represent the "grain" of corn, hence the
gathered and stored corn or ears, and that the name was derived from the
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yellow or golden color. On Plates XIX* and XX* of the second part of the
Manuscript-lowest division-we observe women bearing burdens on their
backs in baskets; the substance carried by three out of six is represented
by Kan symbols, and is probably gathered n1aize.
It is worthy of notice that. one of the nan1es of their chief deity Zannut
or Itzamna, is Itzen-caan, signifying the "dew of heaven," or "substance
from heaven." Itzen and Itzam are given by the lexicons as equivalents,
and tzen, and its derivatives, contains throughout the idea of food or that
which sustains life. Ixkan-Leox was the name of a female divinity supposed
to be the spouse of Zamna; the signification of the na.1ne, according to
Brasseur, is "Celle de la /ronde ja~tne aux grains de mais"; in other words, the
"silk." In the upper division of Plate 19 (Codex) is the figure of a wo1nan
bearing the sarne characters on her back, one above another, ns on the Manuscript plate. Just behind her is the figure of a man or male deity, which I
judge frotn the long beard to be I{.ukulcan, or Zamna;, bearing on his back
the same two characters. Fron1 these facts and others which might be
mentioned I am satisfied there was an intimate connection in the minds of
this people between n1aize and this deity.
The two symbols in this form (Fig. 11), and also in reverse order, sonw-
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Manuscript and Codex. That character~ similar to the ac~
11
cotnpanying ones here shown are used in the Mexican CodiFm. ·
ces to represent cakes of bread or tortillas is well known; whether they have
the same signification in this ·connection is a point that will be discussed
hereafter.
Our next step will be to determine, if possible, which of the figures shown
on these plates represent the Uayeyab idols. · As we have already shown,
there were, according to Landa, four of these, as follows: J(an-u- Uayeyab,
for the I{an years; Chac-~t- Uayeyab, for the Muluc years; Zac-u- Uayeyab,
for the Ix years, and Ek-~t- Uayeyab, for the Cauac years. We n1ay assume,
I think, without any fear of being in error, that the left-hand figures in the
lowest division of the four plates of the Codex are intended as represe;ltatives of these i1nages. They are the only ones placed on the stone-heap
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symbol; thr-ee of them ~re exactly alike, and to therr1 the priests are offering
the decapitated fowls .
• Turning to the plates of the Manuscript we find the question more difficult to solve; fir.st, because there are on each plate (except one) two figures
seated on stone symbols; and second, because these figures are wholly different from those in the Codex. I think thei·e can be no doubt that one of
each of these pairs represents one of these idols. But which one~ 'l.,he
one not seated on the symbol is that at the left of the lower division of Plate
XXII. We may therefore assume that the white figure at the right with a
sinuous line down the face, and seated on the stone symbol is the idol I(anu- Uayeyab or Chac-u- Uayeyab; the former, if the ceremonies here shown ·
refer to the comn1encement of the Kan year, the latter if they 1·efer to the
close. As the con·esponding figure on Plate XXIII (Cauac year) bears on
its head the Kan symbol it most likely rept;esents the former, and that on
Plate XXII the latter. The corresponding figure on Plate XXI varies considerably from the other two noticed; still there is sufficient resen1blance to
induce me to decide that it (the one at the right in the lower division) is the
Uayeyab idol-Chac-u-Uayeyab or Zac-u-Uayeyab.
The figures on Plate XX present still greater difficulty, if possible, that
on the right being wholly .different fron1 the others. As this plate refers to
the Ix years we should expect this variation, having found such to be the
case on the Codex plates, and would decide at once, notwithstanding this
difference, that it represented the U ayeyab idol, were it not for certain facts
to be noticed. During the festival of the Ix years one of the images made
represented the god Y zatnna or Itzamna. Whether this deity was identical
with Kukulcan or not is a question in reference to which the authorities are
undecided. ,, If we assume they are identical, the beard on the figure at the
right would lead us to conclude that it was intended to represent this deity.
But, on the other hand, the bird with the protruded tongue seated on the
head-dress of t?e figure at the left is one of the symbols of Quetzalcoatl,
the equivaleut of Kukulcan. \Ve also observe that the Ara, the sun emblem,
is immediately opposite the latter, toward which he is pointing his fingers,
which is a well-known symbol of Itzamna. Taking all the~e facts into
consideration, I conclude that the figure to the right is the Uayeyab idol,
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and that the one at the left represents Itzan1na, whon1 I believe to be a distinct personage from Kukulcan. I have been unable to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion in regard to the opposite or left-hand figures on the other
plates, except that on Plate XXIII, which I think represents the god of
death.
We will now turn to the upper division of Plate XXIII and examine
some of the figures contained in it. Near the left margin is the figure of a
headless trunk marked with dotted lines and little circles; on it is the symbol of Caban and the figure of a machete. It is probable that this represents the body of the ''dead man·'' which Landa says was carried during
the festival of the Cauac years, as the dotted lines and circlets thereon correspond with that borne by the Chac in the upper ~ivision of Plate 28 of
the Codex. As the festival of the Cauac years was observed during the
closing days of the Ix years-those with which, according to the theory I
have advanced, the lustres, ahaues, and cycles closed-! think it probable
this figure is intended to signify the close of one of these periods, possibly
the first, as this appears to be the idea signified in the Codex. I mn fully
aware of the difficulty of reconciling this explanation 'vith the fact that this
figure appears on the plate in the Codex which apparently refers to the
Muluc years and is marked by the terminal days of the Kan years. But
this fact will not warrant the rejection of my interpretation, as the error, if
there is one, relates to the order in which I have arranged the years. I
would also suggest that it is possible the calendars of the two works are no~
precisely alike-one may commence the series with a different year from
that with which the other begins; in fact, the order of the plates in the two
works seems to indicate this. It can scarcely be doubted that 25 of the
Codex corresponds with XX of the Manuscript, yet that in the Codex is first
while that of the Manuscript is the last of the four (the order here being, as
I have shown, the reverse of the paging). The year in which the figure
appears, according to the Manuscript, corresponds with Landa's statement,
while that of the Codex does not. If we decide that the series of years
commenced with l(an and ended with Cauac, the interpretation would still
agree with the Manuscript and Landa, as then we would have to suppose
that Plate XXIII refers chiefly to the close of the Cauac and commencement of the Kan years.
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In the lower left-hand corner of the same division we observe the figure
of a deity, with a fiery red face, marked as the symbol for Ahau, bearing
in his hand a torch and on his head what appears to be two little wings
This I presume represents J(inch-Ahau-Itzamna (I(inch-Aha':l, the lord of
the mouth or eye of the sun or day), one of the idols made during the
festival of the Ix years. fiere it appears to be sinking out of sight below
the ·western horizon, casting back its fiery rays as indicated by the torch.
As it belongs to the lx year, which is here brought to a close, it 1vould of
course be retired. 'rhe headless figure in1mediately above it, and the Caban
or Cab which signifies "to descend" or "sink below," and the signification
of the blue figure, as heretofore explained, all agree exactly with this interpretation. The wings [if such they be] on the head probably refer to
the Ara, the sun token. The bird in the center, seated on the head-dress,
n1ay possibly represent or symbolize the "burnt bird," or "bird reduced to
ashes" (the meaning of the original is very obscure), of which Landa speaks;
the bill in the figure, it is true, is scarce!y appropriate for a rapacious bird,
which the J(u.ch appears to have been, but exact representations are not to
be expected in this work.
The color appropriate to the Cauac year (the one assigned to the
south), as indicated by the Maya word Ek, was black; according with this,
the large figure at the right of the upper space, and the bird in the lower
space, are of this color.
The serpent, we know, was a syn1bol used in the Mexican Calendar to
denote a long period of time, especially the cycle of 52 years. It is also a
prominent figure on these plates of the Manuscript, being found, in three of
then1, coiled under the clay vessels. {See both divisions of XXI, XXII,
and XXIII.) Under each of the vessels in XXIII, and that of the upper
division of XXII, it is in two coils; in the lower division of the latter the
head is thrust out, apparently in compliance with the solicitation of the
white personage to the right; on Plate XXI (both divisions) but one coil
remains; and on Plate XX we see nothing more of it. What is it designed
to represent on the~e plates~ That it is a symbol of some period of time
will scarcely be doubted; but what period~
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1.\trning to the plates of the Codex, we find that it appears there also
on but three out of the four, being' absent in both cases on the page referring to the Ix years. We also observe that on each plate of the Manuscript
where the serpent appears the vessels bear l(an symbols.
It is evident, from what has already been shown, that the four plates
in each work are intended to cover exactly one cycle. This is proven by
the fact that on each the day symbols are repeated ·thirteen times. It is
truethat the period embraced by the plates of the Manuscript does not coincide with any one cycle, but it covers the thirteen different years of each
of the four dominical days, giving them in regular order, thus making one
complete cycle. . The design in the Codex ;;tppears to _be to indicate in a
general manner the character of the feasts of the supplemental days only, and
to show by the thirteen day-symbols that this is to be applied to all the years
of the cycle; while the plates of the Manuscript are apparently designed to
give the same general idea, but at the same time to refer to a specific period,
and also that this period shall include the close and commencmnent of the
two great periods; hence the years are specified in the latter, while they
are not in the former; the latter also includes allusions to other festivals
than those of the Uayeyab.
Taking for granted, then, that th_ese plates are intended to cover one
cycle, and that the serpent denotes a period of tirne, the natural presun1ption would be that it here represents a cycle, for, although we find evident
allusion to the Ahau in these plates of the Manuscript, we see nothing of
the kind in those of the Oodex. 1
We might very reasonably suppose those on the plates of the Codex
indicated the year, but a close inspection of that on Plate 26 will show that
it differs considerably from. the other two, is evidently in a dying condition,
and is marked with the fatal dotted line. I can see no reason for this difference if they were used to denote the year, and, aside from this, the fact
that each one of the idols around which they are coiled is crowned with four
leaves, indicating the four dominical days, would seem to forbid this interpretation, which certainly cannot be applied to those in the Manuscript.
1 The reader will understand that the word "plates" in this connection is to be understood as
meaning only theiour of which I have been treating.
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If they refer to the cycle, then each coil will denote two Indications, a
supposition with which the pyramid of four steps on Plate XXII (to which
I will p1:esently allude) agrees very well. A fact worthy of notice in this
connection is that, proceeding with the pages in the order I have adopted,
we find on XXIII, where Cauac is the ruling day, the two coils are complete; on the lower or closing division of XXII, where l(an is the ruling
day, one coil .is partially withdrawn; on XXI, where Muluc is the day,
there is but one coil; and on XX, where Ix-the year with which the cycle
closes-is referred to, there is none.
The most serious objection to this theory is that if any allusion to the
Indications were intended there should be four coils instead of two, as there
are four of these periods in a cycle. But the serpent may be used here only
as the symbol of the cycle and the coils may have no particular signification; still I think they do have, as there are two to each on the Codex
plates, and that they denote the two halves of the cycle. Landa n1entions
the fact that the two halves of the Ahau were specially noted by the Indians.
It is possible that on the Codex each serpent represents the series of
years of one dominical day included in one cycle; that is to say, one
cohunn of a cycle as _g iven in the previous tables. I have been led to make
this suggestion frorn what I find on ~late 43 of the Borgian Codex.
Here we see four serpents/ coiled so as to form the sides of a square,
and the four squares brought together so as to bring the heads to the center.
On the body of each is a series of circles representing as I believe years;
counting the small subcaudal one, there are exactly thirteen on eac.h serpent.
Each of these serpent figures may represent an Indication, but the
figure and the day signs in the spaces and the order in which they stand
incline me to believe that they relate to the series under the respective
dominical days. The five day signs in the spaces are doubtless the five
added days-this can, I presume, easily be determined; but as I have not
entered upon the study of the Mexican Calendar, and have not the proper
works at hand for this purpose, I leave this for others to decide. In the
upper right-hand square the inclosed figure is black, rmninding us of the
1
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black figure in Plate XXIII of the Manuscript. In front of each inclosed
figure, and immediately over the head of the serpent, is an urn. The snout
of each serpent is crowned with a plume-tipped process. rrhese resemblances, notwithstanding the otherwise great dissimilarity of the. figures of
this plate of the Borgian Codex to those of the other two works, render it
quite probable that they relate to the same general subject. 1 I think it
very probable that the serpent was sometimes used to symbolize the A~au;
as for example on Plates 33, 34, 35, and 69 of the Dresden Codex; that on
Plate 33 to denote the 6th Ahatl, that on 34 the 3d; that on 35 the 8th, and
that on 69 the lOth. The lustres are evidently indicated on the last by
the colors.
Turning again to the plates of the Manuscript, we notice the figure of
an animal of some kind mounted on the right-hand personage in the upper
division of XXI, XXII, and XXIII. The peculiar form of the eye shows
these to be quadrupe~s. They are doubtless mounted on these individuals
to show that they are Cha~s, corresponding with those in the upper division
of the Codex plates.
We n1ay as well call attention here to the fact that several of these
things which appear on the other plates and seem to be equally applicable
to all the years alike, are wanting on Plate XX, which !elates to the Ix
years. For exatnple, the serpent is wholly wanting here; there is no animal
denoting the Chac, and one at least of the clay vessels is missing. What
does this signify~ I confess that I am somewhat at a loss how to account
for it, but, from my examinations · and what has been ascertained, am disposed to explain it by the fact that Ix is the closing year of the lusters and
cycles, and that the things mentioned, being symbols of one or the other of
these periods or depending upon them, properly disappear with this year.
If this view be correct, it will probably enable us to assign a signification to
the large (supposed) red-clay vessels placed on the serpent ~oils in Plates
XXI-XXIII. Uayeb-haab or Uayeyab (the latter is but a contraction of the
1 In a pamphlet by Sr. J. M. Melgar, of Vera Cruz, entitled "A comparative view of the symbolical signs of the Ancient Systems of Theogony and Cosmogony, and those existing in the Mexican
MSS., as 1mblished by Kingsborongh, and the alto-relievos on a wall in Chichen-Itza," 1872, which Dr.
Foreman, of the Smithsonian, has very kindly translated for me, I find a somewhat different interpretation of this plate of the Borgian Codex. This will be found in my Appendix No. 2.
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former) signifies the "bed of the year." As the vessels are placed on the
serpent, and hence cannot represent incense-burners, it is not impossible that
they are symbols of the idea expresse~ in these Maya words.
The character C 0 WD 0 =-;:;which, according to Landa is the hieroglyph
for the letteru, which in ~aya signifies "vase" (also "moon"), is conunon on
the vase-figures throughout the work; but on these vessels we notice parts of
other characters which together with the one given may be the symbols for
Uayeyab. This I admit is a n1ere supposition, but it does not appear to be a
forced one; 1noreover, the following explanation by Perez may serve to
strengthen it: "They called them [the added days] also uayab or uayebhaab, which n1ay be interpreted in two different ways. The word uayab may
be derived fron1 uay which means 'bed' or 'chanrber,' presurning the Indians
believed the year to rest during those days; or uayab may equally be derived
fron1 another signification of uay, viz: 'to be destroyed,' 'wounded,' 'corroded by the caustic juice of plants,' or with ley and other strong liquids.m
I think it probable that these are cinerary urns, given as symbolic representations of the idea that the years have closed-are dead-and as the
ashes of the dead rest in the urns so the ashes of the years may be said to
rest in these vessels. This idea appears to be borne out by the fact that
the vessel in the n1iddle division of Plate 28 of the Codex, which appears to
correspond to these of the Manuscript, has on it the figure of cross-bones,
on the top of which are placed three !(an synrbols.
Stephens in his "Yucatan" mentions the fact that it is·the custonr of the
Indians to gather up the bones of the dead and preserve thmn in baskets,
boxes, and other similar vessels. l-Ie mentions one case where ''they were
clean and bright as if polished, with the skull and cross-bones in front, the
legs and arms laid on the bottom," &c. 2 It is n1ore than probable that this
· custom was handed down from ancient times.
What the Kan symbols contained in these vessels signify is a question
that puzzles me, and which I have so far been unable to answer satisfactorily. In the ~fanuscript we see three in both vessels of Plate XXIII;
three in the upper and two in the lower division of Plate XXII; also three
in the upper and two in the lower division of Plate XXI, but the top one
1
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in the upper is surrounded by a heavy black border, while in the lower a
black bird appears to be in the act of devouring a third, presented to it by
the ·white personage at the right. On Plate XX there are two in the sin1ilar
vessel in the lower division, and two connected with another character in
the upper.
Turning to the Codex, we find the arrangement, so far as these characters are concerned, quite different. On Plate 25 we- see but on~, and that
in the middle division; on ~6 one in the middle and two in the lower
division; on 2 7 two in the third or lowest di vhdon, with the figure of a
fish upon then1; on 28 three in the middle, above the cross-bones. If the
vessels are to be considered as cinerary urns, figuratively holding the aslies
of the dead years, these !{an symbols must be in son1e way connected
therewith, but the numbers on the difl'erent ones cannot easily be made to
agree with any of the periods of the calendar. Possibly they may simply
represent ears of maize or tortillas cast into these vessels. The fish placed
on those in the third division indicate, as I believe, that here they are
intended to represent corn or bread, for the position of the figure shows
that it is meant for one of the offerings n1ade to the idol, which Landa says
consisted of ''drinks, dishes of food, meats, fish," &c. The vessel just above
this, in the same division, probably contains fruits or gourds (calabashes).
If we suppose them to be time symbols, we may possibly find an
argument in favor of interpreting them years' in the fact that on Plate
XXIII, where there are three in the vessel in the lower division, there is a
fourth one on the head of the personage at the right, who we have supposed is the personage that represents the year. By counting this we have
the four years. The one withdrawn and placed upon the head of the image
represents (say) the Cauac year. This leaves three, as shown in the vesseL
In the lower division of Plate XXII there are but two, another having been
withdrawn to represent the Kan year. So far we nwet with no obstacle to
our interpr~tation; but when we come to Plate XXI we find there are
three, and on Plate XX two, a fact which is diffieult to explain on this
theory.
Turning again to Plate XXII, we observe on the head of the individual at the right of the upper compartment two triangles. These remind
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us very strongly of the triangles on the outer circle of the Mexican calendar
stone, and, although these are at the head of the aninud, while those are at
the tails of the serpents, I think it probable they have the ·same signification-the corr1pletion of the cycle. This opinion, I believe, is confirmed
by the figures at the left of the same compartment. Here we observe two
falling figures. The lower; pale brown, with cords on his arms and legs, is
being dashed to pieces on the pyramidal pile, on which he falls, as shown
by the blood which is streaming over it. The upper one is white, the side
of the head · marked with a sinuous line, as that in the lower right-hand
corner of the lower division of Plate XXIII. That these two figures symbolize periods of tin1e can scarcely be doubted, the dark one striking the
. pyramid that which is expiring. The four steps of the pyramid probably
denote "indications" or "weeks of years," and, hence, all taken together
represent the cycle. In tho dark base we see a sigmoid character similar to
that which Landa gives for the letter N, which may possibly he the sytnbol
for the Maya word Noh, ''grand." Here we see that one of the steps is
black, which is the characteristic color of one of the four do1ninical days
and of one of the four plates of the Manuscript. These facts, I think, are
sufficient to warrant us in assuming that the whole pyramid represents the
cycle, and is, no don bt, the "mon un1ent" raised at the termination of this
period, in reference to which Perez n1akes the following retnark: "This
period of fifty-two years was called by the Indians Katun, and at its conclusion great feasts were celebrated, and a n1onument was 1~aised, on which a
large stone was placed crosswise, as is signified by the word Kat-tun, for a
memento and record of the cycles or Katunes that had elapsed."
The two falling figures probably represent years, the dark one the
closing year of one cycle or other period and the white the first of the following. I am led to this conclusion from the strong resemblance of the
white figure to those in the lower right-hand corner of the lower division
of Plates XXII and XXIII, which I have supposed represent the Uayeyab
idols.
At the top of the left-hand, or day, column of Plate XX, and else•
where in these four plates, we nnd this unusual rul character~
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sometimes with and sometimes without dots over it. Over the Ix cohunnPlate XX-there are two of these characters, the upper with three dots
over it, the other with one. In the upper edge of the upper space of the
same plate there is another without any dots over it. Those over the Muluc
column-Plate XXI-are too thoroughly obliterated to be made out, but
in the upper space of this plate we see a very distinct one with two dots
over it. There are none over the I{an column of Plate XXII, but in the
upper space there appears to be one, though too badly defaced to be 1nade
out with certainty. There is one over the Oauac column-Plate X:X IIIwith one dot over it, and in the upper space another, with two dots over it,
above which is another in black, but reversed, and without dots. On the
title page there are two lines of somewhat sitnilar figures, but presenting
some differenc~s, which render it doubtful whether they have the same
signification as those on the four plates.
There can be but little doubt that these characters are used here to
denote certain periods of time. But what periods is a question I have so
far been unable to answer satisfactorily. I will therefore postpone the discussion of this point to a subsequent page.
In the broad line separating the two divisions of each plate we observe
certain square characters, some of which are readily recognized as day
symbols. Those on Plate XXIII reading fron1 left to right are-first, Ezanab; second, Akbal; third, the character which Brasseur says stands for M,
and fourth, possibly a variant of Lamat. On Plate XXII, reading in the sa1ne
direction-Lamat ( ?), M?, Ezanab, and Akbal; on Plate XXI, Ezanab, possibly a variant of Been, Akbal, Lamat, and (~); on Plate XX, Been, Akbal,
M?, Ezanab, and Lamat. Two only in each line can be determined with any
degree of certainty. These days are the closing ones of the different years,
and are very appropriate in this place, and bear the same relation to these
plates as those in the columns of the Codex do to those plates. Their position here also (~onfirms the view I have heretofore incidentally advanced,
that the upper division of these plates relates chiefly to the closing days of
one year and the lower to the commencement of the following. The character
which I have denoted by the letter M is the same as that which I have
interpreted as designating "the north," except that it 'is without the prefix.
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I strongly suspect that it is the symbol for Am, the sacred stone by n1eans
of which they cast the horoscope, and which was doubtless the same as
those named ·by Landa Acantun. The loop or knot on Plates XX I and
XXII probably signifies the tying of the years, the close of one cycle or
other period and the commencement of another. 1 There are but two of
these, and they probably correspond with the figures on ·which the Chacs in
Plates 27 and 28 of the Codex are walking. These appear to be bundles
of cords or reeds bound at four points, representing the four domini cal days
(the four years), each representing thirteen years of the cycle, or possibly
only one year of the luster.
Plate XX, which has Ix as the do1ninical day, appears to bear one
or two of the tokens 1nentioned by Landa in his description of the festival
of the Oauac years. This author remarks that, "after they
. have placed the irnages in the temple, they perfume them, as is
their custom, and present to then1 two pellets of resin fron1 a
tree called kik, for the purpose of burning them, also some
iguanas, bread, a mitre, ~ bouquet of flowers, and a stone which
they hold in great honor." We see projecting from the headFIG. 12.
dress of the figure in the lower right-hand corner of the lower
division what appears to be a flower. In the upper division we see at the
left an individual burning incense. In the corresponding plate of the Codex
(25), middle division, is this figure (Fig. 12), which I have concluded is a
symbol of the particular incense here n1entioned.
1

It resembles the Mexican character for the day Ollin. or ''Earthquake."

CHAPTER IV.
SUGGESTIONS AS TO THE PROBABLE :MEANING OF ·SOME
OF THE FIGURES ON TIIE OTHER PLATES.
PART FIRST OF THE MANUSCRIPT.

Plates II to VII of the first part appear to relate to one general subject, if we can judge of this by the figures and syn1bols, but what that
general subject is I am as yet unable to deterrnine positively, but am of the
opinion that they relate, in part at least, to the festivals and profession of
the traveling merchants.
The first division of Plate II contains two figures. The one to the left,
a quadruped upon a brown ground, has its hind feet upon an oblong figure,
apparently a stone, holding by its fore feet to a cord which passes round
the object on which its hind feet are placed. A n1achete is plunged into the
back, forming a great wound, from which we see the blood flowing out. The
character on which he stands is marked with the trembling cross, which signifies "Ezanab" or "flint." I think it n1ore than . probable that this is
intended to denote the sacrifice of this animal. It was the custom to sacrifice a dog at the merchants' festival, but it is doubtful whether this figure is
intended to represent a dog.
A sin1ilar figure and with similar accompanin1ents is found in the upper
division of Plate III. I find among the characters immediately above both
of these, this one.

D

The right-hand portion appears to be Landa's

character for the letter '' L." If we suppose the inscription to have any
reference to the figures in the spaces, we may give this two possible interpretations-the first Ol, "heart," probably denoting the sacrifice of the animal or person by the usual method of taking out the heart. Or, supposing
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the first part of the compound character to be simply a prefix or a particle,
the chi(;!f character may indicate the ~fay a word Le, signifying "a cord," "a
lasso," or cord with a slip knot. I find the same character over the middle
figure of the second division of this plate (II), also, slightly vqried, over
the left figure of the first division of Plate III. · In each case we see the
cord and also the indications of sacrifice. The same character is also found
imm_ediately above the open breast of the sacrificed individual on Plate 3
of the Dresden Codex, but in this case we also see cords a.r·ound the hands
and feet.
ln the right-hand compartment of the upper division is a squatting
human figure' in blaek on a blue ground, don btless representing some deity.
He has a fiery red mouth and a very prominent nose, and is holding by the
hand a cord, which passes round a character at his feet, probably representing a peddler's pack. On his head he bears an interlaced or cross-hatehecl
figure as a head-dress. This figure I think represents the aneient eli vinity
Chicchac-Chab or Chichac-Chob. 1 The cross-hatehed character on the head
appears to be used to indicate the sound t.zi, .zi, or chi, and is probably
placed here to denote this deity. Similar figures are fpund in various parts of
of the Manuscr~pt, as, for exarnple, on Plates IV, V, VI, VII, XIX, XVII*,
XVIII*, XXII*, XXIII*, XXV*, XXIX*, XXX*, x ·x XI*, and XXXII ~~.
There appear, in fact, to be two different personages represented by
these figures, as n1ay be seen by reference to the upper division of Plate
VI, where the two are brought face to faee. The only differen_ce observable
is in the form of the eye. Aceording to Landa, the Indians, during the
festival of the Cauac years, made foqr idols named Chicchac-chob, Ekbalamchac, .Ahcan- Volcab, and .Ahbuluc-Balam; the first of which is doubtless one
of those referred to. It is also possible that some of the figures on this
group of plates refer to others of these four deities.
In the middle division of this plate (II) is a stooping human figure, .
with his arn1s bound behind his back with a cord, and a kind of yoke on
the baek of his head The edge of a machete is descending upon his neck
as if to sever his head from his body. That this figure is intended to show
that the individual is about to be_slain can scarcely be doubted, as we . see,
1

I am aware that Ekchuah was the merchant's patron.
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by turning to the middle division of Plate III, the same person, although
still represented as standing, a headless trunk and covered with blood, while
in close proximity is the fatal machete.
Above the bound figure we find the character heretofore given, which
we have supposed may be the symbol for Ol, or "heart," and, if so, tends
to confirm the idea indicated in what has been said concerning these figures.
Be this as it may, we have here, undoubtedly, indications of hun1an sacrifice. The mode indicated may not be exactly what we may have been led
to expect fron1 what has been stated by the old authors, but this does not
necessarily prove our interpretation wrong. It is a significant fact that on
. <the third page of the Dresden Codex we see human sacrifice distinctly
shown. Thus it appears that each of these manuscripts bears- the evidence
of this horrible custo1n.
As bearing upon my interpretation of these characters, I call attention
to the fact that they are also found on Plate 3 of the Codex, in connection
with the figure denoting human sacrifice.
The white left-hand figure in the third division (Pl. III), holding in his
right hand the symbol of cu or Cauac, and in his left a spear head, represents,
as I judge from the markings and this accompanying character,

~ , one

of the gods of death or underworld.
Plates III to VII, taken together, appear to represent among other
things a journey of smne kind, probably the journeyings of traveling merchants or peddlers. This is indicated by the marks of footsteps and by the
figures of individuals with staves in their hands and packs on their backs,
which are bound with cords.
The two individuals in the upper division of Plate VI appear to be
in the act of producing fire by whirling a stick between the hands with the
point pressed on a piece of wood, as was the custom.
The figure in the lower division of this plate is interesting chiefly
on account of the peculiar head-dress of the large central figure. This,
which is shown in the annexed cut (Fig. 13), represents a couch or seat
in the form of a double-headed animal, on which is placed the head of
a deer. This bears such a striking resemblance to the double-headed

•
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couches or seats found in the ruins of Yucatan1 as to induce us to believe
that they have the san1e signification in both places, or that the figure in
our plate refers to that which was represented in the older Rculptures and
·paintings. The peculiarity in the figure
of our plate is that the personage seated
on the couch is here sym holized by a
deer's head, and that on the cheek of the
right head there is one of the death syrnbols. Is the ueer'8 head here a syn1bol
of the personage represented. as seated
on the couch in the sculptured tablet of ...
the Palenqne palace, and the Bean Relief in stucco~ vVe have no means by
which to determine this, but it is my
opinion it is.
I suggest, as a possible explanation,
that this singular hep.d-dress is a symbol
used to denote the peninsula of Yucatan, or, rather, Etel-ceh, the name by
whieh it was known in ancient times. Ceh, as is well known, is the ~faya
word for "deer." Etel signifies "-companion,'' and Etelet, fro1n "hand to
hand" or "side to side." Hence it n1ay be intended as a symbol of dominion.
This, I am aware, is a somewhat visionary guess, and I give it as
such; still it is not impossible that it is substantially correct.
On the jaw of the head, looking to the right, is an imperfect character,
which, from evidence found elsewhere in the 1\lanuscript, I an1 satisfi~d is a
variant of Cimi.
We find that the same deity represented. in the second division of Plate
VII assumes a different form. The scene appears to be an open, grassy
prairie, leading us to infer that here the javelin is being hurled at game,
although none is figured.
In the lower division of Plate VII, and extending into the margin of
VIII, is a series of five similar blue figures, each seated on a large character like the one here shown.
1 Bancroft's Native Races, Yol. iv, pages :n7, 318, and 329; Stephens's Yncatan, vol ii, page 182;
Waldeck, plate xvii; Dupaix, plate xxvi (Plate 20, Kingsbury, iv).
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The black nun1erals not obliterated are as follows, and in the following
order: 11, 10, 9. . Is it not possible that these signify Ahaues ~ The headdresses on three are similar to that seen so often throughout
the work on the head of Tlaloc, and which, I presun1e,
signifies the tying of ihe years. I merely suggest this as a
possible .explanation, although the order of the numerals
Fw. 14.
is not the usual one.
Plates VIII to · XIX appear, from the figures, to relate to the chase.
Vlii-XIII are devoted aln1ost wholly to figures of anin1als (n1ostly deer)
caught in snares. It appears from these figures that the me~hod of snaring
animals was to fasten a cord to the top of a slender tree, bend it down, and
fasten a slip-knot around a spring or trigger, so that when touched by the
fore foot of the anin1al it would slip up and tighten, and thus hold up the
fore part of the body. There can b~ no doubt that the elongate white
stems to which the cords are tied represent trees or wood. If the nodes
marked upon them were not sufficient to show this, a study of the similar
figures throughout the work would satisfy any one on this point.
The curved figure at the foot of the deer in the second division of
Plate VIII probably represents a kind of spring or trigger around which
the slip-knot is fastened in such a manner that when touched above by
the foot of the animal it closes or bends together, so that the knot slips
off it and on to the leg. 1 I an1 aware that this interpretation is widely
different frorn the profound explanation given by Brasseur, still I think it is
as near the correct one.
The anhnal represented in the upper division of Plate IX is an Armadillo. It is evidently in a pit, into which it has fallen through the trap
arranged for this purpose. We see no cord here, as none was needed.
'rhe pit appears to have been lined around the sides with upright
pieces of wood, to prevent the earth from falling in; then two layers around
the top of these, and finally covered with a layer of sticks or small beams,
through which a hole was made in the middle, and then pieces laid loosely
on this, so that the ends rnet over the middle of the opening. ':rhe animal
1 Herrera (Dec. iii, Bk. vi, chap. 3) says they killed their game with gins and snares.
The Geutlcman of Elvas speaks of a method of catching conies with snarl's similar to that figtued in the Manuscript (Hackluyt Transl. ii, 18a).
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passing over steps on these, and, tilting them, falls in. I introduce· here a
figure of this pitfall, an exact copy of that on the plate. We here see the
method of joining the ends of beams together.
A simi-lar figure, but on a sn1aller scale, is given on Plate XXII*. The
crosses on the ends of the
bea1ns are parts of the character so often found on
wooden articles. This is
evident from the fact that
the full character is found
on the ends of the crossbeams in the figure on Plate
XXII*. The probable sigFIG. 15.-Pitfall and armadillo.
nification will be given hereafter, in the chapter relating to the written characters.
In the third space of this plate, and also in the second and third spaces
of Plate XIII, there is an outline figure of a scorpion, and in each case the
claw at the end of the tail grasps a cord to which a deer, rabbit, or fox is
attached. I confess my inability to interpret these figures. 1
In the left portion of the upper diYision of Plate X 2 is a broad transverse line containing characters similar to those in the line between the
divisions of Plates XX-XXIII. The left-hand character (of the three)
bears a strong resemblance to the sytnbol of the Mexican day Ollin, or
"Earthquake," but here possibly represents the Maya day Eza.nab, and
the middle one, Been. The character to the right is the "death symbol,"
·or symbol of the day Cimi. The red and blue scrolls which are attached to
and hang below this line probably denote the supposed character of two
different years or days, so ~ar as they relate to the chase. It is a fact
worthy of notice that on these six plates there are just eighteen of these
captured anin1als, or one for each month of the year. We can readily
understand why the festivals or religious observances denoted by these
figures and the day and numeral characters are so numerous and occupy
1 Sr. :Melgar ( Comp. View, ~c.) suggests that it denotes the zodiacal sign Scmpio, and hence autumn.
But such a supposition would imply a knowledge of Oriental astronomy not warranted.
2 See Fig. 97.
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such a large portion of the Manuscript. The priests were fond of the savory
venison hams which fell to them. In other words, it was a scheme on their
part to use the religious fervor of the people to supply their larders with
this choice meat.

FIG. 16.
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Plate XlV-the middle and lower divisions of which are reproduced in
Fig. llC-I take to be a ritual relating to the hunters' festivals. In the upper
division we see two perso~s dressed as Chacs, and bearing the emblems of
the festival to the temple or appointed place. The 1niddle and lower divisions contain entiJ;e transverse lines of the same character repeated. If we
take them .in columns, instead of transversely, we will find that they differ
from each other only in the top and bottom characters and the numerals.
As an example, I refer to the third column from the left of the middle division (omitting from the count the usual day column at the left). The character at the top is the one already interpreted as signifying ''the east"; three
of the other columns have each one of the cardinal points, the rest of the
characters being the same in. each column and in the same order except the
numeral and the character below it. The san1e is true in reference to th0
lower division. As these appear to designate mere repetitions, either of
actions or words, varied slightly as to direction or :qun1ber, I conclude that,
taken together, they for1n a ritual for the ceremonies that relate to the chase.
Plates XV-XIX appear to represent tokens of hunting scenes and the
ceremonies of the hunters' festival. In the upper division of XVII, XVIII,
and XIX we see the hunters returning from the chase, some bearing their
game, otfters their weapons, and others flowers in token of success.
On Plates XV and XVII we see son1e of the game left behind for the
vultures, which are devouring it. The middle division of XVI and XVII
relate to"the same subject; the left figure in the latter is represented as being
bitten by a rattlesnake, one of the dangers to which they are subject while
pursuing their calling. The figures at the right of the upper division of the
sarne plate represent a master punishing his slave or follower; the difference in the belt anklets and dress showing the differm~ce in condition.
It is more than probable that these figures are to a certain extent cabalistic and also that it is a part of the ceremonies. of the festival to represent
th~se incidents of the hunter's profession.
'I'he large figure in the middle division of Plate XV I presun1e represents an idol, 1nade for the occasion, in the form of a deer. If so, we see
here a strong indication of phallic worship.
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In the lowest division of Plate X VII we observe a won1an piercing
her tongue with a maguey leaf, while in front is an incense-burner.
The two figures in the upper division of Plate XIV are doubtless Ohacs
selected for the occasion, who are carrying to the festival the i1nplements of
the chase and a sun in1age. The character on which the figure in the lower
left-hand corner, 1niddle division of the same plate, is standing, is probably
a representation of tho trap, or rather trigger, used in snaring game.
We observe that the left-hand figure of the lower• division of Plate
XVI is bearing in his hands a I{an syn1bol 01~ which is placed a deer's head.
e see exactly the same combination in the fifth transverse line of the titlepage-a deer's head on a Kan symbol, emblems of their chief means of
subsistence, rnaize and venisoN.
The figures in the middle division of Plate XVIII are evidently symbolical, as the positions are unnatural. I am inclined to believe the upper
of the two figures denotes a supposed pha:ntorn, which, according to the
superstitions of the Indians, flew through the air, destroying game as it
passed. This is a mere supposition based wholly on the figures themselves,
yet one that I think is warranted.
The figure in the lower division of this plate (XVIII) probably represE:mts a priest clothed in anirnal skin, or an idol.
The black and white figures in the middle and lower division of XIX
are grinding paints to be used in their ceremonies. The black is the same
personage as the right-hand figure in the upper division of Plate VI (Ohicchac-Ohob ). The white one in the middle division is a personage we frequently n1eet with on the pages of this work and in reference to which I
will have n10re to say hereafter. rrhe white figure in the lower division is
certainly the same as those on Plates XXII and XXIII, which I haye decided represent U ayeyab idols. It here no doubt signifies a priest dressed to
represent this idol.
Plates XXIV-XXVIII appear to relate to one subject-the rainy
season, Ol"" rains, storms, clouds, &c. I think it quite probable that pictures
of this kind seen by the early writers on the n1anuscripts which they
inspected, were the ones they supposed related to the great floods which
inundated that country.
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From a careful study of thmn I conclude they are of general application, and refer simply to the storn1s, clouds, &c., of the rainy season of the
:y-ear, and not to any ·particular event.
As each of these plates is co1nplete in itself, there is nothing in thmn,
except the subject treated of, to indicate the order in which they are to be
taken; but this is too uncertain a guide for us to base any confident opinion
upon. All I can say on this point with confidence is that XXIV and XXV
appear to relate to severe and destructive storms, and XXVI and XXVII
to beneficial and fertilizing rains. The figures in the lower division of the
first two I think indicate the forn1ation or commencement of the stonn.
We see in both a young or small serpent, which, I think, is here the symbol
of a cloud. That on Plate XXV is a rattlesnake, indicating its deadly
character, as does also the death symbol near by. The apron of the great,
robust fen1ale is cross--hatched-which here may signify Zih, "origin" or
''birth ''-and denote that the serpent, which is issuing from behind it, is in
process of birth. The -character held in the right han~ is Ik, "breath,"
"wind," or "spirit"; the blue lines fron1 the 1nouth, which strike against
the falling figure with the dead eye, denote the fierce storm on its errand
of destruction and death.
The bean1 shooting out from the eye may possibly denote lightning,
though in the similar figure on Plate XXVII this appears to be indicated
by the red dots in the bound serpent on the head. The intention appe-ars
to have been to indicate the Maya equivalent pf the l\fexican female deity,
Chalchihuitlicue. This deity, according to Sahagun, was the sister of the
Tlalocs. "She was honored because she had power over the waters of the
sea and of the rivers to drown those that went down to them, to raise tempests and whirlwinds, and to cause boats to founder. They ·worshiped her,
all those that dealt in water, that went about selling it from canoes or
peddled jars of it in the market. · They represented this goddess as a
·woman, painted her face yellow, save the forehead, which was often blue,
and hung round her neck a collar of precious stones, from which depended
a medal of gold. On her head was a crown of light-blue paper, with
plumes of green feathers and tassels that fell to the nape of her neck. Her
earrings were of turquiose, wrought in mosaic. Her clothing was a shirt
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or upper body garment, elear blue petticoats, with fringes, from which hung
n1arine shells, and white sandals. In her left hand she ·held a shield and a
leaf of the broad, round, white water-lily, called atlacuezona.m
Clavigero n1akes the following statement in regard to tbis goddess:
" Chalchiucueje, otherwise Chalchihuitlicue, was the goddess of water and
companion of Tlaloc. She was known by son1e other very expressive
ruunes, which either signify the effects which water produces, or the different
appearances and color which it assumes in motion. The Tlascalans called
h.er Matlacueje, that is, clothed in a green robe; and they gave the same
nan1e to the highest mountain of Tlascala, on whose summit are formed those
stormy clouds which generally burst over the city of Angelopoli. To that
summit the Tlascalans ascended to perform their sacrifices and offer up their
prayers. rrhis is the very same goddess of water to which Torquemada
gives the name Xochiquetzal, and the Cav. Boturini that of JJ1acuilxochiquetzalli."2
The interpreter of the Codex Telleriano-Remensis says: '' Chalchiutli,
who presided over these thirteen days, sa_ved herself in the deluge. She is the
woman who remained after the deluge. ~er nan1e signifies, 'The won1an
who wears a dress adorned with precious stones' They here fasted four
days to Death. 'rhey painted her holding in one . hand a spinning-wheel
and in the other a certain wooden instrun1ent with which they weave; and
in order to show that of the sons which wpmen bring forth, sor:ne are slaves
and others die in war, and others in poverty, they paint her with a strean1,
as if carrying them away, so that, whether rich or poor, all were finally
doon1ed to perish." 3
We may therefore, I think, safely assume that the figure in our plate
is intended to represent the Central American or Yucatec goddess Xnuc,
who appears to be an equivalent for the Mexican female deity described,
and that here, at least, she is but a symbol of the mountain range where the
storrns were formed, and from whence they rushed down into the valleys
and plains below. Whether the large figure in the lower division of Plate
XXVII is intended to represent the same deity is somewhat uncertain, but
'Bancroft's Native Races, Vol. iii, p. 368.
History of Mexico, Vol. i, p. 252, Cullen's Trans.
3J{ingsborough's Mex. Antiq., vi, p. 120.
2
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judging by the blue hair, blue ear-circle, the bound serpent on the head,
and the sin1ilarity .in the form of the mouth, anklets, and wristlets, I atn
disposed to believe it is, notwithstanding the material differences in other
respects. The n1outh of the latter, the peculiar form of which is more distinctly shown than in the former, reminds us very strongly of that of the
symbol of the Mexican day Ehecatl, "wind," as given in the various Codices.
I an1 disposed to think that the figure in Plate XXV represents her as the
storm-brewing goddess, ·while that in Plate XXVII shows her as the giver
of beneficial and fructifying rains. In the fonner the eye si1nply shows
the lightning flash, while in the latter it is surrounded by the curved Tlaloc
sign, or what is supposed to be the ·sign of the Tlaloc eye, though certainly
not lirni ted to this deity.
'rhe figure in the lower division of Plate XXIV is evidently intended
to express the same idea as that in the lower division of XXV; but I an1 at
a loss to decide what deity is denoted. A god with four hands, as here
shown, is an anomaly in Mexican and Central American mythology. I
have failed to find any such repi~esented in the Codices, though I have
looked through them somewhat carefully for this purpose. Nor have I
found any n1ention of such an one in any of the works I have at hand.
Prof. Ed war~ S. Holden thinks he sees four hands to the figure on the
Leyden Stone, but I 1nust confess I have been unable to find 1nore than
two which appear to belong to the principal personage. He is of the opinion that the figure on ·our plate is intended to represent the ~fexican god of
war, Huitzilopochtli. 1 It is possible that this surrnise is correct, as it agrees
in several important respects with the dark figure in the upper division of
Plate XXV, which I think beyond doubt represents this deity.
· As the reader will find the characteristics and sym bois, and also a very
reasonable and probably correct interpretation of these given at length by
Bancroft in his 'Native Races, I will omit the mention of them here. I only
add that here we see the feathers, the shield, the snake belt, the arrows and
spear, and everything, even to the attitude, that betokens a warlike deity.
'.rhe accompanying serpent, which here clearly denotes a cloud, is not
wanting; the rain pours down in fearful torrents, and on each side is the
l
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death syn1bol. This god we know was a companion of, or, rather, accompanied by, Tlaloc, whose figure we see by turning to the adjoining Plate
XXIV. But here, instead of being in his favorite blue, we see him clothed
in black and bearing on his arm the shield that forms one of the tokens of
the ·war god. On this we see the syn1bol .for Ik, "breath" or "wind,"
twice given, betokening the storn1 and the whirlwind. In his right hand
the ·spear-hurler, or, as here used, the lightning sy1nbol, while in front of
him is the Uayeyab idol or figure representing the year, upon whose head
the torrents are descending, and upon whom the angry Tlaloc appears to be
venting his wrath. If a supposition, hereafter more fully explained, that
this figure rep'i-esents Zamna., or corn, prove · correct, the signification of
what is here shown is at once clear.
Above the head of the god, sailing through the air, is a batrachian, or
frog-like anin1al, a syn1bol .of abundant water.
The large character in the middle, which has the inner space blank,
was doubtless intenti~:mally left .so. I am unable to guess its meaning,
unless it be a time syn1bol of some kind. The transverse line of partially
obliterated characters at the top are similar to those found in the 1niddle
transverse line on Plates XX-XXIII, which probably have the same signification here as there.
As before remarked, Plates XXVI and XXVII appear to belong
together, and to refer to the milder and beneficial rains.
In the upper division of the former we see Tlaloc, accompanied by his
four Chacs, the latter without any marks of distinction, as here the intention appears to be to represent them as rain-givers only. The forn1er is
shown here in his usual blue color, but the scorpion-like caudal appendage
is uneon1mon, and, taken in connection with the plate on the· loins to which
it is attached, is, as I believe, a time symbol of some kind. We notice
that the claw at the tip appears to clasp the single red numeral character
surrounded by dots. In this space we also observe the symbols of 'the
four cardinal points, one by each Chac. 1
1 I have been in considerable doubt as to whether these minor deities are Chacs or Bacabs, as
there appears to be much confusion in the writings of the old authors in reference to them; but have
decided to apply the name Chacs to those which appear to be related to tho rain gods. I think it probable that tho two terms apply to the same deities.
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The figures in the lower division of this plate, I think, are easily inter- ·
preted. Here is the cloud, or moisture, represented in the forn1 of a serpent,
with a Tlaloc head to denote its beneficial and fertilizing influence. Tlaloc,
who has been riding upon it, now starts upon his descent to earth, bearing
upon his back the syn1bol of abundance of food-a vase filled with corn
and a vine loaded with fruit.
I am aware that I have heretofore referred to the serpent as a symbol
of time, but this diversity in the application of this symbol has been recognized by others. Bancroft, after a thorough eonsultation of the numerous
authorities in his extensive library, ren1arks, in speaking of the attributes
of the Mexiean god Huitzilopoctli: "Huitzilopoetli is also a snake god.
* * * * If the snake signifies in one case time, in another world, and
in . another instance ·water, or the yearly rejuvenation of germs and blossOins, the eternal circle of nature, divination, soothsaying, it is quite proper,
for all these qualities are found united in the god."
The figures in the upper division of XXVII are very similar in character and signification to those just described. Here is the snake cloud
floating along, the crimson underlining indieating either the lightning or
the effect of the setting sun. On the head stands Tlaloc, while he pours
out the rain from the inverted vase in his hands. On another part stands a
goddess, possibly Ixmol, also pouring the refreshing rain on the parched
earth.
The central figure in the lower division of this plate has already been
alluded to and the conclusion reached that it is the female deity Xnuc, the
~ountain, or mountain range, from which the rains of that region mostly
come. The chief parts of the figures in this division may be thus explained:
The blue lines, the rain flowing out from the skirts and ~own the sides;
the serpent, the embryo cloud on the sumn1it, through ,vhich the lightning,
represented by the red dots, is playing. Here we see the four Chacs, with
their distinguishing n1arks upon them; also Tlaloc, with a singular headdress.
From a careful study of these four plates I conclude that XXV precedes XXIV, and that XXVII precedes XXVI, in other words, should proeeed to the left in the order paged.
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Plate XXVIII appears to relate somewhat to the same general subject
as the preceding group just described, but is not so directly connected with
them ·as they are with each other. It seems, in fact, to belong between this
group and the one which follows (in the order of the paging), and apparently precedes the former.
The chief objects of interest on this plate are the figures in the second
and lower division. The larger figures either represent two deities closely
allied and belonging to the same clas~, or are symbolic. As they are
frequently met with throughout the Manuscript I presume they are recognized deities. In this place I think they represent the earth or soil,
which, parched and dry in consequence of a severe drought, are here
represented as looking up toward the heavens, as if supplicating rain upon
the planted and sprouting maize, the emblems of which they bear in their
hands. As will be noticed elsewhere, there are very strong reasons for
believing that the lowei· figure, ·a nd probably both, represent gods of death,
or that they are symbols of death. This agrees yery well with the explanation I have suggested. The lower figure has in one hand the bread syrnbol,
in the other that of sprouting corn. In the hands of that of the second
division are sn1aller figures, bearing Kaneharacters, here doubtless used as
corn symbols.
These smaller figures with the two-colored face, which will be found
frequently introduced on the next five plates, certainly represent sonwthing
of the utmost irnportance in, or bearing a close relation to, Maya agriculture.
Without stopping just here to give my reasons for the belief, I venture
the opinion that they are .here given as figures of the deity Zamna, or
Itza1nna, but with the-as I presume generally understood-idea, or belief,
that Itzamna and maize were equivalents, or so closely related, that to figure
this deity in connection with agricultural subjects was equivalent to figuring
n1aize, or possibly seed in a broader sense.
The blue, serpent-like figure with purple margin in the third division
of this plate (XXVIII) is possibly intended as the symbol of a floating
cloud. The chac in front, rrlaloc resting quietly on one of the curves, the
blue c~lor and purple lining all correspond with this idea. But the Zamna
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figures and vegetable sprouts upon it do not agree with this interpretation.
Still I believe it to be the idea intended.
Plates XXIX-XXXIII appear to relate entirely to agricultural purnits, especially to the cultivation of maize, cacao, some vine, and possibly.
cotton.
In this connection I would call special attention to the first (top) and
second divi~ions of Plates XXX and XXXI, and the two Tlaloc figures in
the lower division of XXXIII . In these we undoubtedly have the planting
of seed, n1ost likely corn, represented. The nun1ber of grains deposited.in
a place appears usnally to be five, but occasionally six seem to be dropped.
The opening or hole in the soil is 1nade with a pointed wooden stick, always
1nore or less bent or curved in the figures. According to Landa the custom
of the native farmers was to n1ake holes at regular intervalR, and in each
deposit "five or six grains" of maize. The number appears to be indicated
in the plates, not only by the figures of balls dropped, but also by the spread
fingers with knobs at the tips, showing that five was the established number.
As further evidence of the correctness of this interpretation, the individuals
represented on Plates XXX and XXXI, as engaged in tHis work, have their
heads covered with a kind of matting or straw hat, indicating that they are
in the sun, where the head needs protection. The character in this headgear, as wil] hereafter be shown, probably signifies ppoc, "a hat" or "headcovering."
The similar operation represented in the lower division of Plate
XXXIII, where Tlaloc, ·or a priest attired as this deity, is the planter,
probably refers to the seed of son1e other plant, possibly the gourd or bean,
or the legun1inous plant figured in the second division of the same plate.
As I have expressed a belief that the figures with a two-colored face
are given to represent Zamna, or Itzan1na, one of the chief Maya deities
or culture heroes, I will give here in part my reasons for this opinion.
First. As has been heretofore intimated, and as will hereafter be more
fully shown, the Imix and Kan symbols are undoubtedly often used to
denote bread and maize, and the word, or name, Itzan1na has as its prinutry
signification seed from which plants issue, tho chief reference being to
maize.
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Second. In the plates now under consideration the figures with the
two-colored face appear to have some intimate relation to agricultural pursuits.
Third The. l(an symbols and these figures are both represented as
being attacked by quadrupeds, birds, and worms.
For example, on Plate XXIX, left-hand figure of the second division,
we see a bird picking up the planted seed before it has sprouted; in the
next figure to the right, same division, we see a small fox-like quadruped
seizing it after it has sprouted; in the third division, same plate, and lower
divisions of Plates XXX, XXXI, XXXII, and XXXIII, we see quadrupeds,
birds, and worrns attacking these supposed Zarnna figures. 1 In the latter
cases the intention was probably to signify that the plant was attacked by
these enen1ies. The figure in the lower left-hand corner of Plate ~XXX
shows three worms at different heights, probably signifying that the root,
foliage, and fruit were attacked. The symbol ca in the eye of this figure
may be considered a symbol of the cultivated calabash, though it is probably intended to ::;ignify that the plant (which I take to be a maize symbol)
is dead, having been killed by the attacks of these insect foes.
I am aware that the explanations here given may be considered as
somewhat overstrained, yet I am convinced that a close and careful study
of these figures and all that can be found relating to them will end in
leading others to the same conclusion. I may also add that the difference
in the ·plants or varieties represented by these figures (if such be their
signification) is shown by the eye and the marks on the head-dress, which
here appear to refer to foliage. Possibly thes~ differences have r~ference
only to the different kinds of corn, but this I think is indicated by the
color. Se~, for exan1ple, Plate XXX, third division, the yellow and white.
The peculiar birds in the third divisions of Plates XXX and XXXI
may have reference to certain . auguries; otherwise I can give no guess as
to their 1neaning.
The next to the right-hand figure of the third division, Plate XXIX,
probably represents son1e such plant as maguey, or yucca.
The lower left-hand figure of Plate XXXI I think si1nply represents
1 The reader is referred to the quotation from Landa in reference to the ceremonies of the Cauac year
(page 66).
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the act of watering the parched and dying 1naize plants. The Kan character here bears a sprout, or plant, which appears to be drooping and dying.
Although the figure holding the jar is Tlaloc, I think this represents artificial
watering, and not rain.
Plates XXXII and XXXIII appear to relate principally to the cultivation of cacao, cotton, and some climbing plant, and to severe drought.
The figures in the upper division I think relate to the cultivation of the
cacao, either to the festival held specially by the planters, as described by
Landa, 1 the particular part taken by them in the festival held to induce the
gods to give them rain, or some incident in the process of cultivation.
Landa, in his description of their special festival in the month Muan,
states that "they gave to each of the officers a branch with the fruit of the
cacao." This is doubtless represented by the figures holding branches in
their hands.
The figures in the second division of these two plates represent two
different plants-one evidently a vine supported by a stake, just as grape
vines are now supported, on which hang what appear to be pods, possibly
beans of some kind. The other plant has a fruit represented by a little
circle surrounded by a ring of dots, possibly cotton.
In the third division of these plates there are figures of fox-like aninials bearing torches and leaping over a sleeping Zamna figure and an
incense-burner. In the place of the eye is a character resembling that for
Cor Chuen. It is possible that it here stands for the ~faya word chocou,
"hot," or chocoual, "heat," and that the anin1al with the torches is a syn1bol
.of the .scorching, burning heat of the sun. 2 This idea agrees very well
with what we see in the division above (second). The figures here appear
to represent cultivated vines, which are parehed and dying from the effect
of heat and drought. The ':rlaloc head at the foot of one of these shows
that they are also to some extent symbolic.
The third and fourth divisions of Plates XXXIV and XXXV evidently
relate to painting the vessels, &c., alluded to by Landa, where he says that
See Appendix No. 3.
1 can attention here to Landa's statement, heretofore quoted, in reference to the calamities to
be expected in the Ix years, especially severe <lroughts. Al~o to the fact that an image of Zarnna is
introduced in the festival.
1
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''during this month ( Yaxkin) they commenced to prepare themselves, according to custon1, for a general festival which was celebrated in Mol, on a day
which the priest designated, in honor of all the gods. They called it Olohzab-kam-yax. After the ceremonies and usual incensing which they wished
to do, they smeared with their blue paint the instruments of all the professions from those the priest used, even to their wives' spindle and the
doors of their houses." I-Iere we see the priests dressed up to represent
certain deities, with paint-pot in ·one hand and strip of yucca or maguey leaf
in the other, applying the blue paint to their vessels (see Fig 25).
The following stat~ment, by Col. Janws. Stevenson, regarding the
n1ethod in use among the Zuni Indians in making and applying paints to
their pottery, will illustrate this: ''When the pigment is properly reduced
and n1ixed with water so as to form a thin solution, it is applied with brushes
made of the leaves of the yucca. These brushes are made of flat pieces of
the leaf, which are stripped off and bruised at one end, and are of different
sizes adapted to the coarse or fine lines the artist 1nay wish to draw. In
this manner all the fine lines on the pottery are produced."
The figures in the upper division of these two plates perhaps represent
priests with calendar wheels, determining the titne at which the corning festival shall be held.
Those in the second division of Plate XXXV are probably in the act
of preparing the paint.
PART SECOND OF TilE MANUSCRIPT.

The title-page.-Although this is occupied almost wholly by characters,
I think it is .b est to discuss its general import in this connection.
One of the first things that strikes us as sorne,vhat singular, and as
having some hidden n1eaning, is the fact that there are ten transverse lines
(the numerals are not considered separately fro1n the characters to which
they belong) and seven characters or groups of characters ·in each line,
making seventy in all-exactly the nu~ber of plates in the Manuscript.
This' arrangement by sevens cannot be accidental, and tnust therefore have
had smne particular n1eaning und~rstood by the author and those for whose
use the work was composed. That it does not refer to any of their divis-
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ions of time I think is clear from what has been shown concerning their
calendar. When I first noticed this arrangement I was of the opinion that
it indicated the number of different subjects treated of in the manuscript,
and that the page should be considered in columns. But subsequent study
has led me to doubt the correctness of the first part of this theory.
We observe that the first (top) li~e consi~ts of seven day characters as
follows ( coun~ing fron1 left to right as numbered): Ymix, Ik, Akbal, Kan,
Chicchan, Cimi, and Manik. Two are obliterated, but there can be no
doubt that the missing ones are Kan and Chicchan, a conclusion I had
reached before I had seen Rosny's .w ork or Dr. B~·inton's article. Brasseur
supplied the fourth space with Ahau and the fifth with Kan.
In this connection I call attention to the fact tl~at on the left--hand slab
of the Palanque Tablet there are just seven double characters under the
large initiatory hieroglyph. Omitting the four characters by the upright of
the cross, the · number of colun1ns is an exact multiple of seven, whether
we omit or include the single ones in the transverse lines above the heads of
the priests.
Counting the large initiatory character as four-as it covers four spacesarid each double one as two, there are 245 characters on the entire tabletan exact multiple of seven. It may be worthy of notice also that there are
just seven characters in and in1n1ediately around the cross (included in the
above calculation), viz, two on the upright, on1itted in Dr. Ran's scheme;
two each side, and one immediately to the left of the lower end of the arrow
shaft (also on1itted in Dr. Ran's plan); that there are 1'7 (= 10 7) charac-:
ters in each column of the outer slabs.
· This may be accidental, and, as a rule, but little confiden~e should be
placed in such calculations; but this, taken in connection with what we find
in this line in the Manuscript, is sufficient to lead us to believe that this
septenary arrangement is not accidental, but intentional, and has some specific, hidden meaning.
rrhe tablet on the inner wal_l of Casa No. 1 (Stephen's Cent. Am., II,
343) has on it fourteen columns, each with ten characters, making 140 in
all; but those o~ the outer corridor of the same casa have each twenty columns of twelve charac.ters. The tablet of Casa_No. 3, which appears to be
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closely related to the Tablet of the Cross, .p resents no such septenary
arrangen1ent, yet even here th~re are (counting long and short) seventeen
columns, and in the extren1e right and left columns just seventeen characters. I find this arrangen1ent by sevens frequently in the Mexican Codices,
but in most of these cases it is apparent that this results from the division
of 13, as a . corresponding arrangement by sixes accon1panies, or is .to be
understood.
Returning to our plate, we may, as I think, n1ake use of this septenary
characteristic in determining some of the numerals that are partially obliterated. The red are sufficiently distinct except the missing ones in the
upper line, in reference to which there is no question of doubt in the minds
of students of this work; and the right-hand one of the line next to the
bottom-the only question here being whether this is 18 or 19. Adding
together all the numbers indicated by these red numeral characters (including the seven in the upper line), we find the sum to be 153, if we count the
right-hand one of the 9th line u;, or 154 if we count it 19. As the latter
number (154) is an exact 1nultiple of seven, we conclude that this character
is 19, and this agrees with the eroded space and the position of the dots
over the remaining portion.
This septenary arrangement does not appear to hold good with the
black numerals.
Returning to the first or top line we observe, as before remarked, that
it commences with Ymix. According to Landa the Mayas began the computation of their days, that is, their calendar, with one Y mix. We quote
his language here, as it is somewhat singular:
"It is curious to note how the dominical letter [of the year] always
comes up at the beginning of its year, without mistake or failing, and that
none of the other twenty letters appears. They also used this method of
counting in order to derive from certain letters a method of counting their
epochs and other things, which, though interesting to them, does not concern us much here. It is enough to say that the character or letter with
which they begin their ~otnputation of the days or their calendar is -called

one Ym-ix, which is this
8
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which has no certain or .fixed day on
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which it falls. Because each one changes its position according to his own
count; yet, for all that, the dominicalletter of the year which follows does
not fail to .corne up correctly.m
It appears that the Ohiapenec, Tzendal, Soconuscan, _Quiche, and Oakchiquel calendars began the list of days with Imox, following it with Ik or
Igh. This fact indicates a con1mon origin of the calendars and of the people.
It also renders the statement of some of the old authorities, that the names of
the days were taken from the names of their deities and heroes, quite plausible. If this be true, we have possibly in the seven days here given the
nan1es of the seven chief deities; and the characters on the page are to be
read in colun1ns, each column having at the top one of these sacred names.
The characters in the second line appear to accord with this view, as the
first four, counting from the left, are those which I have attempted to prove
indicate the four cardinal points. As a further examination of this plate
would require me to enter into a discussion of the characters themselves I
will defer further notice until I reach that subject.
If the figures furnish us with any evidence by which to judge of the
contents, I decide without any hesitancy that Plates l*-X* of this part of
the work relate to one general subject, to wit, the work and festivals of the
apiarists. We may be somewhat surprised to find so large a portion of the
Manuscript devoted to the festivals of this limited class, whose industry was
generally considered of but minor importance except in certain localities.
But here again, as I believe, we detect the cunning of the priests. This was
a scheme to supply their board with honey. ~foreover, it is quite probable
this Manuscript pertained to a section where the production of honey was
an important industry.
The objection to the theory that these plates relate to these particular
festivals n1ay be raised, that the insects represented by the figures on them
are not bees, but beetles ( coleopterous insects).
1 Relacion de las cosas de Yucatan, p. 236.
Ymncho denotar salgasiemprela letras que es dominical en el primero dia de su ano, sin errar ni faltar, ni venir a salir otra de las XX alli. Un.savan ta.mbien
deste modo de con tar para sa car dest as let ras cierto modo de con tar para sacar destas letras cierto modo
de contar qne 1enian para las edades y otras cosas quo aunqne son para ellos curiosas, no nos hazen
aqui rnncho aJ proposito; y por esso se quedaran con dezir quo el caiacter o letra de quo comen9a va. su
cucnta de los <lias o kalendario, se llama Hun Ymix y es este
el qual no tieno dia cierlo ni seuelauo
enquo craya. Porque cada uno le muda la propia cuenta y contado esso no falta ol salir la letra qui
vieoe por dominical el primero del afio que se sigue.
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The wings and abdomen are, it ·is true, very much like the elytra and
abdomen of beetles, but there are abundant reasons for believing that the
opinion I have advanced here, which appears to have been held by Abbe
Brasseur de Bourbourg, is correct.
First. We find nowhere any reason for believing that beetles played
an important part in the religious ceremonies of the nati~es of Yucatan.
Second. We do know, from the most satisfactory evidence, notwithstanding the assertions of some writers to the contrary, that bees ·were
abundant in some sections, and there is reason to believe that they were
domesticated and reared for their honey; in fact, the collecting of honey
appears to have been an important industry in some localities. I quote in
proof of this statement fron1 Clavigero, Vol. I, page 68:
"There are at least six different kinds of bees. The first is the same
with the common bee of Europe, with which it agrees, not only in size,
shape, and color, but also in its disposition and manners and in the qualities
of its honey and wax. The second species, which differs from the"' first only
in having no sting, is the bee of Yucatan and Chiapa, which makes the
fine, clear honey of Estabentun, of an aromatic flavor, superior to that of
all the other kinds of honey with which we are acquainted. The honey is
·taken from them six tin1es a year; that is, once in every other month; but
the best is that which is got in November, being made from a fragrant
white flower, like jessamine, which blows in September, called in that
country Estabentun, from which the honey has derived its name.
"The third species resembles in its form the winged ants, but is smaller
than the common bee and without a sting. This insect, which is peculiar
to warm and temperate climates, forms nests in size and shape resen1bling
sugar-loaves, and even sometimes greatly exceeding these in size, which are
suspended from rocks or from trees, and particularly from the oak. The
populousness of these hives are much greater than those of the common bee.
The nymphs of this bee, which are eatable, are white and round, like a
pearl. The honey is of a grayish color, but of a fine flavor. The fourth
species is a yellow bee, sn1aller than the common one, but, like it, furnished
with a sting; its honey is not equal to those already mentioned. The
fifth is a small bee without a sting, which constructs hives of an orbicular
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for1n in subterraneous cavities; and the honey is sour and somewhat bitter.
The Tlalpipiolli, which is the sixth species, is black and yellow, of the size
of the common bee, but has no sting."
He also adds, in a foot-note on page 68, the following statement: "The
honey of Estaben~un is in high estimation with the English and French
who touch at the ports of Yucatan; and I have known the French of
Guarico buy it son1etimes for the purpose of Rending it as a present to the
king."
Landa, in speaking of these festivals, makes particular mention of bee. keepers, or keepers of beehives.
Third. A careful study of these plates of the Manuscript I think will
satisfy any one _that the bee is the insect intended, although the figures are
inexact.
Take, for example, the yellow figure in the n1iddle division of Plate
V*. · The hair indicates that this is a female, and the long tongue shows it
has a sucking apparatus. 1 There can be but little doubt that it is intended as
a representation of the queen bee, or .Ahaulil-cab, "the queen of bees."
As but few particulars in regard to the festivals of the apiarists have
been recorded we have but little to guide t~s in an attempt to explain the
figures in these plates. Landa states in reference to them that "In. the
n1onth Tzoz the bee-keepers (or masters of the hives) prepare themselves
for the celebration of their festival in Tzec. * * * * They had for
their patrons the Bacabs, especially Hobnil. They made at that time great
offering_s, particularly to the four Chacs, to which they presented four
plates, with pellets of incense in each . one and painted round the border
with figures of honey [honeycomb~], in order to obtain an abundance by
this feast.'' 2 Some of the figu:res appear to relate to the operations and incidents of
the in~ustry, as we have seen is true of those that refer to hunting and
the hunters' festivals. We see here what appear to be their hives, either
artificial-made for domesticated bees-or those cut from the tree containing the honey o£ the wild bees. Notice, for example, the figure in the
hands of the fen1ale in the right of the lower division of Plate V*. The
1

The bee is a mandibulate insect, but has an elongated tongue for extract,i ng the nect,ar of flowers.

2See Appendix No. 3, E.
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upper part bears a different mark from the lower. The lower part is marked
with the chief characteristics of the symbol for Cauac, which, as heretofore
stated, when given in this way appear to signify that the thing upon which
they are placed is rna~ of wood. The characters on the upper portion
r~semble Caban, and here probably signify Cab, "honey," or Cabnal, "a
hive of honey"; but it is proper to warn the reader that in .other places, as
will hereafter appear, it is used to denote the material of which a seat is
n1ade. I think it more than likely that here it refers to the vessel in -which
the honey is contained. I presun1e this to be the case, because the individuals iri the lower division of Plate IX* appear to. have lifted the honey
out of the vessel which lies at their feet; and we also see on the arm of the
individual at the left of the lower division of Plate V* a figure marked with
this same characte~. As he has . a staff in his right hand. he is probably
returning from a successful bee-hunt, bearing his prize.
According to Landa the apiarists held two festivals during the year, .
one in the fifth month ('rzec), and the other in the eighth n1onth (Mol);
that is, in October and December. But according to the red ~.nd black
numerals in these plates the one referred · to appears to have been held
annually, on the days Cib, Caban and Ezanab, in the 17th nlonth-Kayabcorresponding to the first part of June. The fen1ale in the lower division
of Plate V* is probably Colebil-Xbolon-choch, a goddess supposed to be the
patron of the apiarists.
I would also call attention to the following additional items on these
plates which are worthy of notice.
On Plate III*, upper division, next to the left-hand figure, we notice a
kind of cross arising out of the body of n bee. OJ.?. this cross are parts of
a partially obliterated figure, which, upon close inspection, I ~ecide with. out hesitation was that of a bird, reminding us of the bird on the Tablet ·o f
the Cross at Palanque and on crosses in several of the Mexican Codices.
A foot, the tail, and parts of the wings are yet plainly visible. · The righthand figure of the same division also shows a plant in the form of a cross
arising out of the body of a bee. . I presume these relate to the requests to
the gods for rain to make the plants produce flowers for the bees.
.The figure at the right of the n1iddle division of the same. plate, which
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I take to be the god of death, appears to be in the act of breaking a vessel
of earthenware, which, as the presence of the cross-bones indicates, is
intended to signify death. The character between the parts of the broken
vessel probably signifies "divided" or separated.
The figures along the lower margin of the middle division of Plates
VII*, VIII*, IX*, and X* are chiefly representations of offerings made to
the gods of the bee-keepers, as here we see the leg of a deer, bread, n1aize, &c.
The broad rectangular red figures in the n1iddle division of the plates
last 1nentioned, and elsewhere, from which the bees are flying, may represent hives which were suspended by cords. If not, I an1 wholly unable to
guess their meaning.
As I have not been able to group the remaining plates of the ~faun
script in a satisfactory manner, I will content myself wi~h referring to such
figures as I think I can explain, without attempting, except in a few cases,
to show their connection with others.
The females and god of death figured on Plate XI.v- appear to be
wea-ving, or making ropes. The figures themselves indicate this so plainly
as to leave no doubt in my mind in reference to it. Moreover, some of the
written characters, as I think, correspond with this interpretation.
It is probable the figures are also symbolic representations of human
life. The female figure, I presume, is intended to represent the goddess
Ixchel, who, in addition to her other powers or attributes, was supposed to
preside over the formation and birth of infants. The interlaced or crosshatched bundle before her accords with this idea, if my interpretation of this
reticulate figure be correct-that is, that it signifies zih1 or zihil, "birth" or
"origin."
The presence of the god of death so close at hand and the death symbol before hin1 in the second division, and twice in the lower division, are
doubtless intended to signify the uncertainty of human life. The Ezanab
character on the head of this god in this place-as this is not usual-must
1 In writing Maya words I follow the orthography of the lexicons, but in referring to the signification am guided by what I suppose to have been the sound-for example, fz, z, and in some cases ch
appear to be used to denote the same sound, or at least are the ruling elements of similar words haviug
Rimilar signification. As a matter of course the natives could make the distinctions in their pronunciation. I may also as well state here that I make no claim to a knowledge of the Maya language. I
simply refer to the lexicons and grammar for such use as I desire to make of it in this paper.
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have some particular signification especially applicable to what is here symbolized. As some of the cognate words, especially where the aspirate is
used, denote "certainty," it is possible that it is used here to signify the
certainty of death.
Plates XII* to XVII* undoubtedly relate to the manufacture of idols.
In the second division of XII* (see Fig. 34) we see the artists painting
them with the slip of yucca or rnaguey leaf, as described by Colonel Stevenson, and also by :1\-Irs. Stevenson in her admirable little parnphlet on the ·
manners and custon1s of the Zuni Indians.
In the third division we observe the priests consecrating the i1nplements
and the wood out of which their wooden idols are to be n1ade. These
plates, I think, refer to the manufacture of both kinds of idols, those of
burnt clay and those of wood. The wooden block is here represented by
the oblong figure with Cauac characters on it; the implement by the twisted
figure on or against the block. My reasons for believing that this is a tool
of some kind used in working wood is that in the third division of Plate
XXIII*, I see it in the hands of individuals who are evidently doing something to trees. The trees appear to be severed as though cut off by a rude
saw of some kind.
The figures in the second division of Plates XIII* and XIV* probably
represent the idols in the kilns, or in their positions for baking; what the
birds on them signify I am unable to say; possibly they relate to auguries.
The figures of bent trees in the third and lower divisions of Plate
XIII* may denote the ten1porary cabins in which they
worked.
The figures in the lower division probably represent what
Landa alludes to when he says, "where they placed the wood
with a great urn (tinaja) for to keep shut up (or inclosed) the
idols all the time they were at work upon them. 771
Fw. 17.
We see here the priests offering incense in a sing.u larly shaped burner
(Fig. l 7) over these unfinished idols.
•
The wood of which the images were formed was probably placed in
1

See Appendix No.3 H.
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these urns and steamed, in order to soften it, or, after carving, to give the
irnages thernselves the desired color.
The attention of the reader is called to the figures on which the individuals in the upper division of this and of Plate XIV* are seated. The
characters with which they are 1narked denote, as I believe, that they are
wooden seats or platforms.
In the left-hand compartn1ent of the third division of Plate XIV* we
see one of the priests, or artists, dressed to represent the god of death, preparing the paint. The other two figures in the same division show them at
their devotions in their cabins. In the lower division they are at work
carving the images. The peculiar fonn of the instrun1ent here figured (see
Fig. B5) leads me to believe it was of n1etal.
In the upper division of Plate XV* are the "messengers," who were
sent by the priests to procure the wood, with machetes in hand, chopping
clown the trees. Although Landa states that cedar alone was used in this
work two different species of trees are evidently-represented here, the black
one doubtless the native ebony out of which theil~ "black" images were
carved.
Division two of Plates XV* arid XVI*, and division four of XVII* and
x ·v rii*, represent the artists at work carving images, but here the machete
is the chief implement used.
The upper division of XVII* contains two groups of figures which I
find it difficult to interpret satisfactorily. I think these are symbolic representations, and not pictographs. The left group may possibly signify that
out of the earth (represented by the head in the lower left-hand corner)
springs the tree (denoted by th€} curved beam with Oauac characters upon
it); that it finally produces a god (the figure at the top) to which the
people and priests offer incense and viands. If this be the true interpretation it is a severe satire upon their worship, and rerninds us strongly of the
sarcasm of the prop~et Isaiah on the religion of the idolaters of his day.
The group to the right is possibly a figurative representation of a similar
idea. At the base are two Tlaloc heads, en1blems of fertility, out of which
arises a tree in the form of a cross, on which is seated an idol. The plant
probably signifies the "tree of life," or "life-giving plant."
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crosses found in other Codices, with two indicated halves, denote
the meeting of two periods of time-that is, the close of one period and the
commencement of another; but it is doubtful whether any such idea is connected with this one. I think it has reference to the newly-formed god, as ·
we see the priest here also presenting offerings. The character at the foot
of the priest, according to what we have heretofore ascertain~d, denotes
bre~d. In the third division we probably see the newly-n1ade images in
baskets, covered with cloth, as stated by Landa, whose description .of this
work will be found in Appendix No. 3, I.
The persons represented in the upper division of Plate XVIII* are piercing their ears and sprinkling the blood on tortillas, or on the sacred stones
.Acantun.
In the upper division of Plate XIX*, and running over upon the right
margin of XX'*, and in the second division of the former, we have, as I
believe, a series of figures relating to one subject. The earnest desire of
the Maya woman for posterity is a fact well known; it is also well known
that to this end it was their custon1 to beseech the aid of their deities with
earnest prayers. In this series of figures we see, I think, this custom represented and its result. Cor.omencing at the right of XIX* and n1oving
toward the left, there is, first, the woman pleading with one deity, who turns
his back upon her-that is, refuses to grant her prayer; the next one listens,
but gives no favorable response; the third is more favorable; and now the
first. (shown again in the fourth figure) and the second (shown again on
Plate XX*) are disposed to be gracious.
In the second division is shown the result. Proceeding from the right
towards the left we observe the tightening girdle; next, one strand broken
and then the other. The figures on which they are sitting are probably
intended for mats.
Although this series may have a general application it is possible that
it refers also to incidents in the life history of some goddess, or noted female
of the early days of the nation.
The figures in the third division of XVIII* and XIX* n1ay have some
relation to the series first referred to; but, if so, I have not succeeded in
finding it out.
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The lower divisions of XIX* and XX* are occupied with figures of
women be'aring burdens. . The substance borne by three out of the eight is
denoted by Kan figures, which, as I have heretofore intimated, represent
maize. The two burdens indicated by death symbols possibly denote the
bones or ashes of their dead; I think it likely sotne of thmn denotes calabashes, gourds, or some vegetable of this kind.
This ''death symbol," as I have called it, may also be used as the
symbol of some such vegetable product, especially as there are one or: two
Maya words of similar sound that signify calabash, gourd, &c. The righthand figure of XX* is carrying so1neth~ng which probably denotes squashes,
and the two at the right of XIX* their lares and penates.
The figures in the third division of Plate XX* (see Fig. 86) fonn the
sequel to the first and second of XIX*, but we are not to understand this as
representing baptism/ as the sprinkling is not perforrned by a priest, nor is
there ~ priest present; but rather as ordinary ablutions
The two figures in the left compartment, upper division of XXI*, are
undoubtedly time symbols . . The triangular· Ezanab character in front of
the Ohac probably denotes the close of a luster or Cycle, as this is the last
of the intercalated days of the Ix years. The circles on the curveu figure
may signify years or Ahaues.
The females in the lower divisions of XXI* and XXII* appear from
their hair to be young unmarried persons, who are probably praying unto
the gods, represented by the idols before them, to give then1 husbands, or
to grant some special favor.
The upper division of Plates XXIII*-XXVIII* appear to relate
to warfare. On Plate XXVII* we see the victors returning, leading their
prisoners and captured animals, singing and dancing as they move along.
By the wayside is one of the ~lain enen1ies being devoured by a vulture.
Here the priest is seen also with his captive, but, as 1uight be expected, it
is a won1an.
On XXVI* and XXV* we see the prisoners delivered into the hands of
the priests to be sacrificed. Holding by the hair, as here shown, appears
1

/
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always to indicate that the individual is to be sacrificed. Repeated examples may be found in the 1\tlexican Codices.
On the former there is also the figure of a bird plucking the eye out
of one of the slain; but here, as I think, son1ething more is intended than
simply that a vulture is devouring a dead man. The _p eculiar eye and
black body show very clearly that this is the same bird as that on the right
in the upper division of Plate XXVIII*. In the latter we see the figures
of two birds in deadly conflict. What is the meaning of this picture~ I
believe it is a kind of pictograph, sou1ewhat similar to those drawn by
n1odern Indians, and that it signifies a battle between two tribes, represented
by these two birds. 'rhe bird with the red circle around the eye denotes
that tribe to which the author of the Manur:;cript belonged, and which, as a
matter of course, was victorious. This is shown by the figure on Plate
XXVI* previously referred to. As further evidence of this w~ · see the
other bird a captive in the hands of the individual at the right hand of the
upper division of Plate XXIII*.
On Plate XXIV* we observe the god of the conquered tribe a captive
in the hands of the deity of the victors, and in front of them a soldier running away with captured spoils, and the priest with the captured woman.
On Plate XXIII* is the figure of a Chac firing the dwellings of the conquered village. The last-mentioned figure is the one Brasseur interpreted
as signifying the craters of a double volcano.
The reader is not to understand that I claim that the order in which
these figures are mentioned is that in which they should con1e, nor is it
claimed that they denote here a real battle, as it is probable they represent
only a kind of play enacted during some festival; yet there is doubtless an
allusion to some real battle or war. My principal reason for believing it
represents only a play is the significant absence of weapons.
The following account of the celebration of a Pipil victory is taken
from Bancroft's Native Races:
"When information was received from their war chief that he had
gained a victory, the diviner ascertained to which of the gods sacrifice was
to be made. If to Quetzalcoatl, the ceremony lasted fifteen clays, and upon
each day they sacrificed a prisoner. These sacrifices were n1ade as follows:
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All those who had been in the battle returned hon1e in procession, singing
and dancing, bringing with them the c.aptives who were to be sacrificed,
their wrists and ankles decorated with feathers and chalchiuites and their .
necks with strings of cacao-nibs. The high-priests and other ministers
went out at the head of the populace to meet then1 with music and dancing,
and the caciques and captains delivered oyer those who were to be sacrificed
to the high-priests. Then they all went together to the court-yard of their
tuepa or temple, where they continued dancing day and night during the
time the sacrifices lasted. In the middle of the court was a stone bench on
which the victim. was stretched, four priests holding him by the feet and
hands. "rhe sacrificing priest then- came forward, adorned with many
feathers and loaded with little bells, holding in his hand a flint knife, with
which he opened the breast of his victim, tore out the heart, brandished it
toward the cardinal points, and finally threw it into the air with sufficient
force to cause it to fall directly in the n1iddle of the court, s·aying, 'Receive,
0 God, this thank-offering for the victory.' This sacrifice was public and
beheld by all the people."

CHAPTER V.
SYMBOLS, PICTOGRAPHS, AND OTHE·R FIGURES WHICH CANNOT BE PROPERLY CLASSED AS WRITTEN CHARACTERS.
Before attempting to explain any of the written characters I will notice
some other figures which are true pictures, but were not specially alluded
to when speaking of the figures in the spaces; others which may be classed
as pictographs, and some which appear to be true symbols.
Foot-prints.-~hese appear to have two or three different significations
in the various manuscripts.
First. A journey n1ade, denoting not the road, but the fact that some
one has passed on in a given direction, that a journey has been partly or
con1pletely accon1plished. This use is comrnon in some of the Mexican
Codices.
Second. That so many periods of time have elapsed. This appears to
be their signification on Plates 34 to 38 of the Borgian Codex and Plates
25 to 28 of the Dresden Codex.
rrhird. To ·denote movements to be made during certain religious festivals. T?is appears to be one object of their use in the Manuscript Troano,
as, for example, on Plates III and VI. Another is to indicate journeyings.
The machete or hatchet (bat in Maya) is represented in the Manuscript
in two forms (Fig. 18, a and b). As it is not likely the artist intended to be
strictly accurate in minor details, his only desire being to represent the
implen1ent with sufficient ·exactness to insure its recognition, we may not be
warranted in assuming that these two .forms indicate a difference in the
hatchets. rrhe one n1arked a may be the conventional figure, and b an
125
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attempt at true pictorial representation; yet I suggest as possible that the
latter, which was used in carving the wooden images, 1nay repres_e nt the
copper ax and the other the stone ax. Landa (Relacion §XXIX) says:
''They had little hatchets of a particular metal of this
form [Fig. 18c]. These they adjusted to a' handle of
wood; in com bat these served them as an arm; they were
also instruments used in working wood."
The spear or dart, and one method of throwing it, is
shown in Fig. 13 (page 96), heretofore referred to. I judge
from this that a kind of hook or hand ballista was useJf to
give it more force. Something similar is shown frequently
in the Mexican Codices and, according to Valentini, on the
Berlin stone. The instrument in the other hand rnay be a
stick with a notch in it to guide the dart; the only reason
for doubting this is the bent forrn given the one figured on
18
FIG.
the next plate.
·
The usual fonn of the spear as given in the Manuscript is shown in
Fig. 19a. This often has the head marked with the tren1bling cross similar
to that in Ezanab, probably denoting that it
~
was n1ade of flint.
:...._-------~

tr

41

a

The arrow, if such it be (as no bow is
found in the Manuscript), is generally figured
with the head in this form (Fig. 19b), indieating, if truly represented, that a flint was
:FIG. 19.
thrust into the split end of the shaft in the usual way; the other end of the
shaft was surrounded by two feather whirls. Possibly these ·are darts
thrown by hand and not arrows.
I have been son1ewhat surprised to find nothing in this work indicating
warfare, unless it be the figures which I have heretofore interpreted as
probably representing a play. Herrera, speaking of the expedition of Cordova (Dec. 2, Bk. 1, chap. 3), says that, ~bile at Cotoche, "there appeared
a multitude [of Indians] in armor made of quilted cotton, with targets,
wooden swords having edges of flints, large cutlasses, spears, and slings
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* * * * pouring in at the same tin1e such a shower of stones and arrows
that they wounded fifteen Spaniards."
Bernal Diaz, fron1 whon1 Herrera evidently quotes, says: "These warriors were armed with thick coats of cotton, and carried besides their bows
and arrows, lances, shields, and slings. 771
Landa (Relacion §XXIX) says their offensive '\Yeapons were bows and
arrows, which they bore in a quiver, the latter made of reeds and having
the points armed with obsidian or fish-teeth, and very sharp. "They had
little hatchets of a particular 1netal," heretofore referred to, ''which, in coin. bat, served them as an arrn." "They also had lances a to is [fathom] in
length, arrned at the end with a silex head, very hard. And they had no
other arn1s."
Figures in red, like that shown in Fig. ·20 (the little squares only are
alluded to), are found in a number of places in the Manuscript.
Brasseur interprets them as symbols for cab, "honey'' or "honeycmnb." The connection in which they are found I think
proves that he is correct. We find elsewhere, as in the char20
FIG. ·
acter for Cauac, and on articles made of wood, a similar figure,
usually smaller, outlined in black, but never colored. Attention will be
called to this hereafter.
A figure like that shown in Fig. 21 is also found on several plates

Vfo
FIG. 21.

FIG. 22.

FIG. 23.

FIG. 24.

of the Manuscript, but never in the Codex. So1netimes it is in the hands
of a priest, but in a few instances it seems to be used as a character or
symbol. Brasseur's interpretation is nen or "n1irror"; but this I think is a
mistake. It is more probable that it is a figure of the calendar wheel nlentioned by Landa.
Mortars used for preparing paints are represented in two forms (see
Figs. 22 and 23): their paint-pots as in Fig. 24.
On Plate XXXIV we observe the priests in the act of painting blue
that which is here shown (Fig. 25), which is probably a little adoratorio
I

Hist.-Keating's Transl. p. 4.
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baldachin or place in which their idols were seated in their temples. Something sin1ilar is also found elsewhere in the san1e work.
Houses, cabins, and other buildings, even temples in which their idols
were placed, appear usually to be represented in the
Manuscript by such figures as shown in cuts 26, 27,
2~, and 29.
These, as will be seen by comparison, are really
but slight variations from the~fexican conventional
syn1bol for a house (calli).
The side wall in Fig. 2 9 appears to be composed of blocks of some
kind placed one upon
another, probably of
stone, each bearing the
M uluc character. Mol,
the root from which most
of the words commenc. ing with tnol and mul
25
FIG. •
are derived, signifies "a
FIG. 26 ·
group of things united or congregated one upon another,'' but without reference to the n1aterial of which they are .composed. It is true that in this
house we see the figure of a bee, and might therefore suppose it represents
the place where the hives were kept, but the officiating priest in front leads
us to believe it denotes a temple of some kind in
which the ceremonies of the apiarists' festival were
performed. The character at the top of the wall
with a cross in it, somewhat resembling that in the
symbol for Ezanab, is very common in these figures.
This probably marks the end of the bean1 which
was placed on the wall to support the roof. I so
FIG. 27 .
conclude because I find that it is wanting in the
lighter and temporary dwellings, represented in Fig. 28. The interpretation of the character as here used is doubtful. The curved line running
from this to the top portion probably represents the rafter; the slender
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thread-like lines (yellow in the original) the straw or grass with which the
roof was thatehed.
The chec.kered part n1ay represent a matting of reeds or brushwood,
on which the straw was placed.
The following extract from Landa "vill give an idea of the forn1 and
structure of the ordinary dwellings of the peopl~ as seen by hirn:
"HABITATIONS OF THE MAYAS.

"The 1nanner of building the houses in Yucatan was to cover them
with straw, which they had in abundance and of good quality, or ·":ith
leaves of the palm trees, well suited to this purpose. Thy raised the roof, giving it a eonsiderable pitch, in such a n1anner that the rain could
not penetrate it. A wall was then erected in
the center, dividing the
house lengthwise, leaving
in this wall some doors
for communicating with
the part which was called
the back of the house,
Fw. 2s.
where they had their
FIG. 29.
beds; the other part was carefully whitewashed with lime. In the houses of ·
the nobles these walls were covered with pleasant pictures. It was in this
part that they received and lodged their guests.
''This side had no doors, but was open the whole length of the house,
the roof descending very low, in order that it 1night be a shelter fro1n the
sun and rain. It is also said that this was to render himself master of the
enemy inside 1 in tirne -of necessity.
"The common people built at their expense the houses of the nobles,
and as they had no doors it was regarded as a grave fault to make the least
error in the houses of others.
"They had formerly at the back a small door for the use of the conlmon people.
1

u l\f
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The passage is very difficult and the r endering doubtful.
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"For sleeping-places they had bedsteads made in a trellis of canes,
covered with mats, and on these they stretched themselves covered with
their clothes of cotton. During the summer they usually slept on the front
extended on their mats, principally the men. 771
What is shown in Fig. 26 possibly represents a small wooden adoratorio,
niche, or canopied seat, in. which we see an idol. I judge the side wall to
be wooden by its form and by the characters on it. That these characters
are used to signify wood, and possibly a particular species, I think is evid~nt
from the following facts: Running through the Manuscript we first observe
them in this figure on what we may justly assume to be an upright wooden
beam. We see the crosses or XX on what are evidently the ends of bean1s
in the upper division of Plate IX; and in another figure (Plate XXII*),
intended to represent the same thing, we see on the ends of the beams both
the squares and crosses. They are also on a tree in the right of the upper
division of Plate XV*.
In the last-mentioned figure we notice that the tree is severed by a
machete or hatchet in the hands of a priest representing the god of death.
In the upper divisions of Plates XIII and XIV the same character is on
the benches upon which the personages are seated. The blocks, boxes,
hives, or whatever they may be, in the first division of Plate IX*, and the
blocks in the hands of the individuals figured in the middle division of
Plate XXII* are n1arked with the same character.
'I'he widely different forms and the diversity of uses to vvhich the
things bearing this character are applied make it evident that if the character refers at all to the thing on which it is placed, it 1nust be to the substance. As it is found, in some cases, on figures that we know Inust represent trees, the necessary conclusion is that it denotes wood. Whether it is
meant as a general term, or applies to a particular species, is a question I
am unable to answer with certainty.
I will call attention to the character itself and its probable interpretation a little further on.
The houses shown iu Plate XVI* (see Fig. 28) are probably the temporary cabins n1entioned by Landa in which the artists manufactured their
1 Landa's

Relacion, pp. 110 and 111; see Appendix No. 4, where the original i!'!
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wooden idols. We observe that the character with the cross is wanting, and
hence presume that the walls were too slender to bear the weight of a beam.
They were probably built of slender poles or of canes, as was com1non in
Guaten1ala, and covered perhaps with pahn-leaves.
Instead of the figures at the top always being n1arked in the peculiar
n1anner which I have supposed to indicate matting, it is sometirnes marked
with bent lines, sin1ilar to those on the figures representing cords or ropes.
On sorne of the plates, as, for example, XIII* and XIV*, the figure of
a bent tree appears to be used to denote a dwelling of some kind, possibly
only a ten1porary booth. It is true fi~ures of this kind are given in a nun!ber of other places for a very different purpose, as on Plates VIII to XIII,
where they are used to represent the method of capturing deer; but a little
examination will show a n1arked difference between the two kinds.
If I arn correct in reference to the houses, then it is probable the
Manuscript relates to a section of country where the dwellings and the
temples were of a primitive character.
But few houses or dwellings are represented in the Dresden Codex.
In the lower division of Pia te 8 there are figures of two, one of which is
copied in our Fig. 30. These may represent tmnples placed
on pyramids or elevated platforms ascending by steps, as indicated in the figure.
The different forms of their vases
are given in our Plates I-IV (Ms.
XX-XXIII).
The leg of a deer, to which allusion
has alrearl y been made, is shown by
FIG. 30 .
the yellow figure with a double, white
FIG. 3 1.
band and black tips in the upper left-hand corner of the lower division of
Plate I (Ms. XX).
r:rhe machine or apparatus used for, and the method of making, ropes
or cords, is represented on Plate XI* and in our Figs. 31 and 32. The first
(Fig. 3J) shows the method of preparing the material. Strips of the substance used, probably the inner bark of some tree, or aloe fiber, is placed
on a bench of the form shown, which has pieces extending upward from
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the sides, so as to retain the strips in position. A kind of hand hackle is
then used, as shown in Fig. 31, to slit thern to the proper fineness. After
son1e process not given, we next find the 1naterial rolled into a ball. The
next process, that of twisting into the rope or cord,
is represented in Fig. 32.
A few feet having been
twisted by hand, the end
is fastened to a little tree
FIG. 32.
or stump, the ball of rnaFw. 33.
· terial is placed in a vessel or on a stool, while by n1eans of a spatula-shaped
instrument, doubtless of wood, the twisting is carried on. It is probable
the implement is used simply to turn the ball, while the person at work
gradually moves backward.
The idols, while in the process of manufacture, are usually represented
by the heads only; those not yet painted or ornamented, without any other
lines than those necessary to show the parts or organs, as in Fig. 33, which
shows also the method of carving (see Plate XV*); those which are painted
or ornamented (Fig. 34).
One of the implmnents
used by thern in carving
their wooden images, I
judge from its form, as
shown in Fig. 35, was Inetallic.
FIG. 34.
Cloth is usually indicated by cross-hatching, as shown in the dresses of the females on Plates
XVIII*, XIX*, aud XX*; rain and falling ·water by slender, usually waved
blue lines, as on Plates XXIV-XXVII. In the third division of Plate
XX* the lines are blue,. but not waved. Blood is shown by slender,
waved red lines, as in the upper division of Plates XXII and XVIII*.
A utensil or in1plement is represented on Plates XXI* and XXII* by
a figure si1nilar to our Fig. 36, the lower end always black, as shown in the
figure. It ·was held by the 1niddle or circular portion, the fingers of the
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hand being thrust through the hole. I am unable even to surmise . it~ use.
In four instances it stands behind a priest, who is in a squatting posture a!ld
appears to be holding bread or maize in his hand and performing son1e
. . __ _ religious ceremony. In two instances it is in the hand
of a priest clothed in black, aad in a similar
posture, who holds it in front of hinL In all
cases it extends as high as the top of the head,
and the curved ends turn from the person.
A very singular implement (Fig. 37) 1s
figured in the third division of Plate XXIII*.
FIG. 35.
It appears fro1n the figures in the plate to FIG. 36.
have been held, while in use, in the right hand, which grasped the hoop
at a. Its use can only be guessed by the- connection in which it is found.
In each case it is held up beside a tree, which appears to have been severed at the point immediately opposite, the top not yet fallen down. On
the severed end of one we see the supposed death symbol. From. these facts
I infer that it was used as a kind of saw, though H is possible it
was en1ployed in peeling the bark fro·m the trees used in the Inanufacture of their wooden idols. If used as a saw, which I think
n1ost likely, the teeth were probably flint chips, fastened to the
hoop by strings or thongs. A fact worthy of notice is that the FIG. 37.
figure in1n1ediately following (or preceding) these in the third division
of Plate XXIV* shows the use of the n1achete in felling trees, but here the
evident intention is to represent a much larger tree, as shown by the diameter and three branches, a tree also of a different species.
An in1plement of the forn1 shown in Fig. 38 is represented in the middle division of Plate XXXI*. As this appears fro1n the figure fi§?'b;?Yi)
in the plate to be used by the individual in whose hands it is
a
held to sever the cord which he also grasps, I pre~ surne it is a cutting instrument, probably of flint.
The personage represented by the right-hand figure lfss SS51)
38
b
FIG. '
in this division is the god of death, and the death
FIG. 39.
symbol is in the same con1partn1ent; therefore it is presumable that the
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·whole is intended as a symbolic represe~tation of death cutting the thread
of human life.
On Plate XIX*, and elsewhere, the figures on which the individuals
are seated are marked as shown in our Fig. 39a. According to Brasseur's
interpretation these signify "mats." In this I
think he is undoubtedly correct. lie asserts that
Fig. 39b also denotes a mat, but this I think
doubtful, as I find it on cords, or ropes, and on
the roofs of houses; possibly in the latter case
it may represent a kind of matting.
Fw. 40.
Prisoners are usually represented here, as
FIG. 41.
in the Mexican Codices, with their long hair in the grasp of their captors
or executioners.
Fig. 40, found on Plate XXV*, probably shows the form either of
the bat used in playing ball or of a fan. Fig. '"'''
~,,,, :\'''''""'~
41, copied from Plate XX*, undoubtedly repre- ,,,.../~.V/.r,J
sents one of their bird-cages, as in it, in the
FIG. 43.
original, there is a captive bird. rrhe opening appears to have
been at the bottom. To the top were attached cords, by which
FIG. 47.!.
to carry it.
Fig. 42, found on Plate XXXII*, and elsewhere, I think
represents a block of wood to be used .in the n1anufacture of
an idol or sorne temple implement.
FIG. 45.
Fig. 43, found frequently in the Manuscript, is doubtless the leaf
of the mimosa or son1e similar plant. Fig. 44-see
Plate XXIX*-Inay possibly represent a kind of tapestry or curtain .::/·
hung over the doors or openings of .5Y
the interior rooms of the temples. ~...
The interlacing and the square notches
at the bottorn show that it is son1e
kind of cloth.
FIG. 44.
Fig. 45, found so frequently on
FIG. 46.
the heads of individuals, I think, as heretofore intimated, is a time syn1bol
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signifying the "tying of the years," and hence a period, as a luster, or
Katun, or possibly the joining of two years.
The conic figure (Fig. 46), always found in the mouth of an individual,
I take to be a cigar ( chamal). On Plate XX VI* it is represented with the
larger end black at the tip, and red behind this for a short distance, which,
together with the dotted lines representing smoke, show that it is on fire. 1
1 The figure is not exactly correct, as it shows a narrow ring at the end of the cigar, white, with
a broader black ring behind it. The white ring should be black and the black ring simply-shaded to
represent the red portion.

CHAPTER VI.
THE WliiTTEN CI-IARACTERS OF '"ri-IE MANUSCRIPT.
It is not my intention at present to enter into a general discussion of
the ancient Maya writings, as this will be found in the introduction by Dr.
Brinton. On the contrary, I shall confine myself as strictly as possible to
an examination of the characters found in this, occasional reference to the
Dresden Codex and the inscriptions on the ruins being made only for con1parison and illustration.
The interpretation of these written characters is, as a matter of course,
the chief, though not the only object of our research and examination.
Although my progress in this direction has been limited, yet I trust the
result will show that I have made some positive advance.
In discussing these characters there are some preliminary questions to
be considered, which, if satisfactorily answered, may aid us in the attempt
to decipher them:
First. The direction in which they are to be read.
Second. The order in which the parts of the compound characters are
to be taken.
Third. Whether they are, in any sense, phonetic.
THE DIRECTION JN ·wu.ICIJ THEY ARE TO BE READ.

Brasseur de Bourbourg, influenced by the direction in which the
figures appear to bo 1noving and in which the faces are turned, which, in
nearly all cases, is toward the left, concludes that the writing n1ust be read
by lines fron1 right to left, and by colun1ns from the bottom upward. His
attempt at deciphering was made upon this theory, which I believe he subsequently confessed to he an error, although still retaining his theory in
reference to a great geological cataclysm.
Mr. Bolloert1 followed the san1e method, reading fron1 the bottom
upwards and from right to left.
1
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Dr. Brinton1 suggested reading by colurnns;first down, then up, con1n1encing with the right-hand colurnn.
Rosny believes the characters should be read fron1 left to right.
Wilson believed the inscriptions were to be read in colun1ns fr~m top
to bottom, and the manuscripts fron1 left to ·right.
l\1r. I-Iolden appears to have arrived at the conclusion, by his method
of examination, that the inscriptions are to be read fi·om left to dght.
It is probable that no conclusion on this point will be entirely satisfactory until the characters are interpreted; still I think we can find n1eans of
determining it with reasonable, if not absolute, certainty without waiting
for them to be deciphered.
The large. character at the upper left-hand corner of the Palenque
tablet we may safely assun1e is there used · much in the same way as we
use capital letters, and ·hence that the inscription is to be read either in
columns, from the top downwards, or in lines, from left to right.
But we find more direct evidence on the point in the Manuscript itself.
I have shown, as I think conclusively, that the day columns, at least,
are to be read fron1 the top downwards. The natural inference, therefore,
would be that the other characters are to be read in the same way. But
there are good reasons for believing that, although the usual method of
writii1g was in colun1ns, horizontal lines were by no means uncon1mon.
Turning to Plate XIV (our Fig. 16) we find, in the middle and lower divisions, a series of columns composed of the satne characters, except the ones
at the top and at the bottom. Three of these colun1ns may be represented
by letters, thus:
p.

11.

lJ

b

b

e

c

c

tl

<1

d

7

12

!)

f

h

g

. 111.

I

Ancient Phonct. A1pbal>et of Yucatan, p. 6.
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It is hardly possible that this should be read in lines, as 111 this case
entire lines would consist of a single character repeated. If we suppose
these groups to be ritualistic fornn1las, as they probably are, and to be read
in columns, the change in the first and last characters would be consistent
with this idea.
Turning to the lower division of Plate XV, shown in Fig. 4 7, we find

=
..
·~·~
•

..

~

FIG. 47.

the characters arranged as here represented. Here are two short colun1ns
on the right and two on the left (day colun1n not counted), evidently shortened to allow space for the figures of deer which are inserted there.
Using letters to illustrate, repeating those that represent sin1ilar characters, and placing as in the plate, we have this arrangement. In order to
b a

h

r

a

a

a

r

r

r

n

'lV

a

_:__s_· I

p

make my meaning clear I have used real words: First, barn; second, harp;
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third, lark; fourth, mart; fifth, wars; a corresponding with the character
1, and r with the character 2.
·•~.
In the 1niddle and lower divisions of Plate XIX we
0
... ,.~\
o,• · have also exan1ples of this method of changing columns
1.
into lines. As I will have occasion to refer to this plate for
2.

G([l

•

FIG. 4H.
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other purposes the two divisions are copied entire in Fig. 48.
In each
div.i sion (not counting the day columns) there are four groups, each of four
cornpound characters, the first and second being alike. If we represent
them by lett-ers, and arrange the letters in the smne order as the characters,
h a

h

h

a

r

a

r

7c

7c

I_

h

n

l

d

l_
t

_

they would stand thus in the middle division (the upper one in our figure).
We see by this that the first and third columns being shortened are changed
into two lines, just as the first and last in Fig. 4 7, so that what followed
downwards in the colurnn follow from left to right in the lines. Plates VI*,
XI*, XV*, and some others furnish sin1ilar· examples.
Although we cannot claim that this furnishes absolute proof of the
direction in which these lines and columns are to be read, yet it will probably satisfy any reasonable mind that the columns are to be read from the
top downwards, following each other fi~on1 left to right, and that the lines
are to be read from left to right, following each other from the top downwards; also that the usual1nethod is in columns.
THE ORDER IN WHICH THE PARTS OF COMPOUND CHARACTERS ARE TO BE TAKEN.

This and the other question, "Are these characters in any sense phonetic~" are so intirnately connected that I will not attempt to discuss them
separateI y.
The day and numeral characters have already been given, and so often
referred to that by this time the reader must be familiar with them. The
characters for the nwnths, as found in Landa's work, have also been given,
arld it only remains for us, therefore, to present Landa's hieroglyphics of
the Maya letters (Fig. 49) in order that the reader may have before him
the entire key with which we have to work in our attempt to decipher the
~faya rnanuscripts.
A corrtparison of the three groups of characters (days, months, and
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letters), using the significations given by Landa, will suffice to convince any ·
one that it is impossible to form the day from the letter characters, even
·
allowing the widest latitude in the representation of sounds.
Take, for example, the character for M uluc, as compared with those for
m and Z; Ahau, as
compared with those ~
for a, h, and ~t; Kan,
B
B
C ( q?)
A
A
A
as compared with k A
and n; Chicchan, as
compared with c, h,
T
E
H
H
I
CA (?)
K
and n; Ezanab, as
compared with e, z, n,
~
and b, &;c.
~
:b:
But it does not L
L
p
M
N
0
0
necessarily follow
from this that Landa
was wholly mistaken.
cu
KU
X
X
u {?)
u
The days 1nay have pp
( dj or dz?)
retained their characters as symbols fr01n
rl
~
1nore ancient times,
HA
MA
TI
z
Sign of
before any approach
(r!!e, mo?)
Aspiration.
FIG. 49.-Landa's Maya Alphabet.
to phonetic elements
had been Inade, and hence might not present any of these elements.
As we find some of these day symbols on the Palenque Tablet, which
is probably much older than the 1\tianuscript, we have son1e foundation for
this supposition. Another ground for this supposition is that we have good
reason for · believiug that some at least of these chara.cters are used :ln the
Manuscript and Codex as denoting son1ething quite different from the days
they represent, or that which the name of the day signifies.
Notwithstanding this, there are s01ne of the day and month characters
in whi~h we can detect, beyond doubt, some of the letter elmnents, showing
them to be to a certain degree at least phonetic. For example,· the character for Cauac differs but slightly fro1n that for cu ( qu ~); Chuen and Tzec

@~

~®~~~(~

Eii}

~

~~

..

)

~
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contain the main elements of c; Cimi (Kimi) those of k; in Pop or Poop
(Poob) we see the character forb; in Zac, both z and cu; in Cumku, cu and
some elements of ·m; in Kayeb, k; &c.
Comparing the days and n1onths with each other, we can occasionally
detect similar Alements where there are sin1ilar sounds. In both Chicchan
and Pax we see the interlacing, or cross-hatching, and in both the sound
ch; in Manik and Men the three parallel strokes, possibly morn; we also
observe similar strokes in Yrnix.
After we have carried this con1parison to its uhnost extent the number
of cases ·where we find such resemblances in forrn where there is a similarity
in sound are so few, compared with those in which we do not, that we are
forced to abandon, at least to a great extent, the attempt to decipher the
writings of the Manuscript by the use of these letter charac.ters upon the
theory that they are phonetic. I say "to a great extent," because, as we
have seen, there is some evidence that phonetic elements were introduced
to a litnited degree.
I 1nay be pern1itted to remark in this connection that in all the atternpts
to decipher these documents which have thus far been made, one very
essential part of Landa's statement has been too lightly passed over, and
nots;lfficientlyconsidered. Speaking of the ~faya writing, he says: ''The
people 1nade use of certain characters or letters with which they wrote down
in their books their ancient affairs and their sciences, and hy means
of these and by certain figures, and by particular signs in these .figttres,
they understood their affairs, n1ade others understand them, and taught
them. 711
It is evident, as I think, from this language that Landa does not wish
to convey the idea that the native w..riting had reached such a degree. of perfection that by meal?s of phonetic characters alone-or, in other words,
writing in the true sense-they could record historical facts and comtnunicate 'vith each other. And his atten1pt to give the characters for their letter
sounds is, to a certain extent, a contradiction of his own staten1ent. l-Ie has
undert~ken to pick: out of their compound or syllabic characters the letter
1 "Usavan tambicn esta gcnte do cierlos carateres o letras con las quales escriviau en sus libros
sus cosas antiguas~ y sus sciencias, y con ellas, y figuras, y algnnas sei'i.::tleA en las figuras entendian sus
ccsas, y las davan a entencler y ense:fiavan. Landa, Rclacion de Cosas, p. 316.
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elements; hence it is, that while we find it impossible to decipher the manuscripts by using them, yet we find such frequent resemblances as to compel us to admit a fundamental relationship. This theory I think is borne
out by his attempt at explaining their nwthod of spelling, which does not
correspond with anything to be found either i~ the Troano Manuscript or
the Dresden Codex, nor with his previous statement, which I have quoted.
Moreover, his own language, taken in connection with his alphabet, implies
that the natives with whom he was consulting found it impossible to recombine the elements he had picked out so as to form words.
This I believe to be the true explanation of his letter characters and
the only one that will enable us to understand why it is impossible to read
the manuscripts by means of them, and yet finding them so often agreeing
with the characters we meet with in these works.
The day-characters wle know he found in their books, as we see abundant evidence of this in those yet in existence.
Although the month-characters appear to be wanting in the Troano
Manuscript they are to be found repeated I y in the Dresden Codex, not
always in the form given by Landa, yet substantially the sa~~' and accompanied by numerals or other particulars by which we can readily determine
them. We have, then, as our only positive guide to start with, in our
attempts at deciphering the written characters of the Maya manuscripts, the
day and month symbols, and with no assurance that these are phonetic.
If there are any phonetic elements in this writing they must be discovered with but little reliance on Landa's letter characters.
As it is extremely doubtful whether the day and 1nonth characters in
all cases correspond with the modern names applied to them, we must bring
every other possible test to bear in determining the meaning and corresponding word. We have also to proceed upon the assu1nption that the
language of the Manuscript is the san1e as that found ii1 the Maya lexicons
which ~ave been given to the world, when it is possible that it is in a dialect
of the Maya varying fron1 that in the lexicons.
As the safest basis on which to found my arguments, I select a few
characters, the meaning of which, I think, can be ascertained with satisfactory certainty without having to decide whether they are phonetic or not.
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This character (Fig. 50) has already been referred to as occurring on
Plates XX-XXIII of the Manuscript and 25-28 of the Codex, and as being
used to denote the "stone heap" on which the Uayeb idols
V\rere placed. The reasons given for this belief I think warrant
me in assuming it to be correct. Referring to the :Lexicon we
find that piz signifies ,·,a stone serving to form the divisions in a
FIG. 50.
Katun or cycle"; ppic, "stones placed one upon another, serving
to count the intervals in a cycle"; ppiz, "a stone on a fishing line," and
tun, stone in a general sense. As the connection in which it is found relates
to the end and commencen1ent of periods of time, I take for granted that
if it represents a word it is either the first (piz) or second (ppic ).
This combination (Fig. 51) found on the back of the spotted dog
in Plate XXI, appears from Landa's statement, as already shown; to
represent "bread of rnaize." The usual form of the c01nbination,
FIG. 51. which is found very often, is given in Fig. 52, but the order in which
the charactm~s are placed is frequently the reverse of that given in the figure.
· I think I have presented
:.. b good reasons for believing

·•··

(j)~f:J;j.\:..

(£

0

:

r1
FIG. 5:t.

..
FIG. 53.

that the characters shown in
Fig. 53 are used- to denote
"east" and "west.' 1 rfhe One

marked a I have concluded denotes East-in Maya likin or lakin; the one
marked b, W est-chikin. Whether this conclusion be correct or not, I think
there can be no doubt that one denotes one of these cardinal points, and .the
other the other cardinal point. This being admitted,
....- .. we are not left in doubt as to the signification of the lower part of these compound
characters, as it must be the hieroglyph
c
FIG. 54.
for kin, "sun" or '.'day."
The characters for the other cardinal points-north and south55
FIG. · are given in Fig. 54.
As there is yet son1e doubt as to their assignn1ent I pass thern for the present, allowing the conclusion heretofore reached
in reference to thmn to stand.
The character shown iri Fig. 55, when placed on a figure, denotes,
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sometimes at le~st, clze, "wood" in a general sense, or some particular kind
of wood.
As the character shown in Fig. 56 is placed on spear-heads, evidently
for the purpose of indicating the substance of which they are composed, or
~the character of the substance, it must signify "silex," ~
~ or hardness, as contrasted with the wood or n1aterial of _ ~
FIG. 56. which the shaft was composed.
Whether Ezanab was
the Maya word denoted, is not certain.
FIG. 57.
Fig. 57 is found but once in the J\tlanuscript-in the upper division of
Plate IX. As it is above the figure of an armadillo, I presume it is the
symbol used to denote that animal, and hence that it is not phonetic.
Fig. 58 is on the neck of most of the vases figured in the work.
C" WlJ ~ Although very common in the written portion as
Q
0
.
FIG. 58.
a prefix or suffix to other characters-as shown
in Fig. 59, where it is probably used as a pronoun or articlewhen found on these vessels I take for granted· that it is the
FIG. £>9.
hieroglyph for u, the Maya word for "vase," as also for "month" and certain pronouns.
Using these, together with the day and month characters as a key, I
will proceed to discuss the nature of the written characters, in order to
decide, if possible, whether they are phonetic, and, if so, to what extent.
That some of the~n are but symbols, as, for example, ~hat shown in Fig.
57, cannot be doubted. It is also quite probable, as will appear in the
course of our discussion, that a few are simple pictographs.
As tlie one shown in Fig. 50 is, in one form or another, of frequent
occurrence in both works, let us con1pare these on the supposition that they
are in some degree phonetic, and see what the result will be.
Comparing with Landa's character for the n1onth ;81~
Pax (Fig. 60), we observe here the two broad perpen- •II~
60
FIG. ·
dicular bars, but in addition thereto three little rings, FIG. 61 •
or ovals, at the bottom, and a cross-hatched appendage at the left. The
bars, it is true, are not solid here, but, as will be presently seen, this difference does not appear to indicate a difference in the signification.
10M T
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On Plate 70 of the Codex the character shown in Fig. 61 occurs, accompanied, as here indicated, by the numeral character for ''thirteen" in black.
There is little, if any, room to doubt that this is here used to denote the
month Pax. As it bears no resen1blance to any of the day characters, the
accompanying nurnerals would certainly lead us to believe it denoted one
of the months, and, if so, the one named. Another reason for this belief
is that on the same plate-in fact, in the next line-are the characters for
Cumhu and Yaxkin, each accompanied by numerals. But in this case, that
for the former ( Cumbu) is given thus:

!/'i!i!J, and that for · Yaxkin

=~~,omitting the appendage added by Landa.

thus:

Turning to Plate 69 of

the san1e work, we observe what appears to be the smne character in the
form shown in Fig. 62. Another similar figure on the same plate has the
little upper circle cross-hatched, but this is unaccompanied • • ••
by numerals, though there is another by the side of it as in
Fig. 63. In the sarne colun1n we can detect without doubt ~
63
62
FIG. • the characters for the 1nonths Yaxkin, Poop, and Mac. Fw. ·
On Plates VII*, IX*, and XIX* of the Manuscript, what appears to
be the same symbol occurs in the form shown in Fig. 64, with the numeral
character for -five annexed in two cases (Plates VII* and IX*).
~- ·
In on.e instance four bars are di.s tinctly. shown, but in the one
on Plate IX* the bar to the right is solid; the one on Plate
Fw. 64.
VII* is as represented in Fig. 64, proving, as I think, that this
difference has no material significance. Can this be used here as the symbol of the n1onth ~ If so, it is the only month symbol I have been able to
detect in the Manuscript. The inference is therefore strongly against this
assumption. The first two (Plates VII* and IX*) occur in that part of the
Manuscript which, according to n1y interpretation, relates to the festival of
the Bee-keepers, and in the middle division, along the lower n1argin of
which we see what are evidently intended to denote offerings. Am.ong
them in one place immediately below the character there are two groups,
one of three and the other-of two red Kans in vases; in another place the
leg of a deer. We also find the figure of a deer's leg in- immediate connection with our character on Plate VII*. The Maya name for a tortilla

iJ
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of n1aize is peeuah (according to Perez), or ppeeuah (according to Brasseur).
}fay we not, therefore, with strong probability of being correct, interpret
this character as above given-" five tortillas of n1aize"-supposing it to
refer . to an offering~ If so, then we have three characters, denoting the
three words ppec or pee, Pax, and peeuah or ppeeuah, in which the double
bars occur, which doubtless represent the labial elen1ent p, or pp, if they are
phonetic. It is worthy of notice, in this connection, that paeaeh, according
to Perez, ah;o signifies "a tortilla of maize," and pakach, ''to rnake tortillas of maize." "It is probable, therefore, that pecuah, when spoken, tern1inated with the sound of eh.
Turning to Plate XXXI, first and second divisions, where the n1ethod
of planting maize is indicated, we find this character (Fig. 65) forn1ing a
part of the head-dress worn. As I have already suggested, ~
~ this is probably the hieroglyph for the Maya ppoc, "hat" l!~
:Fw. 65. or "head-covering."
Assuming that I am correct in these interpretations, we have then the
characters for four words-ppee or pee, Pax, peeuah or ppeeuah, and ppoein which the two perpendicular bars occur, which, in all probability,
represent the labial element p or pp, if they are phonetic. ·T he typical
form of the whole character probably represents the syllable p'c or p'eh.
Fig. 66 represents the interlaced or cross-hatched character.
The character for Chicch&,n, as given by Landa, is represented in Fig. 67.
·In the Manuscript it is rnost frequently of the form show,n in Fig. 68.
These, as will be seen, consist of two parts, the check-. ~
ered portion and the loops or blocks, and the word of ~
Fra. 67.
t~o principal phonetic elements, eh and n.
Fw. 68.
Referring again to the symbol for Pax (or Pash, as the Maya x has the
sound of sh, or ch, in machine), we see that the checkered portion is at the
left, while in that for Chicchan it is at the right. As eh is the only phonetic
elernent con1n1on to both words, and the cross-hatching the only portion
common to both figures, we may assume as probable that this character
represents the hissing, or eh, sound of the two words. Turning now to the
Maya lexicon, we find that ehiehan signifies "little," "slender," ''thin," &c.;
tzi, which has a slightly harder hissing sound, signifies "anything that is
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very little, slender, thin, or slim"; tzil, "divided, separated, torn, rent,"
&c.; tzulche, "trellis, lattice-work, barred," &c.; tzic, "to part, cut, divide,"
&c.; tzack, "to cut fine, to hash," &c; dzil, "to work mosaic, to weave,
plait," &c.; all of which are words that have the hissing sound as their
chief phonetic element.
On Plates II, III, VI, and elsewhere we see the figure of the rednlouthed god, which we can scarcely doubt is Chicchac-chob. On the headdress in the three plates designated is this same interlaced figure.
On Plate XXV, lower divi~ion, is the figure of a serpent with rattles,
to which allusion has heretofore been n1ade, which is marked with checkered
or cross-hatched spots; tzabcan, in Maya, signifies "a serpent with rattles";
see also the serpent in the lower division of Plate V. We also see that the
apron, and appendage hanging between the limbs, is marked in the same
way, possibly denoting, as heretofore suggested, zihil, "birth," as the design
appears to be to symbolize the birth of the storm-cloud.
.
I suggest as possible that the characters in the hand of the left figure,
upper division, Plate XXX*, one of which is the reticulated figure, the
other that of Oauac, may denote cauche, the cultivated
~:S cocoanut. One reason for this supposition is that the~.::J
\._.l:Ij figure in the other hand (Fig. 69) appears to be the ~.[:-}~_m
69
Fw.
F~G. 10.
· hieroglyphic for omal, "bread," especially a certain
kind of flat tortilla, used in sacrificial offerings.
In the middle and lower divisions of Plate XIX we find the character
shown in Fig. 70, occurring several times.
The figures in the spaces appear to be grinding paint in stone and
earthenware mortars. The pestle is straight, rather slender, ~nd cylindrical in form, and is grasped by both hands. I venture the suggestion that
ihe circle of dots with the little oval in the center, indicates that the pestle
is to be turned or whirled round, and the changed direction of the curves
denotes to the right and left, or first one way and then the other. The
cross-hatching indicates a word with the sound of ch, tz, or z. As tending
to confirm this suggestion, we find, by reference to the Maya lexicon, that
dzic and dzical (adjectives) signify "left," and dziical, "left hand." (See
Fig. 48, p. 139.)
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Referring to Plate XXIII*, we find in the middle compartment of the
upper division the figure and characters represented in Fig. 71.
The lower line of the inscription over the
figure consists of three characters, which I interpret
as follows:
Chehzic u cahal: "Consumes (or destroys) his
(or the) dwelling."
The eye and snout in the left-hand character,
translated "consumes," I presume imply that this is
done by the Chac. The parts of this compound character are taken in the same order as the others heretofore interpreted; that is, from right to left; those of
the third, translated "dwelling," from below upwards.
FIG. 71.
It is possible that the left-hand character should
be rendered zatzic, which has the same signification as chehzic, and also
has the two ·hissing sounds, indicated by the interlaced portion.
If I am correct in my rendering of the right-hand character, it will
probably enable us to determine this one (Fig. 72), which is often used in
the l\1anuscript. I suggest okoltba, "prayer," and, with the numeral, "th,ree prayers." But it is possible that the true render- : ~
ing is ocol which, according to Perez, signifies, when joined to •
a nun1ber, the course or order, as of priesthood.
FIG. 72.
Adopting these suggestions, we would translate the characters in the

e:E§'

upper right-hand corner of the middle division, Plate
VII\ Fig. 73, thus:
a.

b.

c.

5 ppecuah

okoltba

hau

~-·~
a

_

d.

(¥)

:

.

b
·

'"'"

.

~~~

"Five tortillas of maize, thre~ prayers, the leg of a c =!,'"' :::~~~~
a
deer, ~", or, "Five tortillas of maize, the third priest "'J''"un'"'•
(or priest of the third order1), the leg of a deer." I
FIG. 73.
prefer the first rendering, as the character marked b frequently occurs
without the numeral where the second interpretation would not apply.
Fig. 74, which is precisely like that for Caban as usually given in
the Manuscript, is found on several plates and also freq:uently in the

•••
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Codex; sometin1es on the bench or form on which persons are seated or
lying-see Plates XXXII, XXXIII, XXV*, XXXIV*, &c.; on the blocks or
square figures on Plates II* to X* which relate to the festival of the apiarists; on the foundation or substance

0
r !f Trn
l_l
-

~

out of which plants ana vines arise,
as on Plates XXXII and XXXIII;
a
b
Fw. 74.
and as a character into which the machete or hatchet is thrust (Plate XXIV*). In the Codex it is found on the
wall and base of what appears to be a kind of house, or a niche in a temple
(Plates EO and 67); on seats or penches, and in one instance on something
laid on a pyramidal altar, on which a human head is placed, having the
"dead eye," as though representing the act of cremation. It is evident
that no one substance can be indicated in all these places.
On the plates relating to the bee-keepers' festival, where it is figured
thus (Fig. 75), as on Plate VIII*, the block or vessel is red, or marked with
a red border, is suspended by cords, and a bee is
placed across it. Here it is probable that it should
_ __,_,__.,..~-_..........._.._.. be interpreted cab, "honey,'' or cabnal, "bee-hive."
But this explanation will not answer in one out of
a hundred of the other places where it is used.
Where it marks the substance out of which
plants arise, as on Plates XXXII and XXXIII, it
is probably used to signify the earth or soil. We find by reference to the
lexicons that cab has also as one of its significations "earth" or "soil," and
that cabal signifies "at the foot," "at the foundation," "at or on the ground,"
&c. This will furnish explanation of all those cases where "earth," "ground,"
or "soil" is applicable, or where it is on that out of which plants grow and
on which persons are seated or lying. In the lower division of Plate
XXXII are the figures of four seats or forms similar in outline to that
shown at a, Fig. 74,; two are n1arked with the character interpreted ppec,
or "stone," and two with the character represented at a, Fig. 74. If two
are stone, as we have good reason for believing, the others must be wood
or earth. The fact that persons are .represented I ying down at full length

-
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upon this character furnishes a strong reason for believing it should in such
cases be rendered ''earth."
Turning to Plate XXIV*, we observe, in the third division, the figure
of a large brown tree, and a person standing by with hatchet in hand
in the act ~f cutting; in the inscription in1mediately above is Fig. 76.
There can be little, if any, doubt that this refers to cutting into the
tree. The Caban character may signify a particular species,
but I think it more than probable the word denoted is cabal, "at
the foot or base," "at the ground";. and that the proper rendering
~
is "cut with a hatchet at the base," or "at the ground." The cut FIG. 76.
or opening at the base of the brown tree appears to correspond with this
interpretation? especially as the tree to the right in the same division is
severed at a short distance above the base.
If my rendering of this character, in the different uses to which it is
applied, be correct, it must be to some extent at least phonetic.
On the wall and base of the dwelling, or whatsoever it n1ay be, on
Plate (30) of the Codex, it is probably used to denote that it is earthen,
or plastered.
rrhis character is closely allied to the symbol for the day Cib (Kib ),
which is usually given thus in the Manuscript (Fig. 77). In
each of the words we have the sound of k and b, bu~ one of the ~
characters has a line of dots that is wanting in the other. The
inner line and the little cross-marks usually found in Cib FIG. 77.
in the Manuscript, and represented in Fig. 77, do not appear to be
essential.
The character represented in Fig. 78 occurs in the middle
division of Plate V.
.(!:!),,
0
~
As the figures in the spaces probably represent traveling
FIG. 78.
merchants, it is possible that this should be rendered u beom-the "traveler''
or "merchant."
The third division of Plate XXIX (the lower of the two shown in
Fig. 79), is divided into four compartments, each with its figure and
superscription, the latter consisting of four compound characters in each
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Comn1encing with the upper extreme left-hand character, let us

FIG. 79.

con1plete it (as the lower part-the loop-appears to be irnperfect) thus:

@.

This will n1ake the whole r.haracter the same as the third and

fourth to the right in the san1e line. The order in which they are to be
taken I presume is as follows: First, the upper line over one figure, from
left to right, then the next line below in the san1e order; next, the group
over the next figure in the sa1ne way; and so on, counting the groups fron1
left to right.
We observe that the lower left-hand character of the first or left-hand
group is the head of a bird, and also that a bird is in the figure below; that
the lower right-hand compound character also contains a distorted head,
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somewhat human in appearance, but which may be intended to denote the
quadruped in the figure below.; that the lower right-hand character of the
third group, although showing teeth, may be intended as the symbol of the
worm-like figure beneath.
In view of these facts, and also of the additional facts that the righthand group contains no animal head, nor is there below the figure of any
anin1al, I an1 inclined to believe that these three heads are but syrnbols of
the animals below them. We also observe that the figures are placed on
Caban characters, and that each group of the superscription contains a
Caban character, all doubtless having reference here to the earth or soil.
If the figures with the hvo-colored face denot~ growing nutize, as the
attacks of the bird and quadruped indicate, we then have strong reasons
for believing that the characters refer to the- figures beneath them. I may
also add here, what is stated elsewhere, that as a rule animals, persons, and .
deities, or at least idols, appear to be generally represented among the
characters by the head; hence such characters cannot be phonetic.
A study of the two groups similarly arranged on the right of the lower
division of Plate III* satisfies me that they relate to the method of dealing
with a swelling on the hand, caused probably by the sting of a bee or some
other insect, or the bite of a serpent (observe the serpent's head on the
figure below). "\Ve see here the figure of a hand in two places, and on
each a protuberance or swelling distinctly marked (Fig. 80.) By

•
t

the side of each is Fig. 81, which
1m
E~t£
is probably the hieroglyph for the ~
o :.,~
Maya words u-nw, "a swelling of Fw. so.
I<'IG. 81.
FIG. 82.
the flesh," or '' turnor." The next character in order is the one shown in
Fig. 82, which may be interpreted u-cab-poc, "bathe or wash it with honey."
The character in the hand of the
~
figure imrnediately under the in~
scription appears to agree with this
interpretation (see Fig. 83): Cab- FIG. 63.
FIG. 84.
FIG. 85.

eO

l!nl

•

men (min or rnon). Min signifies that which din1inishes or causes to grow
less; rnon, the san1e; and moncab (same as momcab), a cooling or soothing
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wash. 1 The hand here figured I take to be si1nply a pictorial representation.
The characters in the right-hand compartlnent of the middle division
of the sarne plate, I think probably relate to the offerings of honey and
tortillas for the dead.

•

FIG. 86.

The character represented in Fig. 84, found so frequently on Plates I*
to X* and elsewhere, may denote pieces of honey-comb, or a kind of drink
.made of honey, as Brasseur says (note in Landa's Relacion), "honey that
has passed into the state of hydromel, which was their ordinary wine."
--I follow, in most cases, the interpretation gi \'Cn uy Brasseur in his Maya lexicon, and make no
- - - - - - - - - - - -----1

-

attempt to give oblique forms, as my knowledge of the Maya language is too limited for this.
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As heretofore stated, I have concluded that Fig. 85 signifies likin,
"east " "eastward" "at or toward the ·east"· literally "the rising sun."
If this is correct, then, as before · intimated, the lower character with the
alar appendage tnust represent the latter syllable kin, "sun" or "day,;
and the upper, the first, li, derived fro1n likil, ''to arise," ''·to be lifted up
or elevated."
Turning to Plate XX* we see in the third division the figures of four
females, each apparently engaged in sprinkling water on a child in front of
·her (Fig. F6). Above them are two rows of characters, apparently grouped
by fours (counting each compound character as one), two of the upper and
two of the lower line to each female figure. In the first group to the left
is the character I hav~ heretofore interpreted as signifying west; inlmediately to the right of it, in the same group, is this character (Fig. 87). In
the second group is the character heretofore interpreted as signifying ~orth, but with an arm-like appendage; immediately below ~
it, in the same group, is the character shown in Fig. 87; the third
group has the character for east and this also; and the fourth or FrG. 87.
last group to the right the same character (Fig. 87), and that heretofore
interpreted as denoting south.
As we find the same character in Fig. 87 as in Fig. 85, we rnay assume
it stands for the same sound, li, and accepting Brasseur's interpretation of
the lower left-hand character as signifying ha or haa, "water," and the added
character to the right as Landa's i, we have li-ha-i or lila-i, "to sprinkle the
child with water," lila n1eaning "to sprinkle with water," and i child. As
lil signifies "to shake," "to toss," &c., a better rendering may be haa-lil i,
" the water shake (or dash) on the child."
Con1mencing with the left-hand group and taking the four characters
in the order heretofore adopted, the upper two from left to right and then
the lower two in the same way, and taking the groups from left to right, I
obtain the following result:
First group: "Toward the west; sprinkle water on the child; ( ·---~);
tortillas."
Second group: "Toward the north; ( - - - ~); sprinkle water on the
child; (
~)."
.

'

'

'
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Third group: "Toward the east; sprinkle water on the child;(---~);
tortillas."
Fourth group: "Toward the south, (ichintzah) give a bath; (---~);
sprinkling water on the child."
This character (Fig. 88), found in the first, second, and fourth groups,
I atn unable to interpret. The larger right-hand portion may be a variant
of chicchan, and the whole stand for the words a or u
~ chichan, "a little," or ka-chen, "water from the senote •

~orwell''

The third character in the third group (Fig. 89) FIG. 89·
is also one I have been unable to interpret. The smaller figures to the left
may possibly denote the words ca-chuc, "a cuff" or "blow." The peculiar
eye in the right portion I think refers to some particular deity.
I am aware that this interpretation of these groups hangs on a very
slender thread which, if broken, lets the whole thing fall to the ground, and
hence have given it with a feeling of considerable doubt. Eut the four
sitnilar figures and the symbols of the cardinal points agree very well with
this conclusion.
As I have already intimated, there are good reasons for believing that
the corn pound character shown in Fig. 90 denotes "bread of n1ai"ze" or
"corn bread." As will be seen, this consists of the
characters for Imix (or Ymix) and Kan; as ixim signi- ~ ~
fies ''maize," we may assume, without great liability f;ij;}
FIG. 90. of being in error, that this is the equivalent of Imix.
FIG. 91.
FIG. 88 ·

\..ii.IDI

But I am inclined to believe the latter sytnbol (that for Kan) is used not
only to denote bread (tortillas), but that in the pictorial portion it is also
frequently given to represent corn (maize).
The combination shown in Fig. 91, and found so frequently on t~e
plates of the l\fanuscript and Codex, probably denotes "cakes" or "two
cakes,'' or "tortillas of maize." The two are found combined as in Fig.
90 and with the accornpanying characters on Plate III*.
Turning to Plates VIII* and IX* of the Manuscript, we notice along
the lower border of the middle division what are evidently offerings; some
are pictorial representations and sorne perhaps symbols; among these we

•
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see vessels of different kinds, on which are Kan syn1bols of a reddish or
orange color. As heretofore Rtated, we find over one of the groups (left
side of Plate IX*), a character accompanied by the numeral five, which I
have supposed denotes the Maya word ppecuah, pecuah, or pacach, ''a tortilla
of n1aize." That these symbols could have no legitimate signification, if
interpreted by any of the meanings of Kan found in the lexicon, is apparent to any one. rrhe fact that they are in vessels-in one case a vase
with the usual vase mark, in another a kind of platter, &c.-indicates
that they are offerings that can be appropriately presented in vessels of
this kind.
In the lower division of Plate XXI we observe a bird in the act of
eating one of these Kan characters. Although this is probably a symbolic
representation relating to time, still the figure itself is intended as a representation of that which is used as the symbol-a bird eating something,
doubtless corn or bread.
On Plate XXVIII, second and fourth divisions, we notice, as I have
previously stated, the figure of a deity, which probably signifies the earth,
looking up in a supplicating 1nanner, bearing in his hands, or in the hands
of the little figures he holds, Kan symbols. As there is good reason for
believing these are symbolic representations of the parched earth pleading for
rain, it is more than probable that the Kan characters here denote corn or
maize. This supposition is rendered almost certain by the fact that the one
in the right hand of the lower figure presents a little opening blade or leaf,
showing that it has been planted and is sprouting; in the other hand is the
bread syrn bol.
The two con1bined, or the I{an singly, are of frequent occurrence in
the hands of the priests in the Manuscript, where apparently engaged in
religious ceremonies. The kans in the baskets carried by females (lower
divisions of Plates XIX* and XX*) I have already alluded to; there can
be scarcely any doubt that here they signify corn or bread, more likely the
former. I think it quite likely that here, and where not in the ·written portion, these figures have n1ore the character of pictographs than hieroglyphics,
as they are both tolerably fair representations of ~grain of maize.
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Fig. 92, copied fron1. the upper division of Plate IX, is, I think, beyond
~doubt the symbol for the armadillo figured in the same division.
~There are characters somewhat closely resembling it found in
FIG. 92.
other parts of the Manuscript, but none of them have the posterior border of scale-marks, and at the same time the peculiar eye that is
u~ed throughout the Manuscript to mark quadrupeds.
Fig. 93; which has for its only characteristic the same figure as Landa's
ca, is found frequently in the 1\ianuscript, so placed as to lead me to believe
.
it represents some fruit or vegetable product that is useful as
food, or in some other way in domestic life, and that was also
considered an appropriate offering to the gods.
93
FIG. ·
For example, we see it carried in baskets by women-lower
division of Plates XIX* and XX*; in the hand of the bird figure-middle
division, Plate II; in the hands of the priest, apparently as an offering, on
a number of plates; on the back of figures representing persons travelingPlate V; marked on (as though denoting something in) a vase-lower di vision, san1e plate; in the symbol of the day Cirni; and also in Landa's char..:
acter fork.
I presume from these facts that, if phonetic, the word or syllable it
represents has as its chief phonetic element the sound of k. As the Maya
word ca signifies a species of squash or calabash used for food in Yucatan,
I presume this is what it denotes in these pictorial representations, especially
as this interpretation does not appear to be inconsistent with its use in any of
them. But that it also has other significations is evident from the fact that it
is found in Cimi, and also as an eye-mark. The sa1ne idea is doubtless
embraced in both, that is, "death," and the chief phonetic element lc.
In close relation to this, and which should be considered with it, is the
character represented in Fig. 94. Brasseur has taken it throughout as one
form of · the Oin1i symbol; but there are so1ne reasons for believing
~ there is, at least, a slight difference in the signification of the two,
as on Plates XIX* and XX*, in the basket of the woman at the left,
94
FIG. · we see both characters.
As the other burdens are represented by
the duplication of one oharacter, the hringing of these two together here
shows their close relationship to each other. It is also worthy of notice
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that the relative position of the two is exactly the reverse on one plate
from what it is on the other.
As the burdens of two of these females evidently consist of their household gods, it is possible that those of the two just alluded to n1ay consist
of the bones of their dead. If so, Fig. 94 1nay represent the skull and the
Citui syn1bol the other bones. In the inscription above the head of the l~ft
hand female, lower division Plat~ XX*, we find this character (Fig. 95),
which, according to the explanation of the pa];ts so far as given,
should probably be interpreted (reading from right to left) ~
cimen-ich, "the dead children." In this interpretation the right- ~
hand character is given its usual signification; the reticulated I<'rG. 95.
portion, ch j and the two lines running upward from this, i. Still it is
possible that this explanation is ~ery wide of the n1arlc, as these characters may represent certain fruits or other articles of food, perhaps different
kinds of calabashes.
The character represented in Fig. 96 is very closely related to, if not
a variant of, the Oimi symbol. I tis found very frequently through- ~
out the Manuscript in the spaces containing the figures or pictorial ~
representations. As in a large proportion of these cases the figures Fw. 9~.
have son1e reference to death, the gods of death, or of the lower regions,
a~d as the cha~·acter appears to be a variant of Oimi, I have designated it
the "death symbol.''
It is found in connection with the supposed god of death in the following places: Lower division of XXXV (when joined with XXXIV); lower
division of II*; upper division of VIII*; second and lower divisions of XI*;
second division of XXII*; middle division of XXIX*, of XXX*, XXXI*,
and XXXIV*. It is also found equally often with the god and goddess with .
this eye: ~·

It is also found with the god that has the dark stripe

across the face, as in the lower division of Plate III. Hence I am inclined
to believe that this and the other two are to be classed with the deities of
the underworld. We also find this character in several places where the
idea of death or destruction is evidently intended to be conveyed. For
·example, in the upper division of Plates VII and XXV; second and third
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divisions of Plate XXXII; third division of XXXIII; upper division of
VIII*, XX*, and XXIX*.
The next group I refer to is found in the upper division of Plate X,
and consists of one perpendicular column and two transverse lines, as sho-wn
in Fig. 97. Taking the column at the left, proceeding from the top down-

FIG. U7.

wards, I suggest the following interpretation of the fonr compound eharacers :
"South, tortilla of maize, vase, or pan, of burnt day, turn 6 (times)."
The characters here interpreted yam and xam, I am a ware, are apparently identical; but the former, which is a part of that heretofore interpreted
"south," is one in reference to which I have been, and still am, in great
doubt, especially as it may well be interpreted xarnin, "north." The two
Imix characters here translated ixim are doubtless used more as symbols
than as word characters. The vase, or 'U character, is, I think, simply
added to render definite that to which it is attached. 'l,he lowest character
(Landa's b) may be heb, "to turn over" or "revolve"; eb, "to elevate"; be,
''to march''; or pe, also ''to march."
The transverse lines reading from left to right, I would interpret thus:
"West, tortilla of 1naize, pan of burnt clay, 7 (times), deer t"
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A free translation of the column would then be about as follows:
"Facing the south, place the tortilla of maize on the pan of burnt clay
and turn it six times (or elevate it, or march with it six times)."
The meaning of the transverse lines is similar, except as to direction,
until we reach the last character, which I have reason to believe refers ·to
the deer. But it also contains another element, represented by the circle
at the lower margin inclosing little dots, probably the equivalent of the bcharacter of the column.
The line and colutnn in the upper division of Plate XI appear to be
of similar import, but varied in the cardinal points and in one of the characters. I am not prepared to attempt an interpretation of this group, but
am inclined to believe, from the presence of the ik symbol, that it refers to'
exorcising the evil spirit.
The groups in the middle and lower divisions of Plate XIV (Fig. 16,
p. 99), which are ·to be taken in colun1ns, and read from the top downwards,
are evidently of similar import.
Take, for example, the second (third, if the day column is counted)
from the left of the rniddle division, I worlld suggest something like the following interpretation (reading from the top downwards):

i8 g;
North (1)

tortilla (or maize).

-••

(')
F;rG. 98.

the olla.

7

(f)

The third compound or double character is possibly a pictograph to
represent venison, or deer hams. Brasseur supposes it to be a variant of
the Cimi character, but this I think very doubtful.
11 M T

CHAPTER VII.
ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE DAY COLUMNS AND NUMBERS IN
T:SE FIRST f ART OF THE MANUSCRIPT.
In order that as n1uch of the material contained in this Manuscript as
can be given without fac-simile repre~entations n1ay be placed before the
reader, I will now give the names of the days as found in the day colurnns
of some of the plates; this will enable him to test my interpretation of
the numerals. ·As my object in doing this is to giYe an opportunity to all
into whose hands this paper rnay fall to test the correctness of the theories I have advanced, I will give the different divisions of the plates, each
with its own days and numbers. It is to be understood that where there is
n1ore than one division on a plate, as is usually the case, they will be num·b ered consecutively from the top downward, first, second, third, &c. In
giving the numerals, the Roman represent the red or day nu~erals, the
Arabic the black or month nun1bers. The red numerals usually found
over the day columns will also be placed over thmn here. Those in the
spaces will also be· given in the spaces here, and by pairs as 'in the- Manuscript. In the first example a few explanatory words will be placed in
parentheses; afterwards these will be omitted.
Plates I-XIX all contain three divisions, separated from each other
by broad, transverse red or brown _lines. It is therefore to be understood,
when no special mention is m.,ade of the number of the divisions, that
there are three on each plate. The upper or top division I will designate
as the first, the middle as the second, and the bottom as the third. Th~s!3
divisions are again divided into compartments, usually differing in the color
of the ground, which is white, reddish-brown, or blue. In son1e cases the
subject-matter of a division js continued into the second or even the third
plate. These do not follow each other in the usual order of pages. Where it
162
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extends over ·upon the next page or plate, it is always to be understood that
·the one which precedes is to have its left margin placed to the right margin
~of that which follows, and that the day column at the left of a division refers
to all that stand to the right of it, when thus placed, until another day col. umn is reached. In order to .make.this clear, let me illustrate by an example.
On the middle division of Plate V we find a day column with two :figuies to
the right of it. . Turning to Plate IV, we find other figures of a similar character, but no day column. By placing the latter (Plate IV) so that ·its left
margin joins to the right margin of the forn1er (P~ate V}, we have a continuous series of figures of a similar character. · The day colun1n, therefore,
on the latter plate, relates to all on the right until we reach the next day
cohtn1n, "'"~hich will be found in this case on the left margin of Plate III, as
in the annexed diagram.

V.

IV.

III.
.

'

;

a

f

b

g

c

h

d

i

e

j
I

In this ~llustration the letters represent the days and the position of the
day c:olumns. Tlfat this is the proper position of these plates in reference
to each other may be seen by referring to Plates XXX and XXXI, where
the head of the bird in the third division of Plate XXXI-there are four
divisions in this case-is on the right margin and the tail on the left margin
of Plate XXX. 1
1 By binding together the' plates, exactly the reverse of Brasseur's paging-as is done in man;v
copies-we will probably have them arranged in the order intended.
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On Plates XXX* and XXIX* the head of the black figure is at the
right margin of the upper division of the former, while the body and feet
ar.e in the left margin of the upper division of the latter. This explanation
will be sufficient to make clear what may hereafter be said in reference to
the subject-matter of the division of one plate· extending over upon the
corresponding division of another.
I.

PLATE

The day characters on this plate, if there were any, are wholly obliterated.
PLATE

II.

I give below (Fig. 99) an illustration of the day and numeral characters
·"·· ·~:
-~·
of the second division of this plate. · The black numerals,
Or those for the lllOnth are given here in solid black, the red
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~
.

•

-~~

~ \1JlJ

mfiD

m
~
·e

~

~

•

-!..
•
J

or day numer-

als in outline.
Asthefirst
character in the left column is an unusual one, and the
•

•

c:::=)

c:=:::l

•

0 0 0

0

:::;i:~: ~;h::;~::o:, isw:o~n:s:c~s:::~:~:at;:e: :;
means of the intervals.

The third in the left column is certainly Chuen and

the fourth Akbal-this gives· an interval of twelve days;
~ 1!.!!/
those of the right column are Been, Chicchan, Caban,
FIG. 99.
and Muh1c, the interval being in each case twelve days.
This gives for the left column ~Ianik, Cauac, Chuen, Akbal, and ~fen. The
danae character, if such it be, is a very-unusual one, being identical with
that for Men. 1 The first character in the right column is that for Yn1ix.
1

This, I think, is an evident mista.k e, and furnishes one reason for believing this MS. is a copy.
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III.

FIRST DIVISION.

XI-5.
VI-5.
VIII-5.
X-10.

Manik.
Cauac.
Chuen.
Akbal.
Men.

VI-5.
IX-11.
IV-3.

SECOND DIVISION.
IV.

IV.

Akbal.
Muluc.
Men.
Ymix.
Manik

Ben.
Oauac.
Chicchan.
Chuen.
Caban.

l-10.
X- 9.

IV- 7.

THIRD DIVISION.

Day colun1n obliterated.
P.r,.ATE

IV.

The first division of this plate is rather an unusual one in regard to the
days and numbers. The days are as follows:
FIRST DIVISION.

Ahau.

Oc.

X-9.

Eb.

(~)-7.

Ik.
Kan.

Ix.
Cib.
Cimi.
•
Lamat.
We observe that only three of the regular num hers remain; but in
addition to these there are small red characters representing the following
numbers (~) I,XII, I,XII, I,XII, I,XII, I,XII..
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SECOND DIVISION.

The second division commences on Plate V, and includes all of the
o o o o second division of that plate. The character-s are as repret;rll':\ sen ted in the annexed cut (Fig. 100): .
~ :·:•:.,: 0 •
oooo •• ~
o oo
The days are
=
c
I Kan,
Cib, Lamat,

m
~

®

@
FIG. 100.

Ahau, Eb; the dates, 4th day, 13th and 11tli months; 1st day,
13th month; 9~h day, 11th month; and 8th day, 13th month.
THIRD DIVISION.

XII.
Ca.uac.
Chuen.
Akbal.
Men.
· Manik.

VI-6.
VI-6.
VI-7.
VI-7.
XIII-7.

·xrri-=7. PLATE

v.

FIRST DIVISION.

The first division of this plate contains two compartments. The first
has the numeral IV over the day column~ · · The days are Caban, 1\Iuluc,
Ymix, Been Ohicchan. The numbers in the space are I-10, X-10 .
. The second compartment is found partly on Plate V and partly on
Plate IV,'and is shnilar to the first division of Plate IV. The days are
Cauac, Muluc, Chuen, Y1nix, Akbal, Been, ·Men, Chicchan~ 1\Ianik. The
only regular number unobliterated is the black numeral 13 in the space.
The following are the small red numerals:~XIII, XI, XIII, XI, XIII (~),
XIII, XI, XIII. . White cross-bones on a black ground are in this space.
SECOND DIVISION •

•

The second division of this plate runs over on Plate IV, and has been
illustrated and described as belonging to that plate.

THOMAS.
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THIRD DIVISION.

The day characters in the third division are wholly obliterated.
PLATE

VI.

FIRST DIVISION.

IV(~).
(~)-10.

Ahau.
Eb.
!(an.
Cib.
Lama f.

XI-10.
IV-12.
(f)-10.
IX-10.

SECOND DIVISION.

XII.
- Caban.
Ik.
Manik.
Eb.
Caban.

_XIII-13.
XIII-13.
XII-13.
XIII-13.
XIII-13.

THIRD DIVISION.

IV.
Ahau.
Cimi.
Eb.
Eza.nab.
Kan.

IV.
Oc.
-Oib.
Ik.
Lam at.
Ix.
PLATE

X-6.
I-4.

VII.

FIRST DIVJSION'.

The characters and numerals being
division of this plate, it is omitted.

par~ially

obliterated in the first
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SECOND DIVISION.

XII.

5XIII l-13.
t

I.

.

..

I

Chuen.
Cib.

·~ XI~ l-13.

Ymix.
Oimi.

·~

XI~ J -13.

{

XI~ J -13.

Chuen.

_ This sectioi1 (second) of Plate VII contains some peculiarities in the
day symbols and numeral characters. For example, the day (red) numerals

ooo

-j ~

are given thus, 7"

oo

0

j3, the first signifying two nun1bers, XIII

0

and I; the second XII and I.
The symbol for Cimi is also peculiar and is in this

form{~.

numbers over the column .are XII and I.
THIRD DIVISION.

Day characters on Plate VIII.
PLATE VIII.
FIRST DIVISION.

(~)

(~)

I{ an.
Oc.
Cib.
Ik.
Lamat.

Ix.
Ahau.
Cimi.
Eb.
Ezanab.

XIII- 1.
XII-11.
I~ 4.
X- 4.
II- 2.

Vl-4.

The
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SECOND DIVISION.

VII.
Oimi.
Ezanab.
Oc.
Ik.
Ix.

VII.
Ahau.
Eb.
I{an.
Oib.
Lan1at.

XIII- 1.
I- 1.
XII- 5.
IV- 3.
·VII-13.
VII- 3.

LEF'.F SECTION OF THIRD DIVISION.

XII.
Oimi.
Ezanab.
Oc.
Ik.
Ix.

XII.
Ahau.
Eb.
"K an.
Cib.
Lmnat.

II- 2.
VII- 5.
XIII- 3.
· X-11.
XII- 2(~).

X-10.
XII-12(f).

RIGHT SECTION OF THIRD DIVISION.

I.
Ahau.
Eb.
Kan.
Oib.
Lamat.
Ahau.

..

X-10.
IX-10.
V-10.
II-10.
(i)-10.

Part of this section runs over on Plate VII.
The figures in this division, which are all blue, are each seated on a
large compound character, tinder one of the pairs of numerals above given;
and pertaining to it as shown by_the lines dividing these minor .spaces. In
the character on which each figure is seated there are, first, an Ahau of the
usual size and form, to which is joined a black numeral; then several small
Ohuen symbols.. The numeral over the Ahau belonging to the day numbered I, as given above, is 9; that belonging to the day numbered II is 10;
that belonging to the day ~un1bered V is 11.
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The lists of day characters on this plate as given by M. ·de Charency,
differ from the foregoing only in having Ix for the first day of tho left colunln of the upper division, and I{an for the first day of the right colnmn
of the same division. These two days are obliterated in the Manuscript
and hence have to be restored, which can only be done by counting the
intervals.
The interval between the days in these two columns, as n1ay be seen
by colinting, is six days. This gives Kan as the first of the left-hand column and Ix as the first of the right-hand; hence I conclude that this author
is wrong in his restoration, or has made a mistake in transcribing. Following out his plan, we would have an interval of sixteen days between Ix and
Oc in the first column and of six between each of the others, and a like
discrepancy in the other colurnn. · But I think it is evident, from what he
says on page 30 of the sanie work, that he has unintentionally reversed
these two days, as it is not sixteen days from Kan to Oc, as he says, but
six. If we substitute Ix for Kan and Kan for Ix, we find all his numbers
correct, except that it is only ten days from Lamat to Ezanab, instead of
sixteen, as he states.
/
PLATE IX.
FIRST DIVISION.

X(~).

}fen.
Manik.
Cauac.
Chuen . .
Akbal.

VII-(~)

The death symbol is found in this space occupying the place of one number of this pair.
CJ)-(~)
li-1.
VI-4.
XIII-7.
SECOND DIVISION.

IV.
Cimi.
Ezanab.
lk.
Oc. _
Ix.

IV.
Ahau.
Eb.
Kan.
Cib.
Lam at.
1 Dechiffrement

V-1.
XIII-3.
VII-2.
II-2.
IV-3.

VIII-4.

des :gcritures Calculiformes ou Mayas, p. 26.

X-3.
I~9.
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THIRD DIVISI0\1,

X.

X.

Ezanab.
!{an.
Oc.
Cib.

La1nat.

Ik.

XII-2.
X-3.
IX-2.
II-3.
III-2.

Ix.
Ahau.
Cimi.
Eb.
PL!TE

X.

FIRST DIVISION.

There are no day characters in this division.
SI!:COND DIVISION.

v.

v.

Oc.
Cib.

Ahau.
Cimi.
Eb.
Ezanab.
I{ an.

Ik.
La mat.

Ix.

VII-2.
V-9.
IX-2.
IV-8.
V-4.

THIRD DIVISION.

VII.

VII.

Cib.

c ·imi.
Eb.'
Ezanab.
Kan.
Oc.

Ik.
La mat.

Ix.
Ahau.

PLATE

IX- 2.
VII-12.
X- 1.
XIII- 3.
VIIIXI.

FIRST DIVISION.
I~.

.
Ezanab.
Oc.
Ik.
Ix.
Oimi.

I-10.
- 8.

VII-3.
I-5~

VII-(f)

.

. -
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SECOND DIVISION.

(j)

C!)

Oc.
Cib.

Ahau.
Cimi.
Eb.
Ezanab.
Kan.

Ik.
La mat.

Ix.

II-1.
Ci'>-9.
IV-4.
IV-2.
VI-2.

XIII-2.
X-5.

THIRD DIVISION.

IV.

IV.

Oc.
Cib.

Ahau.
Cimi.
Eb.
Ezanab.
Kan.

Ik.
Lam at.

Ix.

PLATE

V-1.
IV-9.
VII-2.
IX-4.
XIII-6.

IV-2.

XII.

FIRST DlVISION.

X.
Men.
Ahau.
Chicchan.
Oc.
Men.

. f

:J)- 5.

XIII-11.
IX- 9.
XIII- 4.
Ix..:. 9.

II- 6.
IX-13.
IX- 8.

SECOND DIVISION.

XII.
Ix.
Cin1i.

Ik.
Ezanab.
Oc.

XII.
Ahau. ·
Eb.
Kan.
Cib.
La mat.

XIII- 1.
XII- 2.
X-11.
III- 3.
VII- 3.

IX-2.
XII-3.
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THIRD DIVISION.

I.
Cimi.
Ezanab.
Oc.

VII- 4.
(J)-17.
IV- 7.

XIII- 3.
X-10

X- 2.

Ik.
Ix.

X- 3.

The lists of da)~S on this plate, as given by Charency, agree with those
here given, only in the middle division. Those of the first and third divisions, as given by him, are as follows:
FJRST DIVISION.

THIRD DIVISION.

Oc.

Citni.
Ezanab.
Eb.

~1en.

Ik.

Men.

Cib.

1\'Ien.
Ahau. ·

Some of the characters on this plate are of a forn1 found here only.
The character for Oc in both divisions is unusual, an eye being inserted

which throws back the broken line as shown in the annexed

figure.~

The character for CJ1icchan in the first division is sonwwhat different

from the usual form, as will be seen by the figure here given.®
So far as the list in the first division is concerned, there can be no doubt
that the first and last characters represent Men. This would of itself require
an interval of five days between each two, if uniform throughout.
Counting fron1 Men to Ahau, we have an interval of five days; five
more gives us Chicchan, five more Oc, and five n1ore Men, as it should be.
Now turning to the third division of this plate, we find that the interval
between Cimi and EzanaL is twelve days; twelve more . will give Oc.
twelve tnore Ik, and twelve more Ix, .which makes the days and the order

..
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precisely like that of the right-hand column of the middle division of Plate
VIII as given by both Oharency and myself, and regarding which thero can
be no doubt.
The reader will see that ~harency's . arrangement of this third division
(Plate XII) gives twelve days for the first interval, fourteen for the second,
ten for the third, and fourteen for t~he last.
The character for Ix in this division is an unusual one, being as _h ere

PLATE

XIII.

FIRST DIVISION.

III.
!(an.
Oc.
Oib.
Ahau.
Ik.

III.
Lmnat.
Ix.
Oimi.
Eb.
Ezanab.

II-2.
III-9.
V-2.

XIII-2.
XI-2.

X(~)~4.
ri ;

VII-5.

SECOND DIVISION.

-'X III.
Cib.
Kan.
Lamat.
Ahau.
Eb (~)~

XIII.
Oc.
Ik. -Ix.
Cimi.
Ezanab.

V-1.
"XIII-9.
III-1.
II-5.
IV-4 ..

X-3.
VII-2.

- THIRD DIVISION.
-

X.
Oc.
Cib.
Ik.
Lam at
Ix.

X.
Ahau.
Cimi
Eb. Ezanab.
I( an.

III- 3.
X-10.
VII- 4.
X- 2.
XI- 4.

XIII-3.
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The character for Cimi is similar to that in the n1iddle division of Plate

VII.
·Plates XIV and XV are so badly damaged that the numerals and daJY
characters cannot be satisfactorily m.ade ou.t.
PLATES

X'VI

AN.D

XVII.

All the divisions of Plate XVII extend over and occupy the whole of
Plate XVI . .
FIRST DIVISION.

IV.
Ahau.
Eb.
Kan.
Cib.
Lamat.

VIII-4.
I-6.

'

X-9.

XI-11.
VI- 8.
IV-11.

XIII-3.

SECOND DIVISION.

I.
Caban.
l\1uluc.
Ymix.
Been.
Chicchan.

IX- 8.
III- 7.
Xlii-10.

II-12.
- 4.

V-(~).

X-6.
THIRD DIVISION.

XII.
Chicchan.
Caban.
Muluc.
Ymix.
Been(~).

III- 4.
VIII- 5.
,., II- 8.
X-CO·
X-13.

VIII-10.
XII- 5.

1-76
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PLATE XVIII.
:;
rhe column of day characters belonging to the first division of this
plate is ,found in the first division of Plate XIX.
SECOND DIVISION.

IV.

IV.

Cin1i.
Ezanab.
Oc.

Ahau.
Eb.
Kan.
Cib.
Lamat.

Ik.
Ix.

III~2.

IV-4.

VIII-5.
I-5.
XII-5.
IX-5.

THIRD DIVISION.

X.
Ezanab.
Oc.

Ik.
Ix.
Cimi.

IV-5.
(!)-4.
VIII"""""4.
II-4.
CO-III.

X-6.
IV-3.
X-3.
V-3.

XI-6.

v-.!t.
VIII-3.
XII-4.

PLATE XIX.
The subject-matter of the first division of this plate occupies all the
first division
of Plate XVIII.
t
FIRST DIVISION.

IV.
Abau.
Eb.
Kan.
Cib.
La mat.

.

II-13.
II-11.
~ XIII-11.
X-10.
IV- 7.
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SECOND DIVISION.

The red numerals in this division are doubled, as in the manner heretofore shown.
IX and IV.
Cib.
Lamat.
Ahau.
Eb.
Kan.

XI and VI-10.
VII and II-11.
IX and I~ 7.
IX and IV~ 2.

THIRD DIVISION.

III.

III.

Muluc.
Men.
Ymix.
Manik.
Been.

Cauac.
Chicchan.
Chuen.
Caban.
Akbal.

X- 7.

III- 6.
VI- 3.
III-10.

The character in this division interpreted as Chicchan is an unusual

o~e, being in this form:

®· ·

The numerals on Plates XXIV and XXV and those in the upper
division of Plate XXVI being partially obliterated, we have on1itted them.
PLATE

XXVI.

LOWER lJIVISION.

XIII.
Ahau.
Eb.
Kan.
Cib.
Lamat.
12

M 'I'

XIII-13.
XIII-13.
XIII-13.
XIII-13.
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PLATE

XXVII.

UPPER DIVISION.

XI.
A.hau.
Eb.
Kan.
Cib.
Lam at.

X-13.
XI-13.
XI-13.
XI-13.

LOWER DIVISION.

IX.
Chuen.
Caban.
Akbal.
1\tfuluc.
Men.
Ymix.
Manik.
Been.
Chicchan.
· Cauac.

XIII (or XIV)-2.
XI- 2.
VI- 2.
IX- 3.
VI-10.
IV- 4.
IX- 3.

We find in the day colun1n of this division a rather unusual character
for Chicchan, which is here showne!).

As the day column entirely

fills the space the numeral character which should be placed at the top is
put at the side of the-first day character. The first red numeral is as follows:
00
0
"
· ht- han d d ot 1n
. t l1e ongn1a
.. I is 1mpenect,
.
.c
::===:::::::!·
T he ng
sma11 , an d
c
)

crowded, and, as I believe, is there by mistake.
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XXVIII.

The characters of the first division are somewhat obliterated, as are also
the numerals.

c:n
,_.

SECOND DIVISION.

Men.
Manik.
Cauac.
Ohuen.
Akbal.

XI- . 9.
I- 9.
I- 9.
I-17.
V- 7.

THIRD DIVISION.

XI.
Ahau.
Eb.
Kan.
Cib.
Lamat.

VII- 2.

CC-7.
XI-10.
XI-13.

FOURTH DIV1SION.

Men.
Manik.
Been.
Eb.
Chuen.
PLATE

I- 8.
III-14.
XIII-13.
. I-13.
V- 3.
XXIX.

No day characters in the first, second, or third divisions.
FOURTH DIVISION.

XII
Cimi.
Ezanab.
Oc.

Ik.
Ix.

VIVI-13.
III-10.
XII- 9.

•
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PLATE

XXX.

The left-hand compartments of the first, second, and third divisions of
this plate are continuations of the first, second, and third divisions of Plate
XXXI. The right-hand compartments ·of these three divisions form the
commencenwnt of, and contain the day characters for the first, second, and
third divisions of Plate XXIX.
SECOND DIVISION.

(IIIl).
Ik.
Ix.
Cimi.
Ezanab.
Oc.
FIRST COLUMN, THIRD DIVISION.

c

•

The nurperals are placed in this form over the
Lam at.
They are probably to be taken in pairs, the
Kan.
black characters representing two separate nun1bers,
0
0
Aliau.
c;;
one stripe with the dots to be taken with the red nu·c ib.
meral above, thus, v-9; the two remaining stripes with the red
Eb.
numerals below thus, VII-10.

••••• column.

RIGHT COMPARTMENT, THIRD DIVISION.

XIII.
Mulnc.
Ix.
Cauac.
Kan.
Muluc.

XIII-13.
XIII-13.
XIII-13.
XTII-13.
XIII-13.

There are no day characters in the fourth division.
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Pr..ATE

XXXI.

Day characters obliterated in the first division.
SECOND DIVISION.

VII-11.
V-11.
III-11.

Kan.
Cib.
Lamat.
Ahau.
Eb.

~-11.

IX-11.

THIRD DIVISION.

Chuen.
Cirni.
Akbal.
Cauac.
Men.

Oc.
Cimi.

Ik. _
Ezanab.

Ix.

Muluc.
· Chicchan.
Ymix.
Caban.
Been.

These colun1ns all have the same numerals over · then1 as the first
colun1n in the third division of Plate XXX, and they are arranged in the
same way. There are no numerals in the spaces.
FOURTIJ DIVISION.

XIIl.
Ymix.
Been.
Chicchan.
Caban.
Muluc.

XIII.
Manik.
.Cauac
Chuen.
Akbal.
Men. ·

IX- 9.
XII- 3.
IX-10.
XI- 2.
XIII- 2.

This division extends over to Plate XXX.

•.
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PLATE

XXXII.

FIRST DIVISION.

~

Cib.
Lamat.
Ahau.
Eb.
Kan.

XIII- 9.
- 8.
IX- 8.
II~17.

II- 9.

SECOND DIVISION.

(VIII~).

Ik. .
Ix.
Cimi.
Ezanab.
Muluc.

I-- 6.
IX- 8.
II- t
VIII-18.

THIRD DIVISION.

(~)

Ix.
XII.
Ix.
VI.
Ix.
XIII.

In space, 5.

0

Cimi ~ or death symbol
FOURTH DIVISION.

(~)

La1nat.
Ahau.

Eb.
Kan.
Cib.

III-13.
III-13.
III-lB.
III-13.

...
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XXXIII.

FIRST DIVISION.

(~)
VII~

Kan.
Muluc.

5.

II- 8.
X- t
XIII-15.
VIII- 8.

Ix.
Cauac.
Kan.

SECOND DIVISION;

Chuen.
Caban.
Akbal.
Muluc.
Men.

Ymix.
Manik.
Been.
Cauac.
Chicchan.

II-11.
X~- 3.
VIII- 6.
IV, or IX- 6.
~-

4.

THIRD DIVISION.

Column left compartment.

Column right compartment.

-v.

Vt
Cauac.

Kan.

XIIt

XII.

Cauac.

' Kan.

VIt

VI.

Cimi ~.

Cimit

XIII.

XIII.

Cimit

Cimif.
FOURTH DIVISION. -

Caban.
Muluc.
I mix.
Been.
Chic~han.

III-13.
III-13.
III-lR
III-13.

183
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PLATE XXXIV.

The first and fourth divisions belong to Plate XXXV.
SECOND DIVISION.

•

IV.
Cimi.
Ezanab.
Oc.
Ik.
Ix.

XII-8.
XIII-7t
. ~-7.
IV-8.

Vl-8.

' t

I:K,-7t

THIRD DIVISION.
IVt
Ahau.
Eb.
Kan.
Cib.
Lamat.

XI- t
Il-17.
IV-15.

PLATE XXXV.
On this plate the day column in the second division is illegible.
FIRST DIVISION.
(')-10.
VII-10.

Lamat.
Been.
Ezanab.
Akb,al.

VIII-10.
XII ~-10.

V~-10.

I-10.
Xl-10.
THIRD DIVISION.

(')
Ymix.
Been.
Caban.
Chicchan.
Muluc.

X-10.
IX-11.
IX-13.
VIII-12.
I-12.

.
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FOURTH DIVISION.

IV.
Ahau.
Chicchan.
Oc.
Men.
Ahau.

IX-11.
I-17.
III or IV-17.

PLATE

I*.

No day characters are discernible in the first division of this plate. ·
THIRD DIVISION.

It
Caban.
Ik.
Manik.
Eb.
Caban'

. -

I- 6.
I- 5.
. '-13.

PLATE

II*.

FIRST DIVISION.

Manik.
Eb.
Caban.
Ik.
Manik.

XI- 4.
IX-15t

SECOND DIVISION.

Left column.

IX.
Caban.
IX-12.
Ik.
IX-13.
Manik.
IX-18t
Eb.
Caban.
_r:I.,his division is continued on PLATE I*.
Left column, third division, illegible.

Right column.
VIII~.

Ik.
Eb.
Manik.
Caban.
Ik.

II-13.
IV-13.
IV-11.
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THIRD DIVISION.

Right column.
IV.
Ahau.
Eb.
Kan.
Cib.
Lamat.

XI-13.
IV-19 or 9 and 10.
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CHAPTER VIII.
A DISCUSSION OF DATES, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO
THOSE OF THE PEREZ MANUSCRIPT.

,

As I have heretofore touched upon this topic, I must ask the reader to
refer to what is .there stated, that I may dispense with repeating it here.
But it is proper to remind him here that having proven, at least satisfactorily to myself, that the Ahau consisted of twenty-four years, this
nun1ber is always to be understood whenever this period is mentioned in
this discussion. In the second place, I start with the understanding that a
13th Ah~u closed with the year 1542. I have already given my reasons,
somewhat at length, for this conclusion. I may add .that Dr. Valentini, in his
article on the Perez Manuscript, arrives at the same conclusion. Brasseur1
also concludes the 13th Ahau with the year 1542, as he gives the following
explanation: "Dans le XIII Ahau Katun, cest-a-dire, entre les annees 15181542"; thus counting twenty-four years to this period, notwithstanding his
repeated statement elsewhere that it contained but twenty. We may therefore feel assured that we have in these dates-the 24th year of the XIII
Ahau=A. D. 1542-one connecting link between the two ehronological
systems; and also that the author of the Perez Manuscript was correct in
stating that at the period alluded to-the year 1536-'' six years were
wanting to the completion of the 13th Ahau."
In order that the reader may have before him as much of the data
bearing upon this point as can be conveniently given here, I in~ert at this
point a copy of the Perez Manuscript in the original, following it with
the English translation.
lHist. des Nat. Civ., II, 594, note 1.
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THE MAYA MANUSCRIPT.
MAYA.

Lai u tzolan Kati1n lukci ti cab ti yotoch N onoual cante anilo Tutul
Xin ti chikin Zuina; u luumil u talelob TQlapan chiconahthan.
l. Oante bin ti Katun lieu xin1balob ca uliob uaye yetel Holon-Ohantepeuh yetel u cuchulob: ca hokiob ti petene uaxac Ahau bin yan cuchi,
uac Ahau, can Ahau, cabil Ahau, ca,n kal haab eatac hunppel haab; tum en
hun piztu·n oxlahun Ahau cuchie ca uliob uay ti petene cankal haab catac
hunppel haab 'tu pakteil yete cu ximbalob lukci tu luumilob ca talob uay ti
petene Ohacnouitan lae.
2. U axac Ahau, uac Ahau, cabil Ajau; kuchci Chacnouitan Ahmekat
Tutul Xiu hunppel haab minan ti hokal haab cuchi yanob Ohacnouitan lae.
B. Laitun uchci u chicpahal tzueubte Ziyan-caan lae Bakhalal, can
Ahau, cabil Ahau, oxlahun Ahau oxkal haab cu tepalob Ziyan-caan -ca
emob uay lae; lai u haabil cu tepalob Bakhalal chuulte laitun chicpahci
Ohichen Itza lae.
4. Buluc Ahau, bolon Ahau, uuc Ahau, ho Ahau, ox Ahau, hun Ahau ·
uac kal haab cu tepalob Ohichen Itza ca paxi Ohichen Itza, ca binob cahtal
Ohamputun ti yanhi u yotochob ah Ytzaob kuyen uincob lae.
5. Uac Ahau, chucuc u Iuumil Ohanputun, can Ahau, cabil Ahau,
oxlahun Ahau, buluc Ahau, bolon Ahau, uuc Ahau ho Ahau, ox Ahau, hun
Ahau, lahca Ahau, lahun Ajau, ua,xac Ahau, paxci Ohanputun, oxlahun
kaal haab cu tepalob Ohanputun tumenel Ytza uincob ca talob u tzacle u
yotochob tu eaten~ laix tun u katunil binciob ah Ytzaob yalan che yalan
aban yalan ak ti numyaob lae.
6. Uac Ahau, can Ahau, ca kal haabcatalob u hedzob yotoch tu eaten
ca tu zata.hob Ohakanputun.
7. Lai u katunil cabil Ahau, u hedzci cab Ahcuitok TutuLXiu Uxmal.
Oabil Ahau, oxlahun Ahau, buluc Ahau, bolon Ahau, uuc Ahau, ho Ahau,
ox Ahau, hun Ahau, lahca Ahau, lahun Ahau, lahun kal haab cu tepalob
yetel u halach uinicil Ohichen Itza yetell\.fayalpan.
8. Lai u katunil buluc Ahau, bolon Ahau, uac Ahau, ·uaxac Ahau,
paxci u halach uinicil Chichen Itza tumenel u kebanthan Hunac-eel, ca uch
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ti Ohacxib chac Ohichen Itza ~ tli kebanthan Hunac-eel u halach uinicil
Mayalpan ichpac. Oankal haab cat~c lahuh piz haab, tu lahun tun uaxac
Ahau cuchie; lai u haabil paxci tumenel Ahzinte-yutchan yetel Tzunte-cum,
yetel Taxcal, yetel Pantemit, Xuchu-cuet, yetel Ytzcuat, yetel Kakaltecat
lay u kaba uinicilob: lae nuctnlob ahmayapanob lae.
9. Laili u katunil uaxac Ahau, lai ca binob u pa ah Ulmil Ahau tumenel u uahal-uahob yetel ah Ytzmal Ulil.Ahau; lae oxlahun uudz u katunilob
ca paxob tumen Hunac-eel: tum.enel u dzabal u naatob; uac Ahau ca
dzoci; hunkal haab catac can lahun pizi.
10. Uac Ahau, can Ahau, cabil Ahau, oxlahun !\-han, buluc Ahau,
chucuc u luumil ich pa Mayalpan, tumenel u pach tulum, tumenel multepal
ich cah Mayalpan, tun1enel Ytza uinicob yetel ah Ulmil Ahau lae; can
kaal haab catac oxppel haab; yocol buluc Ahau cuchie paxci Mayalpan
tumenel ahuitzil dzul, tan cah Mayalpan.
11. U axac Ahau lay paxci Mayalpan lai u katunil uac Ahau, can
Ahau, cabil Ahau, lai haab cu xin1bal ca yax mani espanoles u yaxilci caa
luumi Yucatan tzucubte lae, oxkal haab paaxac ich pa cuchie.
12. Oxlahun Ahau, buluc Ahau uchci rriayacimil ich pa yetel nohkakil: oxlahun Ahau cirnci Ahpula: uacppel haab u binel rna dzococ u xocol
oxlahun Ahau cuchie, ti yanil u xocol haab ti lakin cuchie, canil kan cnmlahi pop tu holhun Zip catac oxppeli, bolon Y mix u kinillai cimi Ahpula;
laitun ano cu ximbal cuchi lae ca oheltabac lay u xoc numeroil anos lae 1536
a:fios cuchie, oxkal haab paaxac ich pa cuchi lao.
13. Laili rna dzococ u xocol buluc Ahau lae lai ulci espanoles kul
uincob ti lakin u talob ca uliob uay tac luumil lae, bolon Ahau hoppci
cristianoil uchci caputzihil: laili ichil u katunillae ulci yax obispo Toroba
u kaba, h_eix ano cu ximbal uchie.
[Translation.]

This is the series of ''Katunes" that elapsed from the tirne of their
'departure from the land and house of N onoual, in which were .the four
Tutul Xiu, lying to the west of Zuina, going out of the country of Tulapan.
§ 1. Four epochs were spent in traveling before they arrived here with
Holo:r{-Ohantepeuh and his followers. When they began their journey
toward this island it was the 8th Ahau, and the 6th, 4th, and 2d were spent .
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in traveling; because in the year of the 13th Ahau they arrived at this
island, making together eighty-one years they were traveling, between their
departure from their country and their arrival at this island of Ohacnouitan. (Years, 81.)
§ 2. The 8th Ahau, the 6th Ahau; in the 2d Ahau arrived Ajme~at
Tutul Xiu, and ninety-nine years they remained in Ohacnouitan. (Years,
99.)
3. In this time also took place the discovery of the province of Ziyan- caan, or Bacalar, the 4th Ahau and 2d Ahau, or sixty years, they had ruled
in Ziyan-caan when they came here. During these years of their government of the province of Bacalar occurred the discovery of Chichen Itza.
(Years, 60.)
4. The 11th Ahau, the 9th, 7th, 5th, 3d, and 1st Ahau, or 120 years,
they ruled in Ohichen-Itza, when it was destroyed, and they en1igrated to
Ohampoton, where the Itzaes, holy men, had houses. (Years, 120.)
5. The 6th Ahau they took possession of the territory of Ohampoton ~ ·
the 4th Ahau, 2d, 13th, 11th, 9th, 7th, 5th, 3d, 1st, 12th, lOth, and 8th
Ohampoton was destroyed or abandoned. Two hundred and sixty years,
the Itzaes reigned in Ohampoton, when they returned in search of their
homes, and they lived for several katunes under the uninhabited mountains.
(Years, 260.)
6. The 6th Ahau, 4th Ahau, after forty years, they returned to their
homes once more, and Ohampoton was lost to them. (Years, 40.)
7. In this Katun of the 2d Ahau, Ajcuitok Tutul Xiu established himself_in Uxmal; the 2d Ahau, the 13th, lJth, 9th, 7th, 5th, 3d, 1st, the 12th
and lOth Ahau, equal to 200 years, they governed in Uxma], with the governors of Ohichen-Itza; and of Maya pan. (Years 200.)
8. These are the Katun.es 11th, 9th, and 6th Ahau. In the 8th
Ahau the governor of Ohichen-Itza was deposed, because he murn1ured disrespectfully against Hunac-eel. This happened to Ohacxibehac of Ohichen- ·
Itza, governor of the fortress of Mayapan. Ninety years had elapsed, but
the 1Oth year of the 8th Ahau was the year in which he was overthrown by
Ajzinte-yutchan, with Tzuntecum, Taxcal, Pantemit, Xuch-uenet Ytzcuat,
and Kakalt_ecat; these are the names of the seven Mayalpanes. (Years 90.)
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9. In the same Katun of the 8th Ahau they attacked Chief Ulmil, in
consequence of his quarrel with Ulil, Chief of Yzamal; thirteen divisions
of troops he had when he was routed by Hunac-eel; in the 6th Ahau the
war was over, after 34 years. (Years 34.)
10. In the 6th Ahau, 4th, 2d, 13th, and 11th Ahau, the fortified territory of 1\Iayapan was invaded by the men qf Itza, under their Chief Ulmil,
because they had walls, and governed in common the people of Mayapan:
eighty-three years elapsed after this event, and at the beginning of the '11th
Ahau Mayapan was destroyed by strangers of the Uitzes, Highlanders, as
was also rrancaj of M.a yapan. (Years 83.)
11. In the 8th Ahau, Ma yap an was destroyed, the epochs of the 6th,
4th, and 2d Ahau elapsed, and at this period the Spaniards for the first time
. arrived, and ·gave the name of Yucatan .to this province, sixty years after
the destruction of the fortress. (Years 60.)
12. The 13th and 11th Ahau, pestilence and small-pox were in the
castles. In the 13th Ahau Chief AjpJ.Ila died; this year was counted
toward the east of the wheel, and began on the 4th Kan. Ajpula died
on the 18th day of the month Zip, in the 9th Ymix; and that it may be
known in nun1bers, it was the year 1536, sixty years after the destruction
of the fortress.
13. Before the termination of the 11th Ahau the Spaniards ·arrived.
Holy men from the east came with them when they reached the land. The
9th Ahau was the _commencement of baptism and Christianity; and in this
year was the arrival of Toroba (Toral), the first bishop.
Before entering upon a discussion of this manuscriP.t I will attmnpt to
connect the two chronological systems at one or two other points, in reference to which we find some data left on record · besides that found in the
manuscript.
The destruction of Mayap an (the last one, if there were two, as stated
by this authority) was an important event likely to be remen1bered by the
people at the time of the Spanish conquest, as it was the beginuing of a
marked change in the condition of affairs in Yucatan, and occurred, at the
earliest, not more than a hundred years before the first appearance of these
invaders on the coast of this peninsula.
·
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As I have already shown, the important event alluded to by Perez as
occurring in the year 7 Cauac of the 8th Ahau, which he fixes in 1393,
really happened in 1435, as we see by correcting the man~fest error of his
calculation. This event, I believe, was the destruction of Mayapan, which
this manuscript asserts took place in the 8th Ahau.
The two statements in this document-first (in the 11th paragraph),
that the first arrival of the Spaniards, at the close of the 2d Ahau (1518),
\Vas 60 years a(ter the fall of Mayapan; second (12th paragraph), that the
year 1536 was 60 years after this event-cannot both be correct; one or the
other, 01~ both, must be erroneous. Rejecting the lat~er, and counting three
Ahaues, the nu1nber the author gives, at 24 years each, instead of 20 (the
length at which he estin1ates them), we have 72 years, which, deducted,
carries us back to 1446. This corresponds exactly with Landa's computation. Herrera1 says that this happened, "according to the reckoning of the
Indians, about seventy years before the Spaniards came into Yucatan," which
would place it in 1448. According to the tables I have given, the 8th Ahau
included the years 1423-1446, which agrees exactly with Brasseur's calculation (Hist des Nat. Civ. 2 ), in which work he appears to have adopted 24
years as the number to an Ahau, instead of 20, as in his notes to Landa and
the Perez Manuscript. As I was not aware of this fact until after the preceding part of this paper was delivered for publication, I call attention to it now,
as it is apparent fron1 this that his comparison of the dates of the two systems
must agree throughout precisely with what is given in my Table XVII.
If we are correct in counting 24 years to an Ahau, then it is certain
the 8th must have included from 1423 to 1446; and if the document referred
to by Perez (which unfortunately was lost) was right in stating that 7 Caua.c
was the year of the destruction, it occurred in 14b5.
We learn from Herrera (loc. cit.) that this city was destroyed five hundred
years after it was built. As a matter of course, this is given in round numbers, and cannot be considere~ as exact; yet it will afford some aid in our
comparison. Deducting [)00 frorn 1435 gives us the year 935 as the date
of the founding of the city, which may be considered as at least approximately correct. Counting back by Ahaues, we ascertain that this would fall
in the 11th of the preceding grand cycle.
1 Dec.

III, lib. vi, cap. 3.

2
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Although, as shown by Table XVII, the grand cycles, if counted from
the year 1 of each period, would begin with the 1st Ahau, yet, as the
Indians chose, for son1e reason, to begin_ these periods with the 13th, our
calculations must correspond with this arbitrary selection. I therefore give
here a brief table of cycles, with the corresponding years of our era, running backward :
Years.

Fourth grand cycle _____ - . - ______ . ___ . _------ _------ _- _.1519_:1830
Third grand cycle ________ .- __ . __ .-.-. _- -.:. _____ .·.. -- .. 1207-1518
Second grand cycle ... - -: - - - - ...... - - . - - .... - .. - . - . - - - - . 8 95-1206
First grand cycle . _. __ ...... - _____ .. - .......... ____ . - - . - 583- 894
The numbers given the grand cycles are (for the· present, at least) arbitrary, given simply as a n1eans of reference. We see frorn this table that
the year 935 would fall in the grand cycle numbered 2, and, as before stated,
in the 11th Ahau. Referring to this manuscript again, we see that Mayapan
is first mentioned in the 7th paragraph, where it is stated that "the 2d Ahau,
13th, 11th, 9th, 7th, 5th, 3d, 1st, 12th, and 1Oth Ahau, 200 years, they [the
Tutul Xiu] governed in Uxmal with the governors of Ohichen-Itza and
Mayapan."
Here we find our 11th with but two Ahaues preceding it, or, as we
judge from the preceding clause-"In this Katun of the 2d Ahau"-but .
one and part of another. Supposing Mayapan to have been in existence at
the commencem-e nt of the periods here named, it would carry us back only
some forty or fifty years beyond Herrera's general statement; but this is
1nore than accounted for by the difference in the estimated length of the
Ahau.
If we count the Ahaues necessary to complete the number from the 2d
in the commencen1ent of the seventh paragraph to the 2d in the eleventh
paragraph when the Spaniards first appeared, filling up the lacunre and
n1aking the correction in the .eighth paragraph suggested by Dr. Valentini,
we shall find the number to be as follows:
2, 13, 11, 9, 7, 5, 3, 1, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2.
13, 11, 9, 7, 5, 3, 1, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2.
Making 27 Ahaue~, or 648 years.
13 M

T
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Deducting this from 1518, the thne when the Spaniards appeared on
the coast, it carries us back to the year 870. If carried back only to the first
year of the 11th of the first series, it gives the year 918, which differs but
17 years from the date (935) given above fro1n Herrera's staten1ent, a difference less than one Ahau. I arn inclined, therefore, to believe the first line
of the 8th paragraph properly belongs to the 7th, and that it was the intention of the writer to say that "with the governors of Ohichen-Itza and
Mayapan these K~atunes, 11th, 9th to the 6th." In the 8th Ahau trouble
arose between the parties to the compact, but the war did not end until in
the 6th. It is probable, therefore, that the chronicler's data mentioned the
11th Ahau as the beginning of the compact, and that this was near the time
when Mayapan was built.
According to Herrera, Chichen-Itza was already in existence when
Ouculkan appeared and founded M·ayapan. He further states that "whilst
the Oocon1es [who were given authority immediately after Ouculkan's departure] lived in this regular manner, there ca1ne fron1 the southward, and
the foot of the n1ountains of Lacando, great numbers of people, looked
upon for certain to have been of the province of Ohiapa, who traveled forty
years about the deserts of Yucatan, and at length arrived at the rnountains
that are almost opposite to the city of Mayapan, where they settled and
raised good structures~ and the people of Mayapan some years after, liking
their way of living, sent to invite them to build houses for their lords in
the city. The Tutul-Xiu, so the strangers were called, accepting of their
courtesy, came into the city, and their people spread about the country, submitting themsP.lves to the laws and customs of Mayapan, in such peaceable
manner that they had no sort of weapons, killing their gan1e with gins and
traps." ( Loc. cit.)
This agrees precisely with the order of events in the ~fanuscript, except
that nothing is mentioned corresponding with the 40 years of the 6th paragraph.
In the prophecy by N ahau Pech, preserved in Lizana's work and copied
by Brasseur into the chrestomathy of his Maya gramn1ar. these passages
occur:
"We have come now to the fourth period," or perhaps more correctly,
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3. "The time ·to the fourth series of epochs draws to a close,"
4. "In which shall be ushered in the day of the true God." Also,
8. "Such is the prophecy of N ahau Pech, the priest,
9. ''At the time of the fourth great cycle (Ahau I(atun).
10. ''In the commencen1ent actual of the series of epochs. 771
The rendering of Katunil, here translated "series of epochs," is uncertain. In Stephens's translation of the Perez Manuscript it is son1etimes rendered "Katunes," sometimes "Katun"; in BrasS€ur's translation, "periods,"
"cycle," and in Lizana's, "edades '' or ages The definition of the word as
given in Brasseur's lexicon (it is not found in full in Perez's lexicon) is
"Ensemble des epoques ou cycles."
It is true that "Ahau l{atun" is sometimes used as equivalent to
"Ahau,'' but this is very rarely, if ever, found in the few Maya documents·
that remain to us. The true rendering appears to be "Grand or Great
Cycle," as given in the t th line of N ahau Pech's prophecy. If this interpretation, which is that given by Abbe Brasseur, is the correct one, we then
find here the number of one of the great cycles. To suppose that the
number here refers to the Ahau will carry this prophecy back to the year
14 70--'71, which is improba.ble.
The prophecy of · Chilam Balam conunences with Ox lahun ahau u
hedzinil lcatun, the literal translation of which is, according to Brasseur,
"The thirteenth Ahau its foundation of the Katun"; probably equivalent to
I~izana's Spanish "In the end of the thirteenth age."
·
It is obvious from the contents of this prophecy that it was made after
the arrival of the Spaniards in that country, and after their appearance and
religion became known; hence, as it was delivered in the 13th · Ahau, it"
must have been between the years 1518 and 1541. It is not J?robable that
1

Dr. Brinton, following Lizana, translates the whole prophecy as follows:
1. " What time the sun shall brightest shine,
'.?. Tearful will be the eyes of the king.
3. Four ages yet shall be inscribed,
4. Then shall come the holy priest, the holy god.
5. With grief I speak what now I see.
6. Watch well the road ye dwellers in Itza.
7. The master of the earth shall come to us.
8. Thus prophecies ;\ ahau Pech, the seer,
9. In the days of the fourth age,
10. At the time of its beginning."

..
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the one by ·N ahau Pech (a well-known farnily at the tirne of Montejo's
arrival) is many years older, probably dating the first year of the 13th
Ahau, which would, according to his statement, be the first of the 4th great
cycle.
If we assun1e that these great periods were numbered in regular order,
1, 2, 3, 4, which is more than probable, as they were but seldom referred
to, then we have evidence here that the· I tzae record ran back three great
cycles-936 y(jars before the year A. D. 1519, that is to the year 583 of
the Christian era. In order that we may c6n1pare this calculation with the
n1anuscript, I will give here a list of the Ahaues, commencing with number
8, previous to the beginning of the 1st great cycle as counted after Nahau
Pech, with the years of the Christian era corresponding to their last years.
I
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The three great cycles completed at the time of N ahau Pech's .prophecy (if such be the proper interpretation of his words) I presume beign
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with the founding of Ohichen Itza, which, according to my calculation,
would be about 583-606 (the 13th Ahau ). It is a little remarkable that
the first mention of this city occurs in the close of the third paragraph,
exactly where the 13th Ahau n1ust be inserted to fill a hiatus.
The number of years given and periods 1nentioned in the first three ·
paragraphs cannot by any possible explana~ion be n1ade to agree with each
other. This part of the history of the Tntul-Xiu race is doubtless made up
from a dim tradition in reference to which no chronological stat'ement could
be ma:de. As any attempt to determine the length . of time they were.
wandering, from the date of their departure from Tulapan until they settled
at Ohichen-Itza, would be wholly conjectural, we will, perhaps, be as near
right as any other guess, if we assume that the 8th Ahau of the second
paragraph is the same as the 8th of the first, in other words, that the num-·
hers in the second are but a recapitulation of those in the first, and that
the 13th in the latter is the one which precedes the 11th in the fourth paragraph. Supposing they started on their travels in the 8th Ahau, this would
bring this event between the years 486.:_51 0.
As the author of this manuscript counted twenty )~ears to an Ahau and
I count twenty-four, our lists cannot possibly agree. If there are any·
numbers given, connected with particular and noted events, which numbers
were given in the author's data, with these my enumeration, if correct,
might coincide. The fall of Mayapan in the 8th Ahau, the appearance of
the Spani.a rds on the coast in the 2d, and the death of Ajpnla in the 13th,
I think 1nay be relied upon as events correctly dated.
If we count the years enurnerated from the 2d Ahau in the seventh
paragraph, where ~Iayapan is first mentioned, to the 8th, in the eleventh
paragraph, when the second destruction of this city occurred, we find the
nun1ber to be 367; adding in the missing epochs at twenty years each, we
have 527, which agrees very well with Herrera's statetnent. But this gives
us so1nething over twenty-six of these periqds, whereas the correct number
would be twenty-two. The exact nurn hers (of years) given in the ninth
and tenth paragraphs render it possible that these were obtained fr(}m the
author's data.

.....

_

CHAPTER IX.
INSCRIPTIONS ON THE PALENQUE TABLET.
In referring to the Tabl~t I will make use of Dr. Ran's schmne of nunlbering and lettering the characters which is given below. In order to avoid
introducing small cuts of separate characters, I have requested that a copy
· of his plate of the entire Tablet be inserted (Plate IX).
A slight examination of this tablet is sufficient to convince any one.
familiar with the characters of the Manuscript Troano that there are here
symbols of days and months corresponding almost exactly with those of
that work. Whether the Maya calendar was the one used cannot be determined with. certainty, but that it was very similar cannot be doubted. I
shall assume for the present that it was, but in order that the .reader may.
have before hirn the data necessary for cotnparison will introduce here the
names of the days of the Chiapan (or Tzendal) and Soconuscan calendar in
the order given by Veytia, and also of . the Quiche and Cakchiquel calendars as given by Bancroft.
CHIAPAN(TZENDAL~)AND

SOOONUSOAN.

Votan.
Chanan or Ghanan.
A.bah or A.bagh.
Tox.
Moxie.
Lambat.
Molo or Mulu.
Elab or Elah.
Batz.
Evob or Enob.
Been.
Hix.
Tziquin.
198

QuiCHE AND CA.KOHIQUEL.

Imox.
Ig.
A.kbal.
Qat.
Can.
Carney.
Quieh.
Ganel.
Toh.
Tzy.
Batz.
Ci.
A h.
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QUICHE AND CAKCHIQUEL.

Chabin or Ohahin.
Chic or Chine.
Cbinax.
Cahogh or Cabogb.
Aghual.
Imox or Mox.
Igh or Ygh.

Yiz or Itz.
Tziquin.
Ahmak. .
Noh.
Tihaz.
Caok.
Hunahpu.

I shall take for granted that the inscription comniences with the large
character in the upper left-hand corner, but whether it is to be read in columns from top to bottom, or in lines fro1n left to right, remains to be discussed; the tendency of belief at present appears to be that it is to be read
in lines fron1 left to right.
·A.s I have demonstrated, satisfactorily to myself at least, that in the
Manuscript Troano the characters are, as a general rule, placed in colun1ns
to be read from the top do~nwards, but that, where circumstances require
it, they are placed in lines to be read from left to right, we will be justified
ABCDEF
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FIG. 101.-Dr. Rau's index diagram of the inscription.
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in assuming the sa1ne rule applies to this tablet, especially as we here see
single columns and single lines. But let us examine the inscriptiO!} carefully and see if we can find anything in it that will aid us in deciding this

14

15
16

17
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point. In doing so we may profit by the facts learned in reference to the
ManuS:cript Troano on this· subject, and the n1ethod of comparing characters
used by Professor Holden in his "Studies in Central An1erican Picture
Writ1ng." 1
Referring to the Palenquean group as shown in Plate IX, we observe
that the first seven characters of the two colurnns immediately below the
large initial are united so that each forms one con1ponnd character. If read
in columns the natural inference from this would be that the remaining
characters of these two columns are to be read by twos, thus: A 10 and B 10 .
(Dr. Rau's scheme), then A 11 and B 11, next A 12 and B 12, and so on to
the bottom. If this supposition be correct, then it is more than likely that
the ren1aining columns on the side tablets are to be read in the same way,
a view favored by the fact that each one of these tablets COntains six colurnnR.
I call attention now to characters D 13, C 14, and D 14, which are often
repeated in the inscription, varying only in the numerals-dots, or balls, and
lines placed at the top and left side. If we represent these characters by
letters thus: D 13 by a, 0 14 by b, and D 14 by c, we have here this order
b

1

:

.

Referring now toE 5, F 5, and E 6, we find the same three charac-

1

ters following each other in the same order, but placed thus:

~: b ,

and,

·what is significant, if we include the next, F 6, we have the right portion
of the first four (of the seven) double characters, but the order is reversed.
At F lf>, E 16, and F 16 we again have our three characters a, b, c. In the
single colun1n R we see a and b. At S 6 and T 6 we have the three, but
here b and c are united in one compound character. At S 12 and 1..., 12 we
see a and b; at U 3, V 3, and U 4; also at U 8, V 8, and U 9; al~o V 13, U 14,
and V 14; at W 1, X 1, and W 2, and at X 11, W 12, and X 12, we find the
san1e three characters following each other in the same order. We shall
hunt in vain for any such combination of these characters between the second and third or fourth and fifth colun1ns of either slab, nor can we find
the three following each other in any column or line except in the four ·
double characters.
1
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As a~other example we select the two characters, S 1 and T 1, which
are often found associated; as at U 6, V 6; U 16, V 16; Vv 3, X 3; and
at W 1'1 and X 17, we find them in the san1e line, but always in the two
columns they should be, if the theory above advanced as to the order
in which the inscription is to be read be correct. If the first of these
two characters (which we 1nay designate by m and n) shou.ld fall in the
right of the two associate columns, then the other should be one line lower
in the left ' of the two columns, thus:

-~~

~-~·

Such we find to be the case

by referring to T 7, S 8, to T 15, S 16, and V .. tl, U 12. But the evidence
does not stop here. By rxamining Dr. Ran's photograph of the right tablet,
we may extend thi's combination. We observe that S B, our a, and T 6,
our b and c con1bined, are followed in S 7 by a character not heretofore
b
alluded to. This we will designate by d. Following these, at
a
T 7 is our m, at S 8 our n,. and at T 8 Kan, as shown in the _ _ __c_
annexed diagram 1.
_d_ ~
Opn1mencing with V 13 we find the same combination,
n
Kan
except that one additional character is introduced thus: V 13 a,
1.
U 14 b, V 14 c, U 15 d, V 15 x, (the introduced chara(!ter is x,) U 16 m,
V 16 n, U 1 7 ·Kan, as shown in diagram 2.
a
· Referring now to the ~gure of the Tablet on th~ back - b- - c- ·
wall of Altar Casa No 3, forn1ing the frontispiece of Stephen's - - - - .
"Central America," Vol. II, we see that there are four columns _ d_ _x_
of characters on each side. At the bottom of the second col- m
n
un1n of the right side we find our character a, and at the top Kan. - of columns three and four our characters b and c precisely as I - - - - - - '2.- - _ _ _ !
they should follow according to our theory.
Turning again to our Plate IX and going over the entire inscription in
this way, taking two columns together, thus, AB, CD, EF, ST, UV, and :
WX, we shall find frequent repetitions of such combinations, not to be
found in any other way. The full force of this statement cannot be understood except by a thorough and careful study of the plate. If I am cor-
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rect in this opinion we will thereby be enabled to determine some doubtful
chara~ters, as, for example, that F 7, E 8 are the same as S 1, T 1, &c.
According to this theory, the lines and columns in the middle portion
of the Tablet should he read from the left to the right along the lines until
a column is reached, and th~n down the column thus: G, H, I, K, to L, and
then down the L column; down the 0 column then P and Q. Now, let us
test this : In 0 3 we see the hand of our character m, although the loop is to
the right. If it is the same as _m, then P 1 should be our n; but the character as given by Catherwood is too imperfect to see any resemblance. But
if we turn toW aldeck's plate or Dr. Ran's copy (Palen que Tablet, p. 33, Fig.
7), we see the head and protruding tongue characteristic of character n.
These facts, I think, are ·sufficient to establish the correctness of 1ny
theory.
The lines and dots at the left and on the top of the characters I am
satisfied-are nun1erals having the sa1ne signification as those in the Manuscript-that is, a single dot 1; two dots, 2, and so on; a single line, 5; two
lines, 10, and so on. Those on the top of the characters I think correspond
with the red numerals in the Manuscript, for if we examine them we find
none of then1 exceed thirteen. Those on the side I think refer in some
cases to the number of the month, in others to the day of th~ month or the
· nutnber of the day. · Where the character is the symbol of a day, and has
numerals also on top,' those on the side I think refer to the nun1ber of the
month, as they never exceed 18. When the character is the symbol of a
month, then, they denote the day of the n1onth, as we see that in some cases
they exceed 18, but never exceed 20. Where the character is the symbol
of a day and has numerals at the side only, these I think denote the number
of the day, as they never exceed 13. The little balls and lo0ps at the
bottom, and also the loops so frequent at the left side, ~nd occasionally
found on the top of the characters, have been, and to a certain extent are
yet, a profound mys.tery; but a careful study of the little loops at the left
side, and also of part of those at the top, will show that they have no signification whatever, but are left to fill out the squares and to forn1 snpports
or guards to the little ball (or balls)-or numeral character for 1 (or 2)-in
connection with which they are chiefly used. If we examine the inscrip-
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tion carefully; we shall find that they are never placed at the left where the
outer or left line of the numeral character is 3, 4, or 5. On the contrary,
they are always (with two exceptions) present where the left numeral line
is one-that is, a single dot-and occasionally where there are two.
The exceptions are R 2 and T 2; but an·examination of the tablet in the
National Museun1 shows very ,clearly that they have been broken off the
latter and that they w~re pr0bably originally -on the former. Why do they
accompany only those numerals with one or two -dots at the left and no
others~ My answer is, simply to complete the square. This will probably
explain the presence of small characters or irregular balls on the foreheads
of son1e of the heads. The loops and balls at the botton1 of the characters
probably have so'me particular sig_nification, as something similar is observed .
in the Manuscripts, as, for example, under the symbol for the month Pax.
I will now ask the reader to refer to Plate IX, representing the tablet.
He will observe on each side. and near to the upright of the cross two characters-four in all, two in the column marked }1 and two in that marked
N. ·He is aware, from what has been shown in the previous part of this
paper, that in the Tro. Manuscript each division of the plates, or each
compartn1ent, has at the left a colun1n of days, usually five in nun1ber,
·though in a few instances there are but four. The four symbols by the
cross I think are for precisely the same purpose as ~hese day columns, and
that the nurneral five, at the side of each, probably corresponds .with that
placed over the colun1ns. As the upper left-hand character (M 1) is Ezanab,
the equivalent of Chinax in the Chiapan calendar, which, according to
Veytia's list, is one of the year-bearers, we 1night presume the four represent the four year-bearers, Votan, Lambat, Been, and Chinax, or their Maya
equivalents Akbal, Lamat, Been, and E _zanab. But one objection to this supposition is that the lower character at the right (N 2) does not correspond
with the syn1bol of either of these days, but appears to be the same as (B
10) on the left slab, which is probably Ci~i of the M~ya or ·Tox of the
Chiapan list of days. But in these four characters Catherwood, usually so
accurate, appears to be at fault, and Waldeck correct.
Turning now to th.e general inscription on the left and right, I _will
endeavor to pick out and nan1e the day characters, first notifying the reader

•
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that there are two classes of these, one .with numerals at the left side only,
the other with numerals both above and at the side.
The little loops are not counted as units except when I am satisfied
from an exa1nination of the right slab in the museum that they denote
spaces from which the balls have fallen. Where I atn satisfied the character represents a day, but cannot determine what day, this fact will be indicated by an interrogation-point; the names in reference to which I arn in .
considerable doubt will also be followed by an interrogation-point. The
capital letters .with numbers attached are given to locate the characters by
Dr. Ran's scheme. .
Days indicated on the Tablet, with the·i r accompanying numerals.
B 10. The day 5 Cimi.
· B 16. The day 13 - - t
0 9. The day 13 1\fanik t
D 1. The day ? Chuen,? month.
D 5. The day 9 Ohuen, 2d month.
D 13. The day 12 Uhuen, ? month.
E 10. The day 7 Chuen, 2d month.
F 11. The day 3 - - ? (Oc.?).
F 15. The day 7 Ohuen, 13th_month.
L 7. The day 8 - - ?, 12th month.
E 5. The day 11 Chuen, 2d ? month.
s 4. The day 5 - - t
s 11. The day ? Lama~.
s 14. The day 2 - - t
T 2. The day 11 Kan.
T 10. The day 6 - - t
T 17. The day 8 Ahau.
u 7. The day 3 Ezanab.
U 10. The day 5 Ahau t
v 7. The day 11 - - t
V 12. The day 5 - - t
w 1. The day 4 Chuen, 17th month.
X 5. The day 2 Ymix.
X 10: The day 7 Kan.
X 14. The day 3 Eb, 11th month.

It'

0

..

16.
2.
11.
0.
11.
1.
9.
10.
12.
1.
1.
s 6.
S 12.
S 15.
T 8.
T 14.
u 3.
u 8.
U 17.
V 10.
V 13.
W15.
X 6.
X 11.
' R 2.
A
0
U
D
D
E
E
F
F
G
0

The day 1 Ahau.
The day 8--?.
The day 10-- t
The day 4 Ahau.
The day 8 - ? (Eb?).
The day 9 l\ianik t
The day 9 l\'lanik ?.
The day 10 - - t
The day 9 1\-lanik ?.
The day 9 - - t
The day 8 Muluc.
The day 5 Chuen, 14th month.
The day 3 Chuen, 9th montl1.
The day 6 Ohuen, 3d month.
The day 1Kan.
The day 10-- t
The day 1 Chuen, 18th month.
The day 10? Ohuen, 18th month.
The day 5Kan.
The day
? Chuen, 3<1 month.
The day 6 Chuen, 16th month.
The day 8 Chuen, 2d month.
The day 1 Ohuen, 1st month.
The day 4 Ohuen, 7tlJ. montll.
The day 11 Ohuen, 6th month.

Of this list, T 10, T 14, and V 7 may represent the month Xul instead
of a day. It is possible that 0 5 (8 Oauac ~), F 6 (2 Oauac ), and U 2 (9
Oauac) should be added to the list as representing the days noted in parenthesis. The day Ohuen appears to be much oftener indicated than any
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other. We shall also find that the s·ame thing is true in reference to one of
the months. I am in great doubt as to the character rendered Manik,
which here resembles the Greek tau. S 14 is probably the symbol of
Lamat.
On~ singular fact to be noticed is that the form of the Kan symbol-for example, U 17, as given in Dr. Rau's photograph-is more like Landa's
figure than the Kan symbol in the Tro Manuscript.
As I find no month characters in the Manuscript to· assist me in judging of the variations in form, and as I have not thoroughly studied those.
in the Codex, I feel greater uncertainty as to those found on the Tablet
than I do in regard to the day characters. Pax .seems to be the month
oftenest represented; in fact, but few others appear to be indicated. The
following characters I think represent this month:
C14, F5, R3, T 12, U14, V3, V8, W7, Xl, and X 15.
The following are also probably month symbols:
Fl, L9, T4, Ul, V17, Wll.
I am satisfied fron1 the presence of numerals that there are other day
and month symbols than those n1entioned, but on account of my doubt as
to which class they belong will not attempt now to decide.
If the reader will examine carefully the character V 14, e~pecially on
Dr. Rau'~ photograph, he will see that it is almost identical with that in the
Manuscript I have rendered pecuak "tortilla of n1aize" (see Fig. 64).
Comparing this with the large initial, we find but a slight difference
between the two; in the latter the comb-like figures are drawn down to the
sides and the loops are placed above. In this the form of the central oval
is not to be relied upon as strictly correct, as the lines are too freely
rounded; still we presume it is slightly different from the little upper circle
in V 14~ Supposing the Maya language to have been used, and the characters on the Tablet to have the same signification as sirnilar characters in
the Manuscript, we should find in this .initial sounds closely resen1bling
those in pecuak; as the bars are interlaced, I presume the first syllable should
be peck or pack. rrurning to Landa's Relacion (264), we find that "In the
month Pax they [the 1\fayas] ~elebrated a festival nan1ed Pacumchac, on which
occasion the chiefs apd priests of the inferior villages assembling with those of
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the more important towns, having joined together, they passed into the temple of Citchaccoh," &c. 1 If we interpret this character Pacumchac, we at once
find a satisfactory explanation of the repeated occurrence of the symbol tor
Pax in the inscription. From Landa's description, which is somewhat confused, I judge this was one of their chief festivals, but nothing appears in
his statement that accords with the scene on the middle slab. This~ however, cannot be properly urged as an objection to my rendering; first,
because there were doubtless n1any formalities which he does not mention;
.. second, because the eeren1onies of this festival as practiced. at Palenque
may
.
have been quite different from those observed by Landa; third, there are
some reasons for believing, even from Landa's words, that during this festival
petitions for rain and abundant crops were offered. I presurne als9 that
during this festival took place the rejoicing over the first fruits of the n1aize
harvest. I may as well state here as elsewhere that I do not think the
offering made by the priest on the right is an infant; the probability is that
it is . a dough image. Although· we ·see what appear to be the body and
limbs, we have to assume that the head wears a n1ask to believe it to be the
body of a child. If it is the figure of a child, then the scene represents a
special occasion when the sacrifice was n1ade to a vert some impending
danger. . Tl~e difference in the height of the two priests favor the idea that
the artist referred by his figures to particular persons, if not to a special
occasion. Finally, it is possible that although the inscription relates chiefly
to this festival others are also alluded to. But be this as it may, I have
reached my conclusion as to the rendering by legitimate steps.
The secona cotnpound character in the column is composed of three
parts, the two to the right, which are alike, resembling, in some respects,
the sy~ bol of I mix, and in others, if the marks can be trusted, the hieroglyph of Oauac and cu. We find almost precisely the same con1bination in
the right-~and (second) colutnn, Plate XX of the Manuscript, except that
the two similar parts ai e above the face. . The face in this case is almost
exactly like that I have interpreted Xamin, "north." What is also a little
significant, we find irnmediately below it the Pax or stone symbol just as
we do here.
1

I
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Another fact which should be taken into consideration is that U 2
appears to be identical with the two similar parts of this character. It
undoubtedly denotes a month or day. If a n1onth, it is impm:;sible for me
to determine which; if a day, it is undoubtedly Cauac, or the Chiapan
equivalent, Cahogh.
Turning to the middle plate between pages 158 and 159, Stephens's
Central America, Vol. I, we observe that the third group from the bottom
of the right colun1n appears to be substantially the same as this (A B 3).
Here the two characters at the right are placed one above the other and
appear to be Irnix symbols, and the head that of a monkey. There are
also some small additions not found in the other, but. allowance n1ust be
rna de for the fact that the characters on this statue are not so carefully
drawn as those on the Tablet.
T~e next character below (A B 4 ),-if we follow the rendering of the
first, will contain the sound p' ch-c, and A B 5 that of p' x. The next (A
B 6) I think is the symbol for Ohuen or contains the sound chu A B 7, I
am inclined to believe, is t~e symbol for likin or lakin, "east" or "rising sun."
A 10 refers to a vessel of. some kind, as I infer from the vase syn1bol
at the bottom. 0 13 probably represents a word or words with the sounds
ca-z' or z'-ca. Although F 2 has a central mark somewhat· resen1bling that
in Ik, I strongly suspect it to be the syn1bol for the month Muan.
In R 1 we see the bread symbol precisely as on the back of the dog,
Plate XXI, and in the n1iddle division, Plate III*, of the T!·o. Manuscript.
E 6, U 4, V 14, and X 12 probably denote tortillas of 1naize (ppec~tah).
I shall not attempt an explanation of the central scene, but will call
attention to a few points in reference to it.
Crosses of some form with birds on then1 .a re found in three or four of
the aboriginal manuscripts, a.s Plate III* of the Manuscript Troano, Plate
00 of the Dresden Codex, and in one or two of the Mexican Codices. It is
true none of them are so regular or so true as this, but they are evidently
intended as representations of the cross and to symbolize the same general
idea. Certain characteristics belong to all of them, as follows: First, they
arise out of something that has life, as an animal or person; second, a vegetable growth therefrom, as a tree; third, the knobs at the ends of the arms,
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possibly indicating stars as emblematic of the heavens; and, fourth, the
bird at the top. In this (the Palanq ue Tablet) we see at the base the head
of son1e fabulous reptile, notwithstanding the opinion q noted in Dr. Rau's
paper to the contrary. The appendages at the right and left just above the
head are probably intended for fore limbs. By looking carefully at the
upright we observe little knots on the sides opposite each other, indicating
the nodes as marked on the figures of trees in the Manuscript.
Referring to the middle plate between pages 156 and 157, Stephens's
Central America, Vol. I, we observe on the back of the statue an abridged
type of the Palenque cross. Here we see the same broad nose, the rows
of teeth, and the spiral lines representing eyes, but we would never imagine
it represented a head but for what we see on the Palanque Tablet.
The arms issue from the upper portion of the head; the knobs are represented by balls along the arms .without stems; and the bird is changed
into a human figure with wings and a little bird head.

I

APPENDICES.
APPENDIX NO. 1.

Extracts from the '' Relacion de Cos as de Yucatan" of Diego de Landa, in relation to the festivals of the supplementary or closing days of the year.
§§XXXV-XXXVII (pp. 21D-226).

En qualquiera fiesta o solemnidad que esta gente hazian a sus dioses,
comenc;avan sit-mpre del echar de si al detnonio para mejor la hazer. Y el
echarle unas vezes eran con oraciones y bendiciones que para ello tenian,
otras con servicios y offrendas y sacrificios que le hazian por esta razon.
Para celebrar la solemnidacl de su afio nuevo esta gente con mas regocijo y
n1as dignamente, segun sn desventurada opinion, tomavan los cinco dias
aciagos que ellos tenian portales antes del prin1ero dia de su afio nuevo y
en ellos hazian muy grandes servicios a los Bacabes de arriba y al demonio
que llamavan por otros quatro nornbres como a ellos, es a saber [{an-uUayeyab, Chac-u- Uayeyab, Zac-u- Uayeyab, Ek-u- Uayeyab. Y estos servicios y
fiestas acab~das y alanc;ado de si, como veremos, el demonio, comenc;avan
su afi.o nuevo.

§ XXXV.-Fiestas de los dias aciagos. Sacrijicios del principia del afio nuevo
en la letra de J(an.
Uso era en todos los pueblos de Yucatan tener hecho dos montones de
piedra uno en frente de otro, a la entrada del pueblo, por todas las quatro
partes del pueblo, es a saber a oriente, poniente, septentrion y n1edio dia,
para la celebracion de las dos fiestas de los dias aciagos los quales hazian
desta manera cada afio.
El afio que la letra don1inical era de [{an era el aguero Hobnil, y segun
14
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ellos dezian, reynavan ambos a la parte del medio dia. Este afio pues
hazian una in1agen o figura hueca de barro del dmnonio que llan1avan
Kan-u- Uayeyab, y llevavanla a los montones de piedra seca que tenian
hechos ala parte de medio dia. Elegian un principe del pueblo, en cuya
casa se celeb_rava estos dias esta fieste, y para celebrarla hazian una estatua
de un demonio que llamavan Bolon-Zacab, al qual ponian en casa del principal, adere9ado en un Ingar publico y que todos pudiessen llegar.
Esto hecho se juntavan los senores y el sacerdote y el pueblo de los
hotnbres 1 y teniendo lin1pio y con arcos y frescuras adere9ado el camino
hasta ellugar de los rnontones de piedra donde estava la estatua, ivan todos
juntos por ella 0on mucha de su devoclon: llegaclos la sahumava el sacerdote
con quarenta y nueve granos de maiz molidos con su encienso y ellos lo
repartian en el brasero del demOI1io y le suamavan. Llamavan al maiz
molido solo zacah, y a .lo de los senores chahalte. Sahun1avan la imagen,
degollavnn una gallina y se la presentavan o offrecian.
Esto hecho metian la imagen en un palo llamado Kante y punendole
acuestas un angel en senal de· agua y que este ano a via de ser bneno, y
estos angeles pintavin y hazian espantables; y assi la llevavan con mncho
regocijo y vailes a la ·casa del principal donde estava la otra estatua de
Bolonzacab. Sacavan de casa deste principal a los senores y al sacerdote al
can1ino una bevida hecha de COCO y XV granos de maiz tostados que
llaman Picula J(akla y bevian todos della; llegados a la casa del principal,
ponian esta imagen en frente de la estatua del demonio que alii tenian, y
assi le hazian n1uchas offrendas de comidas bevidas de carney pescado, y
estas offrendas repartian a los estrangeros qu.e alii se hallavan y davan al
sacerdote una pierna de venado.
Otros derramavan sangre, cortando~e las orejas, y untando con ella
una piedra que alii tenian de un den1onio J(anal-Acantun. Haz!an un
cor,azon de pan, y otro pan con pepitas de calaba9as y offrecianlos a la
in1agen del demonio Kan-u- Uayeyab. Tenianse assi esta estatua y imagen
estos dias aciagos, y sahumavanla con su encienso y con los maizes molidos
con encienso. Tenian creido si no hazian estas cerimonias avian de tener
ciertas enfern1edades que ellos tienen en este ano. Passados estos dias
acia.gos llevavan la estatua del demonio Bolonzacab al templo y la imagen a
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la parte del oriente para ir alli otro afio por ella, y echavan la ay, y ivanse
a sus casas a entender en lo que les dava a cada uno que hazer para Ia celebracion del afio nuevo.
Dexando con las cerimonias hechas, echado el demonio, segun su engano, este afio tenian por bueno, porque reynava con la letra Kan el BacabHobnil, del qual dezian no avia peccado con1o sus hermanos y por esso no
les venian miserias en el. Pero porque muchas verzes las avia, proveyo el
demonio de que le hiziessen servicios paraque assi quando las uviesse,
hechassen la culpa a los servicios o servidores y quedassen siempre enganados y ciegos.
Mandavales pues hiziessen un idolo que llamavan Yzamna-Kauil y
que la pusiessen en su templo, y que le quernassen ·en el patio del templo
tres pelotas de una leche o resina que llaman kilc y que le sacrifi.cassen un
perro o un hombre, lo qual ellos hazian, guardando la orden que en el capitulo ciento dixe, tenian con los que sacrificavan, salvo que el modo de
sacrificar en esta fiesta era diferente, porque hazian en. el patio del templo
un gran mouton de piedras y ponian el hombre o perro que avian de sacrificar, en alguna cosa mas alta .que el, y echando atado al patiente de lo alto
a las piedras le arre bata van aq uellos officiales y con gran presteza le saca van
el corazon y lo llevavan al nuevo idolo y se le ofrecian entre dos platos.
Ofrecian otros dones de comidas yen esta fiesta vailavan las viejas del pueblo
que para esto tenian elegidas, vestidas de ciertas vestiduras. Dezian que
descendia un angel y recibia este sacrificio.

§ XXXVI.-Sacrificios del m'io nuevo de la letra M uluc.

Bailes de los Zancos

Otro de 1as vie}as con perros de barro.

El afio en que la letra dominical era Muluc era el aguero Canzienal.
Y a su tiempo elegian los senores y el sacerdote un principal pqra hazer la
fiesta, el qual elegido hazian la imagen del demonio como la del afio passado,
a la qual llama van Ohac-u- Uayeyab y llevavanla a los montones de piedra
de hazia la parte del oriente donde avian echado la passada. IIazian una
estatua al demonio llamado I(inch-Ahau, y ponianla en casa del principal en
lugar conveniente y desde alii, teniendo muy limpio y adereyado el camino,
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ivan todos juntos con su acostumbrada devocion por la imagen del dernonio
Chac-u- Uayeyab.
Llegados la sahunrava el sacerdote con LIII granos de maiz molidos y
con su encienso, a lo qualllaman zacah. Dava el sacerdote a los senores
que pusiessen en el brasero mas encienso de lo que llamanros chahalte, y
despues degollavanle la gallina, como al passado, y tornando la in1agen en
un palo llamado Chacte, la llevavan accompanadola todos con devocion y
vailando unos vailes d~ guerra que Haman Holcan-Okot, Batel-Okot. Sacavan
al camino a los senores y principales su bevida de CCC y LXXX rnaizes
tostados como la de atras.
Llegados a casa del principal ponian esta irnagen en frente de la estatna
de I{inch-Ahau y hazianle todas sus ofrendas, las quales repartian como las
demas. Ofreeian a la irnagen pan hecho como yenras de uevos, y otros
con1o cora<;ones de venados, y otro hecho con su pinrienta desleida. Avia
muchos que derramavan sangre, cortandose las orejas, y nntando con la
sangre la piedra. que alli tenian del dernonio que llan1avan Chacan-cantun.
Aqui tomavan n1ochachos y les sacavan sangre por fuer<;a de las orejas,
dandoles en elias cuchilladas. Tenian esta estatua y imagen hasta passados
los dias aciagos, y entre tanto qnen1avanle sus enciensos. Passados los
dias, llevavan la irnagen a echar a la parte del norte por ay donde otro afio
la avian de salir a recibir, y la otra al templo, y despt1es ivanse a sus casas
a en tender en el aparejo de su afio nuevo. A vi on de temer, si no hazian,
las cosas dichas, mucho rnal de ojositos.
Este afio en que la letra M uluc era domini cal y el Bacab Canziemal
reynava, tenian por bnen afio, ca dezian que Cjra este el n1ejor y mayor
destos dioses Bacabes; y ansi le ponian en sus oraciones el prin1ero. Pero
con todo eso, les hazia el dernonio hiziessen un idolo llamado Yax-coc-Ahmut,
y que lo pusiessen en el templo y quitassen ,las imagenes antiguas, y hiziessen en el patio de delante del tenrplo un bulto de piedra en el qual quemassen
de su encienso, y una pelota de la resina o leche kik, haziendo alli oracion
al idolo, y pidiendole remedio para las n1iserias que aquel afio tenian; las
quales eran poca agua, y echar los n1aizes n1uchos hijos y cosas desta manera; para cuyo remedio, les n1andava el demonio ofrecerle hardilla~ y un
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parmnento sin labores; el qual texessen las viejas ·que tienen por officio el
bailar en el ternplo para aplacar a Yax-Coc-Ahrnut.
Ten ian otras n1uchas n1iserias y malos sen ales, aunq ue era bueno el
arro, sino hazian los servicios que el den1onio les mandava; lo qual era
hazer una fiesta y en ella vailar un vaile en 1nuy altos zancos y ofrecerle
cabe<;as de pavos y pan y bevidas de 1naiz; avian de ofrescerle perros hechos
de b~1rro con pan en las espaldas y avian de vailar con ellos en las n1anos las
viejas y sacrificarle un perrito que tuviesse las espanaldas negras y fuesse
virgen, y los devotos dellos avian de derramar su sangre y untar la piedra
de Chaca-canhm demonio con ella. Este servicio y sacrificio tenian por
agradable a su dios Yax-Coc-..A.hmut.

§ XXXVII.-Sacrijicios delano nuevo de la letra Yx. Pronosticos malos y modo
de remediar sus efectos.

El afio en que la letra dorninical era Y x y el aguero Zacciui, hecha la
eleccion del principal que celebrasse la fiesta, hazian la imagen del den1oniol
llamaclo Zac-~t- Uayeyab y llevavanla a los n1ontones de piedra de la parte
del norte, don de el afio passado la a vi an echado I-Iazian una estatua a,
demonio l ...zamna y ponianla en casa del principal, y todos juntos, y el camino
adera<;ado, ivan devotamente por la imagen de Zac-'U- Uayeyab. Llegados la
sahumavan con1o lo solian hazer, y degollovan la gallina y puesta la in1agen
en un palo llatnado Zachia, la tryan con su devocion -y bailes los quales
llaman Alcabtan-J(amahau. Traian les la bevida acostumbrada al camino y
llegados a casa ponian esta imagen delante la estatua de Yzamna y alii le
offrecian todas sus offrendas, y las repartian, y ala estatua de Zac-u- Uayeyab ofrescian una cabe<;a de un pavo, y en1panados de codornices y otras
cosas y sn bevida.
Otros se sacavan sangre y untavan con ella la piedra del demonio ZacAcantun y tenianse assi los idolos los elias que avia hasta el afio nuevo, y
saumavanlos con sus saumerios basta que llegado dia postrero llevavan a
Yzamna al templo y a Zac-'u- Uayeyab a la parte del poniente a echarle por
a y para recibirla otro afio.
as miserias que tenian este afio si eran negligentes en estos sns servicios eran cles1nayos y amortecimientos y 1nal de ojas. Tenianle por ruy~

el
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afio de pan, y bueno de algodon. Este afio en que la letra do1ninical era
Yx, y el Bacab Zacciui reynava, tenian por ruyn ano, porque dezian avian
de tener en el rniserias n1uchas ca dezian avian de tener gran falta de agua,
y muchos soles, los quales avian de secar los mai~ales, de que se les seguiria
gran hambre, y de la hamhra hurtos, de hurtos esclavos, y vender a los que
los hiziessen. Des to se les a vi an de seguir discordias y guerras entre si
propios o con otros pueblos. Dezian tambien avia de aver mudanc;a en el
mando de los senores o de los sacerdotes, por razon de las guerras y discordias.
Tenian tambien un pronostico de que algunos de los que quisiessen ser
senores no prevalescerian. Dezian ternian tambien langosta, y que se
despoblarian n1uchos de sus pueblos de hambre. Lo que el demonio les
mandava hazer para remedio destas miserias las quales todas o algunas dellas
entendian les vernian era hazer un idolo que llamavan Cinch-Ahau Y zamna,
y ponerle en el templo, donde le hazian muchos saumerios y n1nchas ofrendas
y oraciones y derramarnientos de su sangre, con la qual untavan la piedra
de Zac-Acantun de1nonio. Hazian muehos vailes y vailavan las viejas como
solian, y en esta fiesta hazian de nuevo un oratorio pequefio al demonio, o
le renovavan, y en el se junta van a hazer sacrificios y offrendas al demonio,
y a hazer una solemne boracbera todos; ca era fiesta general y obligatoria.
A via algunos san tones que de su voluntad, y por su devocion hazian otro
idolo como el de arriba y le ponian en otros templo~, donde se hazian ofrendas
y borachera. Estas boracheras y sacrificios tenian por mu y gratos a sus
idolos, y por ren1edios para librarse de las 1niserias del pronostico .

. § XXXVlll.-Sacrijicios del aiio nuevo en la letra Cauac
su remedio en el baile del fuego.

Pronosticos malos y

El afio que la letra dominical era Cauac y el aguero Hozanek, hecha la
elecion del principal, para celebrar la fiesta hazian la imagen del dernonio
llamado Ekuvayeyab, y lleva vanla a los montones de piedra de la parte del
poniente, donde el afio passado la avian echado. Hazian tmnbien una estatua
a nn den1onio llamado Uacmitun-Ahau, y ponianla en casa del principal
en Iugar conveniente, y desde alii ivan todos juntos allugar donde Ia i agen
de Ekuvayeyab estava, y ten ian el can1ino para ello 1nuy aderec;ado; llegados
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a ella saumavanla el sacerdote y los senores, como solian y degollavanle la.
gallina. Esto hecho, tomavan la imagen en un palo que llamavan Yaxek, y
ponianle acuestas ala imagen una cal.abera y un hombre n1uerto y en cima
un paxaro cenicero llamado kuch, en senal de mortandad g~ande, ca por muy
mal ano tenian este.
Llevavanla despues desta manera, con su sentimiento y devocion, y
bailando algunos vailes, entre los quales vailavan uno como cazcarientas y
assi le llamavan ellos Xibalba-Okot, que quiere dezir baile del demonio
Llegavan al carnino los escancianos con la bevida de los senores, la qual
bevida llevavan al Ingar de la estatua Uacmitun-Ahau, y poniale alii en
frente la imagen que traian. Luego cornenc;avan sus ofrendas, saumerios
y oraciones, y n1uchos derramavan la sangre de 1nnchas partes de su cuerpo,
y con ella untavan la piedra del demonio llamado Ekel-Acantun, y assi
passavan estos elias aciagos, los quales passados,. llevavan a liacmitun-A.hau
al ten1plo, y a Ekuvayeyab a la parte de medio dia, para recibirla otro ano.
Este afio en que la letra era Cauac y reynava el Bacab-Hozanek tenian,
al1ende de la pronosticada mortandad, por ruyn, por que dezian les avian
los n1uchos soles de matar los maizales, y comer las rnuchas hormigas lo que
smnbrassen y los paxaros, y porque esto no seria en todas partes avria en
algunos con1ida, la qual avrian con gran trabajo. Haziales el dmnonio para
remedio destas meserias hazer quatro demonios llamados Chicchac-Chob, EkBalam-Chac, A chan- Uolcab, A.hbuluc-Balam, y ponerlos en el templo donde
los suamavan con sus saumerios, y les ofrecian dos pellas de una leche o
resina de un arbol que Haman kik, para quemar y ciertas iguanas y pan y
uoo mitra y un n1anojo de flores; y una piedra preciosa de las suyas. Den1as
desto, para le celebracion desta fiesta, hazian en el patio una grande boveda
de madera, y henchianla de lena por lo alto y por los lados, dexandole en ellos
puertas para poder entrar y salir. Tomavan despues los mas hombres de
hecho sendos manojos de unas varillas muy secas y largas atadas, y puesto
en lo alto de la lena un cantor, cantava y hazia son con un atambor de los
suyos, vailavan los de abaxo todos con n1ucho concierto y devocion, entrando
y saliendo por las puertas de aquella boveda de n1adera, y assi vailavan
hasta.la tarde, qus dexando alii cada uno su manojo, se ivan a sus casas a
descansar y comer.
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En anocheciendo volvian y con ellos mucha gente, porque entre ellos
esta cerin1onia era muy estimada y tomando cada uno su hacho lo encendiafi
y con ellos cada uno por su parte pega~an fuego ala lena la qual ardia 1nucbo
y se quemava presto. Despues de hecho toda braza, la allanavan y tendian
Inuy tendida y juntos los que avian bailado, avia algunos, que se ponian a
passar descal9os y desnudos como ellos andavan por encima de aqnella
braza de una .parte a otra y passavan algunos sin lesion, otros abra9ados, y
otros medio quemados, y en esto creian estava el remedio de sus miserias
y 1nalos agueros, y pensavan era este su servicio n1uy agradable a ~us dioses.
Esto hecho se ivan a bever y hazerse cestos, ca assi lo pedia la costu1ubre
de la fiesta, y el calor del fuego.

APPENDIX NO.

2.

[Quotation from an article by Senor Melgar.]

"In the third volun1e and the first ~ISS. in this volume, now in the
Borgian Museum in the College of Propaganda at Ron1e, page 43, vvill
clearly be seen the four stations of the year. On the right hnnd of upper
side we see a genius or being, from whose n1outh a flower proceeds, and
joined to the left foot there is the sign of the Hare, whose appearance represents the season of rutting, the above-said, being a genius, fecundates the
frog-a symbol of the earth among the Toltecs and Aztecs. It is coiled up
within a serpent or dragon, undoubtedly Serapis, and from its rings CO!ne
forth innumerable Phalli. Fron1 this proceeds the Co~1nogonic idea of. the
union of Uranus and Gea, which is the Spring Equinox. Below this (in
the MSS.) is another sketch representing the stunmer solstice. The painted
figure is that of a negro, and the hare at its left foot has its mouth open,
panting with the heat; behind it are fruits and flowers, and also are se...en
the folds of the aforesaid serpent. The sketch which follows this one shows
on the left the Autun1nal Equinox. The figure is extended over a cross, the
hare which comes fortJ1 from its ear is afflicted with pustules or pox. Under
this figure is a skull likewise in the folds of the serpent before mentioned.
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In the last picture, which is on the upper left hand, is the Winter. Solstice.
From the ear of the figure comes forth a snake or the evil genius; fron1 its
mouth proceeds the sign for earthquake, likewise inclosed in the folds of a
great serpent; and in all the pictures there is the eagle, the next constellation to Serpentarius."

APPENDIX NO.

3.

Translation of Landa's description of the festivals held in the different months
of the year. 1

N OTE.-The order of the translation is in accordance with the rnonths
of the Maya year, cotnmencing with Pop instead of with the 1Oth day
of Chen. The different n1onths are here numbered by the letters of the
alphabet.
COM:\1ENCEMENT OF THE MAYA YEAR-FIRST DAY OF 'l'HE MONTH POP.

A.-The first day of Pop comrnenced the first month of these Indians;
it was the first day of their new year and of a very solemn feast with then1;
for it was general, all took part in it and all the people assembled to feast
in honor of their gods. In order to celebrate it with greater ostentation,
they renewed on this day the articles which they made use of, such as
dishes, cups, pedestals, ba~kets, old cloths, and stuffs with which 'they covered their idols. They swept their houses and threw all the dirt and old
utensils into the highway without the place, and nobody, had they the
greatest need of it, dared to touch it. In order to prepare themselves for
this feast, the princes and priests, also the nobility, con1n1enced to fast and
previously to abstain from their wives; this included also those who wished
to show their devotion, and they gave to it all the tin1e they thought proper;
there were some who fasted three n1onths in advance, others two, and others,
according to their ·fancy, as long as it pleased them, but never less than
thirteen days.
To these thirteen days of abstinence from their wives, they added that
r Relacion, pp. 240-310.
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of taking neither salt nor spice with their meat, which they regarded as a
great privation. At this time they elected the officers ( Ohacs) who assisted
the priests; he prepared for then1 a large quantity of little balls of incense
on small boards, which the pr~ests kept for this purpose in order that those
who had fasted should burn them before their idols. 11 hose who had once
commenced this fast took great care not to break it, believing that, if they
did, son1e misfortune would fall on them or their houses on account of that
violation.
The .first day of the new year having arrived, all the men assembled
in the court of the temple, but men alone; for, on any occasion, if the
feast or sacrifice was celebrated in the temple, the women were not allowed
to assist in it, with the exception of the old women who came to dance;
but at the other banquets, which were held in other places, the women were
allowed to be present. On this occasion the men came orn,amented and
painted with their colors, after having washed from themselves the grease
with which they were covered during their fast. All being assembled with
the offerings of n1eat and drinks which they had brought,-also a great
quantity of wine, newly ferrnented, the priest purified the temple and seated
himself in the center of the court, clothed in pontifical garments and having beside him a brazier and tbe balls of incense. The Chacs took their
places at the four corners, extending fron1 one to the other ·a new cord, beneath the center of which all those must enter who had fasted, in order to
dispel the ·evil spirit spoken of in Chapter XCVI.
The evil spirit once driven out, all devoted then1selves to prayer while
the chaces (sic) kindled the new fire; they burnt the incense before the
idols, the priest co1nmencing by casting his own ball into the brazier; the
rest followed, each according to his rank, to receive the balls from the hand
of the priest, who gave them with n1uch gravity and devoutness, as if he
was giving thetn valuable relics; then one after the other cast them slowly
.into the brazier, waiting ui1til it wa.s consu1ned.
After this ceremony they feasted upon all the offerings and presents of
food, drinking the wine after their custom, as usual, until-they had consun1ed it all. This was their feast of the new year, and the solemnity with
which they believed themselv(js to render it perfectly agreeable to their
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idols. During the month Pop, there were also some of the most devout
men who continued to celebrate this feast with their friends, such as the
nobles and priests, they being, before others, always the -J;irst in the rejoicings and festivities.
B.-During the month Uo, the priests, the medicine-men, and the sorcerers, which were all the same, commenced, by fasting and other acts of
piety, to prepare for the celebration of another feast which the hunters -and
fishermen celebrated on the seventh day of the n1onth Zip; each of them
celebrated it on his own day on his part, the priests being the first. They
gave to this feast the name of Pocam. I-Iaving assembled, covered with
their ornaments, at the house of the chief, they first dispelled the evil spirits
as before; they then uncovered their books and laid them open on a carpet
of leaves which they had prepared for this purpose. They then invoked
with great devotion a god called Cinchau- Yzarnna, who had, they said, been
the first priest; they offered him divers presents and burnt before him in
tho new fire some balls of incense. During this tin1e others diluted in a
vessel a little verdigris and pure water, which they said was brought from
a wood in which no woman had ever penetrated; they n1oistened with it
the leaves of their books in order to cleanse them; this finished, the most
learned of the priests opened a book in which he examined the on1ens of the
year, which he announced to all those who were present. He then talked
to them for a short time, advising them as to what they should do to prevent these evil things, and announced the same feast for the next year to
the priest or noble who was to celebrate it; if he should die in the mean
time, it devolved upon his son to celebrate it in his place. When this was
..concluded, all feasted together upon the food and offerings of drinks, drinking like wine-bibbers. Thus was completed the feast, during which they
executed a dance called Okot- Dil.
C.-The following day, the n1edicine-men and sorcerers assembled with
their wives ·at the house of one of their number. The priests expelled the
evil spirit; after which they opened their medicine-bags, in which they
kept a number of charms, and, each in particular, son1e little images of tho
goddess of medicine, which they called Ixchel, whence the nmne of the fes-
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tival, Ihcil-Ixchel; also some little stones used in their sorceries, called am.
Then they invoked in their prayers, with great devotion, the gods of medi ·
cine, Yzmnna, Cit-Bolon~Tun, and Ahau-Charnahez, while the priests burned
i.n their honor the incense which they cast into the brazier of the new fire,
and which the Chacs smeared with a blue color resembling the eolor of the
books of the priests. This done, each one gathered up his valuables, and,
loaded with their bundles, they executed a dance called Chan-tun-yab. The
dance having terminated, the men seated themselves on one side and the
women on the other; they then arranged the day for the feast ·of the next
year, and all made the usual banquet on the offerings and drinks, intoxicating
themselves, trying each to exceed the other. The priests alone, it is said,
ashamed of joining with them on this occasion, put aside their share of the
wine, in order to drink it at their ease and without any witnesses.
The preceding day the hunters gathered together at one of their houses,
where they brought their wives with them; the priest$ can1e also, and after
having driven away the evil spirit, as usual, they placed in the center of
the house the preparatives necessary to the sacrifice of incense and the new
fire, with the blue color. The hunters worshiped with devotion the gods
of the chase, Acanu.rn, Zu-huy-Zip, Tabai, ·and others, and distributed the
incense, which they then threw into the brazier. While they were burning,
each one took an arrow and a deer's head, which the Chacs had painted
blue; and thus adorned sorne danced, holding each other's hand, while
others pierced their ears or tongue, passing through the holes which they
made in them seven leaves of an herb called Ac. This completed, first the
priests, and afterward the officers of the feast, presented the offerings, then
they began to dance, drinking wine until they were intoxicated.
The next day it was the fishermen's turn to celebrate -the feast, which
they did in the same n1anner as the others, except that in place of the deer
heads, they painted their fishing in1plements; they did not pierce their ears,
but cut around them, after which they performed a dance called Chohorn.
After this, they consecrated a large tree, which they left standing upright.
When this feast was finished in the cities, it was the custon1 of the
nobles to celebrate i~ with a large crowd at the sea-shore, where they held
a great fishing expedition with rejoicings of every kind; for they carried
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with them a large quantity of lines and fish-hooks with other implements
for fishing. The gods w hon1 they then invoked as their patrons were
Ahkak-Nexoi, Ahpua, Ahcitz, and Amalcwn.
D.-During the month of Tzoz the apiarists prepared for the celebration of their feast of Tzec; but although the principal preparation was fasting, only the priests and the officers who were to assist him were compelled
to fast, all the rest being voluntary.
E.-The n1onth Tzec. The day of the feast having arrived, they
congregated at the house of him who celebrated it, and performed all
that they usually did at the other feasts, except that they shed no blood.
Their patrons were the Bacabs, and especially Hobnil. They then made
great offerings, particularly to the four Chacs, to whom they presented four
plates covered with figures of honey, in order to obtain it in abundance by
means of this feast. They finished, as usual, with a perfect orgy, the
apiarists being by no n1eans sparing of their honey on this occasion.
F.-The month Xul. It has been seen in the tenth chaJ?ter how, after
the departure of I{ukulcan from Yucatan, there were son1e Indians who,
believing that he was carried t~ heaven with the gods, regarded him as a
god and built ten1ples in his honor and celeb~ated feasts, which they continued throughout the country until the destruction of Mayapan. After
this event, they celebrated them no longer except in the province of Mani;
but the other provinces, in recognition of what they owed to I(ukulcan,
presented to ~Iani by turns each year, son1etimes four and at other times
five magnificent banners of feathers, with which they solemnized the feasts,
not like the others, but in the following n1anner:
On the sixteenth day of the month of Xul all the lords and priests
of Mani assembled, and with them a large crowd, who joined with then1,
after having prepared for it by fast and penances. On the evening of this
day they departed in procession, with a large nu1nber of perforn1ers, from
the house of the prince and advanced slowly towards the temple of I(ukulcan, which they had previously ornamented. Having arrived, they repeated
thmi~ pra;Ters and placed

the banneTs ln'glJin the telllple; they exposed thejr

idols on a carpet of leaves.

•

Having then built the new fire, they burnt
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incense 1n 1uany places, making offerings of meat, cooked without pepper
or salt, and drinks made from beans and kernels of calabashes. The lords,
and also those who had observed the fast, passed five days and five nights
there without returning home-praying, burning copal, and executing sacred
dances. During this time the actors went to the houses of the nobles and
others, exhibiting their perforn1ances and reeeiving the gifts which were
offered to them. At the end of the five days they carried them all to the
temple, where they divided then1 among the priests and the dancers. After
this they resumed the banners and idols, which they carried back to the
mansion of the prince, fron1 which place each one returned home with
whatever he recovered. They sai~, and devoutly believed, that l{ukulcan
descended from heaven in person on the last day of the feast and received
the sacrifice, the presents, and offerings which they made to him. They
called this feast Chic- J(aban.
G.-The month Yaxkin. During this month they commenced to prepare, as was their custom, for a general feast, which was celebrated in Mol,
on a day designated by the priest in honor of all the gods; they called it
Oloh-Zab-J(am Yax. After the usual ceremonies and incensing which they
desired to do, they smeared with their blue paint all the instruments of
every profession, from those -used by the priests even to the spindles of the
women and the doors of their houses. On this occasion they painted the
children of both sexes with the same color; but, instead of smearing their
hands, they gave them each nine gentle raps on their knuckles, that they
n1ight be skillful in the professions of their fathers and mothers. As for the
little girls, an old woman brought them there, and for this reason they
called her Ixmol, that is to say, conductress. The conclusion of this ceremony was a grand orgy and banquet with the offerings which thoy had
presented, although it was understood that the devoted old woman was not
permitted to become intoxicated, lest she should lose on the road the plume
of her office.
H.-The .month Mol. During this n1onth the apiarists repeated the
feast which they had celebrated in the month Tzec, in order that the gods
n1ight cause the flowers to grow for the bees.
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One of the things that these wretched people regarded as the most
difficult and arduous was the fabrication of their idols of wood, which they
called making the gods. They had for this a particular time, which was this
month of Mol, or any other if the priest judged it proper to change it.
rrhose who wished to have it done consulted first the priest, and after
his advice went to seek the artists who occupied themselves with this profession; but, to whatever they said, these artists always excused them.selves,
because they were persuaded that one or another of their house might ·die,
or that it would suddenly bring upon them some disease of the heart. When
th_ey had accepted, the Chacs whom they chose for this purpose, also the
priest and the artist, con1n1er1Ced to fa~t. In the n1ean time those who had
ordered the idols went in person or sent a trusty person into the wood to
cut down the tree of which they n1ust be sculptured, and which was always
. cedar. When the wood was obtained they built a cabin of stubble well
closed, where they put the wood, with a large urn for inclosing the idols
during the time that they worked on them. They offered incense to four
gods, called Acantun, the images of which they placed at the four cardinal
points; they took also that which they used for scarifying their ears and
drawing blood from them, and also the instruments which they needed for
sculpturing their black divinities. Prepared in this manner, the priest, the
Chacs, and the artist shut themselves up in the hut and comn1enced the
sacred work, frequently cutting themselves, and smearing the idols with
their blood, and burning incense before them. They continued thus until
the work was finished, the n1emhers of their fan1ilies carrying food to them
with whetever was necessary to then1; but they could not during this time
approach their wives, and no one was admitted into the place where they
were incarcerated.
I.-Month Chen. According to what they said, they worked in great
fear while sculpturing the gods. As soon as the idols were completed a.nd
perfected, those who owned them gave to those who had made them the
most valuable presents possible, of birds, of venison, and of .money, in order
to pay them for their work. They took the idols fron1 the cabin where they
had been made and carried them into another cabin made of leaves, erected
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for this purpose in the court, where the priest consecrated them with n1uch
solemnity and fervent prayers, the artists having previously washed themselves from the soot with which they were covered as a sign of fasting, they
said, for all the time that they were at work. Having accordingly driven
away the evil spirit and burnt the consecrated incense, they placed the new
images in a flat basket, wrapped in linen, and carried then1 back to their
owner, who received them with much devotion.
The priest then addressed the artists for some time on the excellence of
their profession, that of making the new gods, and on the danger they incurred by working without regarding the rules of abstinence and fasting.
After this, they partook together of an abundant repast and drank n1ore
freely than usual.

.

IC.-The month Yax. In one of the two months Chen and Yax, whichever was selected by the priest, they celebrated a feast called Ocna, which
means the renovation of the temple in honor of the Chacs, whom they
regarded as the gods of the fields. In this feast they consulted the prognostics of the Bacabs, which is spoken of more at length in chapters OX III,
CXlV, CXV, and CXVI, and after the manner already mentioned. This
feaRt was celebrated every year. Besides, they renovated the idols of baked
earth ~ind their braziers; for it was the custom that each idol should have its
little brazier, in which was burned their incense, and, if it was found necessary, they built a new house or repaired the old one, taking care to place on
the wall an inscription con1memorating these things, written in their characters.
L.-rrhe month Zac. On one of the days of the month Zac, designated
by the priest, the hunters celebrated another feast similar to that which they
had celebrated in the month Zip. This took place at this time for the purpose of appeasing the anger of the gods against then1selves and their descendants, on account of the blood they had shed during the chase; for
they regarded as abon1inable all shedding of blood except in their sacrifices; also they never went to hunt without first invoking their idols and
burning incense before them; and if they afterwards succeeded, they
smeared their faces with the blood of their game.
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On another day, which came on ·the seventh Ahau, they celebrated a
very grand festival, which continued for three days, with incense-burning,
offerings, and a very respectable orgy; but as it was a movable feast the
priest took care to publish it in advance, in order that each one n1ight keep
a fast according to his duty.
l\f.-The month Mac. On another day in the J?Onth of Mac, the old
people, and especially the old men, celebrated a feast in honor of the Chews~
the gods of abundance, and also to Yzamna. Some days before, they performed the following cerernony, called in their language Tuppkak. Having
gathered together all the animals, such as reptiles. and beasts of the fields
- which they could find in the country, they assembled in the court of the temple, the Chacs, and the priests placing then1selves in the corners in order to
expel the evil spirit, according to the custon1, each of then1 having beside hi.m
· a pitcher filted with water, which was brought to him. Standing upright, in
the center, was an .enorn1ous bundle of small dry wood, with which they
kindled a fire after having thrown the incense into the brazier; while the
wood was burning, they tore .out, with emulation, the l~earts of the animals
and birds and cast them into the fire. If it had been hnpossible to obtain
large animals, such as tigers, lions, and alligators, they represented the
hearts of these by incense; but if they had them, they tore out their hearts
also and put then1 in the fire. As soon as all the hearts were consumed,
the Ohacs extinguished the fire with the water in the pitcher.
The object of this sacrifice and of the feast following was, also, to
obtain an abundance of water for their crops during the year. They celebrated this feast, however, in a different manner from the others; for in
this they did not fast, with the exception of the beadle of the confraternity,
who perforn1ed penance. On the day fixed upon for the celebration, all
the people assembled with the priest and the officers in the court of the
temple, where they had erected a ston~ platform, with steps for mounting,
suitably ornamented with leaves. The priest gave the incense, previously
prepared, to the beadle who ~urned in the brazier enough ·of it to dispel
ihe evil spirit. This done, with the accustomed devotion, they sn1eared the
first step ·of the platform with mire from a well or cistern, and the others
I
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with the blue color; they incensed it several times and invoked the Chacs
with prayers and ceremonies, offering them many gifts. At the close, they
rejoiced, eating and drinking the oblations, full of confidence in the result
of their invocations for this year.
N.-The month Muan. During the n1onth Muan the proprietors of the
cacao plantati~ns celebrated a feast in honor of the gods Ekchuah, Chac, and
Hobnil, who were their patrons. In order to solemnize it, they went to the
farm of one of their number, where they sacrificed a dog, bearing a spot of
the color of cacao. They burnt incense before their idols, offering them
igua'nas-those which were of a blue color; feathers of a particular bird;
also different kinds of gan1e. They gave to each one of the offi~ers a branch
with the fruit of the cacao. The sacrifice completed, they set themselves
to eating and drinking the offerings; but it is said that they perrnitted each
one to drink only three cups of their wine, and they could bring only the
necessary quantity. . They then returned to the house of the one who bore
the expenses ·of the feast, where they entertained themselves together.
0.-The month Pax. In the month Pax they celebrated a feast called
Pacum-Chac, on which occasion the nobles and priests of the inferior boroughs assembled with those from the more important villages. Thus united
they passed five nights in prayer in the temple of Cit-Chac-Coh, presenting
their sacrifices with incense, as has been seen at the feast of I{ukulcan in the
month of Xul, in November. Jn commencing these five days, they returned
together to the house of the general of their armies, whose title was Nacon,
of which I have spoken in Chapter OI. They bore him in great pomp to the
temple, burning incense before him like an idol, where they seated him.
Thus.they passed the five days, eating and drinking the offerings which they
had presented in the temple, and executing a dance sin1ilar to a war dance, .
to which they gave, in their language, the name of Holkan-Okot, which
means the dance of the warriors When the five days were passed everybody came to. the feast, which, as it concerned the affairs of war and hope
of obtaining the victory, was very solemn. ·
It was cotnmenced with the ceremonies al)d sacrifices of fire, of which
I have spoken in the festival in the month of !-fac. Then they expel the
evil spirit, as usual, which is done with much solemnity. This finished,
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they recon1menced their prayers, sacrifices, and incensing. While all these
things were going on the nobles and those who had accompanied them
replaced the Nacon on their shoulders and carried hirn in procession around
the temple. On their return the Chacs sacrificed a dog, tearing out its
. heart, which they presented to the idol, between two plates; each one
present then broke in pieces a large vessel filled with a drink, with whieh
the feast was completed. All then ate and drank the offerings whieh they
had brought, and, with mueh solemnity, but without the. usual incense, earried the N aeon back to his home.
There a grand banquet took place, at which the lords, nobles, and
priests became intoxicated in the effort to excel eacl1 other in drinking, with
the exception of the Nacon, wbo remained sober, the crowd in the mean
time returning to their homes. 'rhe next day, after they had slept themselves sober, the nobles and priests, who had remained at the mansion of
the general after the orgy, reeeived from his hand large presents of incense
which he had prepared for this purpose and caused to be consecrated by the
hoi y priests.
·
At this reunion he addressed them iq a long discourse, and earnestly
recommended to them the feasts which they should celebrate in honor of the
gods, in their towns, in order to obtain a prosperous and abundant year.
When the lecture was finished all took leave of eaeh other with much affection and noise, and each one took the road for his village and home.
There they occupied themselves with the cel~bration of their feasts,
which sometimes lasted, according to circumstances, until the month of Pop.
They gave to these feasts the name of Zabacil-Than, and they were celebrated in the following n1anner: They sought in the commune those who,
being the richest, were the most able to bear the expense of the feast, and
requested them to fix upon a day, because they had more of
during these three tnonths which remained until the natural year. What
they then did was to assemble at the mansion of the one who celebrated
the feast, after having performed the ceremony of dispelling the evil spirit.
They burnt copal and presented offerings with rejoicings and dances, after
which they drank sotne wine, which last was always the main point of the
feast. Such were the excesses in which they indulged themselves during
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these . three months, which it was painful to see; some departing covered
wjth wounds or bruises, others with their eyes inflamed with the quantity
·of liquor which they had imbibed, and with this passion for drink they
ruined themselves entirely.
P.-It has been said, in the preceding chapters, that the Indi~ns commenced their years with days without names, preparing in the villages for
the celebration of the feast of the new year. Besides the feast which they
made to the god U-uayeyab, by right of which alone they went out fron1
home, they solemnized especially these five days, seldom quitting their
houses, except to present, besides the ofl'erings made in public, different
trifles to their gods in the other temples. They never afterwards en1ployed,
for their particular use, the bagatelles which they offered to the idols, but
they bought the incense which they burned with it. They neither combed
nor washed themselves during these days; neither men nor won1en cleansed
themselves. They did not do any servile or fatiguing work, for fear that
son1e n1isfortune migh1 befall them .

.APPENDIX NO. 4.

Manera de las casas en Yucatan. 1

Que la manera de hazer las casas era cubri~las de paja que tienen nnty
buena y mucha, o con hojas de palma.que es propia para esto y .que tenian
muy grandes corrientes para que no se lluevan, y que despues echan unr.
pared por medio allargo que divide toda la casa, y que en esta par~d dexan
algunas puertas para Ia n1itad que llaman las espaldas de la casa, dondf.,
.tienen sus camas, y que la otra mitad blanquean. de tnuy gentil encalado, y
que los senores las tienen pintadas de muchas galanterias y que esta Initad
es el recebimiento y aposento de los guespedes, y que esta piec;a no tiene
puerta, sino toda abierta conforme al largo de la casa, y baxa mncho la
corriente delantera por temor de los soles y aguas, y dizen que tambien para
ensefiorearse de los enemigos de la· parte de dentro en tien1po de necessitad.
Y que el pueblo menudo hazia a su costa las casas de los senores, y que con
1
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no tener n1as pnertas, tenian por grave delicto de hazer mal a casas agenas.
Tenian una portezilla atras para el servicio ne~essario y que tienen unas
camas de varillas, y en cima una serilla donde duermen, cubiertas de sus
mantas de algodon: en verano duermen comunmente en los encalados con
una de aquellas serillas, especialmente los hombres Allende de Ia casa hazian
todo el pueblo a los senores sus sementeras, y se las beneficiavan y cogian
en cantidad que le bastava a el y a su casa 1 y quando avia ca9as o pescas, o
era tiempo de traer sal sien1pre davan parte al senor, por que estas cosas siempre las hazian de comunidad.

APPENDIX NO.

5.

Modo de bautismo e1t Yucatan. 1

Ten ian pues esta costurn bre para venir a hazer los baptismos, que
criavan las indi~s los ninos basta edad de tres afios, y a los varoncillos
usavanles siempre poner pegada a la cab.e9a en los ca hellos de la coroniiia
una contezuela blanca, y a las rnuchachas traian cenidas por las senes muy
abaxo con un cordel delgado y en el una conchuela asida que les venia a
dar encima de la parte honesto y destas dos cosas era entre ellos peccado y
cosa muy fea quitarla de las mochachas antes del baptisrno, el qualles davan
sietnpre desde edad de tres anos hast a doze .y n unca se casa van antes del
baptismo.
Quando alguno avia que quisiesse baptizar su hijo, iva al sacerdote y
davale parte de su intento, el qual publicava por el pueblo el bapt.ismo, y el
dia en que lo hazia, el qual ellos miravan siempre no fuesse acia.go.
Esto hecho el que hazia la fiesta que era el que 1novia la platica, ulegia
un principal del pueblo a su gusto para que le ayudasse a su negocio y Jas
cosas del. Despues tenian de costun1bre elegir a otros quatro hon1bres
ancianos y honrados que ayudessen al sacerdote el dia de la fiesta a las cerimonias, y estos elegian juntan1ente a su gusto con el sacerdote. Y en estas
elecciones entendian siempre los padres de todos los ninos que a via que bap1

Manner of baptism in Yucatan. - Landa, § xxvi, p. 144.
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tizar, ca de todos era tambien la fiesta y llamavanlos a estos que escogian
chaces. Tres dias antes de la fiesta ayunavan los padres de los n1ochachos
y los officiales, abstiniendose de las n1ugeres.
•
El _d ia juntavanse todos en casa del q~e hazia la fiesta y llevavan los
ninos todos que avian de baptizar, a los qnales ponian en el patio o phtca
de la casa, que limpio y sembrado de hojas frescas le tenian por orden en
rengla los varones por si y las nifias por si, ponian les con1o padrinos una
n1uger anciana a las ninas, y a los ninos un hombre que los tuviessen a
cargo.
Esto hecho tratava el s~cerdote de la purificacion de la posada, hechando al den1onio della. Para echarlo ponian quatro vanquillos en las quatro
esquinas del patio en los quales se sentavan los quatro chaces con un cordel
largo asido de uno a otro, de n1anera que quedavan los niilos aeorralados en
n1edio a dentro del cordel, despues pasando sobre el cordel avian de entrar
todos los padres de los ninos que avian ayunado dentro del circuito. Despues o antes ponian en medio otro vanquillo donde el sacerdote se sentava
con un brasero, y un poco de n1aiz n1olido y de su enciepso. Alii venian
los ninos y ninas por orden y echa vales el sacerdote un poco de n1aiz molido
y del encienso en la mano, y ellos en el brasero; y ansi hazian todos, y estos
saumerios acabados, tomavan el brasero en que los hazian, y el cm·del con
que los chaces los tenian cercados y ecliavan en un vaso un poco de vino y
davan lo todo a un irJdio que lo llevasse fuera del pueblo, avisandole no
beviesse ni mirass atras ala buelta y con esto dezian quedava el demonio
echado.
El qual assi ido ven·ian el patio y limpiavanlo de las hojas del arbol
que tenia que se dize cihon1 y echavan otras de otro que llaman copo, y
ponian unas seras en tanto que el .s acerdote se vestia. Vestido salia con un
jaco d~ pluma colorado y labrado de otras plumas de colores, y que le
cuelgan de los extremos otras plumas largas y una como coroza en la cabec;a
de las rnesmas plumas, y debaxo del jaco muchos listones de algodon basta
el suelo como colas, y con un isopo en la mano de un palo corto muy ]abrado, y por barbas o pelos del isopo ciertas colas de unas culebras que son
como caxcaveles, y con no mas ni tnenos gravedad que ternia un papa para
coronar un ernperador, que cosa era notable la serenidad que les causavan
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los aparejos. Los chaces ivan luego a los ninos y ponian a todos sendos
panos blancos en las cabec;as que sus madres para aquello traian. Preguntavan a los que eran grandecillos si avian hecho algun peccado y toca1niento
feo, y si lo avian hecho confessavanlo, y separavanlos de los otros.
Esto hecho mandava el sacerdote callar y sen tar la gente, y con1enc;ava
el a bendezir con muchas oraciones a los moc~1achos, y a santiguarlos con
su isopo, y con mucha serenidad. Acabada su bendicion se sentava y se
levantava el principal que avian los padres de los mochachos elegido para
esta fiesta, y con un guesso que el sacerdote le dava i~ra a los 1nochachos y
an1agava a cada uno por si nueve vezes con el guesso en que la frente;
despues mojavale en un vaso de una agua llevava en la mano, y untavales
la frente, y las faciones del rostro y entre los dedos de los piez y los de las
manos a todos sin hablar palabra. Esta agua hazian de ciertas flores y
de cacao mojado y desleido con agua virgen que ellos . dezian traida de
los concavos de los arboles o de los n1ontes.
Acabada esta unctura se levantava el sacenlote y les quitava lo~ panos
blancos de la cabec;a y otros que tenian colgados a las espaldas en que cada
uno traia atadas unas pocas de phunas de nn paxaro muy hermosa y algunos
cacaos, lo qual to do recogia uno de los chaces, y luego el sacerdote les eor- .
tava a los nifios con una navaja de piedra la cuenta que avian traido pegada
en la cabec;a; tras es.to ivan los demas ayudantes del sacerdote con un
manojo de flores y un humac;o que los indios usan chupar; y amagavan con
cad a uno dellos nueve vezes a cacla n1ochacho, y despues da vanle a oler las
flores y a chupar el humac;o. Despues recogian los presents que las madres
traian y davan dellos a cacla 1nochacho un poco para con1er alii, ca de cornida
eran los presentes, y tornavan un buen vaso de vino y presto en n1edio
ofrecianlo a los dioses y con devotas plegarias les rogavan recibiessen aquel
don pequefio de aquellos mochachos, y llamando otro oficial que les ayudava
que llamavan Cayom davanse lo que lo beviesse, lo qual hazia &in descan<;ar
que diz que era peccado.
[Translation. J

Manner of baptism in Yucatan. 1

This is the custon1 whieh they bad for preparing tbetn for baptism:
rrhe women were directed to raise the children to the age of three years,
Sec. XXVI, page 14S.
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putting on the head of the little boys something white, fastened an1ong the
locks at the back part of the head; as to the little girls, they wore hanging
down from the girdle a very slender cord, to which a small shell was
attached, which happened ·to be found placed exactly above the sexual
parts. It was regarded as a great fault and a very wrong action to remove ·
· these things from the little girls before their baptism, which was always
administered between three and t"\velve years, and they were never Ii1arried
before. When any one desired to have his child baptized, he went to the
priest and comn1nnicated his intention to him; the priest published the baptisnl throughout the con1n1unity, taking care always that the ceremony
should not fall on an unlucky day. This done, he who had 1nade the proposition, and who consequently took charge of the feast", chose at his fancy
one of the chief men of the place, in order to aid him in all that had reference to it. After that it w~s the custom to choose still four others from
among the oldest and most honorable, who assisted the priest in his duties
on the day of the fe:;tst. This choice was always made with the consent of
the priest himself. The fathers of all the infants to be baptized had an
equal part in this election, for the feast was a resort for all. To those who
had_ been chosen to accon1pany the priest they gave the title of Chac.
During the three days preceding the ceremony the fathers of the children,
as well as these officers, abstained frotn intercourse with their wives.
On the day designated all assen1bled at the house of hitn who gave the
feast, bringing with them the children to be baptized. They ranged them
in the court or a place in the house, which had been swept and ornan1ented
with leaves; the boys placed themselves on one side, under the charge of a
~1an who filled the office of godfather in regard to them; and on the other
side the girls, to whom they appointed a matron to take care of them. When
this was co1npleted the priest busied himself with purifying the house, dispelling the evil spirit from the place. For this purpose they placed a small
bench at the four corners of the court; the four Chacs seated thernselves,
stretching a cord fron1 one to the other in such a 1nanner that the children
remained in some sort confined in the center, after which the fathers all
together, "vho had observed the fast until this time, passed the cord to enter
into the inclosure. In the center there was another bench, where the priest
was seated, having besme a brazier with bruised n.1aize and incense.
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The little boys and girls approached in order, and the priest placed .in
their hands so1ne maize and incense, which they threw ·one by one into the
brazier. This finished and the incensing being terminated, they raised the
brazier and the cord with which the Chacs had forrned the inclosure. They
poured a little wine into a vase or vessel, which they gave, with these things,
to a man to carry out of the village, and charged him especially not to
drink the wine and not to look behind hin1 on his return -In this n1anner
the evil spirit was said to be dispelled.
The yard ·was then. swept and decorated with leaves which were found
there, and were the leaves of a tree called cihom; they substituted them with
others of a tree called copo, and stretched son1e mats, during which time
the priest changed his clothes. He appeared soon after, clothed in a tu.nic
of red feathers, · worked with other feathers of different colors, and from
which hung other feathers still finer; also, underneath, a large quantity of
ribbons of cotton, which hung down to the ground. On his head he wore
a kind of n1iter, embroidered with plumage in the same manner, and in his
hand a small holy-water sprinkler of wood, carved skillfully, of which the
filan1ents were of the tails of serpents, similar to serpents with rattles. IIe
came out thus, having neither more nor less gravity than a pope would have
in crowning an emperor; and it is a ren1arkable thing to see the serenity
which all this apparel gave hi1n.
The Chacs immediately advanced towards the children and placed
white linen cloths, which their mothers had brought for this purpose, on
their heads. They then asked the oldest if they had committed no wrong or
in1modest action; and if they had they confessed and were separated from the
rest. This done, the priest commanded all to seat themselves and be silent;
he then began to bless the children with certain prayers and to consecrate
thmn with the holy water, with much dignity. The benediction finished, he
sat down. rrhe one chosen by the fathers of the infants to aid especially
in this ceren1ony, then rose, and, armed with a bone, which the priest gave
him, he went to each child and passed it in front of h~n1 nine times; he then
dipped it in a vessel of water which he carried in his hand and anointed them
on the forehead and face, also the interstices of the fingers and toes, without
saying a single word. This water was co1nposed of certain flowers and
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cacao soaked and diluted in the pure water which they said sprang from
cavities in the woods or mountains.
After this anointing the priest rose; he took from their beads the white
cloths which had been placed on then1, also others which they had on their
shoulders, where each one wore some feathers of a very beautiful bird and
some grains of cacao. One of the Chacs collecte~ these things, after which
the priest cut off fi·om the heads of the little boys that which they wore
fastened on them with a stone knife. Behind the priest walked his other
assistant, a bouquet of flowers in his hand, with a pipe with perfun1e, which
the Indians were accustomed to sn1oke; they made nine passes with it
before ~ach child and then gave them one by one the flowers to smell and
the pipe to smoke. They then collected the presents which the mothers had
brought, and gave a little food to t.he children, the same amount to each
infant, for these presents consisted of eatables. They took one large bowl
filled with wine and hastily offered it to the gods, conjuring thern with
words of devotion to accept of this feeble homage on the part 0f the children; then calling another officer, whose title was Cayom, they gave him
the vessel, which he must empty at a draught; for him to stop to take
breath would have been wrong.
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